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NOTATION

(The following list of acronyms and abbreviations and units of measure is a duplication of the list

in the main portion of the GTCC BIS and is provided here for the convenience of the reader.)

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ACHP
AEA
ABC
AIP
AIRFA
ALARA
AMC
AMWTP
ANOI
AQRV
ARP
ATR

bgs
BLM
BLS
BNSF
BRC
BSL
BWR

CAA
CAAA
CAP88-PC
CCDF
CEDE
CEQ
CERCLA
CFA
CFR
CGTO
Cu
CRMD
CTU1R
CWA
CX

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Atomic Energy Act of 1954
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Agreement in Principle
American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978
as low as reasonably achievable
activated metal canister
Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment Project
Advanced Notice of Intent
air-quality-related value
Actinide Removal Process
Advanced Test Reactor (1INL)

below ground surface
Bureau of Land Management
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Burlington Northern Santa Fe
Blue Ribbon Commission on America's Nuclear Future
Biosafety Level
boiling water reactor

Clean Air Act
Clean Air Act Amendments
Clean Air Act Assessment Package 1988-Personal Computer (code)
complementary cumulative distribution function
committed effective dose equivalent
Council on Environmental Quality
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
Central Facilities Area (INL)
Code of Federal Regulations
Consolidated Group of Tribes and Organizations
contact-handled
Cultural Resource Management Office
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation
Clean Water Act
Categorical Exclusion
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1 DCF dose conversion factor
2 DCG derived concentration guide
3 DOE U.S. Department of Energy
4 DOE-EM DOE-Office of Environmental Management
5 DOE-ID DOE-Idaho Operations Office
6 DOE-NV DOE-Nevada Operations Office
7 DOE-RL DOE-Richland Operations Office
8 DOI U.S. Department of the Interior
9 DOT U.S. Department of Transportation

10 DRZ disturbed rock zone
11 DTRA Defense Threat Reduction Agency
12 DWPF Defense Waste Processing Facility
13
14 EAC Early Action Area
15 EDE effective dose equivalent
16 EDNA Environmental Designation for Noise Abatement
17 EIS environmental impact statement
18 EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
19 ERDF Environmental Restoration Dispersal Facility
20 ESA Endangered Species Act of 1973
21 ESRP Eastern Snake River Plain (LNL)
22
23 FFTF Fast Flux Test Facility (Hanford)
24 FGR Federal Guidance Report
25 FONSI Finding of No Significant Impact
26 FR Federal Register
27 FTE full-time equivalent
28 FY fiscal year
29
30 GAO U.S. Government Accountability (formerly General Accounting) Office
31 GMS/OSRP Office of Global Material Security/Off-Site Source Recovery Project
32 GSA General Separations Area (SRS)
33 GTCC greater-than-Class C
34
35 HAP hazardous air pollutant
36 HC Hazard Category
37 HEPA high-efficiency particulate air
38 HEU highly enriched uranium
39 HF hydrogen fluoride
40 HFIR High Flux Isotope Reactor (ORNL)
41 HMS Hanford Meteorology Station
42 HOSS hardened on-site storage
43 h-SAMC half-shielded activated metal canister
44 HSW EIS Final Hanford Site Solid (Radioactive and Hazardous) Waste Program
45 Environmental Impact Statement
46
47
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17
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19
20
21
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23
24
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26
27
28
29
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32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

ICRP
IDA
IDAPA
IiDEQ
IDF
IN4L
INTEC
ISFSI

LANL
LCF
Ldn
Leq
LEU
LLRW
LLRWPAA
LMP
LWA
LWB

MCL
MCU
MDA
MOA
MOU
MOX
MPSSZ
MSL

NAAQS
NAGPRA
NASA
NCRP
NDA
NEPA
NERiP
NESHAP
MIPA
NI PEIS
NLVF
NMAC
NMED
NMFS
NNH{P
NNSA
NNSA/NSO

International Commission on Radiological Protection
intentional destructive act
Idaho Administrative Procedures Act
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality
Integrated Disposal Facility
Idaho National Laboratory
Idaho Nuclear Technology and Engineering Center (INL)
independent spent fuel storage installation

Los Alamos National Laboratory
latent cancer fatality
day-night sound level
equivalent-continuous sound level
low-enriched uranium
low-level radioactive waste
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985
Land Management Plan (WIPP)
Land Withdrawal Act (WIPP)
Land Withdrawal Boundary (WiIPP)

maximum contaminant level
modular caustic side solvent extraction unit
material disposal area (LANL)
Memorandum of Agreement
Memorandum of Understanding
mixed oxides
Middleton Place-Summerville Seismic Zone
mean sea level

National Ambient Air Quality Standard(s)
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
NRC-licensed disposal area (West Valley Site)
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
National Environmental Research Park
National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants
National Historic Preservation Act
Nuclear Isotope PEIS
North Las Vegas Facility
New Mexico Administrative Code
New Mexico Environment Department
National Marine Fisheries Services
Nevada Natural Heritage Program
National Nuclear Security Administration (DOE)
NNSA/Nevada Site Office
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NNS S
NOAA
NOI
NP3DES
NPS
NRC
NRHP
NTS SA
NTTR

OPRNE
ORR

PA
PCB
PCS
PEIS
P.L.
PM
PM 2.5
PMlo
PPV
PSD
PSHA
PWR

R&D
RCRA
RDD
RH
RH LLW EA
RLWTF -UIP
ROD
ROI
ROW
RPS
RSL
RWMC
RWMS

SA
SAAQS
SALDS
SCDHEC
SCE&G
SDA

Nevada National Security Site (formerly Nevada Test Site or NTS)
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Notice of Intent
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
National Park Service
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
National Register of Historic Places
Nevada Test Site Supplemental Analysis
Nevada Test and Training Range

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge Reservation

programmatic agreement
polychiorinated biphenyl
primary constituent standard
programmatic environmental impact statement
Public Law
particulate matter
particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter of 2.5 •im or less
particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter of 10 gtm or less
Peak Particle Velocity
Prevention of Significant Deterioration
Probabilistic Seismic Hazards Assessment
pressurized water reactor

research and development
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
radiological dispersal device
remote-handled
Remote-Handled Low-Level Waste Environmental Assessment (INL)
Radioactive Liquid Waste Treatment Facility-Upgrade (LANL)
Record of Decision
region of influence
right-of-way
Radioisotopic Power Systems
Remote Sensing Laboratory
Radioactive Waste Management Complex (INL)
Radioactive Waste Management Site (NNSS)

Supplemental Analysis
State Ambient Air Quality Standards
State-Approved Land Disposal Site
South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control
South Carolina Electric Gas
state-licensed disposal area (West Valley Site)
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15
16
17
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21
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26
27
28
29
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33
34
35
36
37
38
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SDWA
S~llPO
SINF
SR
SRS
SWB
SWEIS

TA
TC&WM EIS
TEDE
TEDF
TEE
TLD
TRU
TRUPACT-JI
TSCA
TSP
TTR
TVA

US
USACE
USC
USFS
USFWS
USGS

VOC

WAC
WliB
WJPP
WSRC
WTP
WVDP

Safe Drinking Water Act
State Historic Preservation Office(r)
spent nuclear fuel
State Route
Savannah River Site
standard waste box
Site-Wide Environmental Impact Statement

Technical Area (LANL)
Tank Closure and Waste Management EIS (Hanford)
total effective dose equivalent
Treated Effluent Disposal Facility
Tritium Extraction Facility
thermoluminescent dosimeter
transuranic
Transuranic Package Transporter-II
Toxic Substances Control Act
total suspended particulates
Tonapahi Test Range
Tennessee Valley Authority

United States
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
United States Code
U.S. Forest Service
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Geological Survey

volatile organic compound

waste acceptance criteria or Washington Adminisfrative Code
Waste Handling Building (WIPP)
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Westinghouse Savannah River Company
Waste Treatment Plant (Hanford)
West Valley Demonstration Project
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1
2

UNITS OF MEASURE

ac acre(s)
ac-ft acre-foot (feet)

°C degree(s) Celsius
cfs cubic foot (feet) per second
Ci curie(s)
cm centimeter(s)
cms cubic meter(s) per second

d day(s)
dB decibel(s)
dBA A-weighted decibel(s)

°F degree(s) Fahrenheit
ft foot (feet)
ft2  square foot (feet)
ft3  cubic foot (feet)

g gram(s) or acceleration
of gravity (9.8 m/s/s)

gal gallon(s)
gpd gallon(s) per day
gpm gallon(s) per minute

MCi
mg
mi
mi2

min
mL
mm
mph
mR
mrem
mSv
MW
MX~h

cubic meter(s)
megacurie(s)
milligram(s)
mile(s)
square mile(s)
minute(s)
milliliter(s)
millimeter(s)
mile(s) per hour
milliroentgen(s)
millirem
millisievert(s)
megawatt(s)
megawatt-hour(s)

nCi nanocurie(s)

oz ounce(s)

pCi
ppb
ppm

R
rad
rem

picocurie(s)
part(s) per billion
part(s) per million

roentgen(s)
radiation absorbed dose
roentgen equivalent man

h
ha
hmp

hour(s)
hectare(s)
horsepower

s second(s)
in. inch(es)

kg kilogram(s)
km kilometer(s)
km2  square kilometer(s)
kph kilometer(s) per hour
kV kilovolt(s)

t metric ton(s)

VdB vibration velocity decibel(s)

L
lb

m

yd
yd2

yd3

yr

yard(s)
square yard(s)
cubic yard(s)
year(s)liter(s)

pound(s)

jtg microgram(s)
jim micrometer(s)meter(s)

square meter(s)

°o°
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1 APPENDIX J:
2 COMMENT RESPONSE DOCUMENT

4
5
6 This Comment Response Document (CRD) is organized into four main sections as
7 follows. (1) Section J. 1 describes the public comment process for the Draft Greater-Than-
8 Class C Low-Level Radioactive Waste Environmental Impact Statement (Draft GTCC EIS), the
9 procedure for managing and responding to the comments received for the Draft GTCC ELS, and

10 a list of the dates and locations for the public hearings (see Table J-1). (2) Section J.2
11 summarizes the topics of general interest associated with the EIS as gleaned from the public
12 comments received. (3) Section J.3 provides a compilation of all comment documents received
13 and responses to the comments identified within each comment document. (4) Section J.4 lists
14 the references for this appendix.
15
16
17 J.1 PUBLIC COMMENT PROCESS
18
19 A Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare the Draft GTCC EIS was published in the Federal
20 Register on July 23, 2007 (72 FR 40135), and it began a 60-day public scoping period that ended
21 on September 21, 2007. All scoping comments received were considered in the preparation of
22 the BIS and are summarized in Section 1.5.1. A Notice of Availability (NOA) for the
23 Draft GTCC EIS was published in the Federal Register on February 25, 2011 (76 FR 10574),
24 and it began a 120-day public comment period that ended on June 27, 2011. All comments
25 received on the Draft BIS were considered in the preparation of this EIS and are presented in
26 Section J.3.
27
28 An important part of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process involves
29 giving the public the opportunity to provide input and comments on a Draft EIS for consideration
30 in the preparation of a Final EIS. DOE issued the Draft GTCC BIS for review and comment by
31 other federal agencies, states, American Indian tribal governments, local governments, and the
32 public. DOE distributed copies to those organizations and government officials who were known
33 to have an interest in the EIS and to those organizations and individuals who requested a copy.
34 Copies were also made available on the project website (http://www.gtcceis.anl.gov/), the DOE
35 NEPA website (http://energy.gov/nepa/), and in regional DOE public document reading rooms
36 and public libraries near the sites evaluated in the Draft EIS. Postcard mailers were sent to
37 stakeholders that were on the project distribution list, and announcements indicating the
38 availability of the Draft EIS and the dates and times of the public hearings were published in
39 local newspapers.
40
41 Each of the public hearings staffed with an open house that lasted about 1 hour, and
42 posters explaining the NEPA process for the Draft GTCC EIS and presenting the alternatives
43 evaluated and the results of the EIS evaluation were displayed. Copies of the Summary
44 document and fact sheets were also made available to the public. Subject matter experts were on
45 hand to answer any questions the public may have had as they viewed the poster display.
46
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1 TABLE J-1 Draft GTCC EIS Public Hearing Locations, Dates,
2 and Estimated Attendance

Location Date Attendance

North Augusta, South Carolina April 19, 2011 38
Carlsbad, New Mexico April 26, 2011 56
Albuquerque, New Mexico April 27, 2011 79
Santa Fe, New Mexico April 28, 2011 76
Las Vegas, Nevada May 9, 2011 40
Idaho Falls, Idaho May 11, 2011 35
Pasco, Washington May 17, 2011 30
Portland, Oregon May 19, 2011 200
Washington, D.C. May 25, 2011 22

3
4
5 After the open house, DOE gave an overview of the Draft GTCC EIS, and attendees were
6 given an opportunity to provide oral and written comments. Each oral comment presentation,
7 recorded by a court reporter as part of the hearing transcript, was considered as a comment
8 document. Written comments submitted by individuals during the hearings were likewise
9 considered to be comment documents. The transcripts for the nine hearings are posted on the

10 project website.
11
12 DOE received a total of 1,204 comment documents, which accounted for approximately
13 4,000 individual comments. Of the 1,204 comment records received, 137 were from
14 organizations or federal or state agencies; 518 were from private citizens; and 549 were
15 campaign letters, emails, or web comments received from six organizations (i.e., Snake River
16 Alliance, Friends of the Gorge, Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety, Nuclear Watch, CREDO
17 (CitizenLetter), and the Brookfield Senior Living Facility). Written comments were received via
18 letter, email, or through submission of a comment form provided at the public hearings or on the
19 project website. Verbal comments are included in transcripts documenting each of the public
20 hearings held on the Draft GTCC BIS (as listed in Table J-1).
21
22 Comment documents received were assigned a distinct identifier consisting of an
23 alphabet prefix and a number. Comment documents that were received as letters were assigned a
24 prefix of "L"; emails received an "E"; web comments got a "W"; and verbal comments at public
25 meetings were given a "T." All comment documents received were reviewed, and individual
26 comments identified from each comment document were given a distinct comment number. For
27 example, if the comment letter that was assigned the number 1 had three comments identified,
28 then the comments were given identifiers of Li-i, L1-2, and L1-3, respectively.
29
30 Comments were reviewed and responses prepared by policy experts, technical subject
31 matter experts, and NEPA experts. Comments were evaluated to determine whether additional or
32 corrected information was needed and whether additional or revised text would clarify the
33 information being conveyed. Sections that were revised to provide additional information or
34 clarification are indicated in the responses when needed.
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1 J.2 TOPICS OF INTEREST
2 "

3 DOE has identified 10 topics of interest based on the comments most frequently received
4 and/or comments that indicated a broad public concern. These topics are summarized in the list
5 and discussed in the text that follows.
6
7 *J.2.1 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at a new near-surface
8 land disposal facility at DOE sites evaluated (i.e., at the Hanford Site, the
9 Idaho National Laboratory [INL] Site, Los Alamos National Laboratory

10 [LANL], Savannah River Site [SRS], Nevada National Security Site [NNSS],
11 and Waste Isolation Pilot Plant [WIPP] Vicinity);
12
13 • J.2.2 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in the WIPP
14 repository;
15
16 *J.2.3 Consideration of other alternatives not evaluated in detail in the EIS,
17 including use of hardened on-site storage (HOSS), the proposed Yucca
18 Mountain Repository, a new geologic repository, other disposal methods
19 (e.g., mined cavities), and alternative sources of energy;
20
21 • J.2.4 NEPA process and procedures;
22
23 • J.2.5 Tribal and cultural resources;
24
25 • J.2.6 Transportation analysis and impacts;
26
27 • J.2.7 Model assumptions for post-closure impacts on human health;
28
29 ° J.2.8 Waste inventory;
30
31 * J.2.9 Cumulative impacts; and
32
33 • J.2. 10 Statutory/regulatory and policy issues.
34
35
36 J.2.1 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Like Wastes at a New Near-Surface Land
37 Disposal Facility at DOE Sites Evaluated (i.e., at the Hanford Site, INL Site, LANL,
38 SRS, NNSS, and the WIPP Vicinity)
39
40
41 Topic Summary
42
43 A number of comments were received on these six locations that were evaluated in the
44 EIS for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes using the near-surface land disposal
45 methods. Five of the six sites evaluated have ongoing environmental remediation programs (the
46 exception is the WIPP Vicinity), and commenters - including American Indian tribes, other
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1 members of the public, and nongovernmental organizations - noted that emphasis should be
2 placed on completing cleanup activities first rather than on increasing the amount of radioactive
3 wastes disposed of at these sites.
4
5 Commenters strongly recommended that specific sites should be removed from
6 consideration in developing a GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste near-surface land disposal
7 facility. In addition, some commenters felt that disposal of commercially generated radioactive
8 waste should not be conducted at government (DOE) facilities.
9

10 Commenters identified a number of site-specific environmental factors at DOE sites
11 evaluated in the BIS - including geology and soils (e.g., seismic and volcanic activity, strata,
12 contaminated soils and dust, erosion, soil properties) and hydrology (e.g., floodplains, surface
13 runoff, depth to groundwater, groundwater flow) - that could render these sites as unacceptable
14 locations for developing a land disposal facility for GTCC LLRW.
15
16 Commenters said that it is not clear what the basis is for the conceptual disposal facility
17 designs and whether boreholes and trenches can be developed and implemented to the necessary
18 depth at all sites as described in the EIS. Commenters suggested that the existing boreholes at
19 NNSS should be considered for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in the EIS.
20 Also, the history of the use of these disposal methods at DOE sites should be addressed in greater
21 detail.
22
23
24 Discussion
25
26 DOE is actively performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site, the
27 INL Site, LANL, NNSS, and SRS. The ongoing cleanup efforts at these sites will continue as
28 planned. DOE does not anticipate that GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like waste disposal would affect
29 ongoing cleanup activities at these sites.
30
31 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS encompass the range of reasonable
32 alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes, consistent with NEPA
33 implementing regulations in the Code of Federal Regulations at 40 CFR, Parts 1500-1508. In
34 this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-
35 surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault) and federally owned sites
36 (i.e., Hanford Site, lINL Site, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and the WIPP Vicinity, for which two
37 reference locations - one within and one outside the WJPP Land Withdrawal Boundary- were
38 considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to analyze these six sites because they
39 currently have operating radioactive waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity,
40 which is near an operating geologic repository and has basic infrastructure to support the facility.
41
42 DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal
43 lands in the EIS in order to provide, to the extent practicable, information regarding the potential
44 long-term performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC LLRW land disposal
45 facility. DOE conducted a generic evaluation because it would not be reasonable to analyze in
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1 detail an essentially unlimited number of additional non-DOE or nonfederal sites where there is
2 little or no anticipated potential for facility development.
3
4 DOE solicited technical capability statements from commercial vendors that might be
5 interested in constructing and operating a GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste disposal facility
6 in a request for information in the FedBizOpps on July 1, 2005. Although at the time, Several
7 commercial vendors expressed an interest, no vendor provided specific information on disposal
8 locations and methods for analysis in the EIS. On June 20, 2014 Waste Control Specialists, LLC,
9 (WCS), filed (and resubmitted on July 21, 2014) a Petition for Rulemaking with the Texas

10 Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) requesting the State of Texas to revise certain
11 provisions of the Texas Administrative Code to remove prohibitions on disposal of GTCC
12 LLRW, GTCC-like waste and TRU waste at its TCEQ licensed facilities. On January 30, 2015,
13 TCEQ sent a letter to the NRC requesting guidance on the State of Texas's authority to license
14 disposal of GTCC LLRW, GTCC-like waste and TRU waste. This matter is under review by
15 NRC.
16
17 Final siting of a land disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would
18 involve further NIEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and
19 regulations and would include local stakeholder involvement.
20
21 The site-specific environmental factors identified by commenters were evaluated in the
22 EIS as appropriate. The results of the evaluation were taken into consideration in identifying the
23 preferred alternative presented in the Final EIS.
24
25 The three land disposal facility conceptual designs (above-grade vault, enhanced near-
26 surface trench, and intermediate-depth borehole) were selected as being representative of a range
27 of land disposal configurations (varying degrees of waste consolidation and geometry) that could
28 be employed for the disposal of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. As discussed
29 in Section 1.4.2, each concept has been used to some degree in the United States or other
30 countries. The same vault, borehole, and trench characteristics were considered for the disposal
31 sites evaluated to provide a common basis to compare the performance of each site's natural
32 hydrological, geological, and meteorological properties relative to contaminant fate and transport
33 should any engineered barriers begin to fail.
34
35 The conceptual nature of these configurations takes into account the characteristics of all
36 of the disposal sites for which they were considered, but their designs (e.g., width, depth, cover
37 depth, reinforced containment) could be altered or enhanced, as necessary, to provide an optimal
38 solution at a specific location. As an example, the cover depth could be adjusted to ensure that
39 roots from vegetation would not compromise the top of the engineered barrier. In addition, the
40 dimensions of the generic land disposal units (e.g., trench - width and depth, borehole - diameter
41 and depth, vault - width, depth, and height) were selected based on similar existing facilities,
42 existing equipment, and methods for construction and were optimized (waste volume disposed of
43 was maximized for a given disposal unit volume; simple waste handling procedures were used to
44 minimize exposure) for the types of waste packages considered. All designs could also
45 accommodate different disposal packages (existing and proposed) with minor variations in their
46 dimensions, but the EIS analyses would remain relevant for each option considered. Past
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1 operational experience with these types of disposal facilities at DOE sites has shown that when
2 properly implemented, they can provide isolation of radioactive waste from the environment for
3 extended time periods. Past experience with each option provided additional information to
4 improve the design and performance of future land disposal facilities. Issues related to
5 performance over time would be analyzed in a project-specific analysis to address technical and
6 long-term cultural concerns (e.g., tribal issues).
7
8
9 ,1.2.2 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Like Wastes at WIPP

10
11
12 Topic Summary
13
14 Numerous comments were received objecting to the possible use of WIPP for disposal
15 of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes based on legal and technical considerations. Many
16 commenters noted that WIPP is only authorized to receive defense-generated TRU wastes, so
17 WIPP cannot be considered as a reasonable alternative in the EIS at this time. Commenters
18 discussed that by bringing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to WIPP, DOE would be
19 breaking its promise to the citizens of New Mexico to dispose of only defense-generated
20 transuranic (TRU) waste.
21
22 Commenters also noted that disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP
23 would exceed the legally specified TRU waste limitations. For example, the activity limit for
24 remote-handled TRU waste disposed of at WJPP is 5.1 MCi. The disposal of the entire GTCC
25 LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory at WIPP would add more than 160 MCi, which is about
26 30 times more than the legal limit.
27
28 Other commenters stated that WIPP site characteristics are not suitable for disposal of
29 GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste (e.g., there are karst formations that may affect the integrity
30 of the site, and there is brine within the facility) and that WJPP is surrounded by natural
31 resources (oil, gas, potash). There is also a concern that transportation of GTCC LLRW and
32 GTCC-like wastes means that additional radioactive wastes would be shipped over New Mexico
33 highways for several decades.
34
35 Commenters noted that the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory contains
36 mixed radioactive and hazardous waste, including waste regulated under the Resource
37 Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). There is a concern that the GTCC ELS should discuss
38 the specific hazardous chemicals and their amounts and concentrations in GTCC LLRW and
39 GTCC-like wastes. Commenters suggested the measures that are needed to prohibit substantial
40 releases of hazardous chemicals at WIPP must be described and analyzed, and the monitoring of
41 VOCs in GTCC disposal facilities must be described.
42
43 There were also commenters who suggested that as the only operating geologic
44 repository for radioactive waste in the United States, WIPP is the best choice for disposal of
45 GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes, as supported by its site characteristics and proven safety
46 record for waste disposal to date.
47
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1 Discussion
2
3 DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for
4 disposal at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act (LWA) as
5 amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-20 1) and that legislation would be required to
6 allow disposal of waste other than TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at
7 WIPP andior for siting a new facility within the land withdrawal area. It would also be necessary

8 to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and
9 the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification

10 with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility

11 Permit. In addition, follow-on NEPA project-specific review, including further characterization
12 of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads) as well as the proposed packaging for
13 disposal would have to be conducted.
14
15 However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
16 currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
17 Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
18 recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify the
19 agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
20 future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., P.L. 96-164) may make it
21 desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either party to
22 this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."
23
24 DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIiPP
25 LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for
26 Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
27 the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS
28 (see Section 4.1.1) and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the
29 GTCC EIS evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in
30 minimal environmental impacts on all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
31 transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
32 because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
33 doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository.
34
35 The WIPP has been certified by the EPA as an acceptable facility for the disposal of
36 defense-generated TRU waste. The physical and chemical characteristics of the GTCC LLRW
37 and GTCC-like wastes proposed for disposal in the WIPP repository are comparable to the TRU
38 wastes currently being disposed of in the repository.
39
40 Dissolution has occurred outside the WIPP Land Withdrawal Boundary, as shown by
41 karst features in the Nash Draw area. The EPA has noted that it is possible that dissolution
42 occurred at the WIPP site sometime in the distant past (i.e., millions of years ago for strata-
43 bound features) but was associated with a geologic setting other than that currently present at
44 WIPP. However, dissolution in the underlying geology is not an ongoing process at the WIiPP
45 site. The EPA, as part of its compliance certification process, concurred with the modeling
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1 performed by DOE (which assumed that there was no karst within the WIPP site boundary) and
2 indicated that this was consistent with existing borehole data and other geologic information.
3
4 WIPP is located in a salt formation, and moisture (brine) is naturally present. The brine
5 makes up about 1% of the rock volume. The brine comes in two forms: interstitial and included.
6 Interstitial brine is trapped between crystal facies (between fracture boundaries at the
7 microscopic scale). Included brine is inside small cavities called inclusions trapped within the
8 crystals themselves. Samples of brine collected from locations just inches apart from one another
9 show different chemical and isotopic compositions, indicating that the brine did not move more

10 than a few inches from where it was trapped when an ancient tidal flat dried up 250 million years
11 ago. This indicates the extremely slow movement of water in this salt formation. In addition, the
12 current design for operating WIPP involves sealing the shafts to ensure that no fresh water can
13 enter and affect the disposed-of wastes.
14
15 WIPP is surrounded by various natural resources - including potash, oil, and natural
16 gas - as identified in Section 4.2.2.2 of this EIS. Resource considerations were included in the
17 site selection process for WIPP and are documented in the Final Environmental Impact
18 Statement, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, Section 7.3.7). Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
19 wastes at WIPP would not invalidate the WIPP site selection decision.
20
21 Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WIPP's past exemplary operating record, DOE
22 believes that the WIPP repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
23 GTCC-like wastes, some of which include long-lived radionuclides. There have been no worker
24 fatalities due to radiation exposure from waste disposal activities at WIPP. There was one fatality
25 that occurred during WIPP construction in 1982. It was a single construction-related fatality in
26 which a miner fell during the first exploratory shaft construction.
27
28 It should be noted that waste disposal operations at WIPP were suspended on February 5,
29 2014, following a fire involving an underground vehicle. Nine days later, on February 14, 2014,
30 a radiological event occurred underground at WIPP, contaminating a portion of the mine
31 primarily along the ventilation path from the location of the incident and releasing a small
32 amount of contamination into the environment.
33
34 DOE will resume disposal operations at WIPP when it is safe to do so. The schedule for
35 restart of limited operations is currently under review. DOE is continuing to characterize and
36 certify TRU waste at the Idaho National Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Savannah
37 River Site, and Argonne National Laboratory for eventual shipment to WILPP. TRU waste
38 continues to be generated at the Hanford site and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
39 DOE is carefully evaluating and analyzing the impacts on storage requirements and
40 commitments with state regulators at the generator sites. These efforts will inform decisions
41 related to the availability of storage for certified TRU waste until waste shipments to WIPP can
42 resume. Detailed information on the status of recovery activities at WIPP can be found at
43 http ://www.wipp.energy.gov/wipprecovery/recovery.html.
44
45 The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and
46 GTCC-like wastes for disposal at WIPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a
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1 proclamation made in the 50th Legislature, First Session, 2011, stating: "Be it resolved that we,
2 the undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
3 adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
4 greater-than-Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of spent
5 nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, David Martin, Secretary of the New Mexico
6 Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that "the Department
7 encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as the preferred
8 alternatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic repository is the favored alternative being
9 more effective for the enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition, the Governor of

10 New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September 1,2011, stated that the
11 State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of WIPP as the preferred
12 alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
13
14 The mixed radioactive and hazardous waste in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste
15 inventory is estimated to be about 170 m3 (6,000 ft3) of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste
16 inventory. Available information about the mixed waste in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
17 waste inventory indicates that most of it is characteristic hazardous waste as regulated under
18 RCRA; therefore, it is assumed that the generators will treat the waste to render it nonhazardous
19 under federal and state laws and requirements. WIPP, however, can accept defense-generated
20 TRU mixed waste as provided in the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
21 P.L. 104-201). Irrespective of generator treatment of the waste, WIPP has specific waste
22 acceptance criteria that must be met prior to disposal.
23
24 Organic waste streams received at WIPP that came from past plutonium production
25 operations in which process residues included organic solvents and were solidified primarily by
26 grouting did contain significant concentrations of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that are
27 toxic above certain concentrations. Because radioactive waste containers must be vented to
28 preclude flammable hydrogen gas buildup, this venting also served as a release pathway for
29 VOCs. This issue is not expected to arise with regard to GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
30 since the generators would treat any mixed radioactive and hazardous waste to render it
31 nonhazardous before submitting waste for disposal at WJPP.
32
33
34 J.2.3 Consideration of Other Alternatives Not Evaluated in Detail in the ETS Including Use
35 of HOSS, the Proposed Yucca Mountain Repository, a New Geologic Repository, and
36 Other Disposal Methods (e.g., Mined Cavities) and Alternatives (e.g., Treatment of
37 Waste and Alternative Sources of Energy)
38
39
40 Topic Summary
41
42 Commenters suggested that the EIS should be revised and reissued to include HOSS as a
43 reasonable alternative for managing all or a portion (principally, activated metals from
44 decommissioning commercial nuclear power reactors) of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
45 waste inventory. The comments suggested that storage in HOSS facilities is a safe way to store
46 waste until a permanent, scientifically sound, and publicly acceptable solution is found. ROSS
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1 would allow long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes so that they can be
2 monitored and retrieved when a better solution is found. Some commenters indicated the BIS
3 should consider the use of 110SS for the entire GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory,
4 while others suggested that it be considered for the activated metals associated with
5 decommissioning commercial nuclear power reactors. Commenters stated that since on-site
6 storage is the current management practice for all GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes, HOSS
7 would seem to be the best candidate as the preferred alternative. Note: These concerns were
8 initially raised in public comments on the NOI that was issued on July 23, 2007. In DOE's
9 response in the Draft GTCC EIS, HOSS was considered to be outside the scope of the EIS.

10 However, a number of comments indicated that this was not acceptable and that the EIS needed
11 to be revised to include HOSS as a reasonable alternative. In addition, several commenters
12 indicated that DOE should create regulatory definitions and frameworks for use of 110SS at
13 commercial nuclear facilities as part of this EIS. It was noted that while some GTCC LLRW and
14 GTCC-like wastes are currently being stored in 1105S facilities, other GTCC LLRW and
15 GTCC-like wastes are stored in ways that could create environmental and public health risks.
16 Commenters suggested that once a framework is established, there should be periodic reviews of
17 the HOSS facilities, and that defining and regulating HOSS would improve public safety and be
18 more protective of human health and the environment than any of the alternatives addressed in
19 the EIS.
20
21 A number of commenters indicated that the best approach for disposal of GTCC LLRW
22 and GTCC-like wastes would be to dispose of the entire inventory in a new geologic repository.
23 Commenters noted that many of these wastes have very long half-lives and that during disposal
24 in near-surface land disposal facilities, contaminants could leach to groundwater or surface
25 waters. Under Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations in 10 CFR Part 61, GTCC
26 LLRW must be disposed of in a geologic repository unless an alternative proposal for disposal is
27 approved by the NRC. It was then suggested that DOE should implement this method for the
28 GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes included in this EIS. The only geologic repository
29 considered in the EIS is WIPP, and commenters proposed that the analyses should be redone
30 considering the Yucca Mountain repository or, if the Yucca Mountain repository is not a
31 workable option, should address disposal in a generic repository developed to dispose of spent
32 nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste.
33
34 Commenters also noted that disposal in a geologic repository is NRC's required disposal
35 method for these wastes, and geologic disposal will provide the additional level of safety,
36 security, and reliability to deter and eliminate any terrorist access to these materials. In addition,
37 commenters noted that the EIS clearly shows the geological repository has low environmental
38 and human heatth impacts, making it a better disposal method than the other alternatives.
39
40 Commenters said that the EIS should have evaluated an alternative in which the GTCC
41 LLRW and GTC C-like wastes would be placed in interim storage and await the development of
42 a geologic repository as required under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 for disposal of
43 spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste. This second repository could be in a
44 different geologic medium, such as granite. The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes could then
45 be disposed of in this second repository along with these higher-activity radioactive wastes.
46
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1 Commenters said that the federal government should stop further generation of
2 radioactive waste. Commenters suggested that safe disposal methods for managing these wastes
3 are not available, and programs that continue to generate this waste are adding to a problem that
4 has not yet been solved. Commenters also said that no additional nuclear power plants should be
5 constructed, and the existing plants should be shut down, since nuclear power has not been
6 shown to be safe, as indicated by the problems at Fukushima, Chernobyl, and Three Mile Island.
7 Commenters recommended that the federal government should further promote the use of
8 alternative energy sources and methods such as conservation, solar power, and wind energy
9 instead of promoting the continued use of nuclear power.

10
11 Commenters said that the EIS should have addressed disposal of GTCC LLRW and

12 GTCC-like wastes in the Yucca Mountain repository and at commercial LLRW disposal sites,
13 including those in existing LLRW Compacts (rather than at DOE sites). Commenters indicated
14 that since use of the Yucca Mountain repository was considered in the EIS scoping process, it
15 should have been carried to completion in the EIS.
16
17 Other potential alternatives for disposal, as well as various treatment options (such as
18 transmutation, vitrification, or creation of a Manhattan-type project to develop new treatment
19 options) and more innovative disposal techniques (such as a mined cavity, use of existing mine
20 holes/shafts, long-term storage, or retrievable "disposal"), were recommended to be considered
21 in the EIS, given the very long half-lives of some of the radionuclides.
22
23 A number of comments were made indicating that the generation of nuclear waste be
24 stopped. In addition, it was suggested that the EIS should have evaluated alternatives in which no
25 future GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes are produced and alternatives resulting in a lower
26 amount of waste being produced. They would include alternatives that assume no additional
27 nuclear power plants are constructed and a termination in the production of nuclear weapons.
28 Commenters also noted that the federal government should promote the use of alternative
29 energies that do not result in the production of radioactive and other hazardous wastes.
30
31
32 Discussion
33
34 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and
35 GTCC-like wastes are outside the scope of this BIS because they do not meet the purpose and
36 need for agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy
37 Policy Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a Record of Decision
38 (ROD) for a permanent disposal facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The
39 action alternatives evaluated in the GTCC BIS also did not include interim storage of GTCC
40 LLRW and GTCC-like wastes until a geologic repository for spent nuclear fuel and high-level
41 radioactive waste becomes available because such interim storage is outside the scope of the
42 GTCC EIS. The purpose of the GTCC EIS is to evaluate the range of reasonable alternatives
43 for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
44
45 DOE does not have authority to regulate the storage of radioactive wastes at commercial
46 facilities, including nuclear power plants. Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as amended
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1 (AEA) (42 USC § 2011 in the United States Code), the INRC is responsible for regulating storage2 of such wastes. Radioactive waste storage requirements can be found in 10 CFR Part 30 (Rule of
3 General Applicability to Domestic Licensing of Byproduct Material), 10 CFR Part 70 (Domestic
4 Licensing of Special Nuclear Material), and 10 CFR Part 72 (Licensing Requirements for the
5 Independent Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-Level Radioactive Waste, and Reactor-Related
6 Greater Than Class C Waste). In addition, the NRC has provided guidance for the storage of
7 LLRW in SECY-94-198, Review of Existing Guidance Concerning the Extended Storage of
8 Low-Level Radioactive Waste, which was issued on August 1, 1994.
9

10 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for
11 the disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
12 evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement, as does DOE's
13 Supplemental EIS for the Geologic Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High Level Waste at
14 Yucca Mountain, Nye County, Nevada (DOE-EIS-0750-5 1). However, the degree of waste
15 isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the GTCC LLRW and
16 GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that certain
17 wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides Such as Cs-137 irradiators) could be
18 safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites with suitable

•19 characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients, and sufficient
20 depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land disposal facilities located in
21 arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate radionuclides for a sufficient period
22 of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur before wastes could migrate into the
23 human environment.
24
25 While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
26 (disposal in a geologic repository), this regulation also indicates that other disposal methods
27 could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
28 surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation
29 indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics would be
30 viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.
31
32 The Secretary of Energy determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and
33 spent nuclear fuel at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be
34 developed. Therefore, DOE concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a
35 reasonable alternative and has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in
36 Section 2.6 of the EIS.
37
38 DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC
39 LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not
40 reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the
41 relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS.
42 DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative
43 are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a
44 geologic repository.
45
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1 The Blue Ribbon Commission (BRC) on America's Nuclear Future, in its final report to
2 DOE on January 26, 2012, provided recommendations, which included the development of one
3 or more permanent deep geologic facilities for the safe disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high-
4 level radioactive waste and the development of one or more consolidated interim storage
5 facilities as part of an integrated, comprehensive plan for managing the back end of the nuclear
6 fuel cycle. In its Strategy for the Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High
7 Level Radioactive Waste (DOE 2013), developed in response to the BRC Report, the
8 Administration agreed "that the development of geologic disposal capacity is currently the most
9 cost-effective way of permanently disposing of used nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive

10 waste while minimizing the burden on future generations" and proposed to "engage in a consent-
11 based siting process and begin to conduct preliminary site investigations for a geologic
12 repository." The Administration's goal is to have a repository constructed and its operations
13 started by 2048. The Administration will work with Congress using the strategy as an actionable
14 framework for building a national program for the management and disposal of the nation's used
15 nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste (DOE 2013).
16
17 As stated previously, DOE recognizes that disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
18 wastes in the WIPP geologic repository would require modification to existing law. In addition,
19 it may be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
20 Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the
21 WIPP compliance certification with the EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility Permit.
22
23 Eliminating the further generation of radioactive waste, ensuring the safety of nuclear
24 power plants, and promoting alternative energy sources are outside the scope of the GTCC BIS,
25 the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative
26 or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
27
28 Treatment of the wastes prior to disposal was considered to be outside the scope of the
29 EIS. Such treatment would be done prior to receipt of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
30 at the disposal facility.
31
32
33 J.2.4 NEPA Process and Procedures
34
35
36 Topic Summary
37
38 The Draft EIS did not identify a preferred alternative, and several commenters indicated
39 that this was not appropriate giventhe significance of the action addressed in the Draft BIS.
40 Because of this, members of the public did not have the opportunity to comment on the preferred
41 alternative and have their input reflected in the development of the Final EIS.
42
43 Commenters suggested that the current EIS process is premature and does not comply
44 with NEPA and that it would have been more appropriate to prepare a programmatic EIS (PEIS)
45 at this time. Commenters stated that there is time to wait and see what the BRC has to say.
46 Several commenters also said that the purpose and need for this EIS are not clearly stated, that
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1 the analyses presented in this EIS could be better accommodated in a PEIS, and that such a PEIS
2 should address a range of programmatic concerns, including the disposal of commercially
3 generated GTCC LLRW at DOE sites, options for consolidating and storing GTCC LLRW and
4 GTCC-like wastes for an extended time period at generating sites, treatment options for these
5 wastes, and disposal of GTCC LLRW in a high-level radioactive waste repository (refer to
6 Topic J.2.3). Some commenters suggested that the preparation of a PEIS should be incorporated
7 into a larger DOE-wide analysis of radioactive waste (a cohesive waste management strategy),
8 such as the Waste Management PEIS (WM PEIS).
9

10 Many commenters suggested that DOE do a better job of getting the word out about the
11 EIS and the public hearings. Some said that newspaper publications alone are not sufficient and
12 that spreading the word through high school or local radio stations and conducting public
13 outreach at the community level would improve the dissemination of information. Other
14 commenters expressed appreciation for being provided the opportunity to participate at the
15 hearings.
16
17
18 Discussion
19
20 A preferred alternative is not necessarily required to be included in a Draft EIS. The
21 Council on Environmental Quality regulations in 40 CFR 1502.14(e) specify that the section on
22 alternatives in an EIS shall identify the agency's preferred alternative or alternatives, if one or
23 more exists, in the Draft EIS and identify such alternative(s) in the Final EIS unless another law
24 prohibits the expression of such a preference. If no preferred alternative has been identified at the
25 Draft EIS stage, a preferred alternative need not be included. By the time the Final EIS is filed,
26 40 CFR 1502.14(e) presumes the existence of a preferred alternative and requires its
27 identification in the Final BIS.
28
29 DOE did not have a preferred alternative at the time of the issuance of the Draft EIS
30 because of the complex nature of the proposed action and the potential implications for disposal
31 of GTCC LLRW and GTC C-like wastes. However, the Draft EIS presented factors to be
32 considered in development of a preferred alternative (Section S.6 and Section 2.9) and solicited
33 comments on these factors and other factors, if any (aside from those discussed in the Draft EIS),
34 that DOE should consider. As required by 40 CFR 1502.14(e), the Final EIS contains a preferred
35 alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes (see Section 2.10). In
36 developing the preferred alternative, DOE took into consideration public comments on the Draft
37 EIS, public EIS scoping comments, and other factors identified in Sections S.6 and 2.9 of the
38 EIS.
39
40 The publication by the EPA of a NOA of the Final EIS in the Federal Register initiates a
41 30-day public review or "waiting" period. While the review period is not a formal public
42 comment period, the public can comment on the Final EIS, including the preferred alternative,
43 prior to final agency action. Comments received will be addressed by DOE in the ROD. As
44 required by the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE must submit a Report to
45 Congress that includes the alternatives considered in the EIS and await Congressional action
46 before making a final decision regarding which alternative(s) to implement. The Report to
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1 Congress will be made available to the public on the GTCC EIS website
2 (http ://www.gtcceis.anl.gov/).
3
4 This EJS was prepared to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
5 GTCC-like waste. Sufficient information is provided or referenced to support the current
6 decision-making process to identify (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the
7 amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste identified in the EIS.
8
9 DOE believes that this EIS process is not premature and is in compliance with NEPA. On

10 the basis of an assumed starting date of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about
11 6,700 m3 [240,000 ft3] of the total GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory of 12,000 m3

12 [420,000 ft3]) is projected to be available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional
13 2,000 m3 (71,000 ft3) would become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This
14 information is presented in Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this BIS is timely, especially given the
15 length of time necessary to develop a GTCC LLRW disposal facility.
16
17 DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities
18 for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
19 security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
20 purpose and need for action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1). The scope of
21 the EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for the identified
22 inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. DOE plans a tiered decision-making process,
23 in which DOE would conduct further project-specific NEPA reviews before implementing an
24 alternative ultimately selected on the basis of this EIS.
25
26 DOE explained in its Final Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact
27 Statement for Managing Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste
28 (WM PEIS; DOE/EIS-0200-F; DOE 1997) that additional analyses would be prepared to
29 implement DOE's programmatic decisions. The GTCC BIS analyzes the potential environmental
30 impacts associated with the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like (DOE) wastes. Since the
31 WM PEIS relates only to DOE waste, the inclusion of commercial waste in the WM\ PEIS is
32 premature until the GTCC EIS is finalized and a ROD is issued. Depending on the outcome of
33 this ROD, DOE will evaluate whether additional programmatic or site-specific NEPA reviews or
34 updates to previous decisions are needed, as appropriate. Any additional NEPA reviews or
35 considerations will be conducted with full opportunity for public input, consistent with Council
36 on Environmental Quality and DOE NEPA requirements.
37
38 DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the
39 information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the
40 Final ELS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
41 various sites evaluated in the ELS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local
42 newspapers, on the BIS website and the DOE website; mailers were sent out to more than
43 2,000 individuals; and emails were sent to site mailing lists to announce the public hearings
44 before and during the scheduled hearings.
45
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1 J.2.5 Tribal and Cultural Resources Concerns
2
3
4 Topic Summary
5
6 Commenters said that the EIS should consider American Indian tribal concerns.
7 Commenters said that American Indian tribes should have been consulted earlier in the NEPA
8 process for this project. In addition, DOE should have considered government-to-government
9 consultations to obtain input from potentially affected American Indian tribes. Commenters

10 indicated that the EIS includes text developed by a number of American Indian tribes, but this
11 text is not reflected in the subsequent analyses.
12
13 Commenters, especially those from the Santa Clara Pueblo, the Pueblo de San Ildefonso,
14 and the Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation, raised several concerns that DOE
15 proposals rely on institutional controls. Commenters indicated that these controls are much too
16 short for the time period of relevance to the tribes and that plant roots will eventually penetrate
17 the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste disposal facility. Commenters also said that no
18 information is provided in the EIS on the existence of minerals that may have cultural
19 significance and use.
20
21
22 Discussion
23
24 DOE appreciates the input provided by the Santa Clara Pueblo, the Pueblo de San
25 Ildefonso, and the Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation on the EIS, both in the
26 tribal narratives and in comments on the Draft EIS. This input was considered by DOE in
27 identifying a preferred alternative.
28
29 DOE is required to consult with American Indian tribes on a government-to-government
30 basis, as described in DOE Order 144.1. A number of the comments addressed the timing and
31 extent of the consultations that have occurred to date. In addition, many tribes did not feel that
32 their concerns were adequately addressed in the EIS and that the analyses did not fully integrate
33 the information provided by various tribes as reflected in the tribal narratives.
34
35 DOE initiated government-to-government consultations with potentially affected
36 American Indian tribes in a timely manner consistent with DOE Order 144.1 and DOE's NEPA
37 implementing guidelines. These consultations were done at a time that DOE had compiled and
38 developed adequate information for the Draft EIS (including identification of the GTCC LLRW
39 and GTCC-like waste inventory) to allow for an informed consultation with potentially affected
40 American Indian tribes. This engagement began in 2007 at the October State and Tribal
41 Government Working Group meeting in Snowbird, Utah, with the 14 participating American
42 Indian tribes that have cultural or historical ties to the DOE sites analyzed in the EIS. As a
43 follow-up to that meeting, DOE, in 2008, sent out letters to tribal government officials
44 communicating DOE's interest in consulting with tribal nations on the GTCC EIS. These
45 interactions are summarized in Section 1.8 of the EIS, and they included several meetings,
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1 workshops, and the development of tribal narratives that were included in the EIS. These
2 consultations resulted in some of the tribes providing narrative text for inclusion in the BIS.
3
4 Tribal narratives identified several tribal issues related to NNSS, the Hanford Site, the
5 ]INL Site, and LANL. However, DOE site offices at SRS and in Carlsbad, New Mexico,
6 confirmed that there are no affiliated tribes identified for the purpose of developing tribal
7 narratives associated with SRS and WIPP/WIPP Vicinity.
8
9 Text prepared by potentially affected American Indian tribes is included in this EIS. DOE

10 considered this text for the Hanford Site, the I7NL Site, LANL, and NNSS; however, DOE also
11 needed to ensure consistency in the EIS analyses among the various sites, so that an even
12 comparison could be made between alternatives as required by NEPA. Because of this, it was not
13 possible to fully utilize all of the information provided by the tribal governments in order to
14 perform specific analyses associated with exposure events unique to a given American Indian
15 tribe (such as greater intakes of fish, game, and plants; the use of sweat lodges; and the use of
16 natural pigment paints for traditional ceremonies). Once a decision is made on a specific site
17 location and method, appropriate project-specific NEPA review would be conducted, including
18 analysis of exposure events unique to the impacted local American Indian tribes. However, the
19 information provided in these narratives was considered in the identification of the preferred
20 alternative presented in this EIS. The information provided in the narratives for the Hanford Site,
21 the INL Site, LAINL, and NNSS was very useful, and DOE appreciates the time and effort
22 expended by the various tribes in supporting this EIS process.
23
24 In the EIS, it was assumed that institutional controls of the land disposal units would be
25 maintained for 100 years and that corrective measures could be implemented during this time
26 period to ensure that the engineered barriers lasted for at least 500 years. This assumption is
27 consistent with the institutional control time frame given in both NRC and DOE requirements
28 and was determined to be a reasonable approach for assessing the long-term performance of the
29 disposal units in the EIS.
30
31 In evaluating the performance of the proposed land disposal facilities, a number of
32 engineering measures were assumed in the conceptual facility designs to minimize infiltration of
33 water into the wastes and thereby minimize contaminant migration from the disposal units. These
34 measures would also limit exposure pathways, such as the ingestion of plants having very long
35 roots. It was assumed in this EIS that these measures would remain intact for 500 years after the
36 disposal facility closed. Any defects identified in the disposal facilities were assumed to be
37 corrected during the 100-year institutional control period, so that the 500-year time period would
38 be met.
39
40 While this time period of 500 years may not be long enough to be of relevance to various
41 American Indian tribes, it was determined to be a reasonable basis to use for comparing the
42 merits of various land-disposal concepts and sites in the EIS and to allow for the selection of a
43 preferred alternative.
44
45
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1 J.2.6 Transportation Analysis and Impacts
2
3
4 Topic Summary
5
6 Commenters suggested that radioactive waste that has been generated off-site should not
7 be transported to the sites evaluated for disposal. Use of these sites would require transportation
8 of these highly radioactive wastes over public highways, which would involve transportation
9 risks and potential accidents that could expose the general public to highly radioactive materials.

10
11 Commenters indicated that the EIS does not identifyr specific routes or the proportion of
12 wastes that would likely travel those routes. Commenters also said that the public is not able to
13 meaningfully weigh the relative transportation risks among the disposal locations evaluated in
14 the EIS.
15 Commenters said that the transportation analysis should consider larger-volume
16 packages, such as TRUPACT-III packages for contact-handled TRU waste that are now
17 available for transportation of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes and also the spent
18 nuclear fuel (SNF) casks certified for GTCC activated metals that are currently being used for
19 storage of activated metals at some nuclear power plant sites. Commenters suggested that the use
20 of these two larger packages would reduce impacts from packaging wastes, by allowing larger
21 waste forms and thereby minimizing the amount of effort needed to reduce their size, and also
22 reduce impacts from transportation, by reducing the number of shipments.
23
24 Commenters indicated that the supporting information for the facility and transportation
25 accident analyses was not available and expressed a general concern about exposure to radiation
26 from transportation shipments and from potential accidents as well as about the basis used for the
27 impact calculations. Commenters noted that the radiological human health impacts presented in
28 the EIS are based on the concept of the "reference man" and thereby do not consider impacts on
29 sensitive populations, such as children and pregnant women. On the other hand, commenters also
30 said that the same impacts are also based on the concept of the no-threshold dose response,
31 which could overestimate the impacts.
32
33
34 Discussion
35
36 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act or
37 LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to
38 evaluate alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
39 Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the
40 No Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
41 facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process that
42 would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal site(s) or
43 location(s) would not be the same as the generator sites as stated in the EIS. DOE believes that
44 the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a centralized disposal facility or
45 facilities would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at
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1 multiple locations, such as in the No Action Alternative, and can be conducted in a safe manner
2 based on compliance with federal and state comprehensive regulatory requirements.
3
4 The primary radiological transportation risk to the public for any alternative is from the
5 low level of radiation emanating from the transport vehicle. The BIS shows that such risks are
6 small. As discussed in Section 5.3.9.1, the collective population risk is a measure of the total risk
7 posed to society as a whole. A comparison of the collective population risk allows for a
8 meaningful evaluation of the relative risks between disposal locations, as provided in
9 Tables 2.7-5 and 2.7-6. The magnitude of the collective population risk is primarily determined

10 by the number of routes, the length of each route, the number of shipments along each route, the
11 external dose rate of each shipment, and the population density along a given route. The primary
12 differences among alternatives from the standpoint of transportation are the lengths of the routes
13 as determined by the location of the disposal sites (destination of the shipments). Thus, higher
14 collective population risks are associated with alternatives that require transportation over longer
15 distances. All alternatives involve routes that have similar characteristics, with no significant
16 differences for comparison among alternatives; all require transportation through a range of rural
17 and urban areas. In addition, the routes used in the analysis are considered representative routes
18 (as discussed in Appendix C, Section C.9.4. 1.1, because the actual routes used would be
19 determined in the future). For each disposal site, the routes most affected would be the interstate
20 highways that are closest to the site.
21
22 The transportation analysis as presented in the EIS is conservative in that consideration of
23 the TRUPACT III and the SNF casks could result in potentially reduced impacts. However,
24 while these packages are viable options for transport of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
25 wastes, consideration of their use as an option in the EIS did not influence the identification of
26 the preferred alternative. Use of the spent fuel cask designs would require rail transport, and any
27 of the conceptual land disposal designs could be modified to accommodate the larger packages.
28 Rail transport at WIPP would require further. review since it is not available currently.
29
30 As stated in Section C.9.4.1.1 of the EIS on route selection, many of the GTCC LLRW
31 and GTC C-like wastes considered in the EIS would meet the definition of an HRCQ
32 (49 CFR 173.403). However, as noted in the discussion, states and Native American tribes have
33 the opportunity to designate "preferred routes" to replace or supplement the interstate highway
34 system. For those wastes not specifically designated as IIRCQ, the selection of a route is left to
35 the carrier, but in the case of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes, additional consultation with
36 transportation stakeholders would occur.
37
38 Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that
39 is protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
40 requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
41 practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS is
42 based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
43 radiation on humans evolves. The same methodology is used in the evaluation of all alternatives;
44 thus, any modification of this methodology would not affect the comparisons among alternatives
45 and the identification of the preferred alternative and is unlikely to alter the finding that the
46 absolute risks would be small.
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1 Details of the facility accident analysis can be found in Sections 5.3.4.2.1 and C.4.2. All
2 information necessary to duplicate the transportation accident consequence assessment was
3 available in Section 5.3.9.3 of the Draft EIS, with the exception of the source terms used for the
4 contact-handled and remote-handled Other Waste. These latter source terms have been added to
5 Section 5.3.9.3 of the Final EIS. The accident risk analysis (see Section C.9.3.1) is separate from
6 the accident consequence analysis (see Section C.9.3.3). All relevant data for the accident risk
7 analysis, with the exception of the shipment source terms and route information, are provided in
8 Section C.9.3. Approximately 1,200 routes were considered in this analysis, so it was not
9 considered practical to include this information in the EIS. Such information is readily available

10 by using the TRAGIS routing model, as referenced in Appendix C. Shipment-specific source
11 terms were determined by dividing the origin source inventory by the number of shipments from
12 that site. Site inventories were published in Sandia (2007, 2008), as referenced in Appendix B,
13 which also contains the per-shipment packaging assumptions for each waste type. The shipment-
14 specific source terms were omitted from the EIS for brevity and because of the low estimated
15 impacts.
16
17
18 J.2.7 Model Assumptions for Post-Closure Human Health Impacts
19
20
21 Topic Summary
22
23 Commenters indicated a number of issues associated with the long-term modeling in the
24 IEIS as follows. The conceptual designs provided in the EIS for the three land disposal methods
25 (above-grade vault, enhanced near-surface trench, and intermediate-depth borehole) are too
26 generic to allow for the level of detailed analysis necessary to determine the adequacy of the
27 disposal concepts. Many unsupported assumptions are made in these analyses, which lead to
28 very uncertain results and do not necessarily reflect reality. Uniform environmental conditions
29 (e.g., average meteorological conditions from the past several years) at the various DOE and
30 generic regional sites are assumed for more than 10,000 years. The EJS assumed that the
31 engineered disposal facilities would remain intact for 500 years after the disposal facility was
32 closed and that the grouted wastes would not degrade during this time period. It was assumed
33 that after 500 years, the infiltration rate would be reduced by 80% for the next 9,500 years. Such
34 assumptions are not conservative and were used for all sites evaluated in the EIS.
35
36
37 Discussion
38
39 The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the
40 use of a number of simplifying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which
41 requires such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land
42 disposal conceptual designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable
43 manner at each of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for the
44 three proposed land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the EIS. By
45 using the same conceptual designs at all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC EIS, except for cases
46 where a design did not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site with shallow
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1 groundwater), the potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the groundwater) at the
2 different environmental settings could be readily compared.
3
4 In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were included in the
5 conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration from the
6 disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility
7 would not occur over and beyond a 10,000-year time period. It was assumed that these measures
8 would perform similarly for all conceptual designs, remaining intact for 500 years after the
9 disposal facility closed. After 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To account for these

10 engineered features in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the water infiltration to the
11 top of the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years and then 20% of the natural
12 rate for the area for the remainder of the time period (through 10,000 years). A water infiltration
13 rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was only used for the disposal area; the natural
14 background infiltration rate was used at the perimeter of the waste disposal units. Again, this
15 approach enables a comparative evaluation of the influence that site-specific environmental
16 factors would have on the potential migration of radionuclides from the disposal facilities and the
17 potential impacts on human health. It should be emphasized that project- and site-specific
18 engineering factors would be incorporated into the actual facility designs of the site or sites
19 selected in a ROD to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
20
21 DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual
22 disposal sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur and is therefore subject
23 to technical uncertainty. This is discussed in Appendix E. Sufficient detail was included in these
24 designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process. Some of the
25 input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as from increased
26 precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in lower impacts
27 (due to decreased precipitation).
28
29 Estimated radiation doses and LCFs were calculated for each site and disposal concept
30 for 10,000 years, and if the peak impact did not occur during this time frame, the analysis was
31 extended to 100,000 years. DOE believes that the assumptions made to support the long-term
32 modeling calculations for the groundwater pathway are reasonable and enable a comparative
33 evaluation of the impacts between alternatives. The results of the evaluation presented in the EIS
34 are sufficient to inform the selection of sites and methods for disposal. Follow-on project-
35 specific and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.
36
37
38 J.2.8 Waste Inventory
39
40
41 Topic Summary
42
43 Commenters said that the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory addressed in the
44 EIS is much too limited. Commenters suggested that all GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
45 that could be generated in the future should be addressed to more correctly comply with NEPA,
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1 including those wastes from future nuclear power plants and all relevant wastes at the West
2 Valley Site.
3
4
5 Discussion
6
7 The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory evaluated in the Draft EIS included
8 all GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in storage as of 2008, plus GTCC LLRW and GTCC-
9 like wastes including buried wastes at the West Valley site, as well as wastes that could

10 reasonably be expected to be generated in the near future. For the purposes of this analysis, waste
11 disposal is assumed to occur from 2019 through 2083. The Final EIS has carried those analyses
12 forward, and the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory is summarized in Appendix B of
13 the Final EIS and described in more detail in the Supplement to Greater-Than-Class C (GTCC)
14 Low-Level Radioactive Waste and GTCC-Like Waste Inventory Report (ANL/EVS/R-10/1;
15 Argonne National Laboratory 2010). This report is referred to herein as the Supplement. It is
16 available to the public on the GTCC EIS website at http://www.gtcceis.anl.gov/.
17
18 The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory includes stored and projected wastes
19 from the 104 nuclear power plants currently in operation as well as from the 18 commercial
20 reactors that have already been shut down. It also includes projected GTCC LLRW from another
21 planned 33 new reactors that have not yet been constructed. It is not reasonable to extend data
22 beyond existing information on the commercial nuclear power industry to develop estimates of
23 GTCC LLRW that could result from future decommissioning of these reactors, some of which
24 may never be built. In addition, it is possible that new reactor technology could change the
25 projected volumes of GTCC LLRW.
26
27 All potential GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the West Valley Site were analyzed
28 in the Draft BIS and are retained in the waste inventory analyzed in the Final EIS. These include
29 wastes from complete dismantlement of facilities at the site and from exhumation of the two
30 radioactive waste disposal areas. This information is described in the Supplement.
31 Characterization information for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes currently in storage at
32 the West Valley Site is sufficient for the analysis conducted for the GTCC EIS. The actual
33 inventory of GTCC LLRW for the West Valley Site that may be generated in the future could
34 increase or decrease from the amount assumed in the GTCC EIS, based on the decisions made
35 regarding the disposition of portions of the site, updated characterization information, and
36 compliance with applicable regulatory requirements.
37
38 In addition, all potential GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Babcock and
39 Wilcox facility in Lynchburg, Virginia, are included in the waste inventory. The GTCC LLRW
40 includes stored and projected waste from existing commercial operations at the facility,
41 including debris from cleaning out hot cells. The GTCC LLRW inventory also includes potential
42 waste from the proposed production of Mo-99. These commercial wastes are included in the
43 GTCC LLRW Other Waste category, as summarized in Appendix B of the EIS. The GTCC-like
44 waste includes non-defense TRU waste (e.g., hot cell debris) attributed to DOE-sponsored
45 activities at the Babcock and Wilcox facility. This DOE-owned waste is included in the
46 GTCC-like Other Waste category, as indicated in Appendix B of the EIS.
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1 DOE considers the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory estimates used in the
2 EIS to be conservative but realistic. Although additional wastes may be generated after the time
3 period used to develop these estimates, treatment approaches may be developed to reduce waste
4 volumes. This inventory is appropriate for use in the EIS and for the development of a preferred
5 alternative for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
6
7
8 J.2.9 Cumulative Impacts
9

10
11 Topic
12
13 Several commenters noted that the EIS does not appropriately address cumulative
14 impacts at the Hanford Site, in that it does not include the environmental impacts from proposals
15 to use this site for disposal of other radioactive wastes and also the impacts from proposals to
16 leave tank residues and radioactive contamination in soil at the site. Commenters noted that
17 many of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes contain long-lived and generally mobile
18 contaminants, including Tc-99 and 1-129, which are already present in groundwater at the
19 Hanford Site and will eventually reach the Columbia River. Commenters suggested that the
20 environmental impacts of all potential sources of radioactive contamination at the site, in
21 addition to the impacts associated with transportation of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
22 wastes to the Hantford Site, need to be addressed in the cumulative impacts analyses presented in
23 this EIS.
24
25
26 Discussion
27
28 DOE has analyzed cumulative impacts at the Hantford Site in this GTCC EIS. The
29 analysis, based on the cumulative impact analysis in DOE's December 2012 Final Tank Closure
30 and Waste Management (TC&WM) BIS (DOE 2012), which addresses the disposal of all future
31 waste at Hantford, indicates that the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes containing
32 Tc-99 and 1-129 at the Hanford Site could result in unacceptable environmental impacts and
33 indicates that this site is not the optimal location to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
34 wastes. The analysis in the GTCC EIS indicates that the radiation dose to a nearby hypothetical
35 future resident farmer could be as high as 49 mrem/yr within the first 10,000 years, and most of
36 this dose would be due to Tc-99 and 1-129 in groundwater (see Table 6.2.4-2 and Figure 6.2.4-1
37 in this ElS).
38
39
40 J.2.1O Statutory/Regulatory and Policy Issues
41
42
43 Topic Summary
44
45 Commenters indicated that any facility used for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
46 GTCC-like wastes will have to be licensed by the NRC as provided in Section 3(b)(1)(D) of the
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1 LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240), and, as such, disposal criteria would need to be established.2 Commenters suggested that the NRC should have been a more active participant in this process
3 to ensure that the proposed alternatives could actually be implemented.
4
5 Commenters questioned how it is possible to address both GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
6 wastes in a single BIS when they are subject to different regulatory processes and standards.
7 Commenters also questioned if a new rulemaking would be necessary to develop disposal
8 standards for GTCC-like wastes.
9

10 Commenters suggested that since GTCC LLRW is commercially generated radioactive
11 waste, it should be disposed of at a commercial site and not at one or more DOE sites.
12 Commenters also questioned how the requirement for NRC licensing of a GTCC LLRW disposal
13 facility would be done if this facility was located at a DOE site, especially if such a facility was
14 used for commercial GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
15
16 Commenters questioned the legality of transporting radioactive waste and how regulation
17 of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste shipments will be conducted.
18
19
20 Discussion
21
22 DOE determined that the most efficient approach was to address both GTCC LLRW and
23 GTCC-like waste, which have many similar physical and radioactive characteristics, in a single
24 NEPA process. DOE's intent is to facilitate the overall process for addressing the disposal needs
25 of both waste types.
26
27 The LLWRPAA specifies that GTCC LLRW designated a federal responsibility under
28 section 3(b)(1)(D) that results from activities licensed by the NRC is to be disposed of in an
29 NRC-licensed facility that has been determined to be adequate to protect public health and
30 safety. However, unless specifically provided by law, the NRC does not have authority to license
31 and regulate facilities operated by or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRWIPAA does not limit
32 DOE to using only non-DOE facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal. Accordingly, if DOE
33 selects a facility operated by or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC LLRW for which it is
34 responsible under section 3(b)(1)(D), clarification from Congress would be needed to determine
35 NRC's role in licensing such a facility and related issues. In addition clarification from Congress
36 may be needed on NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC LLRW disposal facility
37 licensed by an Agreement State rather than by NRC.
38
39 The NRC served as a commenting agency on the GTCC EIS and therefore did not
40 actively participate in the preparation of the GTCC EIS. Issues associated with potential
41 regulatory changes or NRC licensing would be addressed as necessary to enable implementation.
42
43 The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and the NRC have primary responsibility
44 for federal regulations governing commercial radioactive materials transportation. Non-DOE
45 shipments of GTCC LLRW from commercial sites would be transported by commercial carriers
46 and would be regulated by DOT and the NRC. In addition, DOE shipments by commercial
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1 carriers of GTCC LLRW from commercial sites or of GTC C-like waste from DOE sites would
2 be regulated by DOT and NRC.
3
4 DOE has broad authority under the ABA to regulate all aspects of activities involving
5 radioactive materials that are undertaken by DOE or undertaken on its behalf, including the
6 transportation of radioactive wastes. However, in most cases that do not involve national
7 security, DOE does not exercise its authority to regulate DOE shipments and instead utilizes
8 commercial carriers that undertake shipments of DOE materials under the same terms and
9 conditions as those used for commercial shipments. These shipments are subject to regulation by

10 DOT and the NRC. As a matter of policy, however, even in the limited circumstances where
11 DOE exercises its ABA authority for shipments, DOE requirements mandate that all DOE
12 shipments be undertaken in accordance with the requirements and standards that apply to
13 comparable commercial shipments, unless there is a determination that national security or
14 another critical interest requires different action.
15
16
17 J.3 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
18
19 All comment documents received by DOE on the Draft BIS are provided in this section.
20 Each comment document received was assigned a comment document identifier. Verbal
21 comments given at the public hearings were documented via transcripts prepared for each
22 hearing. Excerpts from the transcripts containing the verbal comments provided by each
23 commenter at the hearings are also presented in this section. The transcripts can be found in their
24 entirety on the project website at http://www.gtcceis.anl.gov/.
25
26 Comment documents received were organized into eight categories as listed in Table J-3.
27 Sections J.3 .1 through J.3 .8 contain all the comment documents for each of the eight categories.
28 At the beginning of each section in Sections J.3. 1 through J.3 .8, a corresponding table listing all
29 of the organizations or individuals from whom comment documents were received is included
30 for reference. In these sections, a side-by-side format is used, in which the comments identified
31 from each comment document are shown on the left side of the pages and the corresponding
32 DOE responses are shown on the right side of the pages.
33
34
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1
2

TABLE J-3 Categories and Numbers of Comment Documents and Where
They Appear

No. of
Comment No. of

Section Comment Category Documents Pages

J.3.1 Organizations 137 810
J.3.2 Individual members of the general public 518 911
1.3.3 CREDO Campaigna 61 61
1.3.4 Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety Campaign 51 57
1.3.5 Snake River Alliance Campaign 122 62
1.3.6 Nuclear Watch Campaign 54 117
1.3.7 Friends of the Gorge Campaign 198 384
J.3.8 Brookdale Senior Living Petition1/35

a CREDO Action Campaign supplies a platform (website) for posting petitions and
getting them signed.

b The Brookdale Petition was one letter with signatures from 63 people.

3
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1 J.3.1 Organizations That Submitted Comments in Writing via Letter, Email, or Web
2 Portal or Verbally at One of the Public Meetings
3
4 Table J.3- 1 tabulates all organizations that submitted comments, along with the comment
5 document identifiers assigned to each. Comments identified within each comment document are
6 shown in brackets on the left side of the page(s), with the corresponding response shown on the
7 right side of the same page(s). The comment documents and responses are presented here in
8 Section J.3 .1 on pages J-3 1 through J-840, as indicated in the table. Organizations are in
9 alphabetical order. It may be helpful for readers to review Section J.2 for an overview of the

10 10 Topics of Interest of this CRD.
11
12
13 TABLE J.3-1 Organizations That Submitted Comments in Writing via Letter, Email, or Web
14 Portal or Verbally at One of the Public Meetings for GTCC

Comment Starting
Organization Document ID No. Pg. No.

Alliance for Democracy 1131 J-31
Alliance for Nuclear Accountability T82 J-35
Alliance for Nuclear Accountability W428 3-41
Alliance for Nuclear Accountability W544 3-45
Babcock & Wilcox Technical Services Group L309 J-49
Big Pine Paiute Tribe of the Owens Valley W548 J-52
Blue Ridge Environmental Defense League T2 J-58
CARC, Inc. T37 3-61
Carlsbad Chamber of Commerce 136 3-66
Carlsbad City Council -T29 J-68
Carlsbad Department of Development 1129 J-72
Cherry Country W565 J-76
Citizen Action New Mexico 173 3-77
Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping 169 3-81
Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping 133 J-85
Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping L59 J-88
City of Mosier, City Councilor W346 3-90
City of Portland, Oregon L283 3-91
Clark County 139 3-94
Clark County Nuclear Waste Division W541 3- 101
Coalition 21 L274 J- 107
Code Pink Portland 1 135 3- 108
Colorado State Patrol W339 3- 111
Columbia Ecovillage W487 J- 112
Columbia Riverkeeper 1 15 J- 113
Columbia Riverkeeper W539 J- 116
Columbia Riverkeeper 1119 J-128
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety 198 J-13 1
Concerned Citizens of Wagon Mound and Mora County E96 3-138
Conejos County Clean Water, Inc. El 3 -140
Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors, Inc. L303 3-149
Conservation Voters of South Carolina 18 3- 152
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TABLE J.3-1 (Cont.)

Comment Starting
Organization Document ID No. Pg. No.

Council of State Governments W540 J- 156
Decommissioning Plant Coalition W524 1- 161
Department of the Air Force L307. J- 165
Eddy County Commissioner T22 J-166
EnergySolutions L78 J- 169
Evergreen State College W217 J-173
Haddad Drugan LLC W392 J-174
Hanford Advisory Board L280 J- 175
HEAL, Utah E61 J-179
Heart of America Northwest T 132 1- 183
Heart of America Northwest W554 1- 188
Heart of America Northwest T 14 J- 189
Heart of America Northwest W552 J- 198
Higher Ground Farm W354 1-265
HOME T45 J-267
Honor our Pueblo Existence (HOPE) T87 J-272
TNL Site Environmental Management L3 J-275
International Source Suppliers and Producers Association (ISSPA) L100 1-277
ISSUE T115 1-278
League of Women Voters, South Carolina Ti 11-280
Legions of Living Light L294 J-284
Loretto Community E76 J-286
Loretto Community T100 1-290
Mayor's Office, City of Carlsbad, New Mexico T28 1-293
Mayor's Office, City of Carlsbad, New Mexico T35 1-295
Native Community Action Council T47 1-299
Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) W556 J-306
Nevada Desert Experience T40 1-367
Nevada Nuclear Waste Task Force T41 J-373
Nevada Site Specific Advisory Board L96 J-376
New Mexico Environment Department L295 1-3 87
New Mexico State University, Carlsbad T31 J-389
New York State Energy Research and Development Authority L301 1-39 1
Nez Perce Tribal Executive Committee Li 1-3 95
Northern New Mexico Citizens' Advisory Board L284 J-401
Nuclear Watch New Mexico E 102 1-404
Nuclear Watch New Mexico T85 1-412
Nuclear Watch South T7 J-417
Nye County Nuclear Waste Repository Project Office (NWRPO) E32 1-421
Nye County Nuclear Waste Repository Project Office (NWRPO) E33 J-432
Nye County Nuclear Waste Repository Project Office (NWRPO) T46 1-43 7
Oak Ridge Reservation Local Oversight Committee L289 1-44 1
Oregon Conservancy Foundation T120 1-443
Oregon Department of Energy E70 1-446
Oregon Department of Energy E72 1-449

-Oregon Hanford Cleanup__Board_.............. .............. _E_71 ......... 1-4_5_5_..
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TABLE J.3-1 (Cont.)

Comment Starting
Organization Document ID No. Pg. No.

Oregon Legislative Assembly L299
Oregon Physicians for Social Responsibility E46
Oregon Progressive Party T133
Oregon State Legislature W69
OregOn Wild W7
Physicians for Social Responsibility - KG W563
Plazm Media W17
Portland City Council T127
Progressive Leadership Alliance of Nevada T50
Public Safety Resources Agency W3
Pueblo de San Ildefonso DECP L279
Pueblo of Acoma WI15
R Graham Graphics WiO8
Rosemere Neighborhood Association T134
Santa Clara Pueblo L95
Santa Clara Pueblo T86
Santa Clara Pueblo T93
SHINE Medical Technologies W532
Snake River Alliance E4
Snake River Alliance T20
South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control W2
Southwest Research and Information Center L6
Southwest Research and Information Center T5 1
Southwestern Low-Level Radioactive Waste Commission L28 1
Spark of Divinity Mission W47
SRS Community ReUse Organization T9
State of Idaho, Department of Environmental Quality L2
State of Idaho, Governor's Office Ti18
State of Idaho, Governor's Office L298
State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects E45
State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects T3 8
State of New Mexico, Governor's Office L304
State of South Carolina, Governor's Nuclear Advisory Council W298
State of Washington, Department of Ecology W429
State of Washington, Department of Ecology W545
State of Washington, Department of Ecology, and Oregon Department of L285

Energy
State of Washington, Department of Ecology, and Oregon Department of T13

Energy
Sun Rays Mechanical Contractors, Inc. L3 06
Sun Rays Mechanical Contractors, Inc. T17
Tewa Women United T1 05
Toiyabe Chapter, Sierra Club T42
Tri-Valley CAREs L9 1
Trn-Valley CAREs W555

_U.S_._Envi"_ronmj ental _Prote~ctio9n- Agency ........................ _L_94__

J-458
J-460
J-461
J-464
J-468
J-469
1-471
1-472
J-475
J-478
1-498
J-501
1-5 05
1-507
J-510
1-522
1-526
1-53 0
1-53 3
1-537
1-542
1-544
J-5 74
J-5 80
1-5 82
1-5 83
J-586
J-596
J-60 1
J-603
J-627
J-632
J-636
1-638
J-63 9

J-644

1-646

J-65 0
J-651
J-654
J-659
J-662
J-666

.. . ... . -67_0 . . .
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TABLE J.3-1 (Cont.)

Comment Starting
Organization Document TD No. Pg. No.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission L8 1-680
U.S. Senator Jeff Merkley's Office T122 1-693
U.S. Senator Ron Wyden's Office L300 J-695
UU Ministry for Earth W493 J-696
Valley Interfaith Project W267 J-698
Valley Interfaith Proj ect W418 1-699
Washington State, Department of Health T12 J-700
Waste Control Specialists, LLC E41 3-701
West Valley Citizen Task Force L275 1-707
Western Governors' Association L99 (W327) 1-709
Whiteaker Community Council T 173 1-7 14
Women for a Better World W21 1-715
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom Ti116 1-717
Woodstock Neighborhood Association W266 1-719
Yakamna Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program L293 3-721

1
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Alliance for Democracy, Commenter ID No. T131

Capital Reporting Company a?

T] 31-I DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository such as that pursued in Finland would be a
protective and safe method for the disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative
supports this statement. However, the degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic
repository may not be necessary for all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated
in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those
containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in
properly designed land disposal facilities at sites with suitable characteristics, such as low
precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.
Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land disposal facilities located in arid climates
(e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to

allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

2

6

9

l0

I1

12

13

15

16

1?

19

20

23

22

23

24

25

MR. BROwJN: okay. tthan is at the podium'. John

Foltos will follow you.

-R- Scast: VIemy glood. My name is Ethan Scanl.

I'm with Atliance for Oeocracy. I'm a physicist,

ret1lrsd. You gentle people did not create this

nuclear waster but you are charged with disposing of

it in some rational fashion, rits en immense and

impossibl~y ispo~sible Charge. There's beon a lot of

talk about space and volume, numbers of truckloads.

There has not beon much talk ahout time, how

long does this have to endure? and a reasonable

estimate, given the half lives of some Of the

isotopes, is a hundred thousand years, which has been

mentioned before. That's 25 tines the length of

T13 1-1

866.488.DEPO
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Capital Reporting Company s

I written recorded history of the human race. Shot can

2 happen? How can we protect it? Has anybody actually

3 tred to deal with this incredible problem? And the

4 answeris, oddly, yes.

6 Thr samoe ht se--soeone referred toTI 1

12 Fitlns adis h eosoyunder construction. Cont.

13 scheduled to be finished in 2020. It's going to be

14 closed with the entrance be.bed shut in the year

15 2100. It's intended to enclose the waste from one

16 snail country for -- that is generated over 100

17 years, and it has to protect alt life on the planet

IS iron that waste for a hundred thousand years. And

19 they're talking about it seriously.

20 Now, the reason I knew about this is bseause, by

21 coincidence, there is a movie showing in Portland

22 right now at the Living Room Theater at Sou~thwest

25 10th and stark called Into Eternity. It docum~ents

that. It's a beautifully made msovie. It's not

±1 contentious .in its atmosphere. It shows high-level

866.488.DEP'O
wwlv.Capital Repotfi ngCompansy.com
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Capital Reporting Company

I officials from Scandinavian countries trying to think

2 about what does it mean, a hundred* thousand years?

3 , HOw do you prevent human intrusion for cultures you•

4 cannot possibly guess what they're going te be like?

m hat will they know? 1243. they have high technology?

S Will they be digging with bows and arrows? Will

I somebody with high technology dig a bole into this

S thing, end then people who have no clue about what

9 radiation is will come after them?

I0 There were debates of do we try to forget this?

ii Do we wipe this free our memory, do we make it

22 secret, or do we try to let people know? And the

23 legal decision by the legislature in Helsinki was

14 yes, we'll try to cke our children know about it,

15 and their children and their children and their

IS children to know that this is a place you So not go,

1? and teach their children to remember to forget and to

IS never go thero.

19 HMt. neOw: About 30 seconds left, please.

20 WMt. SCARI,: go r encourage you to go see that

21 thing. It's an amazing thing, and it's very well

22 done;" pleasant. And my message to you is to say that T131-I

23 if you're really going to be serious about dealing (Cent.)

24 with this thing, it's an imlmense proposition. took

23 what they're goiog through -- enormose construction,

866.488.DEPO
wwvw.CapitalRepor tingCompany.comn
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Capital Reporting Company 9

! half a kilometer downi and xsany kilometers of

2 tunnel -- and try to eat~repolate that from Finland to

S tho United States and ace what that implies. If TI31-1
(Cent.)

4 'were going to be serious about it, there is a bit of

S a model," and I encourage you to look at it.



Alliance for Nuclear Accountability, Commenter ID No. T82

Capital Reporting Company

MR. BROWN: Thank you.

Susan Gordon, and Stuart Barg~r will be next.

Susan.

MS. GORDON: My name is Susan Gordon, and I'm

the Director of the Alliance for Nuclear

Accountability.

ANA is made up of 36 member organizations most

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRep ortingCompany~comn
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Capital Reporting Company

Sof whom live directly downwind-and downstream from the

2 Department of rEergy's nuclear weapons production and

waste clean-up sites. We've been working

4 collaboratively since 1967 before there'wes a clean-up

S program at DOE.

a Visible on this map are the major aquifers and

i rivers across the United States. You can see the

a largest production facilities in the nuclear weapons

a complex, all located near water supplies, The grey

to dots and outlines indicate Native American tribes and

11 *reservations.

12 At one point there were over 5,100 industrial

U facilities involved in nuclear w¢eapons production.

14Approximately 3,900 of these facilities handled

is radioactive materials and were contaminated.

16 The production of nuclear weapons has result

11 in creating the largest and most expensive

tO environmental clean-up prograrain history. DOtE now

II? estimates clean-up costs between 274 billion and $329

20billion, and the clean-up time lines have stretched out

•21 to 2062.

22I brought along a couple of old pictures of'

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com
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past disposal practices at the Idaho National

Laboratory. So there's one just dumping, dumping the

barrels off the back of the truck, and here's the other

one that shows, oh, it rains in ideho and the barrels

float.

Wh•at's missing is the third photo of the men

in the back of the pickups with their shotguns blasting

holes in the barrels so that they would sink down out

of sight.

Approximately S,750 square miles of land were

confiscated for the nuclear weapons production compDlex

site, leaving behind 75 million cubic meters of

contaminated soil and 1.8 billion cubic meters of

contaminate groundwater.

Please keep in mind that it is the ANA

communities that are most impacted by the environmental

and health legacy of nuclear weapons production. Na

are living with these wastes today. Because of this

legacy, we believe that the 170 million Curies of

greater-than-class-C waste should be managed at

commercial sites, not DOE sites.

It is especially problematic that the draft

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalfteportingComnpany.com

T82-l The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. DOE has included

analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become available in
the future. In that case, before making a decision to usc a commercial facility, DOE would

conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

The Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act (LLRWPAA, P.L. 99-240) assigns

DOE responsibility for the disposal of GTCC LLRW generated by NRC and Agreement State
licensees. The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) does not limit DOE to using only non-DOE facilities

or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal. Under NEPA, DOE must evaluate the range of reasonable
altemnatives for a GTCC LLRW disposal facility. DOE sites represent reasonable altemnatives
fursa GTCC LLRW disposal facility.

The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) specifies that GTCC LLRW, designated a federal responsibility

under section 3(b)(l)(D) that results from activities licensed by the NRC, is to be disposed of
in an NRC-licensed facility that has been determined to be adequate to protect public health

and safety. However, unless specifically provided by law, the NRC does not have authority to
license and regulate facilities operated by or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRWPAA does
not limit DOE to using only non-DOE facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal.
Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC
LLRW for which it is responsible under section 3(b)(1)(D), clarification from Congress would
be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing such a facility and related issues. In addition
clarification from Congress may be needed on NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC

LLRW disposal facility licensed by an Agreement State rather than by NRC.

T82-1
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Senvironmental impact statement does not include any

2 specific commercial sites as alternatives. The generic

3 sites included aren't sufficient. Disposing of more

4 waste at DOE sites will simply add, to the borden these

S" communities already bear.

6ANA believes that waste should be managed as

7 safely as possible, as close to the generation site as

a possible.

S How am I doing? okay?

l0

II

1AR. aROWN: Just fine.

MS. GORDON: This should also be the DOE

T82-1
(Cost.)

T82-2

T82-3

Tt2.-4

12 position. DOE needs to go back and start over with a

I3 new draft EIS that looks at real alternatives, like

14 hardened on-site storage, and doesn't simply target DOE

15 sites.

15 It is a bad idea to expand the mission of WIPI?

17 to include commercial waste. New M~exico and the DOE

18 communities have been told for more than three decades

19 that WIPP is only for transuranic waste. People in the

20 shadows of DOE nuclear weapons sites don't want more

2I broken promises at any DOE site. Expanding the mission

22at HIPS would make it harder for future repositories

866.488.DEt'O
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com

T82-2 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
altematives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the
EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more
centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to
managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on
compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

The EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at each of the reference locations
evaluated. The EIS addresses the collective population risks during routine conditions and
accidents, the radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions,
and the consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents,
including those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical contaminants. The EIS
also evaluated the impact of intentional destructive acts that could occur during waste
handling, transportation, and disposal (see Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS). The potential risk of
such destructive acts is estimated to be low. DOE sites considered in the EIS are secure, and
the packaging for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would be robust. Because GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes are not readily dispersible, the potential physical impacts from
an intentional destructive act (e.g., an explosive blast) would be no greater than those from the
release of any radioactivity from a severe accident during waste handling, transportation, and
disposal.

DOE's requirements for transportation of radioactive waste are developed and continually
revised to ensure maximum protection of public health and the environment, thereby
minimizing the risk of a traffic accident. DOE has established a comprehensive emergency
management program that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness
measures to minimize the health impacts of accidents involving loss of control over radioactive
material or toxic chemicals. DOE's transportation emergency preparedness program was
established to ensure that DOE and its contractors, state, tribal, and local emergency
responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and effectively to accidents involving
DOE shipments of radioactive materials. Should an accident occur that involves a release of
radioactive material to the environment, it would be promptly remediated in accordance with
these procedures. These measures would help DOE to minimize and mitigate any impacts on
the environment.

T82-3 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS sod a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, nout for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

T82-4 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that additional legislation would be required for siting a new facility within
the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating
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! because people would rightly distrust legal protections

2 and promises.

3 I want to leave you with the basic principles

4 that ANIA groups have developed. So we've developed

$these over 24 years of working collaboratively together

6on DOE nuclear weapons environmental clean-up.

7 Pirst, nuclear waste should be stored as

8safely as possible, as close to site of generation as

9 possible, in a manner that maximizes worker, public end

is environmental protection.

!! Two, clean-up to the most protective standards

12 that prevent harm to the environment end the health and

13 safety of current end thousands of future generations

14 to the maximum extent possible.

Is Three, compliance with legally enforceable

16 agreements with regulators independent of DOE to insure

I? progress and accountability along with the necessary

Is regular and consistent enforcement.

IS Four, meaningful public participation

20 processes that require early, continuous and effective,

21 public involvement for tribes, states and the public.

22 Number five, access to all historical and

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalfleportingCompany.com

(Cent.)

T82-56

T82-7

T82-8

T82-9

alternatives that are currently authorized. Also, the Agreement for Consultation and
Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions
to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement
recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law
[P7.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this
Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by PL. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this ELS (see Section 4.1.1I)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

T82-5 See response to T82-2.

T82-6 DOE cleanupactivities at any site must meet the most stringent standards applicable (federal,
state, or local) to protect human health and the environment.

T82-7 DOE will comply will all existing agreements and applicable Federal, Tribal, State, and local
requirements and regulations. Depending on the final decision on the disposal of GTCC waste,
DOE will work with the appropriate authorities to address existing agreements and potential
impacts to these agreements on disposal of GTCC waste at the selected site(s).

T82-S DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the
information to the public as early as possible so that input from the interested public can be
obtained to inform the Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the
interested public for the various sites evaluated in the EIS were conducted. Notices were placed
in various local newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled
hearings. Additional information is provided on page J-1 in Section J.l1.

DOE initiated government-to-government consultations with potentially affected American
Indian tribes in a timely manner consistent with DOE Order 144.1I and DOE's NEPA
implementing guidelines. These consultations were done at a time that DOE had compiled and
developed sufficient information for the Draft EIS (including identification of the GTCC
LLRW and OTCC-like waste inventory) to allow for an informed consultation with potentially
affected American Indian tribes. These consultations resulted in some of the tribes providing
narrative text for inclusion in the ELS. Additional information is provided on page J-I in
Section 1.1.

DOE will consult with any potentially affected public agencies and tribal governments prior to
making any final decision on the selection of (an) alternative(s) for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
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current data relating to possible health and

environment affects at nuclear weapons sites, health

services for these exposed to radioactive and toxic

contamination.

Thank you.

NR. BROWN: Thanks very much.

Sosan, I wanted to ask you: do you have a

smaller version of that map that can be subtsitted for

the record? You can do that through the 27th. You've

got some time for that.

MS. GORDON: Right. I will.

T82-9 Even though it is beyond the scope of the GTGC EIS, the comment is noted. DOE has
established a Worker Health and Activities Program. The program promotes the health of the
Department's workers and communities surrounding DOE sites by supporting:

* Occupational health studies of DOE's historical workforce;

* Historical dose reconstruction studies, which evaluate the risk to the public of past
releases of radiation and chemicals around DOE's nuclear weapons facilities, and;

* Studies of communities located near DOE Superfund sites to determine if current
contaminants in the environment could result in adverse human health effects.
Information on the program can be found at
http://www.hss.energy.govIHealthSafety/ihs/hstudies/hhs.html.

T82-9
(Cont.)
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Arnold E-delman
Document Manager,
Deportment of Energy Headqu.'arteors
1000 Independence Ave SW
Washington, D.C. 20585--0119

Dear Mr. Edelman,

l am writing to urge tihe Department otfloeqrgy to reconsider its Greater-Than-Clara C
(GTC•C) was•¢te rmtval plans. Ass yunyg adult, I cam deeply about our nation's future
energy and environmental situation; these policies will have an increasingly large inpact
on the lives of those in my generation. The Departmsent of Energy's currant waste
removal plans isated in its Environmental Impact Statement counld have detrlinental
effects on tihe environment and national security. The Depa~rtment of Energyq cast
ameliorate its OTCC waste policy by developing a second geologio repositorY and/or
improving regulation of Hardened On-Site Storage.

The Department of Ensergy's ecurent consideration of near-sef~ece trenches, bore holes
and vaults at DOE facilities to dispose of GTCC waste could lead to many problems..
Thes sites already have an abundance of nuclear waste that will take billions ofdelhara
and decades to clean. The WIPPt facelity can legally not be used for dlisposing of
conentercial GTCC waste by the DOE becau.e the state of Newlvexico doss not permit
conmmercial nnmelear waste to he deposited in its repository. Instead, the DOE should
consider constnscting a secon d geologic reposqitory for the (ITCC waste. Tire DOE• has
not complied with thne Waste Poliory Act of 1982, 42 U.S.C. §10101 ct seq.,. wrish
requires at least one g~ologie repasitory in whirls to dispose conmmercial nuclear waste.
Tha only location considered since 1987 mas been the Yucca Mountain site in Nevsdla.
Although the Obama administration has shut downs this plan, the DOE is still obligated to
ftnd another location for a geologic repository. In addition to meeting thils responssibility,
the DOE shmould consider tris new option anna means for CGTCC waste disposal.

The Department ofEnergy has deemed Hardened On-Site Storage (IlOSS) an ill-fir
option for the EIS due to its lack of permanence. IIOSS, one of the current methods of
holding (3TCC waste, may be n temporary solution, but it is also the most
environrmetslly sound asad safe method of kcjming this waste in chec~k. Storing the waste
in I-OSS wvould prevent terrorists from stealing the radioactive material en route to
disposal site tO make "dirty bombs." If hsanlemed in its current Ineatles, this waste will
also not be susceptible to any accidents from vehicles or aircraft. If and when a
scientifically sound, pennanent solution to nuclear waste is developed, CITCC waste
rema•ining in flOSS can be dealt with accordingly. This wvill be much less costly and
more fcasible thou dealing wvithr sirrleiar wa2ste already buried in vaults or trenches. As
alw.ays, lthe bestanlution is to minimize future wvaste production. Most of the GTCC

W428-l

W42t•-2

W428 3

W428-4

W428-1 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. DOE did not evaluate developing a
geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because
DOE determined that such an alternative is not reasonable due to the time and cost associated
with siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes identified in the GTCC EIS. DOE believes that the results presented in this
EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative are indicative of the high degree of waste
isolation that would be provided by disposal in a geologic repository

Past operational experience with near-surface disposal facilities at DOE sites has shown that
when properly implemented, they can provide isolation of radioactive waste from the
environment for extended time periods. Past problems that have arisen with each option
provide additional information to improve the design and performance of furture land disposal
facilities. Issues related to performance over time would be analyzed in a project-specific
analysis to address technical and long-term concerns.

The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-5 8), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

W428-2 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) anid that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. It would also he necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted
as needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 10-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State ofNew Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would he zero
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waste projectedt in the EItS does not yet exist, and keeping current OTCC waste in 1-ess
wvill allow for more time to create a publicly-aecceptable solution.

U.ltimately, the Dcpartmnent of Thnergpy should consider creating a now Draft
linviomentant, Imtpact Statement before writing the Final Enviomnmeatal Impart
Statement. This new DIMIS should consider the two options explained above that go
unaddreesed in the current DEIS. A second geological repository and the use of Hlardened
On-Site Storage could be important and influential tools in the future of nuclear waste.
Together they create an envlronmeatally-sound and secure interim solution to the
ongoing issue of GTCC waste.

W42524
(Coot.)

W42855

Best wishes,

Rebe'cca J. Anderson
Intern, Alliance for Naclea" Accountability
Studeat, American Universty

because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. DOE did not evaluate developing a
geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because
DOE determined that such an alternative is not reasonable due to the time and cost associated
with siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS. DOE believes that the results presented in this
EIS for the WIPP geologic repository altemnative are indicative of the high degree of waste
isolation that would be provided by disposal in a geologic repository. DOE has included
analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become available in
the future. In that case, before making a decision to use a commercial facility, DOE would
conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

W428-3 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC ETS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository altemnative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC ELS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

The NWPA applies to the disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high level waste which are not
within the scope of this E1S. In addition DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic
repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because DOE
determined that such an alternative is not reasonable due to the time and cost associated with
siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-
like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS. DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for
the WIPP geologic repository alternative are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation
that would be provided by disposal in an existing geologic repository.

W428-4 Refer to the discussion in the last paragraph of the W428-1 response regarding HOSS.



Alliance for Nuclear Accountability. Commenter ID No. W428 (cont'd) W428-5 DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not
reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the
relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS.
DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative
are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a
geologic repository. DOE has included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event
that a facility could become available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to
use a commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

Refer to the discussion in the last paragraph of the W428-1 response regarding ROSS.
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Alliance for Nuclear Accountability322 4t St., NE
Was-hington, DC 20002

June 27, 201 I

Arnold lidehmat
Document Mana'ger
Offlice of Tcclmieal and Regulatory Support (EM-43)
U.S. Department of Energy
01010 Independenc~e Avenue,SW.

Mr. Eldetman:

l an 'wiriing to comment on the Department otf Energy's Greater Than Class C Low Level
•Radioactive Waste (GTCC) Draft Envirornmental Impact Statement (DEIS). There are three
eritical elements missing from the OTCC DE1S. There elements erc:

1. Defining and regulating Hardened on Site Storage (Hess).
2. Developing an alternative Deep Geologic Repository for radioactive waste.
3. Legal and physical reateictions at existing DOE sites.

First, Thle Departtment of Energy must consider HOgs as art option for GTCC disposal. The
•DOE's rejection of HOSS as outside the scope of this DIES is unsceeptablo, as Hess is die
current status ofmtsch of oar nation's GTCC waste.

flOSS is a safe way to stose waste until a permanent, scientifically, sound, and publicly
acceptable solution is foned. Part of that faturo solution, of course, shoud be
drastically minimizing our generation of GTCC waste. Decisions about final disposal sites and
toeohln'oies arc eurrsatly premature. Much of our nation's Greater Than Class C waste will tie
produced after 2030, snd we should keow more about dist waste befere deciding how to dispose
of ii

DOE must create regulatory definitilons and framewot ks for HOes. White soans, of our curre~nt
GTCC waste is currenitly in I-lOSS, other GTCC waste is stored in wxays that create
entvironmental and public health risks. Defining and regulating HOss would improve public
safety until we find an acceptable perosanet disposal site.

Neat, I want to draw attention so the fect that there are legal, scientific, and ethical rettrictions
whitch obligate the DOE to develop a deep geologic repository for radioactive waste. This fact is
completely ignored in die DOE's GTCC DEIS,

This DIES's suggested alternatives to a deep geologic repository, including near-surface
trenches, bore holes, and vaults, will all require billions of dollars and decades to remediate at
some rotate point and should not be conaidered permanent disposal methods.

W544.1

W544-2

"W544-3

W544-1 The use of HOss and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

W544-2 The development of a regulatory framework for the use of Hess at commercial nuclear power
plants is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS. DOE does not have authority to regulate the
storage of radioactive wastes at commercial facilities, including nuclear power plants. Under
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as amended (AEA) (see United States Code: 42 USC § 2011),
the NRC is responsible for regulating storage of such wastes. Radioactive waste storage
requirements can be found in 10 CFR Part 30 (Rule of General Applicability to Domestic
Licensing of Byproduct Material), 10 CFR Part 70 (Domestic Licensing of Special Nuclear
Material), and 1 0 CFR Part 72 (Licensing Requirements for the Independent Storage of Spent
Nuclear Fuel, High-Level Radioactive Waste, and Reactor-Related Greater Than Class C
Waste). In addition, the NRC has provided guidance for the storage of LLRW in
SECY-94-198, Review of Existing Guidance Concerning the Extended Storage of Low-Level
Radioactive Waste, which was issued on August 1, 1994.

W544-3 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the W1PP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC HIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs- 137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WTPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC HIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

The NWPA applies to the disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high level waste which are not
within the scope of this ELS. In addition DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic
repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because DOE
determined that such an alternative is not reasonable due to the time and cost associated with
siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-
like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS. DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for
the WIPP geologic repository alternative are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation
that would be provided by disposal in an existing geologic repository.
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T/he Ne~elear Waste Policy Act of l982 requires the DOE to develop a deep geologic repositoryfor permanent disposal of radioaetive ,waste. The DOE's previous site, Yucca Mountain, was
technically unsoruad and faced jissurasounstable public appar, ition. The DOE should not delay in
developing an alternative deep geologic repository that will be both scientifically and politically
acceptable. The GTCC EIS needs to take this mission intO account.

Finally, CITCC should naot he consolidated at existing DOE• sites.

Masny existing DOEf cites 5cc undergoing cleanup projects that have cost hundreds of billions of
dollars over decades, It would he ridiculous to send< new waste to remediltedt areas.

Some DOE sites being considered for GTCC consolidation, such as the Waste Isolation
Prores..ing Plant, haveo legal agreneannts in place that limit how much sad w',hat type of waste
they ran acepto. Drealeing Chase ngreemsents would do irreparable harm to the DOg's
relationshsips with hoat states and wosrld likely result in costly litigation. Other DOE sites being
considered for GTCC consoldatieoss such as Los Alasseo National Lsborarory, have seismic or
other natural features that make them a dangelrous ptaee for waste disposal.

The DOE aeedsato lakse a long view and begin the technical and political work necessary to
decldop a nsew loration for long-term disposal of GTCC waste.

The civil sand scientific communities represented by the Alliance for Huelear Accountshility'
agree that moving ahesed \itis D.OSS as quickly as possible and developing a new permauncnt
deep geologic repository for radioactive Was:te is the best possible way/for•aurd and we,' implore
yau to reconsider these options in a foal! GTCC EIS. Thank you for your consideration. I wiltl
you liha beat of luck us you move forward with the ehallenging process of disposing of cur
nation's CGTCC.

lee Pesce,

Katherine Mv. Fuchs
Program Director

w544-3

(Cont.)

SW544-4

W544-5

W544-6

SW544'-7

DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repositoty exclusively for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not
reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the
relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EJS.
DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative
are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a
geologic repository. DOE has included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event
that a facility could become available in the fusture. In that case, before making a decision to
use a commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

The Blue Ribbon Commission (BRC) on America's Nuclear Future, in its final report to DOE
on January 26, 2012, provided recommendations, which included the development of one or
more permanent deep geologic facilities for the safe disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high-
level radioactive waste and the development of one or more consolidated interim storage
facilities as part of an integrated, comprehensive plan for managing the back end of the nuclear
fuel cycle. In its Strategy for the Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High
Level Radioactive Waste (DOE 2013), developed in response to the BRC Report, the
Administration agreed "that the development of geologic disposal capacity is currently the
most cost-effective way of permanently disposing of used nuclear fuel and high-level
radioactive waste while minimizing the burden on future generations" and proposed to "engage
in a consent-based siting process and begin to conduct preliminary site investigations for a
geologic repository." The Administration's goal is to have a repository constructed and its
operations started by 2048. The Administration will work with Congress using the strategy as
an actionable framework for building a national program for the management and disposal of
the nation's used nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste (DOE 2013).

W544-5 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site, TNL, LANL,
NNSS, and SRS. The ongoing cleanup efforts at these sites will continue. If GTCC LLRW or
GTCC-like waste were to be disposed at these sites, DOE does not anticipate negative impacts
to ongoing cleanup activities at these sites.

W544-6 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-20!) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the W17PP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted
as needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."



Alliance for Nuclear Accountability, Commenter 1D No. W544 (cont'd) DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 10-20 1) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1. 1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative.

DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

Site-specific environmental factors, such as seismic or other natural features, as identified by
commenters for all of the DOE sites, were taken into account and evaluated in the EIS as
appropriate. The results of the evaluation were taken into consideration in identifying the
preferred alternative presented in the Final EIS.

W544-7 The GTCC EIS was developed in response to the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy
Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240) and does provide the necessary step to begin the technical and
political work necessary to develop a facility for the disposal of GTCC LL.RW and GTCC like
waste.

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential long-
term performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further site-specific NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.



Babcock & Wilcox Technical Services Group. Commenter ID No. L309

B• babcock & wilcox technical •eezvlcea group
_____________h__ t a IflyOhbI~fO, Va 40-54 e

June 13, 2011

Mr. Arnoid M. Edeiman, EISflocument Manager
Office of Environmental Management
UtS Department of Energy
Cloverleaf B~uilding, EM-43
1000 independence Avenue, SW
Washington DC 20585

Dear Mr. Edelman:

"this letter is in response to B&W's review of DOt's Draft 6nvlronmentei Impart Sternmentfo.- the Oisposol a!

Grearer-Thon-Cl/as C (GTCCJ Low.tevel Radlooctlee Wase ae nd GTCFC-tLke Waste (Draft OTCC EtS) (DOE/giS-
0375-0).

At She B&W facilities In Lynchherg, VA, we have GTCC-Uke "titU w'as't e (>100 nCi/g) that: I stored in drums.
Some of these drums are owned by DOE, and some are privately owned by B&W. Thin material is basically

hot cell equipment and rmaterilel that became contamilneted with ThU as a result of pontirradlatlon

esamitnatlons of research and commercial spent fuel. There In currently rno path forwaerd for the disposal of

thin material because it is nondefeone related. The DEt aswned material fits thn definlt~on of GTCC-Like

material, hut ft appears that the privately owned materiaf would be excluded under the strict delinition that

the GTCC-Uhe material mutt he DOE owned. As summarized in the attachment, B&W reqsests then the

definition Of OTCC-Uke material he nepanded to include privately owned OTC;C-Uhke waste.

Feel free to contact me by Phone (434.522.571 S) or email (krshouffhrnb~cod.com) to answer nny questions

you may have about the enclosed,

ReintHour, Ph.D.
Manager Nuclear Materials end Inspection Oemvices

babsonk & wiloxn toe;ntr==e nerjtnen group. tee.. a ve~cecR S, Wi/car copn¥nn



Babcock & Wilcox Technical Services Groap. Commenter ID No. L309 (cont'd) L309-l For purposes of analysis in this EIS, GTCC-Iike waste includes radioactive waste that is ownedor generated by DOE and has characteristics sufficiently similar to those of GTCC LLRW such
that a common disposal approach may be appropriate. The waste described by B&W as
"nonDOE owned" TRU drums are included in the GTCC LLRW inventory estimates.

Attachment 1

Review and Comments on the US Department of Energyv Draft Environmental

impact Statement for the Dispnosal of Greater-than-class C IGTICC) Low-Level

Radioactive Waste and GTCC-Like Waste (DOEIEIS-0375-D}.

Abstract, The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has prepared the Draft En vironmentoal nimpactStatement
,far the Disposal o! Great er-than-Class C (GTCC) Law-tevel Radioactive Waste and GiTCCEl~ke Waste
(OOE/Ei$-0375.O) to evaluate the potential environmental Impacts associated witls the proposed
development, operation, and long-term management of a disposal facility or facilities tar GTCC low-level
radioactive waste (11.RW) and DOE 6TCC-like waste. GTCC LdtW has radlonuclide concentraflons
eaceeding the limits for class C LiRW established by the US. Nuclear Itegulatory comminsson (tNRC).
These wastes are generated by activties licensed by tha NRC or Agreement States and cannot be
disposed of in currently" licensed commercIal 1.L.W disposal facilities. DOE has prepared end is Issuing

this Draft EIS in accordance with Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005.

The NRC I.IRW classilication system does not apply to radioactive waste generated or owned by Dog
and disposed of in DOE faciltites. However, DDE owns or generates LLRW and non-defente-genstated
transiaranin (ThU) radioactive waste, which have characteristics smlmiar to those of 6TCC L±11W and for
whlcha there may be no path for disposal DOE has included these wastes for evaltuation in this EIS
because similar approaches may be used to dispose of boti types of radioactve waste. for the
purposes of this LIS. DDE is referring to this waste as GTCC~lihe waste. Much of the 61CC-like waste Is

TmU waste.

What fhia meons: There are currently no commercial disposal facilities In lthe US. for 6TCC L±1RW. The
only disposal facility In the U1.S. thet Is currently licensed to handle TIIU waste tgennrailydulintd as
waste containing >:100 nCl of alpha-emitting TRUi isotopes pee gram of waste. wills half-lives greater then
20 years) le the Waste isolation Pilot Plane {WIPP) in New Mealco. However, this facility is limited to
eenerltdwaste only. The Draft EiS is intended to address the disposal of GTCC nnd 6TCC-like L309-1

1±11W generated from nondefense aoiainies, such as commercIal power plants licensed by the NRC. It is
also meant to address the disposal of GTCC and 6TCC-hie wasie that DOE owns, ouch at the Dot sinned
Titt waste drums stored at the SaW Lynchbarg Technology Center (TIC). These waste dranss contain
ittU contamInated hot cell equipment and materials that are owned by the DOE, becaatse OOE

sponsored the possirradiation eaaminatlons of the commercial spent nuclear fuel rods that resulted in

the contaminatIon.

Concern Ca be Addresed: Only shout one-third of the T11U drama stored at the L.TC are owned by DOt
(currently 87 out of approximately 250). from a radlologlcal standpoint, there Is no difference bstwe•en
the "DOE owned' and "nonDOE owned" drums. The only difference Is that 8&W owns the •nnnDOE"
drums because Baw sponsored Ihe postirradiation eaaminations of the spent nudear fuels that
resulted In the contamination of the hot cell eqauipment and materials stored In these drums.



Babcock & Wilcox Technical Services Group. Commenter ID No. L309 (cant'd)

The £OS specifically states that G3TCC-lilce Waste refers to radioactive waste that is ewned or Reneruted Ia

2Q see has ott page 2-1). Based on this definition, the 0GB owned drums stored at the LTC rould
potentially be dis•posed of in t he new facility, hut the disposal of t he B&W privately owned drums would

ba precluded. There woutd he no path fotward for the disposal of the nonDOE owned drums. To0
address this issue, we believe that the definition of 01CC-like waste should ost be limited to oniy DOE L309-

owned materIals, but should be exsanded to Include privately eawned GT1CC-like wsaste. (Cent.)

This colarfication is much like the distinction that DOE is attempting to make between the 6TCC and
GTCC-Iile waste, It is meant to address the disposal of waste muaterials that are similar from a

radiological standpoint, but that may be precluded from disposal frem a ttrict intesrpretotion of

defisftitins.



.Big Pine Paijute Tribe of the Owens Valley, Commenter ID No. W548

Abplanaf p. Jennifer Marie

Prom: gtcceh'webmasteroanLgov
Sent: Monday, June 27. 2011 6:12 PM
To: me~il.gtcceisar chves gteceti ebmsste r @ al.gov ctcels@enl.9ov
Subject: Greater-Than-Ciuas-C l~ow•Levei Redioactive Waste tIS Comment GTCC10548
Attachments CommentstoDOE--.TCCdraflfES--signed-:6-27-11.GTCC10S4B&pdf"

Thanikyou feryour cemmbnt, Bill Helmet.

The comment tracking number that has been eatened to your comment is iTCCI•OS4B, Please refer to the comment

tracking number in lil correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 27,.2011 05:11:35PM CDT

ttreater-Than-caas-C Low-L~evei'ia dilaactlvoe Waste tIS Draft Comment: GTCCiOS48

flint Name: Bill

ilast Name: Helmet
Organ~zatlon: Big Pine Palete Trnibe of the OwenS Valley
Addross: P0) BOX 700
Cityo elg Pine
Slate: CA
Zip: 93513
Countty USA -

Email: amenroosafaol,com
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: C:\fkepath\CommentstoDOE-GTCCdraftEIS-slgned-6-271llpdf

"Questions about submltting comments over the Web? Contact us at: oicceiswelamast erfeanieovg aorel the Greater-

Than-Cla ss-C Low-Level Radioactive WasteEiS W'ebamoter et (630) 252-5705.



Bi2 Pine Paiute Tribe of the Owens Valley. Colnmenter ID No. W548 (eont'd) W548-1 The DOE appreciates the input of the Consolidated Group of the Tribes and Organizations in
the development of the Tribal Narrative Text for the GTCC EIS. Even though it is beyond the

scope of this GTCC EIS, the comment is noted. The operation and coordination of the CGTO

is being managed at NNSS.

W548-2 See response to W548-1.

BIG PINE PAIUTE TRIBIE OF TiIE OWENS VALLEY

Big Pine Palule Indian Reser'atlion

Jane 27, 2Q11

Creater-Thsn.Clasa C Low-Level Radioactive ',Vsle EIS

Office of Technical and Regulatory Support (EM-43)

U.S.,Deparancot 0f "Energy

1000 Independence Avenue, SW.
W~ashington, D C 20555-0119

RE: Comments on the Greoter-Than-Class C Low-Level Radtleaetive Waste EIS

The following comments address the draft Gseater-Than-Clsss C Low-Level Radioactive Waste

* Cosutaionn

Governaaneta.to-gowecmnent eonsultationt has been improved s~nce the Big Pine Paloau Trlbe

(Teibe) sent its seep jag comments lor the draft StS on September21, 2007. lTha DOE

incoeporated the entmments of the Amenican indian WVritoes Cemnaittee (AIWC) of the.

Consolidated Group of Teibes and Organizotions (COTe) in the draft• BbS. The€ Big Pine. Painte

Tribe is a merobec of ihe COTe, end Danelie Gutierree isbno the Big Pine Faiute Tribal Council

and Cultural Committee, end in also on the American tndian Writers Committee..

Please implernant all of the tecoramendatlons of the AIWC regarding tha Oreater-Trhcn-Ctns C

Low-Level Radiocetive, WVate E1S:

Recommsendotlons of the Consolidated Group of Tribes and Orgsnizations Annual Meeting

•Nevada Test Site. August Si- September 2, 2009

I. The CGTO recommends app•roval of the AIWS text with recotnaneoded revisions :eciting

to the Greater-Than-Clas's C2 Low-Level Redioactive Waste Environmental Impact

Statement (GTTC FEIS). Upon completion and ineorporation of the revisions, taxi w~ill be

submitted to the Departtment o f Energy/gnvironmental Management for inclusion into the

Drmft G~fC BiS.

2. The COTO recotatends the tollowing individuals be appointed to strve 00 the

Aaneeiean Indian Writers Subgroup (Ai\VS) with corresponding alternstes:

P.O. Ito, 700 * 025 Soaush Main Street * Olg Pine, CA 93St3 "Office: 7d0-9:t0-2003 * tFan: 7ffl-9311.2942

W548-1
W548'-2



Bi• Pine Paiute Tribe of the Owens Valley. Commenter ID No. W548 (cant'd)

Primary Meosbers of AlIWS

* Betty Cornelius
* Lalavi Miller

* Maurico Frank-Churchill

* J'erry Charles

* Danaille Gutijerrex

* GeraldKasen

AIWS Alternates:

* Brenda Drye

* Joe lKinsedy

* Richard Wilder

Chemehoevi

Southern Paliute

We.stern Shoshone

Western Shashane

Owens Valley Palute

Owensr Valley Palate

Southern Psiute

Western Shoshene

Owens Valley

3.The COTO recommends the DOE/NNSA provide lfunding sad writing opportunities forthe American Indian Writers Subgroup (AI\VS) and their designated alternates to develop
text for the 200P-2010 Nevada Test Sitc (NT'S) Site'-wide Enviroenmental Impart
Staterment (SWEIS).

4.The CGOe recomusends the DOEINNSA make provisions to insure the AIWS and their
designated alternates are involved throughout all develepreental phases of the draft hNTS
SWEIS text.

S.The COTe recoasmends the DO ErNNSA make arrangements to have available all
sections of the MTS SWEIS draft text, in advance for the AIWS end thrir designated'
alterna•tes to use in the development of culturally appropriate text for inclusion into the

draft SWEIS.

6.The COTe recorerends the DOEINNSA provide funding and logistics to hold a meeting
of tha CGTO so that the AIWS .ars present their text fec final approval prior to inelusiorn
into the NTrs SWEIS.

7.The: CGTO recomsnends the DOOENNSA held tegulamriy selseduled enneni sed other
meetings as appropriate with the CGTO to reeceive project updates and interactions with
the CGTO. in addition, appropriate funding and logisties are requested to be provided by

the agency.

p.O. tins 700 * • EnnI t.•tsl]•an St reet' D ie Pine, CA 935t3 *'Office. 160-93t-2053 P a,: 760"93t.2942

pW540-.
W548.2
(Coat.)



Big Pine Paiute Tribe of the Owens Valley. Commenter ID No. W548 (cont'd)

S. The COTO recommends the DOEINNSA supporlthtrenominatluion f a ICPpreviously
identified ax ltranjlksda with expanded studies to enhance previously collected
ethmograplsic information sod datorroinationa of an appropriate title using knowledgeable
tribal elder identified by the CGTO.

9, Trhe COTfO recomme~nds the DO1[JNNSA sponsor overnight ramping• setivities at tire
proposed TCP location to elicit additional information from knowledgeable tribal
representatives for the submittal of the, nomination.

10. The COTO recommends thu DOI3/NNSA provide funding and logistics for designated
tribal representativos to conduct regularly schedled site osshistiona of tho sce~letd
cultural resource sires so designated lay the CGTO.

11l. The CGTO recommends D)OE/NNSA provide the neces.ary funding to support tribal
representatives irs their alto evaluation activities so identified by the COTO.

12. The COTO raceamoends ithe deletion and discontinuanceof tire nerd 'pilgrimage" in
reports that refer to American Indian trail systems developed for or tat canperation with
NT"S Indian Program.

23. The COTO recommends she I2OE2NNSA pr~ovide information relating to National W548.t
Envirosnscntal Policy Mt (NEPFA) criteria about criteria for bring designated asos W545-2
Cooperolrsg Agenry. (Coat.)

24. "iCThe croeeeorrnrcrds the DOE2tNSA provide frard ing and related logistics to heat a
Pinentrt Harvest wvitlaparficipation from designated tribal represntatives appointed by the
cGoe. Thit event wvilt be designed to record information sod demonstrate traditinal
harve.sting techniques andt mraagement strategies Intended to stimulate growtlh and
reduce thai loads.

15. Tlhe COTO recornesends the DOFJMNSA provide historic baseline radiation data within
loesriona containing pinlyors sod juniper stands on thel tTS. In addition, it is
recommended that pinyon samples be collected from selected siets in preparation of that

16. The CCOTe recommends the D)O E/INSA provide funrding sod iogisti~ca for 3 tribal
Srepresentatives (1 each from Westemn Shoshone, Southrnm Paiute and O.wens Valley
Psiute) designated by the CGTO to examine tirs pinonut crop 90 days in ndvaooe of the
activity to dePrermitnc the potental yield of thre crop sod the appropriateness oflhosting a
harvest.

1 7. The: CCGTO re:omnraende rthe DOOftNSA surpport publishing of the previously developed
Indian History Project virlh editorial changes, so necessary.

p.o. nsa tto * 125 Ssarh Matrr avert * tile Vise, CA ttSStS 057ce: ~tO42&2O52 'Pam 160.v5s.a9t2



Big Pine Paitite Tribe of the Owens Valley, Commenter ID No. W548 (cont'd)

18. The COTO recommends that the DOWNNSA locate the Tostssey Collection as
previously reques$ted to determinc if the collection ezisra and the developmeant of steps for
tribal review and potential NAGPRA application, if determined neeeasxay.-

*Hardened On Site Storage (glOSS) not considere~d as an Alternative

On p. S-6, it is at~ated: "Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy
Policy Act of 2005, DOE plans to complete an HIS and a ROD for o permaneat disposal tacility
for titia waste, otastor long-term storage options," However, there shenld ho flexibiity in
ehon ing options for the disposal of radioactive waste, especially ito long.term storage option it
environ~mentaflly preferable, HOES storage han meen eonvineingty advocaed~ by the Institute for
Energy and Environmental Research (lEER) and other safe energy organizations. HOES would
allow long-teons storage of GTCC wastec so that they can be¢ monitored and retrieved tsntil a
better solution is found. As it stands now, DOS is proposing only permanent, irretrievable
disposal in all of its alteonatives Alternatives for the proposed project shoold also include a plan
for reducing or phasictg oat OTCC radioactive wastes, as well as all types of dangerous

radioactive waste.

"The Big Pine Paiute Tribe is strongly opposed to GTCC radioactive waste storage at the Nevada
National S~eurty Site (NNSS) [formerly knowestas the Nevada'ltes Sitel, and all the other cites
proposed ha Alltrativ.es. 3,4, and 5. Radioactive waste stored at the NNSS would harn the
envlronmaent as well as descerate tarred lands. The NNSS is stiii eontraminsled from nuclear
wraapons testing, and allowing more poisonous substmanet to be stored on this land is trot a sane
eltensative. Alternative 2, GTCC radioactive waste a torago at the Waste Isolat ion Pilot Project
(WII') must also not be considered for GTCC waste disposal because the ROSS alternative,
should be chosen and the WIPP site was not intended fur this type of radioactive waste.

W548-1W54t-2
(Cent.)

W548-

W548t4

W54855

W548-6

W548-3 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE pians to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

DOE does not have authority to regulate the storage of radioactive wastes at commercial
facilities, including nuclear power plants. Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as amended
(ABA) (see United States Code: 42 USC § 2011), the NRC is responsible for regulating storage
of such wastes. Radioactive waste storage requirements can be found in 10 CFR Part 30 (Rule
of General Applicability to Domestic Licensing of Byproduct Material), 10 CFR Part 70
(Domestic Licensing of Special Nuclear Material), and 10 CFR Part 72 (Licensing
Requirements for the Independent Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-Level Radioactive
Waste, and Reactor-Related Greater Than Class C Waste). In addition, the NRC has provided
guidance for the storage of LLRW in SECY-94-198, Review of Existing Guidance Concerning
the Extended Storage of Low-Level Radioactive Waste, which was issued on August 1, 1994.

W548-4 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WTPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential long-
term performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further site-specific NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

W548-5 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at NNSS. The ongoing cleanup efforts
will continue.

The disposal of GTCC waste at NNSS, based on the EIS analysis, would not present any
anticipated radioactive dose to the public. Before a final decision is made on disposing of any
waste at NNsSS or any other site, additional analysis would he conducted to further evaluate
potential human health and environmental impacts.

Sincorely,

Bill Ileloser
Tribal Historic Preservation Officer
Big Pine Palule Tribe of the Owens Volley

P.O). Bax 'too0 2-5 taouth Main Street - Itig Pine, CA 95535 * Otteo:'t".Pt.a0-3-t0 * Pan: 7'50.535-2542



Bi2 Pine Paijute Tribe of the Owens Valley, Commenter ID No. W548 (cont'd) W548-6 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted
as needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify' the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 10-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-5 8), DOE plans to complete an ELS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for tong-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.



Blue RidRe Environmental Defense League, Commenter 1D No. T2

8

2

3

4

S

6 WR. BaRlS: Thank you. louis Seller is nest and

7 Sieve Oeddes wrill follow Louis.

9 M4R. 10U55 ZRLLSR: Thank you. I appreciate this

9 opportunity. Wy anae is Louis Seller and I'm the

10 science director with the Biue Ridge Envirenmental

11 Defense leaguae. The Blue Ridge Environmental Defense

12 League opp~oses the Department of Energy' a plan to

13 depose a greatec-than-class C" waste at Savannah River

14 Site. Central Savannah River area must not hecome the

T2-1

I5 dumping ground for hundreds of rsillions of curiaes of

T2-1 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential long-
term perfonnance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal.
facility. It would not be reasonable to analyze in detail an essentially unlimited number of
additional non-DOE or nonfederal sites

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further site-specific NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

T2-2 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
altematives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the
EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more
centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to
managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on
compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

The EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at each of the reference locations
evaluated. The EIS addresses the collective population risks during routine conditions and
accidents, the radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions,
and the consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents,
including those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical contaminants. The EIS
also evaluated the impact of intentional destructive acts that could occur during waste
handling, transportation, and disposal (see Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS). The potential risk of
such destructive acts is estimated to be low. DOE sites considered in the EIS are secure, and
the packaging for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would be robust. Because GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes are not readily dispersible, the potential physical impacts from
an intentional destructive act (e.g., an explosive blast) would be no greater than those from the
release of any radioactivity from a severe accident during waste handling, transportation, and
disposal.

DOE's requirements for transportation of radioactive waste are developed and continually
revised to ensure maximum protection of public health and the environment, thereby
minimizing the risk of a traffic accident. DOE has established a comprehensive emergency
management program that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness
measures to minimize the health impacts of accidents involving loss of control over radioactive
material or toxic chemicals. DOE's transportation emergency preparedness program was
established to ensure that DOE and its contractors, state, tribal, and local emergency
responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and effectively to accidents involving

16 radioactive waste from the nation's nuclear power

17 plants. -Further, we oppose transporting this dangerous

18 waste to any other Department 0f Energy site in Wew

19 Wexico, tlevada, Idaho or Washington. We have had

20 enough. TSoday I passed out some flyers here. I'd ask

21 people to show thee if you've got one and if you

22 support this position. Wow, the presentation earlier

23 was quite correct about the types of Waste

24 which--included In gre'ater-than-class C. The one which

25 is the most worrisome is the activated m.etals which

28 come from nuclear reactors." 98 percent of the

T2-2
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DOE shipments of radioactive materials. Should an accident occur that involves a release of
radioactive material to the environment, it would he promptly remediated in accordance with

these procedures. These measures would help DOE to minimize and mitigate any impacts on

the environment.

T2-3 The use of ROSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like

wastes are outside the scope of this ELS hecause they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an ELS and a ROD for a permanent disposal

facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of

reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.

Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.
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radioactivity would cone fins thene powei plants. A

relatively minuscule part of that i5 so-called medical

waste. Mledital waste is not the probles hare, nuclear

power is the problen. In oar news letter which I left

over back on the bench back at that--by the doorway

comnin in 2 have roproduced a leap fran the Oepartaent

of gnergy's files from our own files from 1565 which

show crystalline repository rock sites, eaves in three

Soetheastern states, and also the Savannah River Site

aupariisposed on this map. These seven sites for

high-level nuclear waste were never removed from the

Departmant of Energy' a list of suitable' sites is 1566

when the law changed. What we are looking at, we

believe, is the camel's nose under the tent. If we

take a little bit of waste this year or next year would

we be willing to take a little bit more. We have had

enough. ae do have a recomendation that is that store

greater-than-class C radioactive waste in secure

facilities at or near the aite of generatior•. This

approach offere many advantages over the methods

proposed by the Depsrfm*ent of Energy. AlIso manage

greater-than-class C in envirossental secure safe,

retrievable facilities, keep greater-than-class C

facilities, which require little or no energy eay

resistant to terrorist attack and are not centralIzed,

and abandon plans to bery the waste at Savannah River

T2-3
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1 Site or eny other Depertr~Ont of Snergy oie. Thank you

2 very ouch.
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MR. AAOWN: We actually have another person

intoreered in izaking coments for the hearing, so we, are

reeonvened. And our speaker is Matk Sohinnerer, and

welcome.

MR. 9C}INfl4ERER: Good job. Thank you. I do

apologize for coming late end holding you over Cot a

little bit, bet thank you for staying and thank you for

being hore.

My name is Hark Schinnerer, and I'm the CEO of an
organization talled CARe, Incorporated, and we serve.
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1 individuals with developmental disabilities. And one of

2 the, I guess, premier programs that we have in our

3 organization falls under the scope of what's called

4 "supported employment." Arad supprted emeployment is a

5 program to find employment for our individuals who have

6 disabilities in the community and to have a competitive

7 job, to have a job that they can learn skcills and find

8 value and meaning in their life and be a productive mebeor

9 in the coemunity like you a~d I are.

10 One of those jobs e- ctually there's, I think,

11 12 individuala working as a nub -- I'll call it a

12 "asub-subcontractor" with the mIPP program. And they are

13 Working in the records, scanning, verifying, retention

14 process. They take records, that are produced by that

15 whole facility end help scan those documents, verify that

16 it's accurately scanned, and for that organization then tO

17 file them so they can be retrieved later.

18 sHe have had this Contract since 1991 in this

19 program, and it 'a been a very successful arrangement with

20 us and that contractor to provide jobs to our

21 individuals. And they're learning valuable skills, end

22 these are goed qucality jobs. And whet we're here to talk

23 about is the continuation of a project and continuation of

24 a program that would allow then to continua to have their

25 jobs.



CARC. Inc.. Commenter ID No. T37 (cent'd)

1 Ii' we see this MIPS site and this project start

2 to decline because the very small original purpose that it,

3 was set up for is co•mpleted, that's a good thing in itself

4 because we have chosen as a co.rmaunity to step up and say,

5 "We have a problem in this country. You have a problem in

6 your state and in your co~msunity, but we have the

7 solution, and we want to solve that for you," which we

8 have done successfully, very safely. And we know hew to

9 do what we do well.

10 with the expansion of this project to the

11 Greater-Than-Clams-C, it allows us to continue to do what

12 We do well knowing what we know works, end in my case

13 allows my individuals to continue to have jobs, you know,

14 for a longer terra in the future.

I5 My fear is that as projects under the current

16 structure, if it starts to, I guess, close because it's

17 became very succ-essful, that they may not be able to

18 continue their jobs because so many records may not be

19 being produced down the road, and all of those rrrpport

20 services would just have to be scaled back.

25 So what happens to my individuaols who have other

22 challenges in their life to get a Job new, as a cermaunity

23 memlber? It seems to me, as I said, we know how to• do this

24 storage end solving a problem issue so well that people

25 from all around the world come to see what we do. We have
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a reputation of records to do it safely, to do it

effectively and efficiently, end I think as we laok to

expanding the scope end allowing Greater-Then-Class-C and

potentially other levels Of w~ate, nUclear waste, to come

to this facility or one similar to it in the Salt beds

that we know so well, I think it's prudent to continue

that so that we can continue to clean up the probletms

around the country.

We understand the problems. We understand the

nature of the materials. We're not afraid of it. We

accept it. Everybody else says, 'Hot in my backyard." -

We soy, "Please, in our backyard. We have a

great backyard, and it's a very safe backyard, and we have

the knowledge and expertise to do It safely."

I have another concern. Our nation is struggling

with debt end finances and funding of our national budget,

and we're all afraid of what that entails in the future.

And for us to go out end look at other sites across the

country that we might put this material in, that maybe

doesn't even exist in a fore that can be readily usable,

you'Jre now going to spend more money to build another

building, and more money to maybe dig m hole, and all of

to infrastructure that would need to be pet in place to•

have another facility, when w;e have one sitting right here

on our doorstep that's open and that's operating and can

Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WIPP's operating record, DOE believes that the WIPP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit.

The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes for disposal at WIPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011I, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of
spent nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary David Martin, Secretary of
the New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011I, stating that
"the Department encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as
the preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft BIS. The geologic repository is the favored
altemnative being more effective for the enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition,
the Governor of New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September 1, 201t I,
stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of WIPP
as the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

'137-t
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1 very effeetively do what you or we need to have done with 7-

2 this material.

3 PAnd I think it Would be prudent for us, as I look

4 aL my business, how can I Capitalize on the assets that I

5 have to continue to grow my business? We, as a nation,

6 should look at how can we capitalize on the assets that we

7 have surroanding an issue or a problem to solve that

8 problem or to grow that business or to increase

9 production, I gUeSS you could say.

10 So I guess those are my concerns from individuals

11 who successfully have been employed for many, many years

12 in this wonderful project, to the pragmsatic view as en

1? individual and citizen of this community and a taxpayer in

14 this country, to do it reasonably.

W5 hy do we need to waste our time, waste our

16 money? And I think the information has bean, you've

17 looked at sites that aren't even viable, and we're

16 wanting time and money. So I guess the old country boy in

19 me says. "come on, guys. tet's get on with it. We know

20 how to do it here, We do it well, and the infrastructure

21 is in place. Why not use what we got?"

22 An~d I think that's all.
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IOkay. Our next speaker is P•obert. Defer, snd he

2 will be followed by John Waters.

3 MR. DE2ER: Good evening. I are Robert Defer, the

2 CEO ot the Caeiabad chamber of Commerce. I want to thank

5 you for the opportunity to share some information with you

6 tonight.

7 YoU knew, during my visit to WIPP, I learned that

8 the area's big salt beds are ideal for the permanent

9 disposal because of the salt's tendency to creep, to

10 encapture it, to m ov in on it, to surround it as a

11 cocoon, and it's perfect for doing this type 0f waste.

12 And the other reason is it's relatively easy to

13 mind. But what impressed me. the most was the

14 profeesionalirm that's going on Out at WIPE'. Also within

15 that is the safety procedures and all the safety records

26 that they have had during their inception. It's just

17 fabulous what they're able to do and what has been done by

18 WIPE.

19 It is evident that the salt is doing exactly whet

20 the scientists said it would do: Permanently isolating

21 the radioactive waste from the environment. As a

22 communinty, we have the opportunity to continue our

23 partnership with the DOE and its contractors to remedy the

24 nation's, not our problem, not Just our problem, but the

25 nation's nuclear waste by extending WIPE'o scope to
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I include grestex-Thnn-ClaSs--G wasie-

2 As the Carlsbad Chamber of Commerce direetor,

3 realise the positive impact that the operation5 has had on

4 thO economy of Carlsbad also, au~d that's wonderful.

5 I want you to know that not on).y I, but the

6 Carlsbad Chamber of Commaerce completely endornes the WIL'T3-1

7 projeet and change its scope so that it can receive

8 Greater-Then-Cla55-C waste. Thank you very much.
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15

14 • UR. BROPS?: Thank you. 3anell Mhitiock, and she

17 will be followed by Dick Dose.

"18 MS. WHITLOCK: Good evoning, and thank you for

19 giving me the oppartunity to speak. My name is Janell

20 Phitlock. I aerve on the Carlsbad City Council, and I've

21 been e member of Ihis wonderful community for many years.

22 I want to thank you for giving me this opportunity to

23 express my opinion as to what I believe is the best

24 alternative for the safe disposal of Creater-Than-Class-C

25 waste.
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My husband, the ltes Senator Locis Mhitlock, and

sany members of this e.¶unity are strong proponents for

the MIPS project. I am certain in the early days they

were really icterteste in the number of jobs they wuold

brine to southeast New Mexico, but ultimately they were

concerned about the safety, the safety of the land, ths

safety of the water, and the safety of the citizens of

this area.

The Department of Energy, its contrantors and the

MIPS facility have perforsed beyond ocr expectations for

more than three decades. Today, NIPS is one of the safest

DOS facilities in the nation. ascause of MIPS', 15 ThU

Naste sites around the country have been cleaned up, and

that creates a safer, cleaner environ.'ent for millions of.

Americans who live near those facilities.

In ny opinion, there is no scientific need to

look any further for a disposal for the

Orearer-.Than-Class-c waete. The MIPS sate is one of the

most studied repOsitories in the world, and the MIPS

wozkforce has desonstrated that radioactive waste can ha

transported, can be managed end disposed of safely.

I ask you to consider MU'S' as the alternative of

choice for the Greater-Than-Class-C waste. And again,

thank you for giving me the opportunity to speak.

MR. 5350MM: the next speaker is Dick Doss, .who

T29-1 Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WIPP's operating record, DOE believes that the W!PP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit.

The state of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes for disposal at WJPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of
spent nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary David Martin, Secretary of
the New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that
"the Department encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as
the preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic repository is the favored
altemnative being more effective for the, enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition,
the Governor of New Mexico, insa letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September 1, 2011,
stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of WIPP
as the preferred altemnative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

T29-1
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I will be followed by Russell Hardy.

2 HR. DOSS: Geodevening. My name is Dick Doss.

3 I'm a lifetime resident of Carlsbad. Vie a retired

4 banker -- don't shoot we. I'm a member of the Carlsbad

5 City Council -- don't shoet mae again -- and a concerned

S citizen, who has enjoyed living in Carlsbad and raising a

7 family here.

8 I couldn't support this Projeact unless it was"

9 safe, and safety is the prime concern Dot only of the

10 repsitory here, but of where we put the waste,

1i Greater-Than-Class-C, that's out in the general area of

12 the United States.

13 The second problem with whore you are going to

14 put it is the cost. And the study has been done here, the

15 place has been shown to be'saes and viable, and the cost

16 has already mainly been absorbed by the T50 Waste that has

17 been put into the ground and the Greater-Thsn-Class-C can

18 go in at a much better price.

19 This facility has provided many local Sobs, which

20 are high-paying jobs, and has developed many, many young

21 people in this country, who have the knowledge now of

22 nuclear waste in scieatif~e areas that are met available

23 to be learned in other areas.

24 And local support for this proj~ect has been

25 strong since it was first proposed by, Senator Dent and Med
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1 floynolds from over in Lovingtonl. I would just like to add

2 my support to the use of the ffIPP site for the stor5ge of

3 the Greater-Than-las-O~ C waste.

N
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9 t4R. BROWNl: Thank you.

10 Jlohn Waters.

11 14R. WATERS: lii, my name is John Waters. I am

12 the executive director for the Carlsbad Oepartment of

13 Devel~opment. I al~o am a father of four, and was a very

14 busy man today, taking around the governor's secretary of

15 the economic development department, and I attended the

16 City Council aeeting, but this is important enough for me

17 and my famlyM to. be here. I believe we will find that

18 amongst everybody hero. I think that there is wide

19 support "in Carlsbad for the W•IPP project, not only for the

20 project as it exists now, but for an expansion of the

21 operations at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

22 Creater-Than-Class-C waste is sorothing that's

23 been accumulating around the nation, not only at DOE sites

24 but conmercia]. sites across the country. It's out there.

25 It's a problem. Carlsbad, we pride ourselves on solving
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-1 problems. We are not a community that likes to sit by end

2 say, "This is Somebody elsa's problem. Take it somewhere

3 else."

4 Carlsbad is a eeommunity of people chat solve,

5 problems, and we're proud of it. Wie're proud we're

6 solving the transuranic waste problem around the country.

7 That, to us, is a sourco of pride. We're proud that we've

8 proven skeptics and critics wrong by safely 'transporting

9 t~iia waste from across the country, millions of miles

10 traveled to being it here and handling it safely and

11 safely interring it into the salt buds that are 250

12 million years old. We're proud of that, and we're going

13 -to continue to shoJ people across the nation hew proud we

14 are of that.

15 It's my understanding that rhis waste or some of

16 this waste comes from materials that they've been sealed

17 in smell metal containers. They're activated metals that

18 were maybe components of nuclear reactors either from DOE

19 or commercial facilities. And that thia low-level waste,

20 the low-level waste involved with this needs to be

21 isolated. They need to be isolated for somewhere around

22 500 years to possibly 1,060 years depending en what you're

23 looking at.

24 Well, the IiIPP site, which is only 26 miles from

25 Carlsbad, It has an EPA certification for l0, 000 years, to
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store radioactive waste for at least 10,000 years. You

talk to scientistS, many scientists, geologists around

here, they'll add zeros under that figure, and I mean

zeros with a's on it.

It's an impressive facility. We're fortunate to

have the geology that we have here. The salt is a very

stable formation. I believe, and I would like to offer

this, my opinion, as a solution for the disposal of

Greater-Than-Class-C waste, is the ISIPP site. I agree, we

shouldn't be putting it in Los Alemos. That's just

ridiculous. We're trying to clean that place up. To put

more up to there is counter-productive, it's

counter-intuitive. You shouldn't be going out to mine a

completely different site outside of the WIPP facility.

We've got it there. We've get the hole in the ground.

We're taking Waste that are guite similar to that.

Wa believe that that is the place for it.

Listen, our nation is going through tough financial times.

We bear about it every day. Congress fighting the

deficit. We see It oven in our local and regional

economies and in other areas. I think it only makes sense

to go with this existing successful repository. It makes

fiscal sense. It's there. You don't have to go through

the process of resisting in an area. You don't have to

redrill a hole. You don't have to go through and do all

T129-1 Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WIPP's operating record, DOE believes that the WIPP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit.

The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes for disposal at WIPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of
spent nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary David Martin, Secretary of
the New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that
"the Department encourages DOE to support the WHPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as
the preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic repository is the favored
alternative being more effective for the enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition,
the Governor of New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September 1, 2011I,
stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of WTPP
as the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

T129-t
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1 of the things weave been doing here at l•XI' the last 12

2 years. It ise there. Iths ready to go.

3 And belieee that this is, you know, after 12

4 yeats uf safe efficient operations, I'm confident as a

5 dad, as a cossiunity leader, as somebody who grew up here

f in Carlsbad. VIa confident that the people that work at

7 the facility that are contractors, that are DOE, are en

B the right track. I believe that this is the place to pet

9 it. I believe that it will help solve the problem, and

10 that's what we're about here in Carlsbad, is solving

11 problems.

12 Thank you very much.



Cherry Country. Commenter ID No. W565 W565-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.Abplanalp, Je~nifor Maria

Prom:

Sent:

Subjects

gtcceiswebnsasteroanr, gov ,Tuesday, Junie 28, 2011 12-03 AM
gtcceiswebnseser~a alger
Receipt: Greater-Tha -Cia~s-C Low-LveI Radioloitve Wese Et Comenant GTCCIO5SS

Thank you fosr your comment, Michael Shadbolt.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your commeent ts GTcCl0,565, Please refer to the commeat
trucking number In all correspondence reltagtingt thls comment.

comment Date:June 28, 2011 11:03:02AM car

Oreater-Than-Ciass-CtLow-tevei Radioa clive Waste E1S Draft Caomments GITCC105SE

First Names: Michael
Middle Initial:
Laut Name: Shadbo)lt
Organlcation: Cherry Countryi
Address: 62OOOait Grove road ,
city: Rlckreali
State: OR
li p: 97306
Country: USA
Email: mike thecerrecoitr.et
Priacey preference: Don't withheld name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
At'president of a growing food tampa ny named Cherry Country• l am naturally conscious of the health of the overall
envlrernient ha Oregon since it eo directly informs the opinions of'our customers regarding Oregon as a place to grow
food. if these shipments are allowe-d, it will detrimentally contribute to the etate's image. When I i~ved in Astoria in the
19705, I worked asea marn~e economist and rend about Hanford's perolclous impact on lihr Columbia River. As a people,
awe should dither no longer and cease and desist any additional inbound nuclear waste to Hanfored. We should also
apeed up feeding of more action to contain the wesstes that we already have.

Questione absut submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcclswhmaeter)nieOV or tail the Greater-
lhan-Class.C Low-Level Radioactive Waste itS Webmaster at (G30) 252-5705.

W565-1

I ml
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Capital Reporting Company 7

MR. BROWN: Thank you. Dave McCoy is next,

and Leona Morgan will follow Dave.

MR. MCCOY: Good evening. I'm Dave McCoy,

Executive Director for Citizen Action Mew Mexico.

We've been fighting nucelar waste disposal at the mixed

waste landfill, other sites. Nobody has really spoken

-- I'm not going to speak so much as the director as I

want to put on my cap as an attorney. I am a licensed

attorney in the state of California. •And I want to

"look at this draft EIM from a legal perspective, and I

won't have the kind of heartfelt comments that i'm so

grateful -for so many of you making.

The selection of NIPP as the alternative

site provides numerous opportunities for lengthy

litigation. A b~rief legal history of the Waste

Isolation PilIot Plant is that en agreement was reached

in 1981 that limited WIP? to the disposal of only

defense-related transatlantic waste. -A su~bsequent

lawsuit in 1991 by, the state of Mew M•exico sought to

atop shipments to WIPP. Nevertheless, Congress made

the determination to proceed with NIPP via the Land
866.488.DEPO

wwvw.CapilslReportingCompany.com

T73-1 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-20 1) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted
as needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

However, NEPA does not limit an EtS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may requestsa review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

Tn-I



Citizen Action New Mexico, Commenter ID No. T73 (cont'd) T73-2 DOE agrees that any waste disposed at WIPP would need to meet the EPA standards. As
presented in Section 4.3.4 of the GTCC EIS, DOE conducted a complementary cumulative
distribution fuinctions (CCDF) analysis in the same manner as was done for TRU waste (GTCC
LLW Environmental Impact Statement, Post Closure Performance Data Package, October

____________________________________________________2012). Based on this analysis, addition of the identified GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Ilike waste to

Capial epotingComanyWIPP would be in compliance with existing EPA requirements.

•I Withdrawal Act of 1992. Unlesa GTCC low-level waste is.

2 contaminated with transatlantic isotopes of defense

3 origins that is. non-coassercial nuclear waste

~T73-l4 operations, the Waste tsolaiion Plant cannot accept the (Cont.)

Swaste.

6 Using WIPP for a commercial radioactive

i waste storage would require amendment of the Land

SWithdrawal Act of 1992. DOE would also be in for a

9 battle as to whether the EPA standards pot in place for

to Yucca Mountain disposal, and those radiological

II releases to the public should prevail over the

12 standards of another section of law. The EPA standards
T73-2

13 for WIPP require that the annual cum~ulative dose rate

14 for many releases be lass than . 15 millisievert per

is year for 10,000 years after closing. Yucca Mountain

16 standards have several added requirements regarding

17 those exposures. The DOE proposal to further

Is radioactively contaminate an impoverished minority

19 public will bring additional litigation for

so environm~ental justice considerations, A modification

2] of the R~esource Conservation and Recovery Act disposal

22 permit for WIPP from the blew Mexico Environment

866&488.DEPO
wvww.CapitalRepor tingCoxnpany.com



Citizen Action New Mexico, Commenter ID No. T73 (cont'd)
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Department would receive further litigation. The

Council on Environmental Quality regulations and DOE

implementing regulations provide clear direction for

tiering broad program decisions. These regulations

encourage DOE officials to tier from broader

prograrmmatic EIS documents to those with a narrower

scope in order to focus on the issues ready for

decisions. DOE has not met those Sf0 requirements.

No programmatic environmental impact

statement exists for nuclear waste disposal in the U.S.

That would include the DOE/GTCC-like waste or the

comamercial GTCC LLW. The treatment, storage sod

disposal of commercially generated GTCC waste, along

with other DOR waste types that have similar hazard

characteristics, must he made subject of a programssatic

analysis under the National Environmental Policy Act.

The plan to use WItPP as a disposal site is

inconsistent, with a DOE final waste management PETS;

which Mr. Hancock mentioned, from 1997.

MR. BtROWN: You got about a minute left.

Thanks.

MR. MCCOY: The PETS states, quote, "The only

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitaIRepor tingCompany~com

T73-3 The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like waste. Sufficient information is available to support the current decision-
making process to identify (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited
amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste identified in the EIS.

DOE believes this EIS is timely, especially given the length of time necessary to develop a
GTCC LLRW disposal facility.

DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1).
The scope of the EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-like wastes. DOE plans a tiered decision-
making process, in which DOE would conduct further site-specific NEPA reviews before
implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the basis of this EIS.

DOE explained in the WM PEIS (DOE, 1997, Final Waste Management Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement for Managing Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of
Radioactive and Hazardous Waste, DOE/EIS-0200-F, Office of Environmental Management,
Washington, D.C.) that additional analyses would be prepared to implement DOE's
programmatic decisions. The GTCC ELS analyzes the potential environmental impacts
associated with the disposal of GTCC LLRW and OTCC-like (DOE) wastes. Since the WM
PEIS relates only to DOE waste, the inclusion of commercial waste in the WMv PEIS is
premature until the GTCC EIS is finalized and a ROD is issued. Depending on the outcome of
this ROD, DOE will evaluate whether additional programmatic or site-specific NEPA reviews
or updates to previous decisions are needed, as appropriate. Any additional NEPA reviews or
considerations will be conducted with full opportunity for public input, consistent with Council
on Environmental Quality and DOE NEPA requirements.

"/73-
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I alternative being considered for the WIPP is a possible

2 treatment of all contact handled TRU waste under the

S ThU waste centralized alternative; thus, the impacts

4 for treatment of true waste at WIPP were not

$ appropriately considered for the inclusion of this

6 waste,"

7 X could go on with a whole lot more violations

$and failure to comply with the NEPA that are going to

9 confront the DOE. And the first people it will be

10 turned to in this battle against this GTCC waste coming

I; here, will be the attorneys. So you might as well look

12 at some of these legal problems that. you're going to be

t3 facing, and atop wasting your time as presenting the

;4 WIPPas some kind of a location where this is going to

1$ be stored. Legally speaking, it just ain't (aid] gonna

16 happen, and you're wasting our time and money even

17 coming out with this proposition. Thank you.



Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping. Commenter ID No. T69
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3 HR. BROWN•: And Mary Alice Trujillo wi~ll

4 follow Janet.

S tIS. GREHNHALO: Hi, I'm Janet Greenwald, and

6 I'm a coordinator of Citizens for Alternatives to

7 Radioactive Dumping, a 33-year-old organization, state-

a wide organiration that is mostly volunteers. Our

9 mission is to protect the land and people of New Mexico

"10 from radioactive contamination, which I'll state right

II away, is impossible.

12 In my job, I sea a lot of people who are ill

13 and some people who are dying, and I also work with the

14 children of families that have been devastated by

IS rddioactive contamination. I'm talking about uranium

16 miners, I'm talking about production workers. I am

17 grateful that Carlsbad does have a culture of safety

IS and that no major issues of gross contaminationhave

19 happened there.

20 I want to illustrate to you how dangerous

21 these wastes are. •Several years ago, a janitor who

32 worked at WIPP went up to the mezzanine where he should

a66.488,DIPO
wwwv.CapilalReportimgComopany, coni



Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping, Commenter ID No. T69 (cont'd)
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not have been, and with his friends, they smoked some

cigarettes. In order to cover up the smoke, that small

of smoke, they opened-a small trap door in a pipe where

radioactive gases -that have built up in the

transportation of the ttIPP karsts were being vacuumed

out to a HEPA filter. He was dead within six months

from~bleeding lungs from a few minutes of exposure.

Radioactive wastes are mixced with chemicals, they

produce gases, they're very active, and they're

dangerous, they're very dangerous.

WIPP is in one of the largest karstlands

in the world, where wat~r runs underground rather than

above ground. POE claims that HIPP is on an island in

a sea of karst,- but- no independent ~scientiat has aver

supported that position, and some of DOE's own

contractors and scientists have disagreed with~ it.

They disagree with sitting a nuclear facility in

southeastern New M~exico. NRC forbids nuclear•

facilities to be sited in CARD. It's too unstable. If

"you want to learn more about that, -you can turn to

CARD's Website, cardnm~org, or you can turn to EPA

docket and see the current controversy over why the

866.488.DEPO
vwww.CapitslReportingCompany.eom-•

T69-l The WIPP has been certified by the EPA as an acceptable facility for the disposal of defense-
generated TRU waste• The physical and chemical characteristics of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes proposed for disposal in the WIPP repository are comparable to the TRU
wastes currently being disposed of in the repository.

Dissolution has occurred outside of the WIPP Land Withdrawal Boundary, as shown by karst
features in the Nash Draw area. The EPA has noted that it is possible that dissolution occurred
at the WIPP site sometime in the distant past (i.e., millions of years ago for strata-bound
features) but was associated with a geologic setting other than that currently present at WIPP.
However, dissolution in the uoderlying geology is not an ongoing process at the WIPP site.
The EPA, as part of its compliance certification process, concurred with the modeling
performed by DOE (which assumed that there was no karat within the WIPP site boundary)
and indicated that this was consistent with existing borehole data and other geologic
information.

T69-t



Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumpinit. Commenter ID N~o. T69 (cont'd) T69-2 Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS
is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves. The same methodology is used in the evaluation of all
alternatives; thus, any modification of this methodology would not affect the comparisons
among altemnatives and the identification of the preferred alternative.Capital Reporting Company 5

wellheads at WIPP are inexplicably rising and felling.

Over the last couple of days, I've been

traveling over the southern north-south WIPP route and

talking about people along that route. I have been

listening to theta and listening to their concerns and

their approvals also. They've mentioned several times

that they were grateful, or several people mentioned

that they were grateful that the Department of Energy

kept their promise to make the highway between 1-40 end

the WIPP site a four-lane road. They're very

appreciative of that kept promise. They're very

unappreciative of the fact that the WIP? trucks park

everywhere. They park next to their stores, next to

their restaurants, and they know that thero has been no

study on the effect of the radiation that these trucks

give off to pregnant women, wosen in general, the

fetus, the young child. Because all radiation

standards are based, as Chelsea told us, on reference

man. Everyone else, and especially the fetus, is much

more susceptible to radiation, contamination end

resulting illnesses than reference men.

MR. BROWN: One minute left.

666.488.DEPO
ww•CapitalRepor ting~ompa ny.eom

T69-1
tCont.)

T'69-2
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MS. GREEtatALD: Okay.

MR. BROW•N: Okay, thanks.

S9

2

3 1S., GIEEtNtLO: When I talked to these pegple

a along the" route, they said that they were going to

5 fight commercial waste gding to WIPP, and they said,

6 there iS many reaaonsa for .that, but the main reason is

7i that the Department of Epergy came to them and .told

sthem that if transatlantic military waste'went through

•9 ther..omaunities, if they went along with this, that

to there would never be commercial waste disposal at tiIPP.

tt "And they said tozme,.wherseweoona.from, a roan's words.

12 still mean something, and.that we feel deeply resentful

*13.. that the Department of• Enurgy liad to us. Thank "you

141 fo• your tim e..

Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA ats amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would he required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted
as needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 10-20 1) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
post-closure because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no
radiation doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP
repository. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-
like wastes would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be
conducted as needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide
inventory and heat loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

T69-3
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1

2

3

4 MR. BROWN: Thank you.

5 'baet Greenwald, and Noeal Marques will be next.

6 MS. GREENWALD: Hi, Vtm Janet Greenwald, and I'm

1 co-coordinator of Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive

BO Dumptng. Its a neatly volunteer group, a statewide

9 group. It was founded by people in southeastern Hew

10 Mexico Who are concerned about the ramifications of

11 nuclear projects for their lives. CARD concentrates on

12 safe eavironsents and healthy citizens.

13 I know that one of the reasona that MXPP ja being

14 considered for Greater-Than-Clasa-C waste is a good safety

15 record here at MIS'? and the good sa'fety culture here in

16 Carlsbad. Unfortunately, human intention cannor change

17' the hydrology and geology of this area. Southeastern New

26 Mexico is one of the largest karst lands in the world.

19 It the 30 years that the stability of the NI•P

20 site has been debated, there has never been an independent

21 scientist Who has said that they think this is good place,

-22 southeastern New Mexico, for siting nuclear facilities.

23 The NRc forbids siting nuclear facilities in

24" karst. The Department of Snorgy'a claims is that the NIP?

25 sida is an island in a sea of karat, and as I say though,

T33-l The WIPP has been certified by the EPA as an acceptable facility for the disposal of defense-
generated TRU waste. The physical and chemical characteristics of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes proposed for disposal in the WJPP repository are comparable to the TRU
wastes currently being disposed of in the repository.

Dissolution has occurred outside of the WIPP Land Withdrawal Boundary, as shown by karst
features in the Nash Draw area. The EPA has noted that it is possible that dissolution occurred
at the WIPP site sometime in the distant past (i.e., millions of years ago for strata-bound
features) but was associated with a geologic setting other than that currently present at WIPP.
However, dissolution in the underlying geology is not an ongoing process at the WIPP site.
The EPA, as part of its compliance certification process, concurred with the modeling
performed by DOE (which assumed that there was no karst within the WIPP site boundary)
and indicated that this was consistent with existing borehole data and other geologic
information.

WIPP is located in a salt formation, and moisture (brine) is naturally present. The brine makes
up about 1% of the rock volume. The brine comes in two forms: interstitial and included.
Interstitial brine is trapped between crystal facies (between fracture boundaries at the
microscopic scale). Included brine is inside small cavities called inclusions trapped within the
crystals themselves. Samples of brine collected from locations just inches apart from one
another show different chemical and isotopic compositions, indicating that the brine did not
move more than a few inches from where it was trapped when an ancient tidal flat dried up
250 million years ago. This indicates the extremely slow movement of water in this salt
formation. In addition, the current design for operating WIPP involves sealing the shafts to
ensure that no fresh water can enter and affect the disposed-of wastes.

T33-J



Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping, Commenter ID No. T33 (cont'd)

1 independent acientists have not supported that idea, and
2 even some DOE acientists have not supported that idea.

3 You can look into thie long historieal debate by

4 going to CARD's website at card.nmv.org.~ It you w~ant to

5 see the luore recent aspects of the debate, you could got

6 tO epa.gov on the last recertification of WI??. T33-l

7 SO CARD's position is that there should be no (Cont)

8 leere nuclea• facilities sited in this area. We know that

9 there are many benefits to the people here who have done

10 such a fine job at WIP?, but we are f tightened about

11 the -- not the near future, but the far future, as fsr aa

12 a situation with water goes.

13 Karst is where water runs underground. It runs,

14 we believe, ahove the NIP? site, according to our

15 consultants and some of DOE's consultants, and eventually

16 the Pecos River and other water sources would be

17 polluted. Maybe not in our lifetime, maybe not in our

18 children's lifetime, but we believe by our grandchildren's

19 lifetime that that will be so. AMd this pollution wi~l, go

20 on to Texas end the communities along the Mexican border

21 where the Rio Grands and the Penes mix together, so that

22 one can't drink it, and one can't use it for agriculture.

23 Me are hoping that the Department of Energy and

24 negotiations will be blessed with far-sightedneas and

25 wisdom when siting this repository. We're sorry we can't
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1 offer answeors for the disposal of this wiate, •ea hate to

2 Say, "•ny~herO but here."

3 I guess Char's one of the things that we are

4 saying. I want to thank you once again for this

S opportunity to apeak, and gsoo evening to everyone.

Co
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L59-1 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted
as needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuctide inventory and heat
loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 10-20 1) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WTPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for~all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

L59-1



Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumpin2, Commenter ID No. L59 (cont'd)
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L59-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC ELS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-l37 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW

Also, DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not
reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the
relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS.
DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative
are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in an
existing geologic repository.

L59-3 All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS.
These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts
on all environmental resources, including environmental justice, consistent with NEPA
requirements. Environmental justice impacts to residents of New Mexico were addressed in
Sections 4.2.7, 2.2.7, and 11.2.7 in the EIS.

L59-4 DOE's requirements for transportation of radioactive waste are developed and continually
revised to ensure maximum protection of public health and the environment, thereby
minimizing the risks of routine transportation and of a traffic accident. DOE has established a
comprehensive emergency management program that provides detailed, hazard specific
planning and preparedness measures to minimize the health impacts of accidents involving loss
of control over radioactive material or toxic chemicals. DOE's transportation emergency
preparedness program was established to ensure that DOE and its contractors, state, tribal, and
local emergency responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and effectively to
accidents involving DOE shipments of radioactive materials. Should an accident occur that
involves a release of radioactive material to the environment, it would be promptly remediated
in accordance with these procedures. These measures would help DOE to minimize and
mitigate any impacts on the environment.
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City of Mosier, Ci~ty Councilor, Commenter ID No. W346 W346-1 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoingcleanup efforts will continue.

Abplanalp. Jennifer Marie

From: g t ceiswebesast er@a•ni.gov
Sent• Thursday. tune 23, 2011 12:23 AM
To: 9 tccciswebnmst er@a nl~gov
SubJect• Receipt: Greater-T an.CtaessC Loss-Level Rodioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCC10546

Thank you for your comment, Kathleen Fitepatriclk.

The comment tracking numsber that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC10346. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 23. 2011 12:23:11AM CDT

Greater-'Than.Clras-Ctow-Lovel Radioactive Waste ItS Draft Comment: G5TCC10346

First Name: Kathleen
Last Name: Fitzpatrick
Organloatlon" City of, Master City Counclaur
Address: 2500 Rock Creek Rd.
Cltyrs bloaer
.State: OR
Zip: 67040
Country: USA
Emai:thfts7emlcn
Privacy Preferenre: Don't withhold name oraddress from public record

Commeunt Submitted:
Currently,. all of the US DOE's proposals for Cieanup would ieane the Columbia River heavily contanslnated fOr thousands I W4•
ofycars, If youcn't clean up what's there, how can you propose toship more In? W346-

NO mare waste until yOU clean up your meass

Questions about submi'tting comments over the Web? COntact Us at: etcceiswebntaster~3anl,Reov or cell the Greater'
Than-Claaa-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmauser at (630) 252-5705.



City of Portland. Oregon. Commenter ID No. 1283

______ T______________ Saim Aai,.isn Mayer~) PORTLAND, OREGON A,,.n, mh,,. o..i•io,,
• Dyn Ssirrnu Cinimsiketerr

Rasris 7Iee at, COjtsetae•Or

May 19, 2011

DorenflenManager, Offic.of ETecdincaI and Regeilatery Sapppns (EM-43) ' '
U.S. Departrnant of Energy
1 000 indsptndcalAvecnee,SW.
WVashhngton, DC 20555-0I 19

1(E: Greater-lhas-Class (C Low-Lovcl.Radioesdivo WeatelIS ;...

Thank you tot" tire oppintnrdty to .¢-osnaet.onthsnDrat1 Gratec-2'lianClass C Low-Le,¢vl
Itadinactive Wast.E vironninc•til inpec" Slstidneii (GOrQf. ftS), we ap~prec~ini the toiptaxity
that thel USDOO laces in proposiing altoiiritwr. for It~eesafe ndips•6,altt Ortafitc.l~in-Class-C
ra)dioactive weastk

The Potl.tond City Conneff opposes'the eTanlportrttton of nmelearWaste throtgh ou~r region •o I lie
Ha.-i~rtifsteend sutpports lihe altern~tsve's In liih GTCCE[S tsvlechlat arenest~pnsteclive ottlie*
long-'tern he*lth oItihe Columbia RiveI and ,our ,citizen, i, • ,, , l

As yon know, Portland sit$ athtire atilusncc of• the Cohnnhxinand \Villaamett Riverd• the healthi
of wfidiglare vital tO the suceess of ftis ¢iiy T•he It•antord .Site, the mst centianinaterlaita lntiho
We,,te~rn lecinispheci, cur~rently lies dottimented leakage of strotatainm 90in :the Golenmbialtiver
at concentrations ot'1200 tiimote~ ttaol'A tstndard. Weoutderatanet that oin Decme ¢•15 ~l , 2009,
the DOE tidopted 0 preferred alternative in the Draft Tank• Closture and Waste Manage~ment
(T'C&WM) lIS, which proposes not nhippiog raddinit at GTICC ILL1W to!llunfterd at lesstuntit
she Waste Treaterent Plaiat it operationa!, While we appreci-ite thut decstu[ioi~it hias come tonir"
affention that c garoi nunf¢•bi&~i•'o,• rilfcrrnavea ii ithis draft 131 pase sedoour'threatsa t0•
regloistl hImns and envlr¢nnientallrealth, ..- •, .i .

In addition to the. edownstrean finpncts of tl).Ott-itse mitigationa nd ceani-up rietivity at }~fnrf~nJ,.
wis'are signaficatatly dismayed lay Alcrnaitivesr3 $5<'tli it rtt-EIS whinch propoSel tih'e.,"
coastnjetion of faeihtiti at tlatntbrdf'ot th~iccp treeep ~il, ann ltSorsge tfnnerw wat tmi" i
otherIUS nnqlear fiaeilities. Deuspite thp 2000 action by DOQE litmiting receipt of nucteracivas'te jet,."
that rasility'nti the WasteTr-eamtinat Pins ita op era't ional futri rect~qeipt o f otT-,site wes~te:t' -I.,"
Iluntinior in projected to haveo siglifigant adlverse tii•g-tcnn imp ae isott the groanidwatur, which
nlt matelyimpaeia ilhs Coluimbia River. Mo.1reo~ver, the transfer of nuclear wiiste through Oregon
on its• way to llatiffrd poses ma •aenacepiable ris•k to lihi hicalith of Portland citizens.. "

jL2t3-t
SL283-2

L.203-3

L283-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

If DOE decides to implement its preferred alternative for the TC&WM EIS, GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not be shipped through the Columbia River Gorge for disposal at the
Hanford Site until the waste treatment plant is operational. However, regardless of where the
GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes may be transported through the Columbia River Gorge on their way to
the disposal facility. The waste would be generated within the states of Oregon and
Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local
medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State
licensees.

The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These
regulations include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling,
placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation casks. The
robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous
material under the severest of accident conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to any of the alternative sites evaluated in the EIS would
cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either incident-free transportation or
postulated transportation accidents.

The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the various disposal sites. The ELS
addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the
consequences to individuals and populations as a. result of transportation accidents, including
those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected LCFs. One fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see
Section 6.2.9.1).

The EIS also evaluated the impact of intentional destructive acts that could occur during waste
handling, transportation, and disposal (see Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS). The potential for such
destructive acts is low. DOE sites considered in the EIS are secured, and the packaging for the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-hike wastes would be robust. The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are not readily dispersible, and the impacts from any attempts to disperse these
materials during transportation (such as the impacts from an explosive blast) would not be
greater than the impacts from any potential accidental release of radioactivity. Impacts from
severe natural phenomena, such as earthquakes and tomnados, would not be expected to be
significant, given that the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes are largely not dispersible and
given the robust nature of the waste packages and containers.

DOE's standard operating procedure for transportation of radioactive waste is developed and
continually revised to ensure that the utmost protection of public health and the environment is
achieved and that the risk of a traffic accident is minimized. For example, DOE has established
a comprehensive emergency management program (Transportation Emergency Preparedness
Program or TEPP) that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness measures
to minimize the health impacts from accidents involving loss of control over radioactive



Ci~ty of Portland. Oregon, Commenter ID No. L283 (cont'd)

,ie stated in the Mayor's testimony on the Hanford TC&WM 1315 lost year, the USD013•stiialed 816 cancer deaths to residents along shipping routes1 and to people in traffic near the
trucks, from a similar 2008 proposal for nuclear waste shipmenr'lthat estimate is based on
radiation dose.s for an adulut male and does not aceaunt for th6pisii~ilitynftraffiocaceidents,
leakages, or acts of terror along I.tr• ansfer route.'. t;e City of Portland adamantly opposes .any
altrnative in the GTCC EIS that poses sulch incaluulahhc~high fsjk to the hea~lh of our citizens
and surrounding eInvironincnt:'

,:iien that there arc already many barriers in qoieey and aaeqoately clrttning up the existing
noiclesr.woste at Haalford,,it tsplatily unacceptable to'considar importing addlilonal waste from
other sitar..

We recognize that'the treatisient of nulelar waste is a regional and nationial issue that requires tihe
•collaboration of all levels of government to develop practical and safe solutions. In objecting to
the ransport of nuclear waste through this egion, wei otter thiscity's support~in developinga
plan for the on-site treatmenit of tauclear wastte to either mitigate the health risks of the waste in
transport otto elinsinatethe need for trnthspoit.altogeihr. Tt'eatng auclear wa~ste offtritb.7
proposed Alternative #1 - is thoi best opp'orlinity for our conmmunities to avoid "finher health and
envxqonnoental impacts. frem~virasn rt.,ee 'from other-regional, dceommhssione4 •tste~ar
facilities.

'The City of Portland urges the udf•l•.b follow thrfough ona the agenoy"s fourtlh strttgic theme:
Environ~metal ReajonsibilityfPrtsecringflite envisrofsmeat by providing a respo nsibJ-sluzhtign•.
to the environmental legacy of~nuclear:eapons productcion.

"The Portland City COuncil bpjibede the Itrnsportlaion of intlear wastetfftrough our region and
supports the alternatives In the Gq'FCC EIS which ar most Veutecivc o f thp~leng-tarm health of
the Columbia River and our eitizesns.

L253-4

5.i283-5

L283-6

material or toxic chemicals. DOE's TEPP was established to ensure that its contractors and
state, tribal, and local emergency responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and
effectively to accidents involving DOE shipments of radioactive materials

If an accident that involved a release of radioactive material to the environment occurred, it
would be remediated promptly in accordance with these procedures. These measures would
help DOE minimize and mitigate any impacts on the environment.

L283-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

L283-3 See responseto L283-1.

L283-4 A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy Partnership Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017).

The GNEP PEtS involved many more shipments than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. Because of this, the resulting estimated impacts for that program (now
terminated) were much greater than those given in this EIS. The same types of analyses were
done in both the GNEP PEIS and this EIS, but no LCFs are expected to result from
transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like wastes to the potential disposal sites
considered in the GTCC FIS due to the much lower shipment numbers.

L283-5 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup efforts will continue.

L283-6 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the BIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the
EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more
centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to
managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on
compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

'Sam Adams ' Aranda Feit
Mayoar Commissioner

Commissioner , C mm is€ion"

Nick Fish
Commissioner



City of Portland. Oregon, Comimenter 1D) No. L283 (cont'd) The EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at each of the reference locations
evaluated. The EIS addresses the collective population risks during routine conditions and
accidents, the radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions,
and the consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents,
including those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical contaminants. The EIS
also evaluated the impact of intentional destructive acts that could occur during waste
handling, transportation, and disposal (see Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS). The potential risk of
such destructive acts is estimated to be low. DOE sites considered in the EIS are secure, and
the packaging for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-1ike wastes would be rohust. Because GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes are not readily dispersible, the potential physical impacts from
an intentional destructive act (e.g., an explosive blast) would be no greater than those from the
release of any radioactivity from a severe accident during waste handling, transportation, and
disposal.

DOE's requirements for transportation of radioactive waste are developed and continually
revised to ensure maximum protection of public health and the environment, thereby
minimizing the risk of a traffic accident. DOE has established a comprehensive emergency
management program that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness
measures to minimize the health impacts of accidents involving loss of control over radioactive
material or toxic chemicals) DOE's transportation emergency preparedness program was
established to ensure that DOE and its contractors, state, tribal, and local emergency
responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and effectively to accidents involving
DOE shipments of radioactive materials. Should an accident occur that involves a release of
radioactive material to the environment, it would be promptly remediated in accordance with
these procedures. These measures would help DOE to minimize and mitigate any impacts on
the environment.

L283-7 Stopping the production of nuclear weapons and avoiding or reducing the amount of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes generated are outside the scope of this EIS, which is to evaluate
disposal altemnatives to enable the selection of a safe altemnative or altemnatives for the disposal
of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.



Clark County. Comm enter ID No. T39
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22 MR. BROIJN: Okay. Thanks, Steve.

23 The next speaker, Phil, will go next. And he

24 will be followed by Jim ||aher.

25 Na. MLEVOaICM: My nlame is Phil IKlevorick,



Clark County, Commenter ID No. T39 (cont'd) T39-1 Calculation of the collective population risk (under routine and accident conditions) is
provided in the ELS. While these estimates are conservative, the calculations used expected
values where practical (e.g., external shipment dose rates) and provide a reasonable measure
for comparison among alternatives, as summarized in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6, and the estimates
show that the transportation risks would be small. All alternatives involve routes of hundreds
of miles through similar types of rural, suburban, and urban areas. For specific local impacts,
Section 5.3.9.2 provides information on potential human health impacts on individuals during
normal waste transport along a route. However, the consideration of specific local stakeholder
concerns is more appropriate during the final planning stages of a project when actual route
selections are finalized, not at the level addressed in this EIS. A generic accident consequence
assessment was performed because there is no way to predict the exact location and conditions
of an accident, as discussed in C.9.3.3 of the EIS. For all alternatives, potential accidents, even
those at the same location, could have impacts that range from negligible to significant
depending on the waste involved, the accident severity, and weather conditions. Such an
analysis would not help distinguish between alternatives because all alternatives involve routes
through or near major population centers.

I

2

end I represent Clark County today. These are the

cosixents from Clark County on the Draft: PIS for the

3 Greater-than-Class C waste. Clark County is also

4 reviewing the document, and we will be providing

5 further detailed cosesents before the Juse deadline.

6

7

5

{Reading) The Draft 515 recognires the Low-

Level Padjoantive Paste --

Am I talking too fast? aecause I do talk

9 fast. You're good?
10 -- Policy Amendments of 1985 specifics with

11 the Greeter-class-c Low-Level Radioactive Paste as

12 designiated by the federal responsibility under Section

13 3tb)l [I)d) and is disposed of in the facility that is

14 adequate to protect public safety and licensed by the

15 uSC.

15 The flVP owns and generates the meiority of

17 Greatex-than-Class C waste snd both the low-level

15 radioactive and non-defense generated -Tao waste having

19 characteristics similar to that of the greater-Class c

20 w9aste. And, also, the DOE intends to determine their

21 disposal path as wall. The DOS is proposing to

22 construct and operate a facility, or facilities, or

23 maybe of an existing fac~tlity for disposal of this

24 waste.

25 The transportation description within the T39-1



Clark County. Commenter ID No. T39 (cont'd)

.53

i DEis is very general ted vague. It is not site-

2 specific to eny possible 00E site, including the N5NSS

3 or, as I refer to it, the "N52S2." Transportation of the

4 Greater-than-Class C waste to any disposal site located

5 in the N252 would involve unacceptable impacts for the

6 heavily populated end, approximately, 2 million

7 residents of Clerk County within which lies the City of.

8 Las Vegas and other major cities and cosmunities.

9 Since there is no rail access to the 5252 and

-10 the COSt of constructing such access would be almost 93

11 billion, according to the 00E's own estimates of March

IT39-1
I(Cont.)

T39-2

T39-2 DOE/NNSA analyzed various radioactive waste shipping routes through and around
metropolitan Las Vegas, Nevada, in the Final Site-Wide Environmental Impact Statement for
the Continued Operation of the Department of Energy/National Nuclear Security
Administration Nevada National Security Site and Off-Site Locations in the State of Nevada
(NNSS SWEIS). DOE/NNSA continued discussions with the State of Nevada on routing
options throughout the preparation of the Final NNSS SWEIS. After taking into consideration
the comments and concerns expressed by State, county, and local government officials and the
public in general during the review and comment period for the Draft NNSS SWEIS,
DOE/NNSA decided to maintain the current highway routing restrictions for shipments of low-
level radioactive waste (LLW) and mixed-low level radioactive waste (MLLW), as described
in the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC) for the site. DOE/NNSA explained this decision in
the Final NNSS SWEIS. The unchanged WAC restrictions are to avoid (1) crossing the
Colorado River near Hoover Dam and (2) the greater metropolitan Las Vegas interstate system.
DOE/NNSA is not considering, nor is it making, changes to the NNSS WAC with regard to
routing.

Before transporting any GTCC waste to NNSS, DOE would confer with State of Nevada
officials. Among the matters to be discussed and resolved would be the best transportation
route to use. DOE would welcome the participation of Clark County officials in the
transportation route discussions. DOE does not intend to make any decisions regarding specific
waste transportation routes via this NEPA process. Any changes to existing routing would be
made through revisions to the NNSS waste acceptance criteria (WAC). Revisions to the WAC
are undertaken in coordination with the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection (NDEP),
pursuant to the Agreement in Principle between the State of Nevada and the DOE/NNSA
Nevada Site Office.

T39-3 For calculation of the collective population risk, see the response to T39-l.

The additional human health impacts from intermodal transfer and transport of waste from the
nearest rail access point to those disposal sites without direct rail access is generally a small
percentage of the total risk discussed in Section C.9.5.5 of the EIS. As is the case for NNSS
and similar sites, costs involved in either building a rail spur to the site or the additional cost of
intermodal operations were taken into consideration when developing the preferred alternative.

12

13

14

2008 application for a Certificate of Public
Convenience and Seceasity as filed for the Serfa~e

Transportation Board, rile Sumber FD-35106, for the'

55 construction and operation of the Caliente Railroad

16 supporting the high-level nuclear waste repository at

17 Yucca Mountain, there is no mention of a railroad being

15 newly constructed or the use Of intermodal transport or

19 transfer nearby any proposed site, including 52S2.

20 According to Table S-3, a total of 12,600

21 truck shipments or approximately 5,000 rail shipments

22 would be required over 60 years. Given the

23, unlikelihood that tho Caliante Railroa~d would be

24 constructed specifically for this, Clark County would

25 bear the brunt of the shipments, as the bottleneck from

T39-3



Clark County, Cornmienter ID No. T39 (cont'd)
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most: of thu county would culminate in our region. Thus

it would bm fair to assume that the risk of an accident

occurring would be greater in Clark County than almost

in any other region of the country.

lMany of these shipments, acoording to the

Draft EIS, would ba highway-route-controlled quantity.

And like we question as to-why they're not all such

classification. hy law, these shipments must use thu

tnterstate system and, therefore, would bisect Clark

County along the 1-15 corridor. This increased

frequency with the Greater-than-Clsss C shipments,

along with the type of materiel being shipped, would

put Las vegas' tourism-dependent economy at

considerable risk in the event of an accident or a

terrorism attack.

As no routes were present -- presented in the

DEIS, Clark County must assume that 1-15 as thu major

transportation route, which would be highly discouraged

because of the stigma associated to any shipment of any

nuclear waste is still very high and reigns of great

concern for the majority of thu residents of Clark

County.

In Lact, there is no economic analysis or

transportation plan submitted -- etuck, railroad or

anything elsa • along with the DElS that would allow

T39.3
(Cast.)

T3 9-4

T39-5

T39-4 As stated in Section C.9.4. l.l1 of the EIS on route selection, many of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes considered in the EIS would meet the definition of a highway route
controlled quantity (HRCQ) (49 CFR 173 .403). However, as noted in the discussion, states and
Native American tribes have the opportunity to designate "preferred routes" to replace or
supplement the interstate highway system. For those wastes not specifically designated as
HRCQ, the selection of a route is left to the carrier, hut in the case of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes, additional consultation with transportation stakeholders would occur.

DOEINNSA analyzed various radioactive waste shipping routes through and around
metropolitan Las Vegas, Nevada, in the Draft NNSS SWEIS. DOE/NNSA continued
discussions with the State of Nevada on routing options throughout the preparation of the Final
NNSS SWEIS. After taking into consideration the comments and concerns expressed by State,
county, and local government officials and the public in general during the review and
comment period for the Draft NNSS SWEIS, DOE/NNSA decided to maintain the current
highway routing restrictions for shipments of low-level radioactive waste (LLW) and mixed-
low level radioactive waste (MvLLW), as described in the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC)
for the site. DOE/NNSA explained this decision in the Final NNSS SWEIS. The unchanged
WAG restrictions are to avoid (1) crossing the Colorado River near Hoover Darn and (2) the
greater metropolitan Las Vegas interstate system. DOEINNSA is not considering, nor is it
making, changes to the NNSS WAG with regard to routing.

Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS, implementation will include, as needed
and appropriate, NEPA reviews and other analysis (e.g., transportation).

T39-5 The primary radiological transportation risk to the public for any alternative is from the low
level of radiation emanating from the transport vehicle. As discussed in Section 5.3.9.1, the
collective population risk is a measure of the total risk posed to society as a whole. A
comparison of the collective population risk provides a meaningful evaluation of the relative
risks between disposal locations, as provided in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6. The magnitude of the
collective population risk is primarily determined by the number of routes, the length of each
route, the number of shipments along each route, the external dose rate of each shipment, and
the population density along a given route. The primary differences between alternatives from
the standpoint of transportation are the lengths of the routes as determined by the location of
the disposal sites (destination of the shipments). Thus, higher costs and collective population
risks are associated with alternatives that require transportation over longer distances. All
alternatives involve routes that have similar characteristics, with no significant differences for
comparison among alternatives, requiring transportation through a range of rural and urban
areas. In addition, the routes used in the analysis are considered representative routes (as
discussed in Appendix C, Section C.9.4. 1.1, because the actual routes used would be
determined in the future. For each disposal site, the routes most affected would be the interstate
highways that are in closest proximity to the site.

There are no definitive studies related to the effects of radioactive waste shipments on local
traffic, tourism, and property values. With an average of only one to two shipments per day
over the potential 60 year lifetime of a proposed disposal facility in the case of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like waste shipments, it is unlikely that there would be any significant impact on
tourism and property values in Clark County or near any of the other sites considered for
disposal.
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further analyses by interested and potentially affected

parties.

The DETS fails to review any socioeconorsic

frpact that may be associated with the transportation

and subsequent disposal of -the Greater-than-Class C at

the t•2s2. Consideration and risk assessment must be

conducted in order to better define the entire impact,"

such as-activities that ma occur in Clark County.

?ailing to do so is a failure to meet the NEPA

cemplience and thorough review of alternative actions

as presented within the tENS.

In addition, there is no mention of how the-

wastes will' be packaged for final disposal for optirtal

confiqeretion for both shipments and permanent

disposal. The DETS uses a very general overview to-

radiological impact assessment of the Greater-than-

Class C waste shipments and ignores the importance of

nonradiloegical factors in defining the true scope and

nature of the impacts associated with such

transportation.

There is a definitive need to further

evaluate the important nonradiological impacts that are

not used to dlacriataate among potential disposal

locations. The DETS does not acknowledge that any

facility chosen for disposal of Greater-than-Class C

T39-5
(Cost.)

T39-6

T39-7

T39-6 The estimated costs associated with the construction and operation of GTCC waste disposal
facilities at each of the sites - including costs for direct and indirect labor, equipment,
materials, services, and subcontracts - are included in the assessment of each waste
management alternative in the EIS. The cost estimates for the land disposal methods are based
on a conceptual design of the disposal facility and could increase with actual implementation.
Costs shown for WJPP are based on actual costs experienced to date and reflect construction
and operation costs of an operating geologic repository. The economic analysis in the ELS
addresses the potential economic impacts, including potential impacts resulting from in
migration of workers or their families during the construction period, and any consequent
impacts on housing, public finances, public service employment, and traffic.

Costs for institutional controls out to a 10,000-year time frame were not evaluated because the
institutional control period was assumed to be for the first 100 years after facility closure.
Follow-on site-specific NEPA reviews would take a closer look the implementation and costs
of institutional controls.

In general, transportation costs would be similar across all disposal alternatives. The primary
difference would be related to the distances traveled in each case.

There are no definitive studies related to the effects of radioactive waste shipments on local
tourism and property values. With an average of only one to two shipments per day over the
potential 60 year lifetime of a proposed disposal facility in the case of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike waste shipments, it is unlikely that there would be any significant impact on
tourism and property values.

T"39-7 Information on waste forms and waste packages and containers is provided in the EIS to allow
for a comparative analysis of alternatives for transportation and waste disposal. Treatment of
the wastes prior to disposal is outside the scope of the EJS. Such treatment is assumed to be
addressed prior to receipt of the waste at the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste disposal
facility. DOE agrees that it is important to immobilize long-lived radionuclides such as Tc-99
and 1 129 prior to disposal. Solidification techniques (e.g., use of grout) are expected to
immobilize certain wastes in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. If needed, the
actual stabilization methods used will depend, in part, on the waste stream, packaging, and
final disposal facility design. DOE considers the assumptions used for waste form stability (see
Appendix B) to be reasonable for purposes of the comparative analysis provided in the EIS.

The waste characteristics and physical form would have to meet the disposal facility waste
acceptance criteria. It is expected that these waste acceptance criteria would identify
requirements (such as allowable concentrations) for individual radionuclides, including Tc 99
and 1-129. The specific waste forms and packages used to dispose of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes would be determined in the future as part of the waste acceptance criteria
and packaging requirements developed. See the discussion in Section B.5 and C.9.4.2 of the
EIS for more information on packaging requirements. All GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes Would be packaged and transported in accordance with all applicable federal and state
requirements, and waste disposal activities would be conducted in accordance with appropriate
requirements.

T39-8 The NRC served as a commenting agency on the GTCC EIS and therefore did not actively
participate in the preparation of the GTCC EIS. Issues associated with potential regulatory
changes or NRC licensing would be addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

T39-8
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waste must be licensed by and regulated by the NRC.

According to Christine Galles, Director of Waste

Disposal, tho NRC were invited, as a cooperating agent,

but declined to do so as potential conflict in

interest.

In fact, the NRC itself, Subsection 61.55

Subtivl, Waste Classification, basically states that

the waste disposal most be done in a geological

repository as defined in Part 60 or 63 of the chapter.

Thus, Alternatives 4, disposal in a now trench disposal

facility; and Alternative 5, disposal in a new vault

disposal facility, are not to be considered. Given

that NRC's direction, these alternatives should not

have been considered while one can directly interpret

the NRC direction as being only a single alternative,

which is the geologic disposal proposal.

The DLZS also states Area 5 has been used for

diaposal of higher-activity Lowe-Level Radioactive W~aste

and TRTJ waste in boreholes. No analyses has been

provided as to the safety and eonsectuence of this

disposal method.

liowever, Section 2.6.5, reviews the N252 area

within Area a, which they used as a basis for

evaluation becaose, eloreg With Area 3 supporting the

sire's radioactive waste management program; as far as

T39-8
(Cont.)

T39-9

T39-10

T39-9 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While tO CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could he approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC ELS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

T39-10 As indicated in Section 1.4.3 of the GTcc EIS, reference locations are intended to serve as a
starting point for each of the sites being considered. If a site or sites were selected for possible
implementation of a land disposal method or methods, site-specific NEPA reviews would be
conducted as needed, along with further optimization by a selection study, to identify the
location or locations within a given site that would be considered the best ones to
accommodate the land disposal method(s).
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1 that Clark County is aware, neither of these two areas

2 have been studied for a geologic repository, nor does

3 the OEIS stare that either have been.

4 TO select either of these areas within the

5 N282 would be not acceptable because no analysis has
T39-105
(Cont.)

T39-11I A preferred alternative is not required to be included in a Draft EIS. The Council on
Environmental Quality regulations in 40 CFR l502 .14(e) specify that the section on
alternatives in an EIS shall identify, the agency's preferred alternative or alternatives, if one or
more exists, in the Draft EIS and identify such alternative(s) in the Final EIS unless another
law prohibits the expression of such a preference; that is, a preferred alternative shall be
identified in the Draft EIS if one exists. Ifnopreferred alternative has been identified at the
Draft EIS stage, a preferred alternative need not be included. By the time the Final EIS is filed,
40 CFR 1502.14(e) presumes the existence of a preferred alternative and requires its
identification in the Final EIS unless another law prohibits the expression of such a preference.

DOE did not have a preferred alternative at the time of issuance of the Draft EIS because of the
complex nature of the proposed action and the potential implications for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. To seek public input on how to identify a preferred alternative
for inclusion in the Final EIS, the Draft EIS presented considerations for developing a
preferred alternative in the Summary (in Section S.6) and in Section 2.9. As required by 40
CFR 1502.14(e), the Final EIS contains a preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes (see Section 2.1I0). In developing the preferred alternative, DOE
took into consideration public comments on the Draft EIS, public EIS sceping comments, and
other factors identified in Sections S.6 and 2.9 of the EIS.

The publication by the EPA of a NOA of the Final EIS in the Federal Register initiated a 30-
day public availability or "waiting" period. While the availability period is not a formal public
comment period, the public can comment on the Final EIS, including the preferred alternative,
prior to final agency action. Comments received will be addressed by DOE in a ROD. As
required by the Energy Policy Act of 2005, DOE must submit a Report to Congress that
includes the alternatives considered in the EIS and await Congressional action before making a
final decision regarding which alternative(s) to implement. The Report to Congress will be
made available to the public on the GTCC EIS website (http://www.gtcceis.anl.gov/).

6

7

been conducted or provided as being satisfactory

foundation to be used in support of geologic disposal

8 rule as specified by the Nac.

9 Clark County is aware of the Greater-than-

10 Class C history end have been proposed to have disposed

11 of a lot of the high level -- nation'a high level waste

12 and spent nuclear fuel at $ucca. Clark County is

13 fearful that Yuceoa would he chosen in the near term

14 with its present denise before the 1t5C end DOris

15 attesglt to withdrew its application for the

16 construction of this facility.

17 Clerk County does question why the 005 seeks

18 public commnent to create a t'referred Alternetive,
19 Clark County does not -- does look forward to further

20 information end clarification of the DtIS.

T39-11I
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W541I-1 Calculation of the collective population risk (under routine and accident conditions) isprovided in the EIS. While these estimates are conservative, the calculations used expected
values where practical (e.g., external shipment dose rates) and provide a reasonable measure
for comparison among alternatives, as summarized in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6, and the estimates
show that the transportation risks would be small. All alternatives involve routes of hundreds
of miles through similar types of rural, suburban, and urban areas. For specific local impacts,
Section 5.3.9.2 provides information on potential human health impacts on individuals during
normal waste transport along a route. However, the consideration of specific local stakceholder
concerns is more appropriate during the final planning stages of a project when actual route
selections are finalized, not at the level addressed in this EIS. A generic accident consequence
assessment was performed because there is no way to predict the exact location and conditions
of an accident, as discussed in C.9.3.3 of the E1S. For all alternatives, potential accidents, even
those at the same location, could have impacts that range from negligible to significant
depending on the waste involved, the accident severity, and weather conditions. Such an
analysis would not help distinguish between alternatives because all alternatives involve routes
through or near major population centers.

The additional human health impacts from intermodal transfer and transport of waste from the
nearest rail access point to those disposal sites without direct rail access is generally a small
percentage of the total risk discussed in Section C.9.5.5 of the EIS. As is the case for NNSS
and similar sites, costs involved in either building a rail spur to the site or the additional cost of
intermodal operations were taken into consideration when developing the preferred alternative.
For the rail option, the use of dedicated trains, if sufficient waste is available for transport at
the same time, could reduce transportation risks and costs by minimizing transit times. The
current rail analysis therefore bounds what might be expected if dedicated trains were used.

In general, transportation costs would be similar across all disposal alternatives. The primary
difference would be related to the distances traveled in each case. Thus, the transportation costs
will scale with the shipment distances travelled as presented in the EIS. Any decisions made by
DOE would take these factors into account during implementation.

With an average of only one to two shipments per day over the potential 60 year lifetime of a
proposed disposal facility in the case of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste shipments, it is
unlikely that there would be any significant impact on any local road traffic or current NNSS
operations.

Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS for implementation, site-specific NEPA
reviews would be conducted as needed, including an assessment of specific routing and an
accident analysis, including dedicated trains and the potential for multiple railcar accidents if
applicable. This process will include planning that involves transportation stakeholders.
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W54 1-2 The risk of an accident would naturally be expected to be higher in an area where there are the
greatest number of shipments. However, this is true for the area surrounding each disposal site

considered in each alternative.

As stated in Section C.9.4.1.1 of the EIS on route selection, many of the GTCC LLRW and

GTCC-like wastes considered in the EIS would meet the definition of a highway route HRCQ

(49 CFR 173.403). However, as noted in the discussion, states and Native American tribes

have the opportunity to designate "preferred routes" to replace or supplement the interstate

highway system. For those wastes not specifically designated as HRCQ, the selection of a

route is left to the carrier, but in the case of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes, additional

consultation with transportation stakeholders would occur.

DOE/NNSA analyzed various radioactive waste shipping routes through and around

metropolitan Las Vegas, Nevada, in the Draft NNSS SWEIS. DOE/NNSA continued

discussions with the State of Nevada on routing options throughout the preparation of the Final

NNSS SWEIS. After taking into consideration the comments and concerns expressed by State,

county, and local government officials and the public in general during the review and

comment period for the Draft NNSS SWEIS, DOEINNSA decided to maintain the current

highway routing restrictions for shipments of low-level radioactive waste (LLW) and mixed-

low level radioactive waste (MLLW), as described in the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC)

for the site. DOE/NNSA explained this decision in the Final NNSS SWEIS. The unchanged

WAC restrictions are to avoid (1) crossing the Colorado River near Hoover Dam and (2) the

greater metropolitan Las Vegas interstate system. DOE/NNSA is not considering, nor is it

making, changes to the NNSS WAC with regard to routing.

Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS, implementation will include, as needed

and appropriate, NEPA reviews and other analysis (e.g., transportation).

W54 1-3 All alternatives involve routes that have similar characteristics, with no significant differences

for comparison among alternatives, requiring transportation through a range of rural and urban

areas. In addition, the routes used in the analysis are considered representative routes (as

discussed in Appendix C, Section C.9.4.1.1, because the actual routes used would be

determined in the future. For each disposal site, the routes most affected would be the interstate

highways that are in closest proximity to the site.

The primary radiological transportation risk to the public for any alternative is from the low

level of radiation emanating from the transport vehicle. As discussed in Section 5.3.9.1, the

collective population risk is a measure of the total risk posed to society as a whole. A

comparison of the collective population risk provides a meaningful evaluation of the relative

risks between disposal locations, as provided in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6. The magnitude of the

collective population risk is primarily determined by the number of routes, the length of each

route, the number of shipments along each route, the external dose rate of each shipment, and

the population density along a given route. The primary differences between alternatives from

the standpoint of transportation are the lengths of the routes as determined by the location of

the disposal sites (destination of the shipments). Thus, higher costs and collective population

risks are associated with alternatives that require transportation over longer distances.

There are no definitive studies related to the effects of radioactive waste shipments

(i.e. stigmatism) on such factors as local traffic, tourism, and property values. With an average

of only one to two shipments per day over the potential 60 year lifetime of a proposed disposal

facility in the case of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste shipments, it is unlikely that there

would be any significant impact on tourism and property values in Clark County or near any of

the other sites considered for disposal.
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W541 -7
(Cont.)

WS4I-8

W541-9O

"W541-11

W541-4 The estimated costs associated with the construction and operation of GTCC waste disposalfacilities at each of the sites - including costs for direct and indirect labor, equipment,
materials, services, and subcontracts - are included in the assessment of each waste
management alternative in the EIS. The cost estimates for the land disposal methods are based
on a conceptual design of the disposal facility and could increase with actual implementation.
Costs shown for WIPP are based on actual costs experienced to date and reflect construction
and operation costs of an operating geologic repository. The economic analysis in the EIS
addresses the potential economic impacts, including potential impacts resulting from in
migration of workers or their families during the construction period, and any consequent
impacts on housing, public finances, public service employment, and traffic.

Costs for institutional controls out to a 10,000-year time frame were not evaluated because the
institutional control period was assumed to be for the first 100 years after facility closure. Site-
specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed and would take a closer look the
implementation and costs of institutional controls.

The primary differences between alternatives from the standpoint of transportation are the
lengths of the routes as determined by the location of the disposal sites (destination of the
shipments). Thus, higher costs and collective population risks are associated with alternatives
that require transportation over longer distances.

There are no definitive studies related to the effects of radioactive waste shipments on such
factors as local tourism and property values. With an average of only one to two shipments per
day over the potential 60 year lifetime of a proposed disposal facility in the case of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like waste shipments, it is unlikely that there would be any significant
impact on tourism and property values.

W541-5 The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) specifies that GTCC LLRW, designated a federal responsibility
under section 3(b)(1)(D) that results from activities licensed by the NRC, is to be disposed of
in an NRC-licensed facility that has been determined to be adequate to protect public health
and safety. However, unless specifically provided by law, the NRC does not have authority to
license and regulate facilities operated by or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRWPAA does
not limit DOE to using only non-DOE facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal.
Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC
LLRW for which it is responsible under section 3(b)(l)(D), clarification from Congress would
be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing such a facility and related issues. In addition
clarification from Congress may be needed on NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC
LLRW disposal facility licensed by an Agreement State rather than by NRC.

The NRC served as a commenting agency on the GTCC EIS and therefore did not actively
participate in the preparation of the GTCC EIS. Issues associated with potential regulatory
changes or NRC licensing would be addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

W541 -6 While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), this regulation also indicates that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The NRC served as a
commenting agency on the GTCC EIS and therefore did not actively participate in the
preparation of the GTCC EIS. Issues associated with potential regulatory changes or NRC
licensing would be addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

W541-7 As indicated in Section 1.4.3 of the GTCC EIS, reference locations are intended to serve as a
starting point for each of the sites being considered. If a site or sites were selected for possible
implementation of a land disposal method or methods, site-specific NEPA reviews would be
conducted as needed, along with further optimization by a selection study, to identify, the
location or locations within a given site that would be considered the best ones to
accommodate the land disposal method(s).
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Clark County Nuclear Waste Division, Commenter ID No. W541 (cont'd) DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for thedisposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS.

The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived
radionuclides such as Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land
disposal facilities at sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil
distribution coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, land disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity)
would isolate radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive
decay to occur.

The Secretary of Energy determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent
nuclear fuel at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed.
Therefore, DOE concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable
alternative and has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the
EIS.

W541-8 The text in Section 5.3.4.3 was corrected to state that the maximum annual radiation dose
would decrease (not increase) by more than 70%, as would be expected as stated in the opening
sentence of the paragraph.

W541-9 Data used to evaluate the performance of the near surface disposal method for the NNSS
reference location may be found in Chapter 9 and Appendix E of the GTCC EIS.

W541-10 The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use of
a number of simplifying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NIEPA, which requires
such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land disposal
conceptual designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable manner at
each of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for the three
proposed land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the EIS. By using
the same conceptual designs st all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC EIS, except for cases
where a design did not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site with shallow
groundwater), the potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the groundwater) at the
different environmental settings could be readily compared.

In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were included in the
conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration from the
disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility
would not occur over and beyond a 10,000-year time period. It was assumed that these
measures would perform similarly for all conceptual designs, remaining intact for 500 years
after the disposal facility closed. After 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To account
for these engineered features in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the water
infiltration to the top of the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years and then
20% of the natural rate for the area for the remainder of the time period (through 10,000 years).
A water infiltration rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was only used for the disposal
area; the natural background infiltration rate was used at the perimeter of the waste disposal
units. Again, this approach enables a comparative evaluation of the influence that site-specific
environmental factors would have on the potential migration of radionuclides from the disposal
facilities and the potential impacts on human health. It should be emphasized that project- and
site-specific engineering factors would be incorporated into the actual facility designs of the
site or sites selected in a ROD to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.



Clark County Nuclear Waste Division, Commeater ID No. W541 (eont'd) DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposalsites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as
from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

DOE believes that 500 years is a realistic time period for the longevity of the types of
engineering barriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the assumptions
used in the EIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of alternatives required
by NEPA. For example, the assumption of a 20% natural background infiltration rate after
500 years was based on a study at SRS that indicated that after 10,000 years, the closure cap at
the F-area would still shed about 80% of the cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an
effectiveness that would be greater before 10,000 years, then decrease very slowly after
10,000 years. The approach used in the EIS is more conservative than indicated by this study.

Modeling results can be very sensitive to some factors, such as the Kd for a given radionuclide.
Care was taken to use average site values for such input parameters for comparison among
alternatives. More extensive and detailed sensitivity analysis may need to be conducted during
the implementation phase for a GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste disposal facility, based on
more specific information on the engineering designs of the disposal facilities and their
influence on the integrity of waste packages, waste containers, barrier materials, and the
surrounding native soil (e.g., location-specific Kd values). However, the results of the
evaluation presented in the EIS are sufficient to inform the selection of sites and methods for
disposal. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

W541-11I Information on waste forms and waste packages and containers is provided in the EIS to allow
for a comparative analysis of alternatives for transportation and waste disposal. The specific
waste forms and packages used to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would be
determined in the future as part of the development of waste acceptance criteria and packaging
requirements. See the discussion in Section B.5 and C.9.4.2 of the EIS for more information on
packaging requirements. All GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would be packaged and
transported in accordance with all applicable federal, state, and facility requirements.
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L274-1 Comment noted. DOE believes that the preferred alternative is protective of both the
environment and public health and safety.

L274-2 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations i~n Parts 1509-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
-Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-i1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

L274-3 The action alternatives evaluated in the GTCC hIS did not include interim storage of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes until a geologic repository for spent nuclear fuel and high-level
radioactive waste becomes available because such interim storage is outside the scope of the
GTCC EIS. The purpose of the GTCC EIS is to~evaluate the range of reasonable alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The No Action
Alternative evaluates continued storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes consistent
with ongoing practices.
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MR, ORO•fl Thank you, Ole have Martha Shelley

next and then 3oe Welslh.

MS. SHELLEY: Hi. I en Martha shelley. I'n

with Coda Otnk Portland.

AUDIENICE M•ESBR: Yes. Right on.

MS. SIIELLEY: 2 would like to nay I support the

creation of a deep geological repository for existing

nuclear waste, and absolutely oppoac. the building of

additional nucleor power plants to create additional

nuclear waste. These gentlenaen here say that a deep

repository was too expensive, it's going to cost two

or throeebillion dollars. This country epnds $120

billilon every year on warn in the Middle East, and

has since --. what, ten years ago. 120 billion, but

we can't put a deep depository in this country for

the nuclear waste.

The DOE and the NRC are acting with unbelievable

arrogance. You talk about reponitorien to control

waste for 10,000 years. 10,000 years ago people were

jUSt hunter, gatherers. Only 5,000 years ago the

T135-1 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC ELS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 1 0 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

T135-2 Stopping the construction of additional nuclear power plants which generate nuclear waste is
outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to
enable the selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of reasonable alternatives for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in compliance with the requirements
specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240),
and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the
potential environmental impacts of the proposed disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE has determined that there are safe and secure
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS provides
information that supports this determination, and, as discussed in Section 1. 1, Purpose and
Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

T135-3 DOE recognizes that results from modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the
conceptual disposal sites far into the future only approximates what could actually occur and is
highly uncertain. However, his approach is consistent with NEPA, which requires such
analyses to be made to aid in the decision-making process. Analysis of the expected
performance of the disposal options used best available data and scientific methods for
estimating the performance of the engineered and natural systems, including analysis of the
uncertainties associated with estimating performance over long periods of time.

T135-1

T135-2
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C.ode Pink Portland, Commenter ID No. T135 (cant'd)
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I pyramids waen being built. This country, what, 400

2 years old, that Columbus, quote, "discovered"

3 America?

4 He'ra talking about plutoniws. It's, rho coat

$ poisonous substance on the planet. An Ounce of it

6 released and disbursed evenly will kill every human

7 being en the planet, one ounce. Its half-life is

8 24,000 years. The amount released in Fukushima is
T135-3

9 going to be dangerous for up to, half a million years. Cast.

10 Half a million years ago, there we•re human heings on

11 the planet Living in caves. It was paleolithic

12 times. It took until 10,000 years ago for human

13 beings to start building towns, to start saving away

14 from hunting and gatherirlg into civilized areas.

15 The arrogance to think that yOU can plan for

16 10,000 years, that you're going to make us safe for

17 10,000 years, is unbelievable. 'The nuclear industry

IS seems to be willing to poison the entire planet for

10 the neatt half million years in order to reap

20 short-term profits for the psychopaths that we call

21 Cors.

22I don't believe any of your environrnehral impact

23 statements or charts or statistics'. 'They're no more

2,4 reliable than the Tokyo Electric •owar assurances

25 about the safety of Fkukshina or any of the other

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.rom
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I power plants over there. They're junk. Your agency

2 has been captured by the people it's supposed to

S regulate, and if you guys had any conscious, you

4 would quit your jobs and start talking honestly about

$ what could be done about nuclear power.



Colorado StatePatrol. Comm enter ID N~o. W339 W339-1 Overall, the total distances travelled for each disposal site considered would not he expected to
significantly change from 2008 (date of the TRAGIS routing database used). Minor changes,

possibly a few percent (upward for all alternatives), might be expected to occur in the

population estimates with the use of updated census information because of the overall increase

in the general U.S. population and hecause all alternatives involve a range of routes and long

distances which would negate any sharp increases or decreases in population in localized areas.

However, such changes would not affect the relative comparison among alternatives. Any

potential site-specific NEPA reviews would use the latest information available.Abplanalp. Jonnlfur Marie

From:
Soent
To:
Subject:

gt cceiv'b mast er @ anlgov
Wednesday, June 22. 201.1. :09 PM
gtcceisvebreasterfttnl~gov
Rieceipt: Greater-Than-Ciase-C low-L~evel Raedioactive Waste ESS Comment GTCC103S9

Thank Veiu For your comment. Tenimy Ottmer.

The comment tracling number that has been assigned to your comment is GTl"C10359. Please refer to the comment

tracking number In all correspondence relating to tibl comment.

Comment Date: June 22, 201,1.05:0S:37PM CDT

Greater-Than.Classt tom.Leven Radioactive waste EIa Draft Comment:. GTCC2033II

First Name: Tommny
Last Neme: Dttmer
Organization: Colorado Stole Patrol
Address: 150655S. Golden Road

City: Golden
State: CO
Zip: 80401
Countr/: usA
Emailh ,iamrav3.rotltmer @ nm ai.com

Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address tram public record

Comment Submitted:
General comment about the use of RADITRAN, TRA',tS.• RISIIIND:

Any data generated by these programs Is out of date. All of these programs will need to be rn-ran once they are

updeted with 2010 census data as well as current routing inform~ation,

Questions about subsmitting comments over the Web? Cooteiactes a: tccelswebwyete=rgi-nl.ev or cali the Greaser-

Thaa-C~lase-C tow-Level Rladioactive Waste ECS Webmasler at (630) 252-5705.

W339'-1

t-o



Columbia Ecovillage. Commenter ID No. W487

Abplanalp, Jennifer Marie
From: 9t cei~vebmastar@astg ov
Sent: Sunday, June 26. 2011 12:22 AM
To: gtcceiswetrn aster@aatgov
Subject! Rece~pt: Greaaer-Thsan-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste UIS Cornment GTCC1Q4&7

Thankyou foryourcomment, Donald McKinley.

The comment trackidn namber that has been asslgeed toyour comment Is GTCC10487. Please refer to thle comment
tracking number in all correspondeece retatlnO to tibs comment.

Commentri Date: lune 26, 2011 1221ct3AM COT

Groaier-Than-Ciass-C tose-Lavel Radioactive Waste ElS Draft Comment! ITCC1O487

First Name: Donald ,
Last Name: Mcciniay
Organleatton: Colum b~a Ec.vlllage
Address: 4613 tNE tilliogaworth Street
,Address 2: Unit #12
City: Portland .
State: Oi •
1zi. 97118
CountIW: USA
Email: maocmckiniav(Ornmcast.net
Privacy Preference: Don't withheld name oruaddress from publ~c record

Comment Submitted:, 471
it is a crime to trantport radioactive waste.

it is e crime to produce radioactive waste that needs to be transported to another location. W487-2

it is a crime to increase cancer, btrth defects, other dlseases, esearoremestts destruct~on and• estinctlons throulgh theta W4t7-3

activities and the prombtlon of these activities.I

Questions aibout submaitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcceiswvhmraster~ssni~esVOrcaii the Greater-.
Than-class-C Low-Level iRadioactivo Waste tIS Wobnmaster at (630) 251.-5703.

W487-1 It is not a crime to transport radioactive waste in the U.S. Its transport is governed by a number
of federal regulations. The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and the NRC have
primary responsibility for federal regulations governing commercial radioactive materials
transportation. Non-DOE shipments of GTCC LLRW from commercial sites would be
transported by commercial carriers and would be regulated by DOT and the NRC. In addition,
DOE shipments by commercial carriers of GTCC LLRW from commercial sites or of GTCC-
like waste from DOE sites would be regulated by DOT and NRC.

DOE has broad authority under the AEA to regulate all aspects of activities involving
radioactive materials that are undertaken by DOE or undertaken on its behalf, including the
transportation of radioactive wastes. However, in most cases that do not involve national
security, DOE does not exercise its authority to regulate DOE shipments and instead utilizes
commercial carriers that undertake shipments of DOE materials under the same terms and
conditions as those used for commercial shipments. These shipments are subject to regulation
by DOT and the NRC. As a matter of policy, however, even in the limited circumstances where
DOE exercises its AEA authority for shipments, DOE requirements mandate that all DOE
shipments be undertaken in accordance with the requirements and standards that apply to
comparable commercial shipments, unless there is a determination that national security or
another critical interest requires different action.

W487-2 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the
EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more
centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to
managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on
compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

W487-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste, the production of nuclear weapons and avoiding or
reducing the amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes generated are outside the scope
of this EtS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a
safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The
GTCC EIS evaluates the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes in compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy
Policy Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-5 8). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental
impacts of the proposed disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Based
on the evaluation, DOE has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that
supports this determination, and, as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency
Action, DOE is responsible for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.



Columbia Riverkeeper. Commenter ID No. T15 T15-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at

Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

T15-2 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing

cleanup efforts will continue.
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Na. eRNanN vh~nka very ruech.

fAny Ha.rwoad, and she'll he followed by J7anet

140. ?IASOOO: Wy nagre i Pa ry Harood, and Z're

hera representing coloehzie Rivenree~par.

Just short ocarannts, bat I do want to ehane in,

echo Jorry'n coerrrete And CAy that era are Opposed to

additional wasrte coning to the ganford Cite and auppoct

the ongoingf cleanup to eontinee of the existielg buried

wealeo

We have aignificeat concerns about the legacy

that thia leaves for the caoaintiea near afld down river

fran Sanford. We have cocer~no about the ability for tha

Drrparmonet of Onengy to fulfill their oblioatiena in the

tri-party agreement.

hnd I'll just SCY, one asade note, I've been, the

last couple of dayn, going to acne high achnol elanaca and

talking to then about Hanfocd, and it'a resonated to cc to

nag their roecrlona, acn of the high school "atudgnta

reoctiona, to this lancle. It a oget of shock. I thinh a
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Columbia Riverkeeper, Commenter ID No. T15 (cont'd)
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lot of then have grown up feeling like Hanford ±0 pretty

inportant to their innillen, and to think that thin Ia

going to got added on to thin legacy, it's been

interesting seeing none of their reactions.

Ihe fanford punch in well docenented ae the oniy

renamning -- an one of the remaining nignifianot spawning

groundo for the fail-run Chinook Salmon en the rain aten

Of the Columbia.

And t'm nure thin ien't news to anyone in this

coon but I ftnd it nurprining thaut there in SUCh a lank

Of information aboet Depnrtment of fnergy'n ESA

obliattoona fer impact severnl apocien in the EtS, end we

find it unacceptahie.

Also, the cent reo•oning fOr not connideringomer

appropriate lecatione in deep geological niten in

definitely not reanonable. you said in the proenetntlon

that the nalt afro coarn $2 billion, and yet the VIT plant

being built at Hantford in conniderably more than that. So

I think that that actually sane acozns an nounding like a

drop in the bucket.

And them, JUit on a pornomal note, I aplit ny

tine between Ladrandn, Oregon, and Portland. So I travel

on 1-ft4 nod 1-5 a lot. And I find it really dineoumaging

that it neemo an though the analynin for the

tranapartation of thin monte in being ieft up until the

T15-3

TI15,4

T15-5

TI15-3 DOE discusses its obligations under the Endangered Species Act in Section 5.2.5 of the Draft
EIS. Further consultation with the US Fish and Wildlife Service would occur as necessary as
part of site-specific NEPA reviews to implementation of the preferred alternative.

T15-4 DOE didnot evaluate developing a geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not
reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the
relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified in the GTCC EtS.
DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative
are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a
geologic repository. DOE has included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event
that a facility could become available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to
use a commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. However, the degree
of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

T15-5 The routes used in the analysis are considered representative routes because the actual routes
used would be determined in the future as discussed in Appendix C of the EIS,
Section C.9.4. 1.1. For each disposal site such as Hanford, the routes most affected would be
the interstate highways that are in closest proximity to the site. Regardless of where the GTCC
waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes may be transported through the Columbia River Gorge on its way to the
disposal facility. The waste would be generated within the states of Oregon and Washington
and would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.
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Columbia Riverkeeper, Commenter ID No. T15 (cont'd•

Caplial Reporting Company 1

1 aito-epeeiftC review, and I think that that 's en

'2 inappropriate plaeO tot that analysis ire enist.

3 1 suspeet that, in Portland, you'll hear free,

4 people cone~rned obout the foot that these treeks WOuld he

5 going -- potentially going through the City, but then

6 agein, we don't even know if that's the case bocaeSe

7 there'a very little recegnltion of whet routes would T

0 actUally be used. 
(Cen.

9 And I think it's sort of a deep irony thaf the

10 origin of t•rPA is fro~a highwayn being built through

ii neighborhoods end the iae~st that they would have on

12 people, end yet yen have totally left that port out of

13 this EIl, which, to Ce, aeents like aonthtng that will

14 actually inpact a far greater number of people than even

35 tho individunl cites that you're coneduldeg.

16 I will loavO the reat of ny cO~tntS to e@

17 auheitted in paper thtrQgh Cotfumiia ttverkeeptr, hut

18 thanks a lot.



Columbia Riverkeeper. Commenter ID No. W539

Abp|anal~pp, Jennifer Marie

From: g tceenw~ebmast er@vnl~gov
Senb Monday. June 27, 2011 2:49 PM
To: milgt cceielchves• 0t c wei~bmacter @,2nlgov; gtcceis@ani~gov
Subject: Great er-Than-Clas;-C tow-Laevei Rdioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCCIOS39
Attachments: GTCC.Contments..Dan FiNAL.GTCCIOS3tpdf

Thanlvyou foryour comment, Daniet Serres.

The comment tracking number that has been atstgned to year comment is GTCCIOS39. Please reor to the comment
tracking number tv ail correapondetrce relating to this comment.

Commant Date: June 27. 2011 02:49:49PM CDT

Greaier-Tivan-Ciass-C iLow-Levei Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC10539

First Name: Dani'el
Middle nintial: it
Lost Name: Serren
Organization: Columbia Riverieeper
Address: 724 Oab Street
City: Hood River
State: OR
Zip: 97021
Country: USA
Email: dseresam ai• o
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold nlume or address from public record
Attachment: GTCC Comments Dan FINAL~pal

Comment Submitted:
Please see the attached comments of Columbia Riverbeeper with regard to the Draft Environmental impact Statement
for Disposal of Greater-7han-Closs C (~t'C C) L~ow-Levee Radioactive Waste and GTCC-Like Waste (DOEt/EIS-0375-0).

Questionosabout sebmittivg comments over the Web? Contect us at: .etcceiswebnsaster~anioev or cultthe Greater-

"Than-Clasa.C tow-Level Itadleactive Waste EiS Welsuaster at 1630) 252-57113.



Columbia Riverkeeper, Comnmenter ID No. W539 (cont'.d.) W539-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

,, , •, ,• ., .... 472$4OakStreet
•, ~Hoed Ilium, OR D"031

i P.O. flac 912

• fliugon, \A 98O5
______ honee (41) 357-301

June 23, 2,011

Greatcr-Thatn.C1oss C Low-L~evel Radioactive Waste E1tS
O00ice of Technical and Regulatory Suppor't (flM-43)
U.S. Department ofiEnergy
1080 Independence Avanue SW

Washington, DC1 20585-0119

Pia Email and U.S. Mail

Ril: Public Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for
Disposal of G rnarer-Than-Class C (GTCC) Low-Level Radioactive
Wnsto and GTCC-Like Waste (DOEiEIS-037S-D)

Dear Mr. Edelman and Offlc oot'Technienl and Regulatory Suppart (110-43):

On beltalf of Columbia Xtiverleecper. please accept the folslowing pnblie comments
on the DE115 for the Disposal of Greater-Than-Class-C (GTCC) and GTCC-like wastes.

1. COLUJMBIA RIVERtlGtttPItR'S COMMITMENT TO PROMPT,
EFFECTIVE CLEANUP AT HANFORD

Columbia Riverkeeper le a 501 (o)P3) nonprofit orgsnizslion with thousands of
mnenmers in Washington and Oregon. Oar mission in to protect and restore the Columbia
River. froms its headwvaters to the Pacific Ocean. Since 1989, Columbia Riverkeeper has
played an aetive role ih! monitoring and improving cleanup actieities at the Hanford
Nuclear Reservation (Iartforf). A legacy of the Cold War, the Hoafrord site coutinues to
leach radio~active pollution into the Columbia Rive.~ Hanford's tegacy is not a local
issue. Nuclear contamination froes Hanford threatens the Pacific Northwest's people, a
world-rcnowsted talnton fishery, and countless other cultural and nataral resoarces.

Each sutmmer Columbia Riverkeeper leads a series of kayak trips on the Hanford

Rmeb ofthe Columbia River. During the~se trips, Colembia Rivcrkceper'sstaffand
menmbers ronr arenas of the Hanford Reach that arc currently being polluted by excessive
levels of redioactive contaminants. The Hionford Reach Is particularly enique bceause It
it the last free-flowing stretch of the Columsbia River. For example, daring a trip on July
17, 201 0, Riverkeeper'sastaff and members observed over a doze.n salmon &Ior sleellhcad
while kayaking past the Hanford site. On these edueatioalta tonre, oar members eamn

1539-t



Columbia Riverkeeper, Commenter ID No. W539 (cant'dl)

abont the Endangered Species Act-listed salmno and steclhcad that spawn, rear, and
migrate in the Hanford Retch,

Columbia Riverkeeper'a staff and members aredcldicated to a long-werm solution
for Hanford cleanup anod adaseotly opposce the importation ofeadditional radioactive or
chemical wa.stan to the Han ford sice. Consistent with these values, we urge lbs
Deparlntant of Energy to remove Han ford from the list ofsltes being considered for
disposal of GTCC and G3"lCC-ttke wast es.

IL PROPOSED U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY AClFION AND THREATS

P OSED StY IMPORTATION OF NEW• WASTE

A.L The UAS. Dcpertmeot of Energy's Proposal.

U.S. DOS is considering multiple silos and meth~ods for the disposal of GTCC
and OTOC-.liko wastes. Hanford is one of six federal sites being considered far disposal
of some or all of the CGTCC waste• The CGTCC DEIS ('DaIS") does not identify a
preferred alternative for either the location or method of OTCC and OTCC-liknewasts.
Rather, USD013 considered multiple sitma and methods for disposal in atddition to deep
geologic disposal, which is the recommended method for disposal for (ITCC waste.

At the Hanford site,, DOE proposes three different nlethodsof disposal -
Ihorehbels, trenches, and svaults. The proposed location fbr tho diapo.ssi activities is Cot
specifically identified, but USDOE generally intends lo use land sooth of Hanford's 200
flost ares. Hantford's 200 Are~a is already characterized by htgh levels of soil, aoll-wster,
and groundwater contamination. Indeed, over g0 square miles of the Han ford site already
exceed legal standards foar groundwater contamination. USDOE's proposal to introduce
atore waste into trenches, boreltoles and vauits at The site will eContribate to added long-
terni cantamination of grouedwater.

As described In grenter detail b~elow, ,all of the disposal options identified for
lien ford fa.il to achiovo an adequste level of contaiantent for highly radioactive (ITCC
wastes. OTCC end GTCC-llke wastes cotniai long-lived and mobile contetniaants that
ore nut saleable for aee-arurface disposal. USD013 constdero ether options- beth in
dispossi method sad location - for OTCC and GTCC- like wasten. CRK. supports thso one
ofdeep geologic disposntfor the waste streams identified in the GTCC D~I$.S Although
the DEIS considers potential deep geologic disposal nt the Waste Isolation Plollt Plant
(WIPP) in New Mexico, this location cannot corrently accept nan-defense related wastes
under existing law. Hence., USD013 fails to identify an adequate range ofaltematives for
deep tic'ologic disposal of GTCC wastes,

10. Threats Posed by C.TCC and GTCC-tilte Waste Disposal Options

OTCC and GTCC-ltlos wastes contain long-lived and mobile contaminants, such
as "r'echnecium-99, Cesium-137, plutonium, atnoricinra, and curium~i As roted in the

W539,1
(Cost.)

W539-2 DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

W539-3 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repositoty would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and OTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved, The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (iLe., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

W539-4 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-20 1) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted
as needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e~g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may request a review of the tenns and conditions,"

SW539-
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Columbia Riverkeeper, Commenter ID No. W539 (cont'd.)

EtIS, grosedwater in tlanfesrd'e 200 Area already exceeds drinking wsater standards for
chetmical ,arnd radioactive contatoination. Ultiately, this grottndwater nmigratcs to the
Columbia Rtiver. Plant, animal, and aquatic life at the Hanford site and Iu the Columbia
River - in Oddition tO downstreamt huansn communities - fore direct contamination risks
front rediologieai and chemical wastes already at Sthe Han ford site.. Because of the long-
lived and mobile nature of the GITCC wvastes propose•d for disposal at hlanford, ISDOOI's
disposal options at the Hanford alto are unacceptable and do not protecr human health ned
the envlrontment.

Importation of (ITCC and GTCC-likc wastes would involve the importation and
disposal in near.-surlhcc environments of htighsly dangerous waste. OTCC waste contains
contaminants such as uranium, Tc-99, and 1-129 - all of which are already present at
excessive levels in Hanthsrs groundwater. The DEtS estimates that the peak anneal risk
to htunun health and the envirotnmeat will reach htigh levels when combined with existing
risks at tlhe Hanford site -48 mrese/year for trench dispasal and 49 reml'year for vault
disposal.' Worse. yet, the peak ground water done for vaults mid trenehes is roughly 600
mrnrmlyear- a level that poses a scrious risk to human health,

Disturbingly, the peak risk for added (TCC wasgtes wa,•uld compound the clisk
that already exist at the Hanf'ordl situ front groundwater pollution. The existing risk isaa
major human health tied ceavironmottal risk, and it is lisa subject of at major celanup
operation at the Han ford silo. Proposals to add more rsrlioaotivewosle to the Hanford
situ - like the current USD011 proposal to dispose of GTCCwaste at Hanford -

undermine the efficacy and tmomenaum behind cleaanap efforts.

lii COMMENTS ON MA30OR FLAWS IN tiSDOO ANALYSIS

Columbia Itiverkueeper opposes the disposal of eff-nile GTCC and OTCC-lke
wastes at rthe Han ford silo. DO~es analysis does not provide an adequate range of
altematives for using the correct disposal inethed - deep geologic disposal. The
following conutacat address sense of the spesific prosients with the disposal of GTCC
and GITCC-like wastes as hianford.

A. BIS Unsderstaltes thte Rtins from liarehole Disposal Method 01 Hartford

UJSDOE'a analysis presents highly diverging estimates of radioactive dares from
treach disposal, ahovc-ground vaults, and intermsediate depth borcitole disposal. The
DOHS prcaeuta estimates of radioactive risks that ditfer by an order of tagnhrede betwee•n
trenches and boroholes, yet the DEIS does not present an adequate explanation for this
discrepancy. Simply put, it appears, that USD011 is sharply underestimnatitng the risk from
boreltole disposal of (3TCC and IITCC-like wa•stes.

in particular, US51O11' analysis underestimates the risks from borehole disposal
miethods that wilt likely directly contribute no direct dose risks as ",vell as lang-semi
groundwater containlastion by 13TCC wastes. lunsford has a long history of
conttanminatios arising from.wsste disposal methtods foal introduced radioactive materials•

W539-5

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-5 79 as amended by P.L. 10-20 1) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual done and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be nn releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repositoty. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), an well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

W539-5 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispone of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.

The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste) at the
Hanford site.

W539-6 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLR•W and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EtS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

W539-6

W539-7
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Columbia Riverkeep~er, Commenter ID No. W539 (cant'd)

into rho toil column. Baoreholes ore likely to be roughly at dangeroas no trenchet nodvaults in the cong-term. Because 0TCC wastes contain long-llved and potenttally mobile
contam~nants ouch no uranium,0 USOOB cann~ot resoonably anticipate boreholosto be
significantly more effective at redtucing rioko than trenches anod vaults. Over thu
thousands of yearn where highly radioactive 0TCC waste will remain dangerous, none of
those storage options are likely to remain robust.

Additionnlly, the groundwater" risks posed by borehole disposal ore estimated to
he I/3 ~ the level of trenches nod vaults. The groondwauter donesafruraninm, ulonc, Is
anticipated toube 20t) mrere/yenr fi brorchole disposal sod 600 mremn/year for trenches
and vaults, Again, the diunrepancy between1 the dose estimates is ton large, given that the
long-lived nod mobile nature of uranium wilt cause etty of tite non-geoiogie disposal
options to fail over the thousanda of yese that uranium w,'ill remain d~ogerous.

• Regoedless•, nil of the estimated dose rasts for groundwater are unoeceptably higit.
USDOO's own analysiu demonstrates that Ihe rick of disposal in borchalcos, trenches or
vaults will harm human health sod the environnsent.

USD013 also stakes a critical error in assaming that engineered harrierd wvill
remain effective for hundreds of yeses. According to tUSDOE'n analysis. "it is assumed
that the engineered barriers (including the cover) would remain effecative far the first 900
years alter cloture of the disposat faucility and that dutring this time, essentially no
inliltreting water Would reach the wostes froma the top ofethedisposal facilitsy.'

5 
USD0OE

fails to accoant for the high potential for lateral groundwater flow€, to occur and so
increase over time. USD0O3 states that redisnuelides underneatht engineered lansrasr wilt
be "availablo" to infiltrating waler after 500 years. Realistically, the barriera may faili
sooner than 50]0 yearn, increasing the riak to thro covionnirat nod thu public frees some of
the more share-lived radionurlidas (such as Cesium) that may bec ontained in OTCC•
swastes.

11. :Lack of integration of TC/WM• HIS information

USOOE's proposal to bring G'FCC waste into Han ford directly confliets with
p50013's own analysis produced in the Tank Closure and Waste Meauageanent
(TC&WM Outs). According to the GTCC DOIS, "DOl annouunoed In the Decembser IS,
2059, Fedrral=Regisnter (74 FRt 67159) thot its preferred altereative in thu Drft• Took
Closure ond Waste Melnogeannt OCIC&WM) HIS (0013200.9) includes not, hipping
GTCC LLRsW to Hanford at least until thte Waste Treatment Plant is operstianal." Given
the previous ce~ar indication front thu TC&WM HIS, tion Hanford site should not ha
considered a reasanahie oltersoative for disposal of 0TCC wtastes.

USD0O3 briefly ocknowledges hat duos not fully iucorporatr ahe analysis
conclusions of the TC& VWM DEI1S in ito evaluation of GTCC waste options, For
onample,-

For the Itatford Site, an stated in thre Draft 2"anut Closure wad Wraste M~iagement
Envirensatntal impart Stastemttnt fur the Hantford Site, Pichoned, tgashriagtou

(Cont.)

W539-8

W539-7 The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use of
a number of simpliftying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which requires
such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land disposal

W539-7conceptual designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable manner at
each of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for the three
proposed land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the EIS. By using
the same conceptual designs at all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC EIS, except for cases
where a design did not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site with shallow
groundwater), the potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the groundwater) at the
different environmental settings could be readily compared.

In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were included in the
conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration from the
disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility
would not occur over and beyond a 10,000-year time period. It was assumed that these
measures would perform similarly for all conceptual designs, remaining intact for 500 years
after the disposal facility closed. After 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To account
for these engineered features in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the water
infiltration to the top of the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years and then
20% of the natural rate for the area for the remainder of the time period (through 10,000 years).
A water infiltration rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was only used for the disposal
area; the natural background infiltration rate was used at the perimeter of the waste disposal
units. Again, this approach enables a comparative evaluation of the influence that site-specific
environmental factors would have on the potential migration of radionuclides from the disposal
facilities and the potential impacts on human health. It should be emphasized that project- and
site-specific engineering factors would be incorporated into the actual facility designs of the
site or sites selected in a ROD to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal
sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as
from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

DOE believes that 500 years is a realistic timse period for the longevity of the types of
engineering harriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes Ihe approach and the assumptions
used in the EIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of altemnatives required
by NEPA. For example, the assumption of a 20% natural background infiltration rate after
500 years was based on a study at SRS that indicated that after 10,000 years, the closure cap at
the F-area would still shed about 80% of the cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an
effectiveness that would be greater before 10,000 years, then decrease very slowly after
10,000 years. The approach used in the EIS is more conservative than indicated by this study.

Estimated radiation doses and LCFs were calculated for each site and disposal concept for
10,000 years, and if the peak impact did not occur during this time frame, the analysis was
extended out to 100,000 years. DOE believes that the assumptions made to support the long-
term modeling calculationsfor the groundwater pathway are reasonable and enable a
comparative evaluation of the impacts between alternatives. The results of the evaluation
presented in the EIS are sufficient to inform the selection of sites and methods for disposal.
Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

W539-8 See response to W539-1.



Columbia Riverkeeper, Commenter ID No. W539 (cont'd)

(DOlt 2009), when tim impact of technellwn-99 from pant leaks and crbs and
trenches (ditehobs) are comnbined, DOE believes it may not be prudent to add

significant additionlal tcheiwn-99 to the existing environment. The eorien

means of mitigating this impact would be far DOE to limit disposal of off-site

waste steat containing iodine-129 or techneuum-99 at Hartford.

OTCC 0815 at ,S-50. USD08 does not propose a resnbe method of limiting GTCC

imported wat to sources without To-99 or 1-129. The D151S should provide spelific

mitigation mesue that directl addreaa how problem contamtnants - gthoe that aure

long-lived, mobile, and already posing a threat to r~oundwater and the Coltumbia River -

will be excludled from OTCC wastes that could come to the Htanford site.

Additionlly, UBDOB's analyst fal. to folly accont fee the cumlative bre

of other chemical and radioactive contmianhts that remain on the Hanfoed shte, for

which cleanup has thus far been unsucicessllsd. For example, the uranhtum dose for

grudae from OTCC waste presents a signifcant risk on he own, but lIt Ia likely o be

mudh worse when combined with the significant uranium cotansdalon that already

exist on lhe tuianlbd site. The TC&WM DEtS pr(edicts that uranhim contamination will

be a major risk to public health and the environment far thousn~rds of yer.

W539-9 Information on waste forms and waste packages and containers is provided in the EIS to allow

for a comparative analysis of alternatives for transportation and waste disposal. Treatment of

the wastes prior to disposal is outside the scope of the EIS. Such treatment is assumed to be

addressed prior to receipt of the waste at the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste disposal

facility. DOE agrees that it is important to immobilize long-lived radionuclides such as Tc-99

and 1 129 prior to disposal. Solidification techniques (e.g., use of grout) are expected to

immobilize certain wastes in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. If needed, the

actual stabilization methods used will depend, in part, on the waste stream, packaging, and

final disposal facility design. DOE considers the assumptions used for waste form stability (see

Appendix B) to he reasonable for purposes of the comparative analysis provided in the ELS.

Thc waste characteristics and physical form would have to meet the disposal facility waste

acceptance criteria. It is expected that these waste acceptance criteria would identify

requirements (such as allowable concentrations) for individual radionuclides, including Tc 99

and 1-129. The specific waste forms and packages used to dispose of GTCC LLRW and

GTCC-likc wastes would be determined in the future as part of the waste acceptance criteria

and packaging requirements developed. See the discussion in Section B.5 and C.9.4.2 of the

EIS for more information on packaging requirements. All GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like

wastes would be packaged and transported in accordance with all applicable federal and state

requirements, and waste disposal activities would be conducted in accordance with appropriate

requirements

W539-10 See response to W539-2.

W539-9
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Columbia Riverkeeper. Comimenter ID No. W539 (cont'd)

TC&WM 0215, Appendix U1-26.

USD02 appears to use diflbent modeling mehdlgy lbr Its GTCC 0215 than
it did fo the TC&WMv D21S. The TC.&WM DEIS used a more sohtstic, ted modeling
approach to predic long-taint contamination risks (such us the uranium contmination
depcted ahevc). The diserepanry bc~twcn the mthd used In the twa NEPA ansyse

tisorus modeling approach is readily avatiable (and baa bcen used by USD02, itself).
the curnent GTCC D215 is deficiet and does not us the hest available acleace. We
oppose the conlderation of Han fod as a OTCC waste disposal option. However. if
USIX)E in going to continue to cosder H~anford as a possitble dlsposs locition, the
agency should, at the very leus,• incrporate the mostt detailed and thorough analysis
available.

C. Lack of specific Information abunt £xaaspertalamate sea d~ risks of
trnasrpeatlon of GTCC and GTCC-like wate•a

The proposed plan acknowledese that dispoal of GWC waste wil require at
lat12,000 truckloads of highly radioactive waste. The 0TCC 02IS does not idestify
specific roues., and the propoto of wate likely to travel those routes. Without
speiri information about the route that would be necessay for shippin 01C wats
the public cannot rneantnlssguiy weigh the relative risks between different disosl
locatins For exnpie. If waste generated hi Calllaisia were to be shipped to Hanford,
the hig~hly poplalted I-S cocrridr could be used.

NEPA requires USD0E to discloes the potential impacts of its proposed action.
The lack of detailed isifoet'ation about potential shippig routes ban gene'ated significant
confision and cocr in :ososnnitics nea the Columbia River. The 1-84 crio
thogh the sceic Columbia River Gorge Is narrow, busy, and honse to thousads of
Otgnieatns and Washingtonians. The maln highways throu gh the Gorge pas through
the cutiter of cities like The Dalles. Bingten. White Saiton and Hood River'. The public
has a rig•ht to knew precisly how ninny shipments would be route thogh specific
cities and towns

hI general, cra-cowutry shipoenta of GTCC waste to tiaronir repsresent a
•signifcat risk to the public, and one that is drmasnticlly understated in the GTCC D215.
The 0215 essentially dismisses the poentiall for a radiological release from an accdent
or attack on a nuclear waste shipment. When cobie with the lack of secific shipping
rouse in fonnation, dths underetimation of the rink of an accident or attack prevents the
public from gutting a realisti picture of the trnpraion risks aoiated wish the
shipment of GTCC wastes. USD02 should revise and re-lease the GTCC DE213in
forin that inc:ludes detailed analyiss of trnprtto riks, specific to the potential use of
the Hanford site and the routes that approach the site.

W539-t1I

W539-12

W539-13

W539-t4

W539-11I A more sophisticated modeling approach would not provide any appreciable difference in theoverall modeling results for the GTCC EIS. The specific locations that would be used at each
potential site for development of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
are not known at this time. The use of "reference locations" was used in the EIS to allow for a
quantitative assessment of the impacts that could occur at each site. While some parameters
could change within a short distance, most would not. For consistency across potential disposal
sites, the RESRAD-OFFSITE computer code was used to model the migration of radionuclides
from the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes placed into the conceptual disposal facility
designs for the three land disposal methods (not all three methods were evaluated for each
site). Site-specific information provided by technical staff from various sites that were
evaluated was used in these modeling analyses to the extent it was available, and conservative
assumptions were used to fill any remaining data gaps. While the computer model was largely
developed to support environmental restoration activities, it has a number of features that make
it a good choice for use in this EIS.

The RESRAD-OFFSITE code, like all codes, has limitations. This code was selected for the
GTCC EIS analysis because of its manageable number of input parameters, its comprehensive
transport analysis for radionuclides in the unsaturated zones and saturated zone, and its
flexibility in accepting radionuclide release rates calculated outside the RESRAD-OFFSITE
framework. Furthermore, the RESRAD-OFFSITE code has been benchmarked with other
computer codes. The results obtained from the code are considered to be technically sound
estimates.

The analysis presented in the ELS is adequate for the comparison of the disposal alternatives
evaluated. Fate and transport parameters utilized in the estimations were based on site-specific
(e.g., specific to the reference location to the extent available) information and, as such, are
considered reasonable for the purpose of the comparison made in the EIS. However, DOE
recognizes that additional project- and site-specific information and modeling could be used to
inform the implementation of a disposal facility at a given location. This additional information
is expected to reduce the uncertainty associated with these types of evaluations to the extent
possible. Site-specific information would be evaluated in any site-specific NEPA review that
would be conducted based on a ROD for this EIS.

W539-12 The primary radiological transportation risk to the public for any alternative is from the low
level of radiation emanating from the transport vehicle. As discussed in Section 5.3.9.1, the
collective population risk is a measure of the total risk posed to society as a whole. A
comparison of the collective population risk provides a meaningfu~l evaluation of the relative
risks between disposal locations, as provided in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6. The magnitude of the
collective population risk is primarily determined by the number of routes, the length of each
route, the number of shipments along each route, the external dose rate of each shipment, and
the population density along a given route. The primary differences between alternatives from
the standpoint of transportation are the lengths of the routes as determined by the location of
the disposal sites (destination of the shipments). Thus, higher collective population risks are
associated with alternatives that require transportation over longer distances. All alternatives
involve routes that have similar characteristics, with no significant differences for comparison
among alternatives, requiring transportation through a range of rural and urban areas. In
addition, the routes used in the analysis are considered representative routes because the actual
routes used would be determined in the fusture as discussed in Appendix C, Section C.9.4. 1.1.
For each disposal site, the routes most affected would be the interstate highways that are in
closest proximity to the site.

l-,J
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D. Escessive Long-Term Cumulative Risk to tihe Columbia River andi human
Htealth

The proposed plan tor sending G'ICC waste to flanford must be onsidered in
tan~dem With| other proposasls to store, treat, and ship additional waste to Ithe site. For
e~xemple, USD01! hes proposed shippitig overt 3 mllioncobie tl-et of highly radioactive
waste to the Hanford site In addition to the OTCCwuste disposal plait. Thte GTCC DEIS
must. account for tthe cumulative impects of all Waste disposal activities proposed for the
site. Clearly, according to the TC&WFM DEIlS, centaminatiou at Cthe site already exceeds
levels that arc acceptable for human health and thuentvironmeut. USD013 mealt tahe. a
comprehensive., coordinated look at the impeets of contamination at the Ilartford site as
well as waste that could be added to the alto.

Already, m enbors of the public and tribal members who censutme large
quantities of ras from the Columbia Rivcrca•perience increased raeas of cancer.
Colambia River sabmon carey a toxic buitien, ntot only from latnford, buit also from other
industrial end agricultural activities throughoutl the basin. USD01!mttst evaluate hosv
GTCC wvastcS, which would ultimately reach groundwater and Ilte Colantha River.
would contribute to an already impaired River system end the health of thoto who uav the
River.

In the long-tcrin, USD01! atalas that it evaluates risk based ens tareidettt farmer
acenario. Preasnumbly. because issaitutlensl controls cannot be relied upon to fully
control the site, USD0O3 must evaluate the risk to the public from using groundwater for
crop irrigation, drinking water, and other purpsese. Moreover, the State of Oregon baa
r.cently adopted eittanced fish constumption standards intettded to reduce toxic pollutino
listo the Colunsbia River. We urge. USD01! to incorporate ini'o its revised OTCC DE'IS
assuasptions lthat reflect a htigher level of fimh consumption. Columbia River Trusty
Tribea must be engaged in titis pr•ocess, and USD01E should incorporsat Ithe aite-spccitic
impact essessments, that have boeen developed for the Han ford site before giving Iluisfar
aonsidcration assa disposal site far GTCC and GTCC-like wastes.

Uo• Itlltice to Coinault Under Seetiun 7 of the Endangered Species Act.

USD01! is largely dismissive of poteallal imspacts to fsith ad wildlife species from
the impartation of I3TCC cud GTCC-like wastes to Hanford and the disposal of these
wastes in trenches, vaults, or horechales. USD01! states,

Impacts on these species would likely be small, since the area of habitat
disturhance would be small rolalivO to the overall size of such habitat in the sees.
Several federally listed or tamte-listed bird and mammal specics occur veithits the
GTCC project areas at Ctem Hantford Site, SRtS, LAN!,, and NNSS. Imtpaels on
these species would likely" be antall, since the area of htabitat distatrancet woeld ho
small relative to tihe ovrarll size of such habitat in the area. Adveeme inipsets
would be minimized by conducting biologicol asurveys in thu project ares mad
using good engineerig practices no minimize impacts on the environment.

W539-15

W539-16

W539-17

If DOE decides to implement its preferred alternative for the TC&WM EIS, GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not be shipped through the Columbia River Gorge for disposal at the
Hanford Site until the waste treatment plant is operational. However, regardless of where the
GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes may be transported through the Columbia River Gorge on their way to
the disposal facility. The waste would be generated within the states of Oregon and
Washington and would include actinide scaled sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local
medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State
licensees.

W539-13 Calculation of the collective population risk (under routine and accident conditions) is
provided in the EIS. While these estimates are conservative, the calculations used expected
values where practical (e.g., external shipment dose rates) and provide a reasonable measure
for comparison among alternatives, as summarixed in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6, and the estimates
show that the transportation risks would be small. All alternatives involve routes of hundreds
of miles through similar types of rural, suburban, and urban areas. For specific local impacts,
Section 5.3.9.2 provides information on potential human health impacts on individuals during
normal waste transport along a route. However, the consideration of specific local stakeholder
concerns is more appropriate during the final planning stages of a project when actual route
selections are finalized, not at the level addressed in this EtS. A generic accident consequence
assessment was performed because there is no way to predict the exact location and conditions
of an accident, as discussed in C.9.3.3 of the EIS. For all alternatives, potential accidents, even
those at the same location, could have impacts that range from negligible to significant
depending on the waste involved, the accident severity, and weather conditions. Such an
analysis would not help distinguish between alternatives because all alternatives involve routes
thsrough or near sensitive areas and major population centers.

All information necessary to duplicate the transportation accident consequence assessment was
available in Section 5.3.9.3 of the Draft EIS, with the exception of the source terms used for
the contact-handled and remote-handled Other Waste. These latter source terms have been
added to Section 5.3.9.3 of the Final EtS. The accident risk analysis (see Section C.9.3.1) is
separate from the accident consequence analysis (see Section C.9.3.3). All relevant data for the
accident risk analysis, with the exception of the shipment source terms and route information,
are provided in Section C.9.3. Approximately 1,200 routes were considered in this analysis, so
it was not considered practical to include this information in the EIS. Such information is
readily available by using the TRAGIS routing model, as referenced in Appendix C. Shipment-
specific source terms were determined by dividing the origin source inventory by the number
of shipments from that site. Site inventories were published in Sandia (2007, 2008), as
referenced in Appendix B, which also contains the per-shipment packaging assumptions for
each waste type. The shipment-specific source terms were omitted from the ETS for brevity and
because of the low estimated impacts.

Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS for implementation, site-specific NEPA
reviews would be conducted as needed, including an assessment of specific routing and an
accident analysis. This process will include planning that involves transportation stakeholders.

W539-14 A generic accident consequence assessment was performed because there is no way to predict
the exact location and conditions of an accident, as discussed in C.9.3.3 of the EIS. For all
alternatives, potential accidents, even those at the same location, could have impacts that range
from negligible to significant depending on the waste involved, the accident severity, and
weather conditions. Such an analysis would not help distinguish between alternatives because
all alternatives involve routes through or near major population centers. All information
necessary to duplicate the transportation accident consequence assessment was available in
Section 5.3.9.3 of the Draft EIS, with the exception of the source terms used for the contact-
handled and remote-handled Other Waste. These latter source terms have been added to
Section 5.3.9.3 of the Final EIS.



Columbia Riverkeeper, Commenter iD No. W539 (cont'd)

OTCC DirtS at S-'13. USD00 does net provide adequate specificity to warrant the
coaclesion that fish and wildlife impacts would iso minor. Indeed, as demonstrated in the
previous TC&WM DEirS, the Columbia River and the surrounding esvirsmnesnt at the
Hanford site taee contamination risks fosr thousands of years already. USD02 has not
sndertaken so adequately detailed revew of how GTOC waste wvell exacerbate ecological
risks• torfih and wild!ifa at the itentsrd site, which is important habitat for msultipla
federally istled fish sad wildlife species.

As Colomsbia Riverkeepar has noted in many previous comesneat, USD02f is
required to eonsult with ther federal expert agencies whenl a federal action at Hartford may
affect thdarallyqlitted endangered or thtreatenled species. gee Colunmhia Riverkaeeper
Comment ott USD02 Mercury Storage at Hanford (Atug. 2009); Columbia Riverkeeper
Comament to USD02 on Tri-Pasty Agreement Propo~sed Chtanges and Consent Decree
(Dec. 2009); Colurabia Rivarlteeper Comment on USD02 Tank Cleaser Waste
Managenseat Hoviroumeatul Impact Statement (May 2010). Pursant to Section 7 of the
Eindangeced Species Aet (ESA), USDOO muSt consult with lisa National Marine Fisheries
Service (lIqMFS) and the U.S. Pish and WVildli fo Ser, iee (U1SFWS) to detetmias how the
proposed action may afbect any threatened or endangered species in the Hlantbord Rescht of
the Columbia River.

1. Endangered anti Threatened Salmon ahd Streihend in the
Han ford Reach.

Among the forty-three tpaeiea offiush present in the IHanford Reach are several
endangered, specels, including the Upper Colombia River spriag-asta Chiniook salmon sad
steethead ESUs. For thousands of years, the Columbia River supported the most
abundant salmon runs on Earth.•" Bieginaing in tite Into 1990S, the National Marine
Fisheries Services listed thirteen stocks of migratory asamonida as threatened or
endangered undar the End'cangered Species Act. Theco fith spend part of their life-cycle
in the Columbia River and its trihutaries and part of their life in the Pacific Ocean.
evestually retauming to the Colunmbia to reproduce and die,

"flta Htautford Reach Is wvell documented ats tihe osly remaining significant
spanning ground for the foil ran Chinook salmon on the rasiastem of tite Columbia
River.' According to the U.S. Pish and Wildlife Service, 'It]he [Hlanlord] Reach contains
islsade, rifiles, gravel bars, oxbow ponds, antd backwater sloughs that support come of the
most productive spawning areas in the Northwest, including the largest rem ialnag sleek
of wild fatl Chinook salmon in the Columbia River,•a The fall Chitiook salmon that
spawn and rear throughout the Htmfomrd Reach suapport in-river earamarcial and tribal
lisheries, commerelal fisheries in theoMarsh Pacific Ocean, and spore fithcriest."i

In addition to fall ran Chinook salmon, the Hanford Reach also supports over
forty other species of fish, includIng sturgeon. steelhead, sad hell lront. The prevalence
of endangered and threatened fish in the Hanford Reach raises seriouts qacatians about the
eanreat and future impacts oflianford's pollution legacy and USDOEt's dreisions that
imapact how much polluttion will enter the Colembia for generations. Importantly,

W'539-17
(Cont.)

The accident risk analysis (see Section C.9.3.l) is separate from the accident consequence
analysis (see Section C.9.3.3). All relevant data for the accident risk analysis, with the
exception of the shipment source terms and route information, are provided in Section C.9,3.
Approximately 1,200 routes were considered in this analysis, so it was not considered practical
to include this information in the EIS. Such information is readily available by using the
TRAGIS routing model, as referenced in Appendix C. Shipment-specific source terms were
determined by dividing the origin source inventory by the number of shipments from that site.
Site inventories were published in Sandia (2007, 2008), as referenced in Appendix B, which
also contains the per-shipment packaging assumptions for each waste type. The shipment-
specific source terms were omitted from the EIS for brevity and because of the low estimated
impacts.

The analysis of intentional destructive acts is given in Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS. This analysis
provides a perspective on the risks that the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes could pose
should such an act occur. In general, the risk presented from an intentional destructive act is
similar to that from a high-severity transportation accident. The accident consequence
assessment (given in Section 5.3.9.3 of the Final EIS) presents the results for transportation
accidents that fall into the highest severity category. The severe environment that occurs under
such conditions can be considered to be similar to that which could be initially instigated by an
act of sabotage. In highly populated areas, where the highest exposures would be anticipated, a
rapid response would be expected, minimizing the amount of time available to folly breach a
Type B package. Should such shipments be diverted and the radioactive material removed for
dispersion, higher exposures could be achieved, and potential impacts could be significant. The
economic impact could reach several billions of dollars. The extent of the impacts would
depend on the exact location of the release, density of the surrounding population, local
meteorology, and emergency response capabilities in the affected area. Ina addition, the final
transportation routes will not be selected until a ROD for the EIS is issued and site-specific
NEPA review would be conducted as needed.

W539-15 See response to W539-5.

W539-16 All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS,
including impacts from surface runoff and airborne emissions. These analyses addressed a
range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts on all environmental
resources consistent with NEPA requirements. For the human health assessment, the focus was
on the groundwater pathway, since this is the most likely manner in which someone could be
exposed to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in the
distant future. As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2, the hypothetical resident farmer scenario was
only used to provide estimates for comparing the various sites evaluated; however, this
scenario may not be consistent with the reasonably foreseeable future scenario at some of the
sites evaluated. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed. This information
could include sensitive subpopulations and specific pathways of exposure for American
Indians. In a similar fashion, additional cumulative impacts analyses would be conducted by
using additional site-specific information wh~en the location selected for a GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike waste disposal facility was determined.

W539-17 All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the ELS.
These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts
on all environmental resources, including ecological resources, consistent with NEPA
requirements. DOE discusses its obligations under the Endangered Species Act in Section 5.2.5
of the Draft EIS. Further consultation with the US Fish and Wildlife Service and/or the
National Marine Fisheries Service would occur as necessary as part of site-specific NEPA
review to implementation of the preferred alternative.

a
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slronttium-90, urenistm, chromium and other contaminants sre documented enteringsatmon spawnintg grounds along the llan ford Reach.' GTCC waste disposal at Hanford
will uttimately add to this existing contamination burden.

II. USD05 Must Connult Under liA § 7.

•Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (SEA), the heart, of the E.SA's
n eqairements far federal actions. imposes strict substantive end procedural dutics en
federal egancies to ensure that their activities do not eause jeopsxdy to listed species or
adverse tnodifieation to their critical habitat. 16 U.S.C. § l536(a)(2). Not satisfted that
federal egroeles po~sssessd thre requisilo e.xpertise. Cctsgresst added a strict procedural
requirement.' that the detersmination of whether any federal acticn would he likely to
resalt in jeopardy or adverse modification would be made "in consultation with and with
the assistance of [the Services]." Id. This mandatory consultation is the key to section?7;
in fact, Congress titled Section 7, "interagecny Cooperation."

Section 7 embodies another saf'eguatd to protect against substantive Jeopary.
Section 7 requires federal egennies---aetion and expert agencies alike.-to use the bcst
available scientilie information In meeting thairacection 7 obligations. The agencies ero
generally the repositories of the bcat eeietttlfrc evidence given theiJr role in listing
threatened and endangered species, In conducting section? eacntultations, In issuing,
incidental take pe~mals and stataments and in developing recovesy plans.

'flte ESA mandates eonsultastioas to encore that an agerteynction "ie nat likely to w539-17
ceopardize the continuecd existence of nany" listed species or adversely modify critical (Cant.)
htabitat. 16 U.S.C. §: 1536(a)(2). Regulations require such consultetians witeever as
action "may aftect" a listed species. Sqee SI0 C.F.I. § 402.14. Where an action Is "likeiy

' to adversely effect" a listed species, the agency must conduct formal consultation with
the National Merino Pisheries Service (NMFS) and/er the U'S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) (cotlectively "the Services"). The end product o f fo'rmal conatultation 'm a
biological opiniotn in which the Services determine whether thte action will cause
jeopardy to the species or adversely modify designated critical hebltac. 16 U.S.C. §

In thteir joint consultation regetatians, NMFS and the PWS established a
preliminary review that can be used to sidestep formal coasatltation in limited aitnatians.
For nil actions that "may affect" a listed species, the actien agency must deterasine
whether the action is "likely to adversely affect" or "not likely to odversely affect" the
listed species. S0 C.F.P., § 402.14(a)--Ob). An action thut is "likely to adversely affect" a
listed species or its critical habitat mast undergo formal consultation that culminates with
the services' issuance oft biological opinion that complies with use E.SA and regulatory
requirements. Id. §§ 402.02, 402.14(e).

Under the joint regulations, a "not likely ts adversely affect" dtetermninstion can
-lead instesd tos aninformal consultation, which consists of all dlscusaionn and
communications between the agencies and ends with the Services' written concourenc in
thst determination. Id. § 40)2.13. 1? the expert agency dora not concur, the ection is



Columbia Riverkeeper. C ommenter ID No. W539 (cant'd) W539-18 Comment noted.

deemed "likely to advcersely affect" and the agencies most conduct a formal consultation.
Id. §§ 402.02, 402,14(a). Use of informal eooaultlson is optional in those instances
where it is available.

An agency may avoid "consultation only when It has determined the proposed
action is unlikely to adversely affect the protected species or habitat sod the [aspert
agency] concurs with that deterssination." Tidoqal.Choloia Coauncil of Xiroancsak v. U.&•
Dept. of Entergy, 232 B.3d 1300, 1306 (9th1 Cir. 2000) (citing 50 C.F.Rt. § 402.14(b)). W3-

Question 1: lHas USDOU? initiatoed Sectlon ? consnltalion with lIMS - (Cont.)
undler the USPWS regarding Ilhc proposed strontiumn-90 action?/

Question 2: If USDOO has not initiated Section?7 consultation, does
USDOE intend 10 initiate Section 7 consulltaton? Please explain

Question 3s II'USDOE has noat enddoes not intend to Initiate Section?7
consultation, please explain the agency's rationale for n101 consutlting with•
the Serviced under the lISA.

111. CONCLUSIOH: USD0OE MUST ABANDON ITS CONSIDERATION OP
HANFORD FOR DISPOSAL 01? GTCC AND GTCC-LIIKE WASTES

Thank you in advance for coolsidering Columbia Rivedrkeper's comments on the

proposal to dispose GTCC and GTCC-like wvastes nt the Han ford site. We strongly urge W59-
USD010 to abandon Its eonniderasion of Hantford as a disposal sits for these highly W3-

radioactive wastes. If USDOE0 has any questions or would like to discuss these public
comments, please contact Colnatbia Riverkeeper st ark~gorgo.net to arrange a meeting.

Sincerely,

Is/ Dan Sernas

Dan Serres
Columbia Riverkeeper
Conservation Director

Isi/Lauren Goldberg

Lauren Goldberg
Columtbia Rtlverkeeper

Staff Attorney
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'0TCC ElS I-IS.
ii OTCC HIS S-,;7. Teblo S-4

SGTCC EIS S-51.
i'•loliornl R¢Onorno Conioll. Afonagloy rho Cohumbia Rhe, ttnlr-eee FleoI•t ll'aje, Wishdromolf. end

• ,.Shon •virI(2004).
*•'lrh lfenfnn Rce, h of the Colwobiel Rinor provides the only mejer spro,•nlo heabit, for tOe rrpelve

bni1 le eece of fell Chinook tolmon in the rrrsirsreo Columoblo Rivet'." USDOE-yNN..L pN L-7289; USD0O1

OSTI1lD 70S1730. "Tor.ey, howoeve. Iho TI-steln Hartford Reoch iIIh¢ only slyniliostor spnsontng habhitt

rItel reemains for tho upriver bleiflhl noon o~f fll Chineoo l~mre irn toh•c mehr slots Colusobtlo Rivo,." USD011-

PNlIL ot: hrlpVrsoirooe-e.yJnl~govlp ro/lsoosce~rdf~s[Chrsokrn .econ.s•r (2009).

'U.S. FisIh znes Wildlife Soevce• Wecbsite, htl~pll/orvfsnng•o/bhtnfs rd rossh/lnlscon.hIsl.

1ld.
n,€€g. Ceords. oter Contsnrenonto or Henfeed, Wthtnlolno Dren. o f E~cology

hltpghew,,.rocy.twa.govlpro o rm~I~~swgha for droeLhtre; flsnseoen Sit tG-e~dro fc-t Mooltso'tgfor

- fisroIl Yc-ces 2003. Orysrtotent of Energy, ODE/RL-2050-•6; Hanostjhnddegroted GrossesOoser- rnd I'odoe

Sore MoragessresePtsre, Doysrlr oot offe[orgy. D0E,/RL-2007-20. ps.~ 3.
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Columbia Riverkeeper. Commenter ID No. T119 TI119-1 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
• cleanup efforts will continue.

Capital -Reporting Company 2

2 1Hf. B•tO•fl: Chuck 3ohnnoa is speaking, and Toby

3 Cantine, I believe, will follow.

4 NR. JOHNSON3: I'm Chuck Johnson. "I'm e beard

S member of Columbia Riverkeepete, and I'm going to

6 'express some general ceoments in opposition to this

7 proposal in the mIS to store additional radioactive

a waste. In this case, greater-than-class C waste at

9 the hanford site on the Columbia fliver, this lifeblood

J0 "of the gacific Worthweat,

II Columbia Riverhceepsts' staff members will speak

12 later with core specific cosmienta. The fact that we

13 are here. at all reflects to cc the tone-deafness'of

14 the 0.5. Department of Energy and the antidemocratic

15 nature of the nuclear power and weapons -complex. The

16 people of Oregon and Washington have Spoken out

17 clearly, consistently and repeatedly against the

I8 storage of additional radioactive waste at h~anferd

IS until the ewlating massive volume and herard of

20 radioactive waste already leaking and lurking under
Tu9-I

21 the surface and seeping through the aouifers into the

22 Columbia River has been fully cleaned up.

23 In a statewide VOte in Oregon in 1987, and in

24 Washington in 2004. the voter's of both states voted

25 by greater than three-to-one margin to oppose any

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalfleporttngCompany.comn



Columbia Riverkeeper, Commenter ID No. T119 (cont'd) TI119-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 7591I3 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

Capital Reporting Company

I storage of additional radioactive waste at the

2 Hanford site until they've had a complete cleanup of

3 that sito. Just this mrflZing, the Oregonian, TI 29-I

4 oregon's largest circulation newspaper, strongly (Cont.)

editorialized agelost this particular

S greater-than-class c plant.

7 Sack in the clinton administration, U.S. DOt

$ Secretary Hazel O'Leary promised that the Hanford

9 site would become a cleanup al~to, not a site for

20 additional radioactive waste generatizig sctivity.

II washington State, the tribal government put sovereign
T1I9-2

12 treaties over the land, and the DOE signed the

13 tel-party agreement to change the RH~anrd site's

14 mitssion from generation of waste, "free waste

25 produdlng activities, to waste conttaineent and.

26 cleanup.

27 This proposal blows a hole in the tni-party

IS agreement large enough to drive ever a thousand

19 radioactive waste trucks through it. It is absurd

25 that the O.S. DOE continues to come to our region

22 with a straight face end propose to double the amount

22 of long-lived radionuclides to the Hanford site, or

22 even to bring any additional wtaste St all tn the face

24 of universal, "consistent public opposition. We

25 expect dictatorships to. behave in this way, but cto

866.488.DEPO'
www.CapitalRepor tingCoznpany.com



Columbia Riverkeeper, Commenter ID No. Tl19 (cont'd)
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I ,. repreoentativua of the U.S. governmsent.

2 Finally, your ZIS is deficient for any location

3 in the U.S., not jUSt at Hanford, because your

4 proposed nethods of disposal guarantee nigration I ro•

S the site of lethal, extrenely long-lived nuclear

I elesents.

1 The best course for 0.5. D0E at this point is to

8 go bock to the drawing board. The fart that no

9 granite rock sites are being considered for long-tern

10 disposal is purely a political consideration and a

11 scientific travesty. You need to know that we will

12 fight you bitterly every step of the way if yOU

13 proceed with any pr~posel for storing additional

14 radioacfivo or chenical waste at Hanford. Thank you.

T119-3

TI 19-

Ti119-3 The three land disposal facility conceptual designs (above-grade vault, enhanced near-surface
trench, and intermediate-depth borehole) were selected as being representative of a range of
land disposal configurations (varying degrees of waste consolidation and geometry) that could
be employed for the disposal of the GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-like waste inventory. As
discussed in Section 1.4.2, each concept has been used to some degree in the United States or
other countries. The same vault, borehole, and trench characteristics were considered for the
disposal sites evaluated in order to compare the performance of each site's natural
hydrological, geological, and meteorological properties relative to contaminant fate and
transport once any engineered barriers would begin to fail.

The conceptual nature of these configurations takes into account the characteristics of all of the
disposal sites for which they were considered, but their designs (e.g., width, depth, cover depth,
reinforced containment) could be altered or enhanced, as necessary, to provide an optimal
solution at a specific location. As an example, the cover depfh could be adjusted to ensure that
roots from vegetation would not compromise the top of the engineered barrier. In addition, the
dimensions of the generic land disposal units (e.g., trench - width and depth, borehole -

diameter and depth, vault - width, depth, and height) were selected based on similar existing
facilities, existing equipment and methods for construction, and optimized (maximized waste
volume disposed of for a given disposal unit volume; simple waste handling procedures to
minimize exposure) for the types of waste packages considered. All designs could also
accommodate different disposal packages (existing and proposed) with minor variations in
their dimensions, but the EIS analyses would remain relevant for each option considered.

No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility would not occur
over and beyond a 1 0,000-year time period. Past operational experience with near-surface
types of disposal facilities at DOE sites has shown that when properly implemented, they can
provide isolation of radioactive waste from the environment for extended time periods. Past
problems that have arisen with each option provide additional information to improve the
design and performance of future land disposal facilities. Issues related to performance over
time would be analyzed in a project-specific analysis to address technical and long-term
concemns.

TI119-4 The action alternatives evaluated in the GTCC EIS did not include interim storage of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes until a geologic repository, in granite or otherwise, for spent
nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste becomes available because such interim storage
is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS. The purpose of the GTCC EIS is to evaluate the range
of reasonable alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes. The No Action Alternative evaluates continued storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-
like wastes consistent with ongoing practices.
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MR. BROWN: Okay. Joni Arends is next and I

think it's Tom Gaflegoe is next.

Joni.

MS. APENOS: Good evening. My name is Joni

Arends, and I am, with Concerned Citizens for Nucl.ear

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingComspany.com
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Safety, based in Santa Pa.

Pirst of all, I'm going to have four main

points. The first one is that CCNS supports the legal

analysis that was presented last evening by Don Hancock

and Southwest Research and Information Center, as well

as Dave MicCoy with Citizen Action New Mexico, with

regard to the problens-with this draft environmental

impact statement.

Iqe're very concerned about the 26 year~ delay

in 'bringing this project forward, and we're concerned•

about the length of tiee that this EIS will go on, for

the nest 70 years, and believe that there should be an

alternative, which would be to create a Nanhattan II

type project where the Department of Energy would use

its expertise with these contaminants, with these

radionuclidas to figure out another way to do this

rather than scoop and move or hide and hope.

And we really support a M~anhattan II type of

project to figure out how to solve this problem to

protect human health and the environment.

Secondly, CCNS will be submitting our comments

with regard to the corrective measures evaluation
866.4S8.DEPO

wrww.CapitaIRepor tingCompany.com

T98-1

T98-1 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. DOE did not evaluate
developing a geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not reasonable due to the time and
cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small volume of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS. DOE believes that the results
presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative are indicative of the high
degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal insa geologic repository. DOE has
included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become
available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to use a commercial facility,
DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

Long-term storage and a retrievable "disposal" option were considered to be outside the scope
of the EIS because neither would provide a permanent disposal solution. Regarding the use of
mined cavities, DOE does not believe it is reasonable to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC
like waste in a new mined cavity (other than the existing WIPP facility) because of the
potential cost and time it would take to develop such an alternative in comparison to the
relatively small amount of waste. With regard to existing mines, no specific mine has heen
identified as having the proper characteristics for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.



Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety. Commenter ID No. T98 (cont'd) T98-2 Site-specific environmental factors, such as past seismic or volcanic activity in the LANL area,
were taken into account and evaluated in the EIS as appropriate. The results of the evaluation

were taken into consideration in identifying the prefered alternative presented in the Final EIS.

T98-3 Comment noted. The issue of ground water and surface water contamination was taken into

consideration as part of the cumulative impacts analysis. The cumulative impacts at LANL

Capital Reporting Company fr om the proposed action are summarized in Section 8.4.2 of the EIS.

! report that was submitted by many different groups to

2 the New Mexica Environment Department recently about

3 our concerns about the inadequate knowledge of Area G.

4 In particular, we're concerned about the fact that

S during the hazardous waste permit hearing last year,
T98-2

6 one of the exhibits was a schematic that showed either

7 a cone, a volcanic gone, or a volcanic dike directly

B under Area G.

9 And I want to make sure that the record

Ie reflects that there's 21 million cubic feet of waste

II already buried in unlined pits, trenches and shafts at

II Los Alanos National Laboratory, and every time it rains T8

13 or snows those contaminants are moving towards our

14 drinking water "supply in Santa re, in Albuquerque and

is cormmunities along with the biota and the plants and

L6 animals.

17 So now I'm going to shift gears. I'm going to

18 thank you, Holmes, for this open and fair process and

19 to acknowledge that when the environmental impact

20 statement processes take place or originate with DOE

21 Headquarters, it's a much different process than when

22 it's run by Los Alamos National Laboratory, the

866.488.DEPO.
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com



Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety, Commenter ID No. T98 (cont'd)
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|Department of Energy, Los Alamos site office, or the

2 National Nuclear Security Administration based in Los

3 Alamos.

4 And so Z want to contrast tonight that we have

a court reporter. He's recording these events.

6 There's an audio recording.

7 At the recent Chemistry and M.etallurgy

$Research Replacement Project scoping meeting, we had no

9 court reporter. We had no opportunity to hear one

10 another speak. We were -- if you wanted to make a

11 comment, you were shuff led off to a table on the side

12 of the room with a microphone that may or may not work,

12 or you could typ~e the comments in.

14 At the first scoping meeting in White Rock we

Is asked specifically for changes to be made at the

16 Puwaukee scoping hearing,, and changes were made.

17 However, we had to rely on Cultural Energy to record

18 the comments because there was no audio recording of

I9 what people said.

20 And in fact, unless you submitted a written

2l comm~ent, there was no one -- there was no transcription

22of what we created that day.

866,488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingComipany.com



Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety, Commenter ID No. T98 (cant'd) T98-4 Even though it is beyond the scope of this GTCC EIS, the comment is noted. A copy of these
comments has been provided to NNSS officials.

Capital Reporting Company

!So with regard to the upcoming public hearings

2 on the draft environmental impact Statement for the

SChemistry and M.etallurgy Research Replacement Nuclear

4 Facility, we demand that the Department of Energy tell

5us how many minutes do we have to make comments two

6 weeks prior to the hearings. We have to understand if

7 we're going to have three minutes or we're going to

Shave five minutes because we can go back to the

9 testimony that was provided to the Blue Ribbon

is commission in Albuquerque where we were told that we

ii would have five minutes, and when we got there, we had T98-4

12 three minutes.

12 I spent a lot of time preparing comments for

14 Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety, and when I got

is there I was told that my argument had to be limited to

1S three minutes. Well, a lot of the meat of the argument

17 was eliminated because I didn't hava time because the

15 rules changed.

19 SO again --

20 MR. BROWN! I really hesitate to hold up the--

23 (Laughter.)

22MS. ARENDS? Right, right.

866.488.DErO
iivc.CapitalReportlingCom pany.com
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I MR. BROWN: -- the minute sign.

2 MS. ARENDS: Thank you.

3 MR. BROWN: But let me add that because some

4 people spoke less than five minutes and some people

S canceled, I think we're going to have some time at the

6~ end --

7 MS. ARENDS: Okay.

S MR. BROWN: -- for those nho wanted to

9 supplement their original statement. So please

X0 proceed.

11 MS. ARENDS: And I'm making these comments

12 ahout the CNRR process to make sure that DOE

12 Headquarters hears what we need in order to make

14 informed comments about our concerns.

IS Now, I'm going to take Rebecca's advice and

16 become very angry. At the March 10th, 2011, CMRR semi-

17 annual meetings I specifically asked the Department of

19 Energy, the National Nuclear" Security Administration,

19 and Los Alamos National Laboratory to not release the

20draft environmental impact statement during Holy Week,

21 and I want to ask the National Nuclear Security

22Administration, the Department of Energy, and Los
866.488.DEPO

www.CapitalRepor tingCompany~com
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i Alamos National Laboratory about what part of 'do not

2 release the draft environmental impact statement during

3 Holy Week" does DOE not understand.

4 The amount of disrespect by releasing that

Sdocument at 6:00 p.m.. Eastern Standard Time, on the

6 Internet is beyond the scope of disrespect. It goes to

I the heart of the relationship between DOE and these

Scommunities surrounding Los Alamos National Laboratory.

9' And this E1S process provides an opportunity

10 to heal some of those wounds, and these agencies need

zi to take that opportunity.

12 And I did talk to Roger Schneider ahead of

13 this comment, and he said that we're going to talk

34 about it. So I welcome that conversation.

15 Thank you.



Concerned Citizens of Wagon Mound and Morn County, Commenter ID No. E96

Concerned Cfitzens of IWagon Mfoundnnmoid nr C'o~nn0
P.O. Box3l8

Wagon Afototd, PNew Mexico 87752
P/jose: (505) 573-1904- E-mnath ccwnmstc(xynafi~corn

Arnold Edchnan, Document Manager
DOE, GTCC itIS
ClovcelesflBldg., EiM-43,
1000 Independence Avenue, SW.
Washington, DC 20585

June 22, 2011

RE: Greater than Class C (GTCc) Low-Level Radio Active Waste and GT.CC-Like
Waste,

Dear Mr. Edelinan:

Please a~dd these commsents to your file on the hearing process for the Deart
Envirosnmentat impact Statement (DEIS) for the Disposal of Grea•ee.Thsn-Clasa C
(OTCC) Low-Level Radioactive• Waste and GTCC-Likc Waste. Our or'ganization and a
majority of our cotnmunity are Opposed to OTCC waste being disposed of in New
Mtetdco, whether it be at or near the WIN' siteo or in Los Almanos. We support ithe
alternative position proposed by oilher groups in New Mexico of H-OSS (Hardened On-
site Storage).

We firmly believe that New Mexico has alreeady taken its share of the hazardous waste
burden of the United States weapons and energy industries. We have in oar state the only
hazardous waste repositosy in the US and have already bees reeeivinghassrdous waste
for over 12 years at WVIPP. We have carried the riska of uranium mining sast milling aed
nuclear weapons ereseach .and testing in this state for years in lintigenoas nations, Lea
Alaraos, Sandia Labs and other areas of the state, Yet, other Ithan the bueden of risks, h
majority of New Mexicans hsivo seen little benefit. There has been little effort by our
federal govemraant and agencies such as DOE to push for health,.water, air and soil
studies, end provide for health seevieea, especially in niral areas.

Rural communities such as ours rec placed at risk withslittle infonsation and security. As
an example., in all Site years fthat WIPP has accepted hazardous wcaste, there is little
infornation and no public meetings have been held to talk to residents about the \•VIPP
traeks and their cargo in Momn County.

Morn County. is one of the poorest counties in the nation an well as New Mexico. It is a
vary rical county wlth few health service options available. The closest Hasmat is 70

E96-l The disposal methods nnd sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, TNL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential long-
term performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

E96-2 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

~jE9-llE96-2

596-3

E96-3 All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS.
These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts
on all environmental resources, including environmental justice, consistent with NEPA
requirements. Environmental justice impacts to residents of New Mexico were addressed in
Sections 4.2.7, 8.2.7, and 11.2.7 in the EIS.



Concerned Citizens of Wagon Mound and Mora County,
Comm enter ID No. E96 (cont'd•

E96-4 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste, ensuring the safety of nuclear power plants, and
promoting alternative energy sources are outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection ofra safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

miles awvay and the only emergency response available in tIre village and county arevolunteer tire departnments. With all due respect to these individuals who go above the
call 6f duty in providing support to their communities; they have little, if any, training in
dealing with a hazardous waste accident.'

We understand that there may be some trainings available however, They are nor easily
accessible und do not serve the volunteer emergency response folks: As volunteers, few
are unable to get away front their jobs without losing pay. This does not make it easy for
folks to want or try to go to training that costs them nmoney they don't have. Trainings
and protocols need to be developed for these populations providing: work release
justification and support as well as per dtrms. This ia'n responsibility that thb DOE and
the federal government have not addressed.

More iraportantly, this gratuitous consideration o f environmental justice issues and
'dispacateand cumulativeirapatatsopublicenotice, language use, and alack of inforusation
given to rural commaunities conrinsiesto be so issue. WhItP tc•srrlspss through our

-comumunity several times a day and few in our community know anything about WIPP or
hazardous wesle These trucks arm not appropriately nierkced and shouldf not be allowed to

•stop in populated areas.

Once again we wish so stare our csorng'0ppositioss tO GTCC waste beingdei~ignatcd for
disposat in New Mexico. New Mexico as s poor majority minority state should not have
to bear a disproportionrite hazardous wriste burden. It ia time that this country fsct the
seal dangers of nuelear proliferation and reliance on old anad dangerous energies. arid the
resultinfg major problem - radioactive waste: With the solar end wind possibilthies in
New Mexico, it does not ma~ke any sense Io keep p rodtuingj more arid astre h~azrdous

Sincerely,

(Coat.)

g 96-4

Sofia Mactines, President
CCWMMC"



Conelos County Clean Water. Inc.. Commenter ID No. El

PkI.el Mary H.

From: Andrea Gur~jardo <artdio3uajado@gmaiLcomu.
Snet: Sunday, June 26, 2011 6"30 PM
To: gtcceia@an~gov .
Cc: - aiLadhwafltzsenate@ greenoom; ed~r~d.veigihosen@atat exo.ut¢ Mirnls, Erin (Mark

"Udall); brenda.felnrlee@malf~houre.gov Beibicirl Charlotte (Bonrnet); rosa~ieamrrngoanel

Su~~vct: ,M le: P iubllc ometTC

Attordimenls: Public Comment rTCC~doc

Pleace acoept this aa a formal prabilo comment from Conejort County Clean Waler. Inc: ('CCCW') rrrtted to tire Draft
Errvlronmental Impoct Statement (DEIS) far tire Dispoaal of Grentor-Tilran Clesa C (GTCC) Lnw.levol Randnactive Waste
ned GTCC.Lilrn Waste.

Androa Granjardo.
C onejos County Clean Water, Xno.
Board Member

nvwv.coeen eearaunvolee nwnlter.o r

And•. Gajmdo.' "
Conejos County Clean Waler, Inc.
Board Member

t



Conejos County Clean Water. Ine.. Commenter JD No. El (eont'.d)

Arnold Edehnan
Document Manager".
DOE GTCC EIS

* Cloverleaf Bid., EM-43, 1000 . .. , . '
Independence Avenue, SW.
Washington, DC20585 . ;. ,,.. -,

* Emaih: tcceis~5anijaov

June 27, 2011 "

To Whom It May Concern:

•. Please accept this as a formal public comment from Conedos County Clean

Water, inc. (CcCCWi related to the DraEnvirornmental impact Sialemest (OEIS} fortlm

.Disposal of Greater-Than Class C; IGT•CC Low-Level/e Radioactive Waste end 61TC-lUk Waste.

CCCV is a 501(C)3 non-priofit citizens' roup, based in 'Antonli o, Colorado, that Ls,

•Incorporated urnder the la~vslh tine Stfetn ofCoidamd1o" ,,•.•,, .,. r.

in June of 2010, cbnc'erd~d c~itz'iz~r incorporated into a coloradoixnon-proftt

organliaiion, tliled dCW. CCWIcroae to pomote ~awareness aransd hearth

andenvlronm~entaIlsises that ofaffec reIdents Int Cone~os County.. In particular, to build

uv.•,;aren b' surtolndhing thet rans~er from tn~ ru•o i-all of iadio~cti'e, hasar'dous ainde

t oxic waste from•~'iot Mam as Nlatoional Labbretor• (LANL) within 250 feet of the Rid S;an

Antonio (Rliver), a headwaters tributary~ to the Rio Graisde (R~iver).

1,



Conelos County Clean Water. Inc.. Comnmenter ID No. El (cont'd)

CCCW is comprised of ranchers; teachers, small business owners, and concerned

citizens. CCCWV has a thirteen board member steering committee, and 402 geneml'

members.. '

The San LulsValley (SIN) In sduth central Colorado Is one of the largest sub-•

alpine Valleys'in~the world, encompassing over 8,100 square miles. Hemmed in or the

weast bythe S•an Juan Mountains, and on the east by the Sangra de Cristo Mountains, the

SL.V ranges In elevation from 7,000 to over 14.000 feet, and contains the headwiaters of

* the Rio Granlde River, The Rio Grands River rises In t•he San Juan Mountains to the west

of the SL.V, flows so'uth into New Mexico and Texase and emptiesa into the Gulf of Mexico.•

The SLV has many unilque biological features, including areas Identified as

Natural Heritage areas, and is home to six endemic Insect species,

* .The SLV is 122 miles long an d 74 miles wide. This.le,'gely agrarian and ranchiflg.

"community lea relatively stable population. Many of thp residents are elghtsW •.-

Sgeneration. The oldest parish In COlorado, Nuestra Senora de G~uadalupe, Our Lady of

Guadlupe. lies at the southern end of Conedos County. onsejos County Is part of the

*Sangre de Cristo National Heritage Area. About sisty per'cent (60%) of Conejo4 C~ount'/s

populatfon Is minority, and pride In the, Hispanic hertag&ls evidant In'everythlng from

Sthe isames of the rivers, mountains, antd towns, to the lotal Spanlsh/tnglsh radio

station, "fhe median household income isleassthan half the national average at $24l,744,

end 38 percent of the childr'en live In poverty (US Census 2;000):". . .

The SLy Is known for Its potatoes sand alfalfa, and also grows barley, lettuce,

wheat, peas, and spring grains, It has beansa farm and ranching community for over 150

2



Co~neios County Clean Water, Inc., Commenter ID No. El (cant'd)

years, and many of the realdents work in agriculture, following in the footsteps of their

parents and grandparents. Many of the farmers and! ranchers atili practice t~raditional

methods. it la~the high~est Irrigat ed mauntain plateau lanthe ,world, with'absut 7000

high-cspacity.welis- over half of which ore irrigation wells.

The SLV contains over 5 million acres, of~whlch 3,1 mll~ionacres - about 59

percent -'are.pubi~ciy owned (Forest Sesvlce,,BLM, Fish & Wildlife Service, National Park

Service, or state)• Conejos County contains over 825,000 acres, of which S28,000 acres -

abojut 64.percent - are puhiiciy owned (Forest Servic, BLM, Fish & Wildlife Service,.

National Park Service, 0r state). ibis creates an imporsi•nt~rei~tionshlp~between the .

pubili and p~rivae sectora in dealing with air and water .qualiy issues in the SLV and

Cornejos.county, . -. • . •

•There are~lS incorporated towns in the 5LV, many ofwhlch ard located along the

Rio Grande or its many tributaries. Six countie,,-lIe within this large g eographical : .

boundary, They are Alamosa, Rio Grande, Ssguache, Mineral, Cost Ilt, and.t•oneJos.

There are 21 villages and five incorporated townsl C onejos County. C:onejos County is

"among the poorest counties in the country, and unemploynient levels run above the

state and national averages_.(Conejos County 10.5%; ,asof 2008-sot in.chiiding the

chron~icolly unemployed). , o• .,•",,,.,

CorneJos County is a populated area wtithe SlV vwhere the proposed actions in

the DtiS for the Disposal of GTCC Low.-Level Radioactive Waste and 0TCC-like Waste could

potentially be impacted bywast'e transpo'rtation.

3



Conelos County Clean Water. Inc.. Comnmenter ID No. El (cant'd)

Draft DEI$ Docuinent

The Oepartment of Energy (IJOE} has released a OEIS for the O~sposal of GTCC

Low-Level Radioactive Waste and GTCC-Lllse Waste. Current regiulations say that GTCC

wastes should be disposed In a geologic repository. The only such site considered Is the

Waste'Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), east of Carlsbad. Some other sites -IncludlngWIPP -

Vlcitiity and LANIL- are being considered, for near-surface-burlal In "enhanced trenches,"

vaults, or Interniedlate-depth boreholes; Other sites are Nsvada TestSite, Hanford

(WtA), Idaho National Laboratory,'and'the Ssvahnshl iller Slte(SC). -The DEIS'also status

that some non-DOE sites might be coasldered,'blt no such site is Identified,. "

CCCW understands from the DEiS that GTC'C waste Is dangerous to humans and•

the environmernt for hundreds of years and is not generally acceptable for near-surrace

radlloactlve GTCC. The DEIS dI~cusdesthroe'tVped1 oGTCC.:

- .Actiirated metals from •lec'omtni.•ssining the 104 commercial reactors and:i

any new plants.. Tha OtIS states that activated methis ate 2,000 cubic meters

•by volume and 16Q,O00,0O curd~s of radls~activity. "

* Seal sources are radtoact~e'mstelais enclosedIn metal contalnersthat are

used to find oil and gas, test equIpment end strectures, and diagnose and

treat illnesses. The DEIS st~ates thatsealsd sources are about 2,900 cubic

meters by volume and 2,000,0]00 curles of redlloestlvity.



Conejos County Clean Water, Inc., Cominenter ID No. El (cont'd)

* Other waste includes radioactivity contaminated equilpment and trash. The

DEIS states that other waste is about 5,700 cubic meters by volume and

1,3000,000 curies of radioactivity.

CCCWV understaiids the DEIS also Includes DOE "GTCC-like•'waste - about 2,O00

cubic meters by volume and 1,000,000 curies of radioactivity.,

'.Many of. Conelos County members speak Spanish only or Spanish as their first "

fanliuiage, and it would be heipful to provide project information to them in the regional

colloqul•al Spanish..We respectfully request public meetings ln.Conejos.LCountyvwith a>,

local Coneios CountySp'nanlh. translator should the proposed action in the OtiS Impact

our environment via transportation orstransfer of GTCC waste from truck to rail or rail to

truck. -The documentvaaa very large and expansIve to prir~t~out. CC~CW would like to""

respectfuliy request-that a summary document b'e,'creat ed;,comparetive~tables

summarizing proposal end impacts for SLV only he~created~and both documenttbe :

available for the public to reviuw and understand at public meetings. Of our.402

members ,nly-7 hav aes so em i n nternet so CC would.like to repctfuily

request that project documents be placed In libraries and post offices In Conejos

County.

•. • , ~~P urpose ond Need• "

.WiPP's missionis limited by law to .175.564 cubic meters of trafissuranlc waste

from nuclear weapons. ccc'V uh'derstands that is less than 5;000;000 curios of -

radioactivity. GTCC waste would be 30 times more radioactivity than planned for WIPP.

and would eliminate~tho ban~on caommurcial-waste,- WiPP would thun bathe only ...........

El1-1 DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the
information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the
Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
various sites evaluated in the ETS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local
newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled bearings. Should
the preferred alternative have expected significant impacts on Conejos County, follow-on
NEPA project documentation would be made available in a local library or post office. DOE
notes the comment on the request for a Spanish translator.

Et-2 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EtS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRUJ waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at 'WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted
as needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modifyv the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 10-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1I)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WWPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

El-I

El-2



Conedos County Clean Water, Inc., Commenter ID No. El (cant'd)

geologic disposal site and all G37CC waste would be transported through the Sly,

ConeJos County and New M exico for many decades and buried at WiPP for an Infinite

time.

lANL buries its low-level radioactive waste in unlined trenches, pits and shafts at

Area (3. The final'determination by DOE and the New Mexico Environment Department

(NMED} of what happens to the hazardous and radioactive wastes at Area G3 has not yet

•been made~and is a highly controversial issue. A decision to transport and bury (3TCC

waste would predetermine that other wadte (whIch contain m~uch lass radioactivity) alto

couid be burled there, posing a threat to groundwater fosr generations to come.,.

• .• -". •. •Publik~ealth A ..

CCCW woulti.like to requestthat any (3TCC Waaste.disposal aderiuateiyaddre~s

tlhe healt~h impacts from exposure to redioactivd, h~azardisus and toslc'wsste• including,

materials incidents, end transportation..... .-......... • . "....

Ar'ay of Aitcrnoti'e~s

The DEIS rejects the alteroative that many people fcrom around the country

advocated for at DOt's (3TCC scepirng meetings In 2007. That alternative is !•Hardened

On-Site Storage" (HlOSS) in which (3TCC waste and Irradiated Spent fuel wouldl remain at

commercial nuclear power plantain long-term storage so that they can be monitored

and ame protected from aircraft crashes or terrorist attaclts. Keeping the waste:In HOgS

would reduce the risk'of accidents or a terrorist atfach during transport. While HlOSS is-

notea permanent solution, it would be more protective to human beanith andl the

environment than any of DOE's current dumpilng practices and the alternatives

SEI-2

(Cent.)

El-3 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential long-
term performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

E 1-4 All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS.
These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts
on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements. The assessment of impacts
from accidents occurring hundreds to thousands of years into the future was considered too
speculative to include because of the large uncertainty associated with estimating future land
use and population patterns. For the human health assessment, the focus was on the
groundwater pathway, since this is the most likely manner in which someone could be exposed
to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes in the distant
future. As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2, the hypothetical resident farmer scenario was only used
to provide estimates for comparing the various sites evaluated; however, this scenario may not
be consistent with the reasonably foreseeable future scenario at some of the sites evaluated.
Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed. This information could include
sensitive subpopulations and specific pathways of exposure for American Indians. In a similar
fashion, additional cumulative impacts analyses would be conducted by using additional site-
specific information when the location selected for a GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste
disposal facility was determined.

El-5 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

EI-4

"?i-5
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El-S
Coneijos County Clean Water, Inc., Commenter ID No. El (cont'd)

•presented in the DEIS. HeOSS would be a safe way of storing wastes until a scientifically

sound, publicly acceptable solution is found. Pert of that future solution, of course,

should be drastically minimizing the generetldn of those wastes, DOE's reason for

.rejecting f.OSS Is thlat it is "not a perman ent'disposal facility!

But the DEIS also does not include considerarion of any geologlc disposai facilty.

except WIPP, oven th~ough for almost 30 years federal law (Nuclear Waste Policy Act of,

1952, a required dee opnto one or moe other repositores. The Nuclearl

Regulatory Commission h~as determined that spent nuclear" fuel can stay at commercial•

reactors for up to 100 years. So GTCC could also remain at those sitesfor at least that

time period. -;

Rtecommeondationss•

(Cont.)

EI-6

EI-6 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of ihe inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. The Secretary of
Energy has determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel
at the Yucca Mountain site is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore,
DOE concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative
and has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the EIS. DOE
has included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become
available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to use a commercial facility,
DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

Treatment of the wastes prior to disposal was considered to be outside the scope of the EIS.
Such treatment would be done prior to receipt of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at
the disposal site. The waste characteristics and physical form would have to meet the waste
acceptance criteria determined before implementation.

EI-7 DOE recognizes that including GTCC-like wastes within the scope of this EIS along with
GTCC LLRW may complicate the implementation of GTCC LLRW disposal altemnative(s).
However, DOE determined that the most efficient approach was to address both types of waste,
which have many similar physical and radioactive characteristics, in a single NEPA process.
DOE's intent is to facilitate the overall process for addressing the disposal needs of both waste
types. Issues associated with potential regulatory changes or NRC licensing would be
addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

DOE explained in the WM PEIS (DOE, 1997, Final Waste Management Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement for Managing Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of
Radioactive and Hazardous Waste, DOE/EIS-0200-F, Office of Environmental Management,
Washington, D.C.) that additional analyses would be prepared to implement DOE's
programmatic decisions. The GTCC EIS analyzes the potential environmental impacts
associated with the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like (DOE) wastes. Since the WM
PEIS relates only to DOE waste, the inclusion of commercial waste in the WMv PEIS is
premature until the GTCC EIS is finalized and a ROD is issued. Depending on the outcome of
this ROD, DOE will evaluate whether additional programmatic or site-specific NEPA reviews
or updates to previous decisions are needed, as appropriate. Any additional NEPA reviews or
considerations will be conducted with full opportunity for public input, consistent with Council
on Environmental Quality and DOE NEPA requirements.

El-S DOE welcomes input from the representatives of Conejos County Board of Commissioners
regarding the alternatives discussed in the Final GTCC EIS. Once a final decision is made in a
ROD, DOE will coordinate with the Western Governors' Association and other State Regional
Groups, as appropriate, to develop specific plans and notification strategies that will ensure
safe, secure transportation in accordance with DOE M 460.2-1A, Radioactive Material
Practices Manual. The Manual establishes a standardized process and framework for
interacting with State, Tribal, and local authorities.

'GTCC-lIke" waste is not'subject to NRC reui~urements for geologic disposal. trOt

should issue a supplement to its 1997 Final Waste Management Enviro nmental Impact],E-

Statement to look at the reasonable alternatives for 'SSTCC-Iike' waste and other wastes

for vjhlch long-term storage and disposal is not determined. "

CCCW would like to request that a representative from the Town of Antonito and

• the Conejos County Board of Commisslonersabe added os cooperating agency officials

for further NEPA analysis ror G3TCC waste ahouldthe transportation imp~act Conelos E-

County. Thank you for year careful consideration of CCCW's comments. Please keep us

Informed ofany upcoming public meetings in the SLV and Conelos County. We can be

reached via email at 5n fstmcaneioscouetvcleanwat•.nm.£

7
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Respectfully subnmitted,

Mary Alice Trujilio, Chair

Andrea Guajardo, Board Member"

CcJ
Gall Schwartz -State Senator

Ed Vigil- Sta te Repr~esentative
Erin Minks - Representative for U.S. Senator M ark Uldall, "
Brenda Fclmieo - Representative for U.S. Congressman Scott Tipton
Chailotte Bobicki - Representative for U.S. Senator Michael Bennet
John Sandoval - Conejos County Commissioner
"MikteTrujlllo-~AitonltoTown Mayor ". .

L'on.laJCbtesP_.leaa B'tr ]r•n
P.O. B~ox 1 J3-

Anto.ifo, CO 8J 120
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Conference of Radiation Control Pro~ram D~irectors. Inc.. Commenter ID No. L303

LS o neeneofRdito Control Pronram Direct'ors. Inc.

•k • Phone: 012-•3@FX502/227-28a02 1. WebSite: sw•crcpd.er8i

• ~~Juno3, 2O1

" ~~~lne~s' riay. Ph.D,,.'.
€.•rc~kousm .• Assistant Scretary# for Flavlrnmeot Maa~gement

d6n ilen.•_...g U.S. Department of Bnctgy

Tonotasee WA.'hh~gfon, DC 20585 '

De:ar Dr. Tria•y: .'

cbam.s•J...¢e. On beirolf at the C.onference of Radiation Control Prograqs Directors, Joe. (CRCPD), please find "

.m~L~i5 .hnclosed a, resolution th,]pting-to thn disposal ofoadionetivo sorces. AS noted in tho ce¢olsed

• " , oard of Dire~ctortS o idnetif~, speciflo asmenns and allocnto resources and respedslbllitics ton
•specific CRCPD parties In order to pbltilci an those dispOsal |.sancn ou ad to uan tlse best efforts of

n~tangta.n,po~no - he CRCPD and its meosbere¢ntitiesto facilitate and inform rolatcd.•ctlehles. This resolution wan
a pproved by thso CRCPD ott April 22. 2010..

Nose yce On behalf of tie Doard o f Direchao' of CRCP'D, •vd greatly app r•'eciaeteffort of the U.S.!

Deparonennt of lE~cegy in ideniilyrneg disusud oadlncctlhha "oorces that pose a seedily threat and•
re•r working wish other federal ogenn~io, CRCPD) sod lire private t,,sor tnoaddeess disposal istees.

'Vie also offertour continued ssspp/ri of •.s P~edeaf process of devaloping a (Jrealer-thss.n
• ' • C~~dass waste dispoasilfacility. ' -. •

Thark you for your'couosidneuion of thin resolniloss end dhn infernootiso thul has hec provided.
M~i,•. •,L.• If yea hawn any questions or if yeon nceed eddittonal fn formatlon rogerdlug the resolution, do sot

uobnacno heatin tQ cg~ocisat e.n nt (502) 227-4543 Or by c-mail so nuecbsrnay@ crcpd.org,

Peoos..eo::-,. = . . .:

Excecutive Direcior

: .rcont ." ,

0Otu'JOhtteectto, OC: Arnie]Edeiman. DOE "
=..-.-._- Jari¢ .oyce• D9• ~.. ,-•, .

.............'' -I. : . .... .

•. '.' . . . , ? . , .. . . . . :

A PartnershIp Dedleaild to Radiation Protection



Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors, Inc..
Commenter ID No. L303 (cant'd)

CONFrERENC'-E OF RADIATION CONTROL PROGRAM DIRECTrORS, IN'C.

RESOLUTION

Relating to: Disposal o f Thidioactive Sources

WHEREAS: Despite the best efforts ofosany. individtssls and oranizations, ol~lions for
disposal of orphan, unwanted or dlsused radioactive sealed sources (sources) or
other discrete radioactive material are severely limited in most part of the
co unty, and

'1

and~angoS the .htioan' security; snd
WHEREAS: The withdrawal of disposal accesa and limi~tations on inter-Compact transfer of

sources, or discrete radioactive material has eliminated disposal options for meost
*of the countey; and

WHEREASs Optisns for packaging of Type B (higher activity) qusntitis ofmaterial for
transportation, unecesary foar dis.poositon under any, of the available disposal
options, are severely limited despte. the temparary acconsasodatlon by the U.S.
Departm'ent of Trnmsporation; and

i WHEREAS: Receet events Isghlight the vulnerability of the U.S. roediesl ¢oranutolty t'o

Sinterruptions in the supply ofahort half-life medical isotope for selich'there is
currently no tiom estieiaoascc of production; asid

S WHEREAS: State licensing programs may tsnderstsodsbly be reluctant to Ilies~e new sources
or now production facilities in the absene ofpractical disposal options; and

WHlEREAS: Stale end Federal progamo have hod to resort to complicated ed Isoc ooangeranents

radioactive sources; end

WHEREAS: The withdrawal of dlspossl aeceas and limitations on intcr-Comapsstot''lsnir of
unwenred or disused sourero has fr'ustratd the expeelations of licensee~s who
contigned their mateials in good. faith to disposal broker's who may not be able
now to fulfill their controetual obligations; sod

WMI9I



Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors. Inc.. L303-1 Comment noted.
Commenter ID No. L303 (cont'd)

WHtEREASt Despite the currant developmoent of coma sew disposi fiteilitis.• it is not clear that

- these nsw fureilities will provide a comprehensive solution under the current
regulatory climate; and

WhIEREAS: Federal agencies are severely limited in their ability to offer disposal accss
beytad the narrow limits of'their statutoj'y charters; and

WHEREAS: The al~treoentionsed limit~ationssand absences have the potential to llsrcsten vitti
* medica l care. and academic pu•rsuit and industr~ia innovation sat wel as

the security of the United States.

NOW, ThIEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED:
That the Conference of Radiation Crnteol Progretn Directors (CRCPD) Hoard of- ;

* Direetore wilt identify specific avenues and allocate resources and resporsihilitius _ .

CRCPD sad its taeosher eatitics be used to facilitate and inform activities to
include, lst nut be timited to:

SContinuing the CRCPD)cf'oesf to exemlee the scote and nature of the disposal
, - diiemriisfacegd by urers, owar, ad regtstators of sources anddiscrete

radioactive mateeial while building on data aecussaatst&l by the Giobal Thrust
l. educticn Initiative Off-slte Source Recover,] Project and CRCPD Seusc L303-l
Catleetion sad Threat Redaction Pedge•arm;

* . Examilning sand Identifing esristing atalutory or regulatory litnitstiotns an
disposal of sources and discrete. r.dlioattive: eaterial to px•ovido additioall
disposal options;

!•Encouragtrg ithe rottlintued support of tise Federtl prces ofdeveloping a
~Oruaicr-tlssn.Cta-ss C2 waste disposal facility; and

•Identifying current stot-age require~ments and options and "'reottotoeding bs
praetices" for safae, suetsre, long-term storage prior to eventual disposal of
so urces. andl diserete radioact ive muatriat.

• Approved by the CRCPD Memobership April 22, 2O10. . . . .

! ~Adels SalatoeeAifi, PhD.

CRCPD Chairperson -

,! WM20

!



Conservation Voters of South Carolina. Commenter ID No. T8
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HR. OROSN: Thank you. Debbie, Parker, "and Rlick

NoLeod will be next.

MS. D20815 PARKER: Thank you for giving re this

opportunity to speak. My nane is Debbie Parker and

an the legislative director for Conservation Voters of

isuth Carolina. We serve as a non partisan political

voice of South Caroline's conservation coelnunity and we

coordinate with over 40 orgenlzations to pronote a

healthy, clean future for our state. Our coalitiojh

represents over 45,000 citizena in South Carolina. we

deeply appreciate the inportant role that Savannah

River Site has played in nor nation's defense. Our own

organ~zation haes developed strong and positive



Conservation Voters of South Carolina, Commenter ID No. T8 (eont'd)
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relationships with oar state's military cersaunity in

support of efforts to reduce our country's dependence

on foreign oil and promote its national security. As

you may know, the conservation community in South

Carolina has played a oonstruetive role to disoussions

about the future of nuciear energy in our state. lie

know that meeting our country's future energy needs

will take a balanced approach sod that we need to look

openly and objectively at all of oar energy options.

liowever our oommaunity has also worked hard to establish

consensus on nuclear waste •is South Carolina has

already carried more then its fair share of the

national nuclear waste burden. In 2000 our community

helped negotiate the Atlantic Compact which closed the

Saerowell tuclear liaste Site to all states but South

Carolina and Connecticut and new Jersey. Ef forts to

undo tho Atlantic Compact in 2007 led" to a spirited and

successful defense of the Compact. In short, South

Carolina has spoken firmly end finally on the issue of

importing nuclear w•aste to Our state. We therefore

strongly oppose any effort to consider SRI as a

po~ssble repository of greater-than-class C Snd

01CC-like waste. First there is the obvious geologic

environmental unsuitability of the site.. SRS has sandy

soils and a wet olinate making it highly unsuitable for

any kind of nuclear waste disposal near the sorface.

T8-1 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Titte 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands

in the EtS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential long-
term performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakehglder involvement and consent.

T8-2 The site-specific environmental factors identified by commenters, such as sandy soils and a
wet climate at SRS, were evaluated in the EIS as appropriate. See Table E-1 1 in Appendix E
for the site-specific parameters used in the analysis for SRS. The results of the evaluation were
taken into consideration in identifying the preferred alternative presented in the Final EIS.

T5-2



Conservation Voters of South Carolina, Commenter ID No. T8 (cont'd) T8-3 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at SRS. The ongoing cleanup efforts
will continue.

23

i wo obvious and possible storage options being

2 considered for CCc wdaste. surface vaults and trenches

3 are especially incompatible for SRI. Second, any

4 proposal to bring ¢ccc waste to SRI actually violates

5 the current stated of mission of the site which is tO

S reduce the concentration asd longevity of high-level

7 waste currently onsite. The Department of Energy's own

8 Office of Environmental M~anagement, which is heading

9 the SRI cleanup effort, has stated that footprint TS-3

10 reduction is a majoc goal and our nation's taxpayers

11 have devoted nearly g1.6 billion Xn Recovery Act Sends

12 toward that goal. Opening S85 to G~c waste runs

13 exactly counter to this effort. And finally, bringing

14 ICC waste to ERS makes little sense considering how tar

15 behind the facility is in meeting its waste reduction

16 mission. Sn its cosseents. opposing GcC at Savannah

17 Siver Site bock in 2007 our South Carolina tepa;tsent

18 of Uealth and Envirosnmenal control observed

39 approximately 34 nillilon gallons of high-level mixed

20 wastes are stored in aging tanks with leak sites while

21 there is no currently no operating treatment facility

22 for thu majority 6f that volume. A substantial volume

23 of transuranic waste remains in storage at SRI awaiting

24 appropriate disposition. Radioactive contamination

25 remains in many areas slated for future cleanup

26 decisions. Disposal Of greater-than-class C and



Conservation Voters of South Carolina, Commenter ID No. T8 (cont'd)
T8-4 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-likewastes are outside the scope of this EJS because they do not meet the purpose and need for

agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

24

1 GTCC-Xike waste ic in appropriate at ass given the

2 current cleanup backlog. Thus the conservation voters

3 of South Caroline has two isseediate suggestlons. Ac

4 you know, during POS'a group of seerings i~n 2007 many

5 Amoericans offered hardened on-cite storage as the best

s torage alternative. All long-tern solution Ic

7 formulated. With hardened on-cite storage GCC waste

a end irrediatod spent fuel romaine at eo~ueroiel nuclear

S power plan~c in long-term storage co that it can he

10 nonitored and detected. While PeSS is net a permanent

11 solution it provides a safe way of storing waste until

12 a scientifically coned solution ic found. Second, we

13 recocosend that DOW net proceed with the final 515 for

14 greckor-then-cla55 C waste but rather develop a new

15 Draft 515 that includes 5ess facilitlee ac the beet

i6 non-solution for OTCC waste and then seek a permanent

17 " geologic dispoeal alto for GTC• waste disposal that

18 reflects our beet science, not politics. Chank you.

Tt-4

-ON



Council of State Governments, Commenter ID No. W540

,Abptanalp, Jennifer Ma~rie

From: gtcceisviebmaater@anLgov
- Sentl Monday, June 27. 2011 3:20 PM

To: miig t celaa rchives," 9tccei web masLter@ anl~gov; gtcceis@ani~gev
Suhiect: Grea•terf-ThJan- Cisss-C Low-LeVel Radioactive Waste ElI Comment GTCCCI040
Afttnihnents: MidwestCommnentS.FinaLGTCC10540Qpdf '

Thank you for your comment, UsaJanuiro.

The comment tracking number that has been assitned to year comment it GTCC1L0S40. Please refer to tlbe comment

tractrinE number In all correspondence relutinR to this comment.

Comment Date: June 27, 2011 03:19:54PM COT

Greater-oTha n.Clues-C Low-Levei Radioactive Waste CII Draft Comment: GITCC10OS40

First Name: lisa
Middle Initial: R
Last Name: Janairo
Organizatlon: The Council ot State Gorvernrmentu

Address: P0 Bex 981
City: Shetoygan

•State: Wi
Zip: 53082-0081
CountryV: USA
Rmaii:iirio•s~r
Privacy Preference: Den~t withheld name oruaddresn from public record
Attachment: MidwestComments Finaipdf

Questons about submitttin8 comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcreiswehmaster(~ani.e0oyr call the Greater*
7han-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste ElI Webmaster at (630) 212-5701.



Council of State Governments, Commenter ID No. W540 (cant'd)

._Sharing capitol Ideas The Council of Stute Governments

MIDWETI "Midwestern Omfce

re cr 1ovr

Arnod Edlma I•$DocuentMmnSer in
O,•fce o EnvrC•'e~ta M~ngemi t,

US. epatt~e~to• Ererg,-s2 &t1in

IJ.DoearMoa de,• ofEnrg cro

lGTC w Disosatl Raofve G atC Lo-eavl G ilc*lvoe Waste a(dO JS.35- T~e o~rrOiea¢tt t'•

On itolsai g~eof a!a egdfv pote ro the on12 flteovmsonolMdwesternSledr Materals o 'sr
To•€anspralinCmn0t wea•¢,• goiar, Welling uba, coisarm e ct•b~-, tIOItS. Dekpa, eOene, 0cdh0• etsao,•,
OnDako'a, (DE)drafl~rleenrl.Our o foraenpoel~ Stthmrsft~t ofth D°ai tl o Ge t 7esra eso; C.a-

inclu~des goteentodwendlera slative m a proidee dhteens tohre 12 M•wseprnsatey. flhltretz • Se~s

Wea•ppeecate thte oerpoolunlty to provide commnents on DOE's prel~minary mi~d evolving w :,u .,
plsaoi ordlsplg of GTC-C law•k'ss rdiactlove waoste ard Cfft-iheseaste. If you have .e•

Say qunallnn regarding our cemrastls, please contaCt Line Janaina s CSGtsl•idsvest at
0 21t.455.5510.

Sincerely,

Psal Seismirt The IRtnyocI
CoGate, CSG li•dseslee Rladioactive Co-Chtair, CS Midwestern Itadisov•live
Materials 'rnseeati.eot~lo Cemesi~ti tr ales'ial 1nspohtaton Committee

Enclosure



Council of State Governments, Commenter ID No. W540 (cant'd)

The Councdl of Stole Govemrmenta
Midwestern Radieacilve Materials Transportation Commnittee

Cowmrento en lhetU.5. Depo r tment ef Ifisergy's Dealoft eshaeatrallorpae? Stot~reneo •ilSJer lhiefDlfaa
ef rier-ThasCtaa C (CTCC; l.eso-Lrotd eltacl Waat aed GL'CCL.Le Wate

tDOW•EtI-O35-D) (Pebeuory 7.l1l)

Grvieral L'oernetah

3~n tn aftaiaThe deaft itS dee'a not provide detileregoodirbi the requirements that would
apply I ,hipwaeastso[GPCC lobw-levet redioaetive waste (LLRtW) eind GTCClike waste to oreo ernaore
Ioct~liia for dispoaal. Theo Mtdsvesiern sate. epect shtpaeents to follow therecomanended practieesin
the region' Pla ne ar$ Guide jr Shr4*or,•lo. eotefau.tf'io eteafata afsagh tfr Mlatwratln'a Stqash.

Ina esdittea• the states aee concerned that DOEls "flodlooctive Material "Tanspsrt~fo ptie'eadeMarual'
(DO8-fl-4ti0.2-IA) doe not eaptidtly reference shipments of G'tC low-lev•el radioactive as~ate. Much
of the "GlTCC'like"° treteetat is actually tranaunee e (TO) waste end should be shlpped accordLng to the
TRttU sease transportatton plan tha3t the Cens~bed Pietld Office hau devetoped. Othee G"TC tLtiWaeld
GTICC-llke waste ehipreents -many of which will be IIRCO shipments- shoutd meet ahItghee etarndsrd
then the manuel's aeqeirentents forLLW shiptoenlo Ato n nisnastr, the large nureber el ahiprenlot
anticipated would pohnt to e need for D3tS lo peepare a tranuporratlnn plan end informational fret shoelat
provide lang.teens pluaniine hnfoematien to effected states (e•g., through the I'oupectlve Shipment
Rlpe~th co•ordl ste with s~toes en1 mode enrivloute SeloCtloni end aosiu.atatra so~h tra•n•n ad
condueting exercies.

11t S-h•iersen Shipptieg lay roll wouldt have dlear benefits stemmuing (roes the sigm, li•ant reduction in
shipmnent numbers (a redoctinn try nearly two thirds. regardless of the oltema~tve). "ne advantage oleall
in term~s of fewer shipmenato wilt hare to becomispared to the diseelvanlages ef soome sitesamot hating rait
eccesa. rail ope~ration.s being less fleetbWe tlmn is th easefoe touch shipmweuto, end theee being fewer
eptisas ovatiable for routing. Above alt, as sta ted in thehiidweat's Pl'annoha Guide, "estetyanustabe the
prinarey reosiderotisot On evaluatieg and. uttineately. selecitega anwoder liegaedieso ef the rmode. the
effected stales should be consulted in the roote-svtectm•iro~aswe.

The aonalysto astumes GTC LOLRW and GTCC•-ihe wstce wvould t ravel irma ringl car in generifrright.
Did DOE renoisder the use of dedleated trains from generator sites ttot have large inveotories of waste? Of
ea the draflt 815 should eddeem tdre results of that analysts Of DOE didtnet eoroder the useof dedicated
toa~a•,it should doseo. hn the ramftan'sl~a nterthg Guidethe laldw•eateen sateshaverexpressed a prference
fteaitl stdpmesnto to take place usinmg dedicated trains instead of general fretght mavice.

Geeet~er tcetoi omei It woud be h~elpful to provide maps showing the locations of the noaijninvemrloies
of lt•tLLttW ond GtCCltihe waste in the UJ.S. Tlhe draft 1115 does provide a soap at nuclear power
plent locutions and a map el possible sites foe locating disposal facilities. Fcilittes sucltas W•est Voiltey'
Los Atawe, the ,Missuri University Research Ieeatolo' and oth~ers should ols•ohe strewn on the maps
to addftttno tstDOl antilpeti~ng eernotktatlenof seated sources nr irea tment ef activated wetoafs rom
nuclesr power pl~als? Itecauwa sorres wilt originate in "variousostates•," there may be transpartatien
eftidcirsces tee consolideling sources at u. few s'ites tbefore shipping to the flout disposal facility.
Treatment of activated metals (eg. recycling) otay reduce the ineentory of mech niuterial requiring
disposal.

W540-1 Until a specific disposal site and waste acceptance criteria are determined, the final packaging
and other shipment requirements (e.g., routing) will not be known. As project planning
becomes better defined, DOE will be consulting with local and state transportation
stakeholders.

W540-2 The transportation rail analysis, with the consideration of single railcar shipments, in the
GTCC EIS bounds the impacts should the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste be shipped via
dedicated rail. 'While physical injuries and fatalities from potential accidents may be lower
using dedicated train shipments (because most rail accidents involve only the lead locomotive),
radiological impacts to workers and the public would remain about the same.

As the preferred alternative is implemented, DOE will take into consideration the use of
dedicated trains for larger waste generators as appropriate.

W540-3 Due to the nature of a very diverse generator pool, it is not useful to identify all the major
generators on a map. It is not practical to plan or locate consolidation locations at this time
until the waste inventories (particularly those for sealed sources) are better defined.
Efficiencies will be studied as the preferred altemnative is implemented during follow-on
project specific analysis. Treatment of activated metals, other than long-term storage, is not
reasonable because of their highly radioactive nature, especially those fr'om shutdown nuclear
reactors.W540-

W540-

I W540:3



Council of' State Governments, Commenter ID No. W540 (cont'd)

tSG Midwealern Radeoactive Matetrialt "anspettntlon Cot nit l¢e
Co reelts oss DOEts direfd LIS n Disposset of GTCC LILRW end GTCC*~ise Waste
Jrune 27, O1

•i.gma ,•enc: The deaet EIS mentions the see of the TRLIPACT it, RHi.72t1, snd 10,160B coetlanrees
for sh•ipments. In the TRUi'ACr Ilt atc option for shipping large waste hoses roettining GtCCX LLEW or
GTCC-llke waosts? tl oe, tsOll shonid sscess the irapect o1 0s1n$ this newn htglveapanty eeoeteteee.

mo • St i. • m lee en ettenmpt to peterfoee apreilneienaoy soalyste of posetibe shippin~g
m~t ele, the coneeittee tea moed that DOlEs TRAGtS rent ing system is oiliine on s ressit of the ,eeeest spser
sud toro i~lying the reoerent Onk itidge \Natioonl Lahoratosy. There tenet estimaeted elate for renoring
the systlem, wildsc is the prinrary toni 0state gere.• careieme ateel DOE peasoleals use fotanelyeeing
shi~ppingonroue. It insvinta fer DOE tee rnealn tetnppos t nynleemasu es eTRAGtS. foe pee-shidpswnt
wetting anelynes, anod TRANSCOXM. tsr t roehing ehiposents white eec route. These syst eens, Else ait
inter'matiote teehenoiegy, ore irapor tent ns~ets that DOE sheo~ld c.ontinetnlly neaintain sted opgradte, wshen
needled, fee ther teenefit of the GrCC progrmne nil other progsonee tIet ship or pino• I0 ship Fdostineeve
weaste end nmnterfnt onel tnsoporteliesn stokeholdee•s.

Pelrse Atms•e to the Draft 515, DOE should ideotify a preneered nlltereetiee. tin noede jcoef'eetee
elteasetise wilt he tideotlfled. DOE siensetd srekpceueli¢ ceeneselont os reviset dttaft 515 ore a e-ppleoeoont
tilS when ties siepeetrnent is reedy to identify n pte2erorot atteentio oll ari stify ties d..nim.

l~gsaltlossOf the diponaet onploeea tOE eneesiders in the deelft EIS, thre WileP ste appears to taeno
a deer nedvantage to that il is areeliseing, openaling dtspnsn fadty Wlibowry alsotns a senl-tensled
trnaesportnttrn progremn that thle htidserslen steten, eanstg otther,, poh int isenmoeneee for ellerelege.
scale shipping progennes. Sitesitie Sevannah Iliver 8t1eor the tlemwerl centeeeicial dis'posl Indility do
teet osopere feeorabty wilth expanding WISP, given dee high humnfidly. high grosend setrer •nde added
rests ot eosenclrtt o~g sense Iroeis see insti ditposat fndlitles"

dy'peefle Caetentces

Pages Linen Commesent
$-1 17-i9 'tier eee-rplpino of ntnheheoideesln the tiret GTfCC IllS shouetd tdudie

trnnpsr•totiennsta~eietesdeen -lee.e, those th at cwitt he ntferted isy shspsaemostCToCG1
LLRWe or 'lCC-ltsoweslao~ tenveiheg tn osee eer more ferilities foe" dispsaL.

5-i 21-22 Tfhe reference on entnte ngroes"lg shoced he r, vs'lse to cay "oltee e~gedes anoe
elected oificieln."

S-16 9.12 Thes es loo Ie the schteilies shat most he compleletledefore n disposal feui~ty Is
op~eretloneat. tt wontld Iso ietlpfel In pr'ovide neote delnil net we~et te hleedaded In
"other edinos nqecessey." Atsee what is ihes expected timtorlmee eeor ebtatIniteg n
NEC ticertes foesa dis~posal incility anoe whett steps sill[ teo seo-esaty ton omplset
heel artiose

S-45 Tablse E-3 The lcidsvee-lteee states ngeee¢ that there cviii beea need fee "feetlher evedleelisonozd
eteetyss to optiraiee the trsie shtpseetteonfegeeraelno...toeoiteioeaze in lice esteni
posible titeosuneber of shiposents and pentential tr~nopor~ttino impacts."

IW545-4

W540-5

W540-6

W540-7

W540-4 The transportation analysis as presented in fhe EIS is conservative in that consideration of the
TRUPACT 222 could reduce impacts. However, while this package is now a viable option for
transport of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes, consideration of its use as an option did
not influence the identification of the preferred altemnative in the ELS. Any of the conceptual
land disposal designs could be modified to accommodate the larger package, but its use at
WIPP would require further study.

W540-5 DOE is aware of the importance of systems such as TRAGIS to the radiological transportation

community. The TRAG2S system is currently back on-line for use.

W540-6 A preferred alternative is not required to be included in a Draft E2S. The Council on
Environmental Quality regulations in 40 CFR 1502.14(e) specify that the section on
alternatives in an EIS shall identify the agency's preferred alternative or altemnatives, if one or
more exists, in the Draft EIS and identify such alternative(s) in the Final EIS unless another
law prohibits the expression of such a preference; that is, a preferred alternative shall be
identified in the Draft EIS if one exists. If no preferred alternative has been identified at the
Draft EIS stage, a preferred alternative need not be included. By the time the Final EIS is filed,
40 CFR 2502.14(e) presumes the existence of a preferred alternative and requires its
identification in the Final EIS unless another law prohibits the expression of such a preference.

DOE did not have a preferred alternative at the time of issuance of the Draft EIS because of the
complex nature of the proposed action and the potential implications for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. To seek public input on how to identify a preferred alternative
for inclusion in the Final EIS, the Draft EIS presented considerations for developing a
preferred alternative in the Summary (in Section S.6) and in Section 2.9. As required by
40 CFR 1502.24(e), the Final EIS contains a preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes (see Section 2.10). In developing the preferred alternative, DOE
took into consideration public comments on the Draft EIS, public EIS sceping comments, and
other factors identified in Sections S.6 and 2.9 of the EIS.

The publication by the EPA of a NOA of the Final EIS in the Federal Register initiated a 30-
day public availability or "waiting" period. While the availability period is not a formal public
comment period, the public can comment on the Final EIS, including the preferred alternative,
prior to final agency action. Comments received will be addressed by DOE in a ROD. As
required by the Energy Policy Act of 2005, DOE must submit a Report to Congress that
includes the alternatives considered in the EIS and await Congressional action before making a
final decision regarding which alternative(s) to implement. The Report to Congress will be
made available to the public on the GTCC EIS website (http://www.gtcceis.anl.gov/).

W540-7 DOE agrees that W1P'P is an existing, operating geologic, disposal facility and has a well-
defined transportation program.

W540-8 Text was added to the description of stakeholders to include those affected by the
transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

W540-9 The additional text is not necessary. Elected officials are included as "representatives of
Congress, federal agencies, American Indidan tribes, state agencies, and local governments."

W540-10 Specific actions necessary will be defined once a facility location and methods have been
selected in a ROD and site-specific NEPA review, as appropriate, is conducted.

IW540-8

j W540-9

W540-10

W540-11I Comment noted.



Council of State Governments. Comm enter ID No. W540 (cant'd)

CSG Midwestern iadioectiveoMateriaslsTrsasportallon Corssrnittee
Cornments on DOErs draft SIS on DIspo.st of G~TCCLLRWV and CITCC-.Uke Waste

Jtme27, 2011

S5•.6 15-23 Aceording to lire Draft EIS, idsany of the seaaod sosreoa reco~erd by the DOE
GTRtfOStO' far nationat soruority or public health ernd safety purpose meet thre

crteirae for disposal at resistling DOE facilities (when GrTPOSRP reeoeersse'ated
•troams DOE typically tetaca owserorhlsp of the .sources and may dispose of there at
Ll.)ifareditllis if they, meet waste eccopeprsce: criteria fo~r ssrdsfadilties sod raroages
them as DOE LLE'Nor TRU waste)." It would be trelpiotta oxplain wlrp there
sratrees are In need of a new GTCC dh.-posal facility if DOE already has the ability

to dspose of them~ at e•sisilg facilities.

5-55 55-38 Is these an eslattog railcar that can bersed to transport silx loaded TRUP'ACT II

B-211 4-6 The TRUPACT itt casks is now vattv'iabto and its possible use shoold be cosdered
in the Draft tEI.

5.35 F~oonote b It is understoodi why, for the purposs e f analyaiogtngmpaets, rtall shtpmnrrntare

assumed to consist of one eatliar aspecat ole general freight trairr" Foe the actual
shipptng campaign1s, however, DOE shsould consider the usre of drdleated bole,
erpspaliy fronm generatorair •es that posscsstlargetneentories oe GfXCtlLLiW or

C-•33 30-31 This sersteeco states ritia 'DY has so ratllred roatlrng egotal lons spae fieto the

trast~porltie~n of radioactive materials." lids ataetrerrltsnateint•mirelyaccsrrete.
Whiqule thece are no sirec fc rostt'ing golsetloe~s similar to 49 CFR t'or1397, PIIMSA
regulatisns in 49 CPR 820(c) eeqrierz each rait carristerarralty is *analyze the
oafrety and security cisis far the transperetation rossieta)' tirtes to ifacapoet
staipmerts of iiRCQ qoantilies rf radioa•ctive materilaL mong olhne corerodlttes.
Carriers are then required Io are there aea•lyses to slect the palctiabte coats
posing the toast overail safety and security risk." Carriers •are loeonstdee27 factors
wshen performeing thew safely ands s•arily risks analyes

C-SI 36-3S It wvrrddbeiaelpftl to show tlsem"reprearnativeetoule" ott a map, as• hisoalseu doeer

hr other DOE• ensirenmentst impacttateteme.rtts (e.g. the 51s bcr a geoloic.
reository fee spent feel andI tigt.-levet woste ot Yruce Mountain).

C-'to 17-18 Itswould be helpfrd to proeide a table ha this reetion identfifriog the "generato~r sites
and some disposal s•ires [titati do etot" hsae direst rail accoso"

W540.-t2

jW540-13

W540-14

W540-1 5

W540-16i

W540-'17

j W540-18

W540-12 Sealed sources recovered by DOE GMS/OSRP that meet the criteria for disposal at existing
DOE facilities are not included in the GTCC LLRW inventory nor are they subject to the
decisions being made under this EIS since they have a disposal pathway.

W540-13 With modifications for securing them to a flatcar, a large number of flatcars exist that could be
used to transport 6 TRUPACT It containers. The maximum gross weight of 6 fully-loaded
TRUPACT II containers is 115,500 lb (19,250 lbs each). Six of the containers set side-by-side
would span 47 f~t. although some spacing between containers would be required for handling
and mounting. Many commercial railcars with lengths ranging from about 53 ft to 89 ft have
load limits ranging from about 140,000 to over 200,000 lbs, well in excess of that needed for
the containers.

W540-14 The transportation analysis as presented in the EtS is conservative in that consideration of the
TRUPACT III could reduce impacts. However, while this package is now a viable option for
transport of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes, consideration of its use as an option did
not influence the identification of the preferred altemnative in the EIS. Any of the conceptual
land disposal designs could be modified to accommodate the larger package, but its use at
WIPP would require further study.

W540-15 For the rail option, the use of dedicated trains, if sufficient waste is available for transport at
the same time, could reduce transportation risks and costs by minimizing transit times. The
current rail analysis therefore bounds what might be expected if dedicated trains were used.
Once an altemnative is selected in a ROD for this EtS for implementation, site-specific NEPA
reviews would be conducted as needed, including the potential use of dedicated trains and the
potential for multiple railcar accidents if applicable.

W540-16 The text was revised to include a reference to the regulations in 49 CFR 172.820(c) regarding
the transportation of an HRCQ of material by rail.

W540-17 The routes used in the analysis are considered representative routes (as discussed in
Appendix C, Section C.9.4.1.1, because the actual routes used would be determined in the
future. For each disposal site, the routes most affected would be the interstate highways that are
in closest proximity to the site. Also, most routes from sealed source locations are unknown at
this time.

W540-18 In addition to the 104 nuclear utilities, there are potentially hundreds of other generators that
are yet to be specifically identified by name. Each chapter provided a discussion of rail access
for each of the sites considered in our evaluation.

3



Decommissionin2 Plant Coalition. Comm enter ID No. W524

Abplanalp, Jennifer Marie

Prom: glccciswebmaster@anl.gov
Sent: Mondey, June 27, 2011 mI36 AM
To: mmacinoarc:hivea; g eiawrbmauterf@ial.gov; Otcceia@snl~gov
Subject: Greater-Then-Class-C Low-Level Raedioectire Waste tiS Comment GTCCL0524
Attachnientsm DOttiS_.GTCCt0524,pdf

Thank youL for your comment, Mvichael Callahan.

The comment trackinig number that haes been assigned to your comment ls GTCCIOS24. Please refer to the comment
tracking numnber in all correspondence relating to this commsent.

Comment Date: June 27. 2012 08:35:53AM CDT

Greater-Than.Clase.C towd-evei ltadioactiae Waste EiS Draft: Comment: GTCC1OS24

First Name: Michael
Middle Initial: S
test Name: Callahan
Organization: DecormmLtsioning Peant Coalition
Address: 712 North Ca rolne Ave., S;t.
City: Washington
State: DC
Zip: 20003
Country: USA
Eminc: mike ceiiahensteosst rat.cam
Privacy Preference: Don't withheld name or addtress from public record
Attachment: DOEEIS.pdf

Comment Submitted:
Comments are attached.

Q~uest~ons about submnitting comoments oeer the Web? Contact us at: izcelsebmasterl~enl,,vaor cell the Greater-
Than-Clest-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmetter at IS10J 252-5705.
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%l .¢.oDPC

Aarnold Edehnan, EIS Docurment Mnnager

OfflS. of cetiteunna Matal.et.en

1000 Icdecentiea¢e AventteSW

WgVshttilton. PDC 205S5

Dearitir. Ede~lman:

Oa bdm•Io fltse D~oam issloni Plant C•;•litlon' (Olt¢), rnei• peovid ng~oamutnt en
Ilte U.S. Depot'rintn Ofl~nrzgy's (DOE) broftF~nvfrnnm ngo) IvspoStawent¢tfor dee

L,• kse I•~i(O •iUJS.57,5-D), eifrnallrncelastlda e "data• IS,"

Tin =dralEtS as mepepgd • ail irn th .,al ton Olieo patol WenvironmeaW
iinp•¢tsnsseeinted wi t~h toponodys~ develnopnlnn, Op alion ead lonag-fe'n
xnemaentmcf ofa~dispoenl falleizit or fiecilitres foi- tita identfied~ 'vsctrtti•3m, xhich tita
4oowefcnt dleiinc as tht Iosiwlcv~l mad ,cttvewa~c (5LLW) to ttisla• with
rno•Onnelids eonectnteationn excceding the limnits litc(lans CILLRW estn[•Eilhe by the
U.S. Nuclsl.e~•Rgul a~o Domm•nnasln (NtRC•). Th timafhElS onolutal thias.omterial is
g&enerated bynactivitit lees ieds by the NRlO or~A eatenl States and eannot be dieposed.•
ofln etuletitly licensed eomtnnea!ea LLRW dt.ispoal fheilicins.

'lta flceomnsis-otting Plant Costiliona was establitlied in 2001t o Islghltgb in0s u
uniqu t to nu.clar power plants'thal hneatedcrgeqne or arcendergoingdceoznnessinntng.
The DPC is focused on addresshng then needs of reactors at aitegl-aneit sites Iba oa
tondergoig or bate eompleted dreommisaloning actiVities. Mcmsbcxn and psaqicipsntn of
the Deenasnaissioning Plano Coatitioninclede the Conr~eetidtl Ynnleed (Cl). L a r"n n,
(,WI), MainS Yanke "(MI). Ita"cito Seco, (CA). Yeni•Rove (MA). and Big R~ck (Ml)
fseilitics.



Decommissioninsi Plant Coalition, Commenter ID No. W524 (cont'd) W524-1 DOE agrees that as a result of several court decisions, GTCC LLRW from decommissioned
reactors is considered high-level waste for the purposes of the standard contract. Based on this
determination, on July 23, 2012, DOE issued a survey (see Federal Register, Vol. 77, No. 141,
page 43067) soliciting comments on the proposed reinstatement of the Nuclear Fuel Data
Survey. This survey will collect both package and projected GTCC inventory information for
activated metals and process waste. Based on information collected from the survey, DOE will
be able to make a better-informed decision on the disposition of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes, subject to the standard contract.

W524-2 Additional information concerning dual purpose canister storage systems has been included in
Section 3.2.1I.

The OFC represeao s several siegle-unit oteotmasiasoord on rorupawer restator sitos nowopertating as'ledepoedeat Spent Feel Storage lastlallatlot (ISFSI) stits'underNRtC
licenses that toe storing GTCC material reojoirod to be edmoved fror'dispusal by thetUS
DOE under their respective spent nuclear fuel contracts. Tile DPC provides the following
O0mtitlttt otitltO Diaft OTCCII1S.

Thtodrai titS Stummary doousat indiotaies that wohiloeoater OTCC wstes~ar ¢•'enuonty
itt atorageanid av;ailable fiardiupoeti', m'anyoh was tesw3iii not be gaeneeted for several
decades. We certainly hope that thi.s .stteroot by, DOE does notasuggest that the
Departmetnt believes dhereIs, eta imperative ior the federal govermienot to de:fine acne-
terms path formtvlr for the removal and disposal of the O'TCC material that is eurrently,
atao~ti at deeotnsti~seonedeaaetfor sites. lb Th•OIC(LLRW latte• Stoard St orafitmeis
eddreasl otnder our spent aflteteatotrastrwitha DOEistit the Demasoriest iS obligated to
renaove this material to, oeter wi th• tasptntmteteearfet (SNFl) stored stithe alter. Thifs
ptisition Jits [eat repeaedly attirpeed in sevral 14.5. Court decisions iuvohving DIPC
moocher Spent nutirer fuel m•high-level ritdictnlive waste cotntract lawsnits against th~e
govatntssc• ,

Th rofe aft.l illS s• s~tots that etscsa 'st-uawnorooi adl oretho sealed noorco represent to
ttetionsaeleority• encertt po ttssirditpesallis a hiatt ptionity. Wn:dottet disagreeand
boliove Ibtha ps vho g~•d beoar• sedale meotliat or eomptiiethasn evistnd with thoe
reaoval srheduip ior deveoesnsistianod •aantor slip CTCC.LLRW with radifoative sealed
aosrces. Ths DWC.bss]osgfheld that tha OlCC LLRW said SNF t~tred tot ouor'atra
should he pronajatly removed one priority b.sla tinderls teesooeaeta we entered intiovoith
tlw tDepsstnsenntapl that fur ther deatyinolhe removal of this maaterial otoly esarerbe'las the
llahility of tho, federal .gnvsov tottet a50l paytstillt mad the adyarse osoenntio impac on
esiepsyor,. Fmathartlclyin atddresting thle remo~val of the 0] CC LLRW end SNF lit osre
sitrs uadernsneatos etatdrnc~fe~a¢ thai'• our atakeelehoir have that DOE. catoacebtmpislh its
mo.nageaoenStobil~ations utnder the NtueleaeWasio?Poliet Act. Acenrditlgly; then
DcptrimmeorofEator• nitauld intoaigni th~tiseisSel of the stored GTCLOLRW whitsIt
proerton) t rcesmve the storen.;$Nt at o.ur .dl•:euasniis~oncdteaetor site pod oto sot ott an
cxpeoItdhea iss.

While the dristi Ells cotteely notes that ithe OTCC LIOW retoulio~g from theo teanthr that
have already been detotniastened ioi courtntly heing stored at the fonirres retor shtes% It
does not spneciicalty cite thelitar dtlthtlos etisting inventory of" OlCC IlR\.Ctos
correstly, or aoensal~ltv, cowplerely stre in deal-paspoan caister systems Ileotasuo.l by
IhoNHRC fiar oth storage and trmaspoOrtativn. Froe conpletensa and ,aceorse, the dm11R
FJlS ahoold S ciftclly mention~the deeemmisrineod tesetar ISFSI sites with dual-
po'pse• esntai"e sytteren containing fl'CO tLtRW,. Spaeti.cfally for" the DIPC fselli'tlos,
thea 0'CC LLRW Is stored at Maine Yaosee in thor t4)NAC UMS system a .ni sters;
Cnoinetiettt Yankee in three (3) I}AC.vIPO syistem eanistens; Yankee Roavein onn (l)
MAC MPG systemn eatrittr; Iot ch0 Se no in one• NUHtOMS syitemcanisiee. sand Bitg
Reek Poltnt mono Fool• Solutions system \V-1 O o.it~ti o. Aecottdlugly, there it an
exacistle veolsat oa'if 01CC LtRW stored at decoammissioned nastear power reactee ISFSI
sites. that shonid~he spsoIfoeatly addressed in tha 0TCC EIls as completely Ftclwgeol in

W524-

W524-2



Decommissioning Plant Coalition. Commenter ID No. W524 (cont'd)

d~lp tt:rklima~d by Ihe NitO for •,•p~1rioo •o .wr a 'crdgb •.voiioi [ 5242t
fo• nxped~me• DOE •mrnvaI nod diopspiL (n.

We pprvcf•L yotrrcomdention of oor. omroont pkeasodo •t be~irtec to onnotwefr
witfi n qoestio or oh~old yotu~tosiro an widitionni informatoon.

On bahait•fofthe Dercmnlnnioning~ 1n Coalition



Department of the Air Force, Commenter ID No. L307 L307-1 Construction and operation of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will
be conducted in accordance with current procedures and agreements in existence at the

respective sites. Any changes to these procedures and agreements will be developed in
coordination among the agencies participating in the current agreement.

O DEPARTMENT OFTIHE AIR FORCE
99T'H CIVIL ENGINEER SQUADRON (ACCI

NELLIS AIR FORCE nASE, NIEVADA

Ms Dezborah Stockdale
99 CIIS/CEA
4349 Dtuffr Dr,, Suite 160!
Nqeltla AFE, NV 09191-7007

~AAY 17 ~11

c-il

Ne-ada Slate Clearinghouse
Depaartment o fAdmrnisftrarion
209 East Metser Street, Room 200
Carson City, NV 59701-4298

Mlesdames, Gentlemen,

Thank you for including NelliasAir Force Dase (APD) in the Draft Environmental Impact
St'atement protest fot a Facility for Disposal of Gr~eater-Than-Class C (OTCC) Low-Level•
Radioaetive Waste and GTCC-Llke WVaato at the Nevada National Security Site (forraecly known
as ite Nevada Teat Sito). Nellis AP has reviewed cte Depaslanent of Energy (DOE)Draft
Environmental Imprtpc Statement (DEIS), Nevada SAt/flE201 1-109, and offers the following
eormnhill

The disposat area it near R-48O6\V end there are ground parlica that ate that area
fortralnieg. Haw will they be affected? Wilt overflight of aircraft bt allowed for
tire disposal tite?

Nerllsa APE altpreeiatea the DOE's efforts to address thee i•tuse. Should the DOE have any
questions or raqitire further assistance, toy Attica officer for thit itate is Mr. Tod Oppanbora,
(702) 652-9366.

Sincerely,

DEBORAH STOCICDALE
Chief, Aeset Mdanagemnent Plight

L307-1

honor Ihe JWarJighler



Eddy County Commissioner, Commenter ID No. T22

4

2

3

T22-1 Based on the GTCC BIS evaluation and WIPP's exemplary operating record, DOE believes
that the WIPP repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes, some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the
use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require
modification to existing law. In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit.

The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes for disposal at WIPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011I, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as Well as the interim storage of
spent nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary David Martin, Secretary of
the New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that
"the Department encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as
the preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft EtS. The geologic repository is the favored
alternative being more effective for the enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition,
the Governor of New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September 1, 2011I,
stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of W1PP
as the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

7

Si

SO with that, by way of introduction, S would

10 first like to call on Roxanne Lara to make our initial
11 precentation, and she will be followed by Jack Volpato.

22 545. LAtlA:" Thank you. Good evening. My anem is

13 Roxanne tara, and I 'stand hero wearing a couple Of

14 different hate; one cc an olgoted official from the

15. community S serve as an Eddy County commissioner; and

10i num~ber two, as a business owner from living and working in

17 my hometown of Carlsbad.

10 I want to welcome you to carlsbad, since I get to

IP speak first,• and lot you know that the local goveroment,

20 specifically the county of Iddy, ia in support of this

21 location being a fature cite to receive GTCC wacte. 1 cm

22 very excited that you're here either doing the ESS and

23 looking at MIpP or MIPS-adjacent properties for that

24 waste.
25 The local government supports it, but so does the

T22-I
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Eddy County Commissioner, Commenter ID No. T22 (cont'd)

I lot of disngruntled pooplo pretesting thio. This in a

2 counimnty that truly aadaratands the risks and understaads

3 the benefits of locating this here..

4Basically, the WIPP -- the waste str'eams,

3 everybody understands it. It's no different then what is

6 being stored here -a jailar radioactivity. We already

7 have a deep geologic repository that in being lied. And

8 we are atarting to run out of a waste atreasi for the TfIG

9 Waste. Zt makes logical sense and reasonable sense to

18 jest nontinue the mission et flIPS with using

I1 Grester-Than-~Claen C to augment the mission et WISP.

12 We have en unparalleled safety record, ma George

13 mentioned. Wieve never had an accident in

14 tranaportation. we have an entergency response system

15 parallel to none, we wrote the beak on these things, and

16 there's no sense in trying to locate this anywhere else

17 then tight hete. There's no reason to rcinvent the wheel,

10 so to speak.

19 YOU know, the alternatives, Just looking on the

20 slides, it was very simple to me that we're the safest

21 alterenatve listed there aa far as public expeosaurnd

22 esposure to humankind. A deep geologic repository is the

23 way to go.

24 Ihit's all, Thank you.



EnerovSolutions. Commenter ID No. L78

ENERGYSOLUTIOYS'

$une 27, 2011 CD[ 1-01 8O

Arntold Edeltrcn, l31S Docarment Mttnagtt
O0mmc of Envii amental Manmagement
U.S. Department of' Eneagy
ClovereaffBuitldil, 'N43 3
10 0 ledegcndenc'e Aweaue. NW
Washington. P.C. 20585

Sutbject: Comments on Dh'att Environmental Jmpact Statement for the Disposal of
Greater-Than-Class C (GTrCC) Low-LeveI fladioaflivC Waste and GTCC-Like
Waste (DOE 51IS-0375-fl)

Dear Mr. 3delmms:

Estergy&o/uduns haa reviewed the eabjeet dralt environmen•tal imnpact statement (EIS). Our

eosmot snl are attached for youtr consideratiun.

We appreciate thea opportunity to conunen on thc draft EIS. Questions regardintg these

comrcents may be directed to me at (240) S65-6148 or tcmaeesetleCneravslios!.c.

Sinocerly.

Senior Vice lPresdent
Nuclear Regulatory Strategy

t~555~aa~annr&52C.ttt~tnd5tt5t5
trm41e~w~ansaeu



EnergySolutions, Commenter ID No. L78 (cont'd) L78-1 DOE does not believe it is reasonable to dispose of GTCC waste in a new mined cavity (other
tban the existing WTPP facility) because of the potential cost and time it would take to develop
such an alternative in comparison to the relatively small amount of waste. WTPP was the only
mined cavity that was considered because it is already constructed.

COIMMENTS ON GTCC EIS

L78-2

L78-3

L78-4

General Consments~

1. One of ithe foort action alternatives in (or disposal of waste in a geologic repository. "lhe direr
three alternative~s involve tins use of iatcrnsediate-deplh bore~hole. enhanced raenr.surfaee
trench, ad above-grade vault facilities. Numerous other countries utilizo or coasider amined
cavities for inteemnediste level waste dissoeal. l'or €ompleteness the mined cavity alternative
should be tnclsaded.

2. The EIS should evaluate the imp~act for potential use* o f tine OTCC re'pository for disposal o f
B and C sources with no available home to support safaguard concerns. We recognize that
legislationl in needed to include such sources in o OTCC repository; however it in in the
publie interest to facilitate disposal of stranded Bt and C sources. Tite H]IS could provide
useftil inormnstion to Congress as• it deliberates whether to incluslo such sources. Under
NEPA an HIS is so appropriate vehilel to develop legislative proposals, Presumably any sits
that is suitable foe GITCC sources woulsd be suitable for cleans B and C sealed scttrces. Having
this analysis in the HIS would be an efficient use of goverontent resources ansd provide useful
information for Congress sittee "a common approach and/or facility could be used." (Line 6,
page S-10). Since DOE in including (ITCC-likc sources while recognizing thtat legislation
will be neodele, DOE.should also include B send C sostres with the same caveat that
legislation will be needed.

3. WVhile NRC requiremnnets for G3TCC waste are unkuowet, it is likely to require a risk-
informed, performance-based approacht reequiring at a minimum that the 10 CFR Part 61
peorfbnanec objectives be met. Consequently, tise HIS shottld evaluate tihe likeliheod of earls
candidate site meeting the per forsoanee objectives.

4. ltisa not clear what the basis is for using tine our NRC regions assa reference point ($-4), Nor
is it clear what potential aite "coincides" with region I. Given tine sines of the fhor regions
and the differences within in each region, the hIS should desesibe the characteristics for each
regional site. For example, since both LANL and NNSS arc both in Region 4, the site
differences that ae~ount for the diffrinflg impacts ashotld be specified. (See table 5-4)

5. Altltough the OTCC Draft HIS Summary (pag 5-3) states clearly that OTCC LLR't, thet is
designated ass f'dedrsl sesponasibility under seetion 3(tsXI)D) of ithe Low-level Radioactive
Waste Policy Ameudmeants Act of i985 (LLRWPAA) in to be dis'posed of in a facility
liecased by tite NRC, DOlt in Volume 2 implies that this statutory provision only applies if
the facility is a non-DOE3 facility (mee § 13.3.2.2-pege 13-9). As a reselt, DOE states at page
13-10 that "legilslaion may be needed to clarify whether a OTCC tLRXV disposal facility
owned or operated b~y or on be~half o f DOE'- muss be licensed by NRC and if no, to anthtorize
NRC to licensa s•ue in facility."

The Atomic Energy Act (ABA\) htas long been viewed as not recquiring NRC licening for
DOE facilities except those, facilities listed in tection 202 of the ERA (see for ex~ample 1t)
CF

5
R 40.1 1). However, the source of licertaing a GTCC disposal facility is not the AEA, it in

Class B and C wastes are not GTCC LLRW and are out of scope for the GTCC EIS.

The NRC served as a commenting agency on the GTCC EIS and therefore did not actively
participate in the preparation of the GTCC HIS. Issues associated with potential regulatory
changes or NRC licensing would be addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

The sites representative of the four NRC regions are discussed in more detail in Sections 1.4.3
and 1.4.3.8 with site characteristics used in the long-term human health analysis presented in
Appendix E, Section E.4.

L78-li

L78-3

L78-4

L78-5

L78-5 The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) assigns DOE responsibility for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
generated by NRC and Agreement State licensees. The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) specifies that
GTCC LLRW, designated a federal responsibility under section 3(b)(I)(D) that results from
activities licensed by the NRC, is lo be disposed of in an NRC-licensed facility that has been
determined to be adequate to protect public health and safety. However, unless specifically
provided by law, the NRC does not have authority to license and regulate facilities operated by
or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRWPAA does not limit DOE to using only non-DOE
facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal. Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by
or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC LLRW for which it is responsible under section
3(b)(1)(D), clarification from Congress would be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing
such a facility and related issues. In addition clarification from Congress may be needed on
NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC LLRW disposal facility licensed by an
Agreement State rather than by NRC.



EnergvSolutions, Commenter ID No. L78 (cant'd)
L78-6

L78-7

The Summary has heen revised to clarify' the discussion on potential sources of waste. More
complete and detailed information on the Group 1 and Group 2 wastes is given in Section 1.4.1
and Appendix B of the GTCC EIS.

The EIS analysis is used to assess the viability of an alternative as well as its relative
performance compared to the other alternatives. Exclusion of a reasonable alternative frorn the
EIS without first evaluating the site is contrary to a thorough NEPA analysis. All alternatives
are retained in the Final EIS because such evaluations are needed to support selection of the
preferred alternative. In addition, as discussed in Section 1.4.2, the conceptual disposal facility
designs analyzed in the EIS could be modified to perform better in specific locations. Thus,
poor performance in the EtS analysis does not necessarily exclude an alternative from
consideration. Once an alternative is selected for implementation, the facility will be designed
to meet applicable requirements.

the LLRWPAA. Section 202, which addresses licensing of DOE byNRC unader Else ABA,
has no application to the qncstlan of licensing DOE fort a GTCC facility. Consequntmly, it is
not cea~r awhy DOE is qusatiioting the requsirement to have NRC license its (1TCC disposal
facility wherever it might be located.

We beiieve it would be good public policy to have tise NRC regulate the disposal by D0OE of
(1TCC, waste. Pert dl provides that generally 01CXC waste is nsot essitahie for near aserthee
dispsa•l. Absent the approval of the Commnsasiion, GT1CC waste reqnires geologie disposal.
NRC ove~sighat of' 6TCC dispo~sal would add to public confidence, Disposlal under seetion
31 Id a6re a good eamnple wherte NRC oversight of DOE has proven b~anficial. In addition,
NRC licensing will build on the efothst to hsave conmnon federal standards for the disposal of
LLW in the United States.

Specific Comments

S•24-Page S-10); Line 32 - DOE should clari fy whether Group I includes the waste that would

ar•ise ont of the eurrentc fleet of plants being renewed for an additional 40 years.

S,2.-3-Page S-13; Lines 1-20 - DOE should list the proposed actions or pislaned facilities not yet
in optrasien that are included in Group 2 •0tht 5 us readers canl enderstasad the sources for the
GTCC waste that DOE is thorecsting. Al oIDOE should cilarily why waste from West. Vasley, an
old facility, is inuelded in Group 2 rather than Group 1.

5.2.5-Paeg S-It; Line 19 - The designs for tihn lad disp~osal fasilities that are evaluated in this
BIS arec onceptual sad generic in nature to enable comparison of the perfennance of the sites
with renard to sian disposal maetheods corsidered in Ibis EIlS. It Is difficult to follow tihe
cussparisoans presenated, and one logical disposal racihud (ined,• cavity) ia not inclusded. DOlE
has icludehd options that clearly would fa~il (e.g., 820 mreuufyr, 2,100 mrena/yr and 2,300
nmsaa/ys any ceasotnable safety standard. The IEI shostid detrly nsole that suds, options will not
nieat NR.C perfonnaens objectives.

S.2.S.l-Pnage 5-20; LineS5- Tb~ long-te-rm impacts sate analyzed up to 10,00'0 yesa.s Impacts
shoutld be analyzed up to the peak dose consistent with NRC standards andI DOE guidance.

8.2-7-Page 8-37; Lines 19-27 - DOE r ej ectqed the Oak Ridge Reseration (ORR) site as
tunsuitablie because of concern abost hsigha concentrations of long-lived radionuclides with high
mobility rates. Tha ttS doses not adequLately address why the same concern would not result in
the diessnalifsestioa of sthe Savmahusi Ither Site (SRS).

S.3-Pa ge 5-35; Lines 11-19 - Although it is part of tis proposed action, DOE did not consider
the impact of dccosnnamisoning the sites. While we appreciate the difficulty of ouch ant analysis
gwven the long sime- frnses involved, it is important to consider dscommnnissioning in thes Big.
Some sites and designs tssy be better sutaled for decorasaissioning sad suds impacts arc relevant
in ehsooeshg the appropriate site. That lesson was learned firom cleaning up the DOE:• complex
n'od West Valley. hssed on similar leseossaearned, NRC rslrasni the conideration of
dconsnadssioning as port of licensaing new plants (10 CIaR 20.1406).

L7t-5

IL78-6.

SL78-7

L78-8

L78-9

Regarding the use of mined cavities, DOE does not believe it is reasonable to dispose of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC like waste in a new mined cavity (other than the existing WIPP facility)
because of the potential coat and time it would take to develop such an alternative in
comparison to the relatively small amount of waste. With regard to existing mines, no specific
mine has been identified as having the proper characteristics for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes.

L78-8 Estimated radiation doses and LCFs were calculated for each site and disposal concept for
10,000 years, and if the peak impact did not occur during this time frame, the analysis was
extended out to 100,000 years. See Appendix E, Section E.1 of the GTCC EIS for further
details.

L78-9 Disposal of radioactive waste at eRR is currently limited to only CERCLA (Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act) waste. Based on reviews
conducted by the Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility Federal Review Group, DOE determined
the site is not appropriate for disposal of LLRW containing high concentrations of long-lived
radionuclides (such as those found in GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes), especially those
with high mobility in the subsurface environment. For this reason, DOE concluded that the
eRR is not a reasonable disposal site alternative and eliminated it from detailed evaluation.

L78-10 The EIS notes that the decommissioning of a GTCC waste disposal facility is part of the
proposed action, but because the facility would not be closed and decommissioned until far
into the future (after 2083), the impact analysis for the decommissioning phase would be
conducted at that time. It is not possible at this time to evaluate with any degree of confidence
the environmental impacts from decommissioning a facility that has not yet been selected.

The GTCC waste disposal facility would be designed to facilitate future decommissioning
consistent with applicable law, guidance, and policies. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be
conducted as needed in the future as part of the decommissioning plan.



EnergySolutions, Commenter ID No. L78 (cont'd)

S-3- Page S-39 - It is not clear whether the No Action evaluation considered the potential for
theft or diversion over the I 0,01)1-year •rag• peiod. If not, thia consideration should he
included in the analysis of the No Action altenatfive.

S-3- Page S-42 - DOE should spcify the scenarios that were considered to calculate thle intruder
dose. There is little informationa provided to allow p•ublic comment on DOE's analysis of
intrusion. Tghe factors discussed in S-623.1 should be considered for cash potential site and how
the packaging, harriers, and controls are impected over the l0,000-year perfonnasce period to
protect agaitart the inadvertent intruder.

S-3-Page S-45 - DOE nsould include tin explanation of ,why there arc fewer rail and track
shipments for Alternolive 2 since the same wsent is bing shipped so each alternative site. "lotal
rail and truck miles should he listed an that is a more imperout factor than the number of
shipments. In addition, the EIS should explainx Ihy Alternative 2 only considers CH warte and
why the other alternatives consider primaarily RH waste.

SL78-11

IL78-12

L78-13

L78-1 1 The No Action Alternative is evaluated in Chapter 3 of the EIS, and under this alternative,
current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would continue. These
practices are described in Sections 3.2 (GTCC LLRW) and 3.3 (GTCC-like wastes) in the
Final EIS. It was necessary to make a number of simplifying assumptions to address the long-
term impacts of this alternative, and these are described in Section 3.5. As part of this
assessment, it was assumed that these wastes would remain in long-term storage indefinitely,
including wastes from the West Valley Site as discussed in Section 3.5.3, and that no
maintenance of either the storage facility or waste packages would occur after 100 years. These
results indicate that very high radiation doses and cancer risks could occur under this
alternative in the long term.

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in sufficient detail in the EIS as required by NEPA.
Comparatively, high potential radiation doses and cancer risks could occur should this
alternative be selected. While a more detailed analysis could reduce the uncertainties
associated with estimating these doses and risks, the conclusion of comparatively high impacts
would not change for this alternative.

Impacts from accidents or theft/intrusion were not performed for the No Action Alternative
because of the large number of potential locations, and in many cases (sealed sources), the
current locations of the waste are not known. In general, these impacts would be comparable to
those in the accident consequence analyses conducted for facilities and transportation but
possibly occur at a higher frequency because of a lower overall level of security.

L78-12 On the basis of the depth of waste disposal, DOE believes that the only reasonable potential for
intrusion is from a future drilling event, such as drilling for a well. The likelihood of
inadvertent intrusion from a drilling event would be very low for a GTCC waste trench
disposal facility because of(l) the narrow width of the trench, (2) the use of intruder barriers,
(3) the remoteness of the sites, (4) DOE's commitment to long-term institutional control,
(5) site conditions such as the general lack of easily accessible resources and the great depth to
groundwater, and (6) waste form stability. On the basis of these considerations, DOE did not
include a quantitative analysis of inadvertent human intruder in the EIS as discussed in Section
5.5. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

Potential inadvertent human intrusion into WIPP is addressed in the documentation supporting
its current operations. Inclusion of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes with the wastes
already planned for disposal in this repository would not be expected to change the results
associated with this hypothetical intrusion event.

L78-13 As discussed in Table S-3, "The number of estimated shipments to the WIPP repository is
larger than the number associated with the other three action alternatives, primarily due to the
assumption that activated metals and remote-handled wastes with higher external dose rates
would be packaged in shielded canisters for disposal at WIPP prior to being loaded onto the
transport vehicles." Appendix B, Section B.5.2 has more information on the assumptions used
for packaging waste for disposal at WIPP.
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Abpfanafp, Jennffer Marie
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W217-1 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

Thanir you foryetr comment. Camllle Eurltt.

Threcomment tracking number that has beenaesslgnedtoyouer commentlsGTCCI0OI.7. Please re fer to tire comm'ent
treckide number in nil conreeponderece relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 1.6, 2011 tl9:56:2SAM CDT

Greater-Than-CbtnC tLow-Levei Radlooctiv Waste ElS Draft Coinmmint GTCCI02I7

First teiaras Camille
last Name: CmRtC
Orgonliatlon: Tire Eye~roren State College
Address; 311. W. Annie
City;:Austin
Slate: "TX
Zip; 78704
cOuntry; USA
Email; earcarnt7dtever •ereen
Privsry Prferoence: Ion'tswithhold naine or addrese from public record

CommnterSubmltted;
highly radloective wastes, which Include GTCC and remosehoadnrle
Plutonium TRU, belong lena deep geoiogic repository. In Eeologlcaily stabte forinatlons below
the depth of usoble grourodwater. Radioactive and chemical wastes, especially long Seed and netronlely
radioactive wastes, do not belong in shallow toaldfills or barelheles along the columbia Itier,

Questions about submE~ttng cemments over the Web? Conacte us as; •• or cail thse Greaterr
ThonnCloss-C tom-Level Radloactise Waste El5 WebosaSlur as (610) 252-5705.
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Abplaualp. Jennifer Marle
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Thanic you for your comment. Laura Hlsdsad.

Th•e comment tracking number that ban been assigned to your comment Iis TCCIO392. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in atl correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 23. 2Q11 015:49:2SPM CD•T

Greater-Than•iass•C L~ow-Levet Radioactiv'e Weste tiS Draft Comment.' GTtZCI0392

Firt Name: Laura
Last Name: tiaddad
Organization: tiaddad Drc an tLC
Address: 2503. Sayview Street
City: Seattle
State: WA
Zip: 91,5144
Country/: USA
Ermail: iarh ddnliearfhsinknret
Privacy Preference: DOn't withhoid name oradt rdest fron pubili record

W392-1 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hantford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.

W392-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

If DOE decides to implement its preferred alternative for the TC&WMv EIS, GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not be shipped through the Columbia River Gorge for disposal at the
Hanford Site until the waste treatment plant is operational. However, regardless of where the
GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes may be transported through the Columbia River Gorge on their way to
the disposal facility. The waste would be generated within the states of Oregon and
Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local
medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State
licensees.

The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These
regulations include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling,
placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation casks. The
robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous
material under the severest of accident• conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to any of the alternative sites evaluated in the EIS would
cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either incident-free transportation or
postulated transportation accidents.

The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the various disposal sites. The EIS
addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 shipments
would he required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected LCFs. One fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see
Section 6.2.9.1).

DOE's standard operating procedure for transportation of radioactive waste is developed and
continually revised to ensure that the utmost protection of public health and the environment is
achieved and that the risk of a traffic accident is minimized. For example, DOE has established
a comprehensive emergency management program (Transportation Emergency Preparedness
Program or TEPP) that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness measures
to minimize the health impacts from accidents involving loss of control over radioactive
material or toxic chemicals. DOE's TEPP was established to ensure that its contractors and
state, tribal, and local emergency responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and
effectively to accidents involving DOE shipments of radioactive materials.

If an accident that involved a release of radioactive material to the environment occurred, it
would be remediated promptly in accordance with these procedures. These measures would
help DOE minimize and mitigate any impacts on the environment.

Comment submitted:
Piease do not consider adding more waste to Hanford before a solid plan for cileniag oip what is there It estabtiahed
AND impiemeated. The water of the Colambia River is too degraded already, and putting at greater risk of
rontamination is unconscionable. That risk doesn't ese take Into account lthe riska at stoke in transporting the
radioactive material on public roadwvars. Please, put the nffort into CL.EANING,

Otuestlonn eboat submitting ceomments ever" the Web? Contact us at: stcrswebmastereaanIet.t or call the Gtreater-°
Tken-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tiS Webmaster at l630l 252-5705.

Jw392-t
W392-2



Hanford Advisory Board. Commenter ID No. L280
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Ju•e 3, 201

ale~ Teisy
A 1st ttt Sereotary for Envionmsenta Mestag~esant
EM-l/Forestal Bunirling
UoS. I~•tsment of Ener'gy
10001 tleg sdsneen Avenue
WVashitotS, D.C. 205T5

Arnold ]Hdehnao
Grrater-Tlen-Clsas C Low,-Level Radioactiv Waste HIS
Offce of Techsnical and Regalatory Support (Hte-43)
1.5. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
.. aWihingron. DC 2058550119

Re: Draft Greater Ti~r Class C Waste Envitroonsental Impact St temnent

Dear Ma.Trisy and Mr. Edelmana,

Ilaselgrunad

The draft Otcaser-thar.Class C (GTCC) Hnvsrorunentat Impa ct Statement (HIS) responds to
a need from the Office of the Secre~tary of Euerg•y, as required by the Lowe Tevel
Radioactive \\Vasre Policy Amend*,ments Act of l985, to frnd a solution for disposal of
GTCC'I ents froaol the• comusernial rector and GTlCC-lilse Low-Level Wesr •' rown the UJ.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) systemn, attd for the civilian industry. By law, GTCC wtasten
mast be disposed in a drop geologiesad repository, or¢ inl auch other DOE faciitiy as alpproved
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commisrion, The only operating deep geological repository in
the U.S. is the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIFP), which is constrained~ to accept only
defense-origintated Transur'anic wastes (rRU). Woere the GTCC and GTfCC-ltlse waste to be
dieposed of a Hantford, it w•ould be in addition to the 62,000 m

5
• and 20,000 us

5 
limita for

off-aite waste ce;tablialhed in the Hanford Solid Waste HIS Record of Decision (RtOD)t.

The alternatives considered in tihe draft ('ICC HIS are: no action, deep geoflogical w•aste
disposal in WH

5
P, or disposalelse•where in sbove-gradc vanite, in shallows landfill trenches,

or int somewhat deeper large' diameter borelsole~s (30-40 meters deep). Near--surface disposal
of long-lived radioactive wastes is considerably less protective of hutman health •and the
ensvironsnent than deep geologicat disposal and poaca higher risks. Hanford remains ore of"

L280-1 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC HIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC HIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

IL250-t
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Hanford Advisory Board, Commenter ID No. L280 (cont'd)

Ih~o leadin•g disposal location alternatives in the draft GTCO EIS as one of six federal sitesbein~g constadered for the disposal of GTICC and GTCC-Iikc waste.

Ths Hantford Advisory Board (Board.) has cossaile•ntly advised against she disposald of
additional off-site wastes, inclading 0TCC was•te, at Hartford'. The Bozard has provided
previous advice' that concluded that madeling in tha drati Tank Cl1osur and Waste
Management (TC&WM) BtS clearly showe•d that Hanford is not suitable for disposal of
additional w,.arts. Hanfoed is not suitable because it is at mf over acceptable limnits for
sevesal radiunnclides. including teehcqhneia99, {iodn- t 29, and~ O, number" of uranium
isotopes'. The Board believes the estimated peak annual risk to hanan health sod the
environm~ent from trench and vault (1TCC disposal, in combination with the risk already
earning from Hanford, is masoeptabt[y high (418 and 49 toremro/yea, respectively).

5 
f't

borehole disposal risk eatintatea seem to be too low for a similar type of disposal (4.8
mreatesr).•For uraniuma, tlss Board believes that sthe peak estimated groundwater dose for
vaults and trenches (approximately 600 snrw•eanQyar and for bereholsa (approximately 200
mrem/yes')' is sascceptably high.

AsS ah dralt TC&WM 11Sttlhtninates, under current proposals for disposing of existing
Hanford wvastes, groundwater standards at Haneford will be exceeded fhe thousands of
years

5
. Acceptance of additional was-tes from oflfidte wtould greatly increase and compound

those alrehady idan~tifled impacts.

T"he Boyard sutarnite thit advice as its comments otn the draft 0TCC EIS, in addition to being
format advice to DOE.

Advice:

,* The Board advises D)OE remove tlanfoad from the listof alternative locations for
GTfCC disposat.

* The Board reiterates prior Board advice that na additional off-ite waste,

including GTCC or 0'ICC-like waste, should be disposed at HianfordS.

* The Board advises DOE to recognise that the additional risk from diaporing
GTfCC and 0TCC-litre waste, in com~bination woith wvaste s are.dy at 1-lauf rd,
ucxc a risk levels acceptable for human health and the enviroonment.

*Th Board advises that a subsequen•t :2022 decision to imrport any ofl-site wastes
to Hanford should require a new National itnvireonnental Policy Act (NEPA)
manysit ad EiS, with a full NEPA public involvement process,

L2t0-1(Cost.)

L280-2

L280-2

L280-3

L280-4

L280-5

L280-6

DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and I-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable

alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANIL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands

in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential long-
term performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

Refer to the discussion in the second paragraph of the response to L280-2 regarding the
importation of waste from other DOE sites.

See response to L280-2.

The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like waste. Sufficient information is available to support the current decision-
making process to identify (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited
amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste identified in the EIS.

DOE believes that this EIS process is not premature and is in compliance with NEPA. On the
basis of an assumed starting date of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about
6,700 m' [240,000 ft] of the total GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory of 12,000 m'
[420,000 f13]) is projected lo be available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional
2,000 mas (71,000 fif) would become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This
information is presented in Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this HIS is timely, especially given
the length of time necessary to develop a GTCC waste disposal facility.

DOE developed this HIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the HIS (Section 1.1).
The scope of the HIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. DOE plans a tiered decision-
making process, in which DOE would conduct further site-specific NEPA reviews before
implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the basis of this HIS.

L280-'3

L280M-

SL280-5

SL2t0-6
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Hanford Advisory Board. Commenter ID No. L280 (cont'd) L8- e epnet 20lL280-7 See response to L280-1.

o The Board advises that DOE inelude aill Reroot-Hlnsdled TRU, 0TCC andO'TCC-like wnates iii the anslysie fo~ra •mentative dee geological disposal site
(in the ease vihene WIPP is found to be unavailable) documented in the GOTCC
ItIS. The Board advises that any dispossl alternative other than deep geslogical
dispossl for CITCC wa~stes will not be protective.

*The Board advise~s that the draft OTCC HIS shounld Incelude the improved
modeling analyses from the draft T&WM EIS0 that deeneih both rthe impacts
from existing Hartford wastes and itmported wastes under DOES's proposed
alternatives. The Board recommsrends that the 01ICC ItIS should include
cumulative impacts fronm hath of the pending draft TC&WM and OTCC 1315
proposals to import and li~ty additional svaotaa at I-Basard. "rhe hoard advises• tiet
03 should he including the draft lT'&WVM EIlS modeling for migraiocn and

doses, hecause it appeas~s to be shgnifmeramnty mote sophisticated than the reesllng
used in the 0TCC EIlS. The ptblie shvoald have the opporloaity to review¢ and
comment on a revised drat EIS showing these ettiulative imprints if DOE
coutinue tO eonsider Hanfosld for disposal.

aThe Ito, ar advises DOE to analyze Ira.•T artation impactS; along the actual routes
which waste oald he tansporied, and that this linforiatsion should ha added into
the draft 1315. DOE should ronsider the eta lalive tr'anspoetaliots.relatesl impacts
front w~ate front the pending TC&WM3 ElS and 01'CC IllS proposals. The public
should h Ia•,. h opportunity lo re.¢iew and cotisnent oni these impacts.

* "ime Board advises that 1)01, as a part of the decisiOn to dispose of the 0TCC
wastes, should include eanm~iaauion of appropriate treatment meiheds for
immobilizing hong-live.d radiomisehides, such as techuotlom-99 and iodine-129,
prior to wvaste dieposition in any proposed disposal theitity,

Sincierly,

Susan Lechihand, Chair

Hanford Advisory Board

This ea'rire sr prrerol Iia~a" casara~s ar to L• t•sp~raflr tapir It e~sldas nSt Ca trn eat; sf esiras ro
•¢rsapsa lsalcBavdsgastemr.i nt s~oefjrr iteit aaras

cc: MvatI McCormick, Manger. U. S. Departmetnt of Energy, Riehlmlatd Operaliuss
Scott Sansttlsou, Managr, U. S. Department of Energy, Office of River lrotectiont

L280"7

L280-5

L280-9

L280-150

L280-ti1

L280-8 A more sophisticated modeling approach would not provide any appreciable difference in the
overall modeling results for the GTCC EIS. The specific locations that would be used at each
potential site for development of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
are not known at this time. The use of "reference locations" was used in the EIS to allow for a
quantitative assessment of the impacts that could occur at each site. While some parameters
could change within a short distance, most would not. For consistency across potential disposal
sites, the RESRAD-OFFSITE computer code was used to model the migration of radionuchides
from the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes placed into the conceptual disposal facility
designs for the three land disposal methods (not all three methods were evaluated for each
site). Site-specific information provided by technical staff from various sites that were
evaluated was used in these modeling analyses to the extent it was available, and conservative
assumptions were used to fill any remaining data gaps. While the computer model was largely
developed to support environmental restoration activities, it has a number of features that make
it a good choice for use in this EIS.

The RESRAD-OFFSITE code, like all codes, has limitations. This code was selected for the
GTCC EIS analysis because of its manageable number of input parameters, its comprehensive
transport analysis for radionuclides in the unsaturated zones and saturated zone, and its
flexibility in accepting radionuclide release rates calculated outside the RESRAD-OFFSITE
framework. Furthermore, the RESRAD-OFFSITE code has been benchmarked with other
computer codes. The results obtained from the code are considered to be technically sound
estimates.

The analysis presented in the EIlS is adequate for the comparison of the disposal alternatives
evaluated. Fate and transport parameters utilized in the estimations were based on site-specific
(e.g., specific to the reference location to the extent available) information and, as such, are
considered reasonable for the purpose of the comparison made in the EIS. However, DOE
recognizes that additional project and site-specific information and modeling could be used to
inform the implementation of a disposal facility at a given location. This additional information
is expected to reduce the uncertainty associated with these types of evaluations to the extent
possible. Site-specific information would be evaluated in any site-specific NEPA review that
would be conducted based on a ROD for this EIS.

DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

L280-9 The primary radiological transportation risk to the public for any alternative is from the low
level of radiation emanating from the transport vehicle. As discussed in Section 5.3.9.1I, the
collective population risk is a measure of the total risk posed to society as a whole. A
comparison of the collective population risk provides a meaningful evaluation of the relative
risks between disposal locations, as provided in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6. The magnitude of the
collective population risk is primarily determined by the number of routes, the length of each
route, the number of shipments along each route, the external dose rate of each shipment, and
the population density along a given route. The primary differences between alternatives from
the standpoint of transportation are the lengths of the routes as determined by the location of
the disposal sites (destination of the shipments). Thus, higher collective population risks are
associated with alternatives that require transportation over longer distances. All alternatives
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involve routes that have similar characteristics, with no significant differences for comparison
among alternatives, requiring transportation through a range of rural and urban areas. In
addition, the routes used in the analysis are considered representative routes (as discussed in
Appendix C, Section C.9.4. 1.1, because the actual routes used would be determined in the
future. For each disposal site, the routes most affected would be the interstate highways that are
in closest proximity to the site.

L280-10 DOE believes that the analyses presented in the EIS are sufficient to compare the potential
cumulative impacts of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste disposal for the sites that were
evaluated. While up to 12,600 truck shipments were assessed for transport of the GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a proposed disposal facility, these shipments would be spread
out over a 60 year time period, with the result that only about one to two shipments a day
might be expected at the facility in addition to current traffic. Additional cumulative impact
analyses would be conducted in site-specific NEPA reviews, if needed, for the alternative
selected in a ROD. Such follow-on analyses would be based on additional site-specific
information.

L280-1 1 Information on waste forms and waste packages and containers is provided in the EIS to allow
for a comparative analysis of alternatives for transportation and waste disposal. Treatment of
the wastes prior to disposal is outside the scope of the EIS. Such treatment is assumed to be
addressed prior to receipt of the waste at the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste disposal
facility. DOE agrees that it is important to immobilize long-lived radionuclides such as Tc-99
and 1-129 prior to disposal. Solidification techniques (e.g., use of grout) are expected to
immobilize certain wastes in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. If needed, the
actual stabilization methods used will depend, in part, on the waste stream, packaging, and
final disposal facility design. DOE considers the assumptions used for waste form stability (see
Appendix B) to be reasonable for purposes of the comparative analysis provided in the EIS.

The waste characteristics and physical form would have to meet the disposal facility waste
acceptance criteria. It is expected that these Waste acceptance criteria would identify
requirements (such as allowable concentrations) for individual radionuclides, including Tc-99
and 1-129. The specific waste forms and packages used to dispose of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes would be determined in the future as part of the waste acceptance criteria
and packaging requirements developed. See the discussion in Section B.5 and C.9.4.2 of the
ELS for more information on packaging requirements. All GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would be packaged and transported in accordance with all applicable federal and state
requirements, and waste disposal activities would be conducted in accordance with appropriate
requirements.
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HEAL Utah. Commenter ID No. E61 (cont'd) E61-1 All comments, both written and those received during the public hearing are consideredequally in our review.

E61-2 Depleted uranium (DU) is not included in the GTCC LLRW waste inventory because this
material is not GTCC LLRW.

Helh nionetAlace of Utah

w~ww. healiutab . .rg

june 23, 2011

To Whom It May Concerno:

Below are our comments on the BOE's Draft Environmental Impact Statement for
the Disposal of Greater-Than-Class C (GTCC Low-Le.vel Radioactive Waste and
GTCC-tIlle Waste (DOE/EIS-0375-D).

As always, we appreciate the opportunityto offer input In thts important
nulemaklng process. We are hopeful that the Department wll strongly talke into
account the perspectives of impacted communities, lilte Uth which for decades
have borne the bruntof nuclear weapons testing and nuclear waste disposal in the E61 -I
United States htis critical that we are treated as full stkekholders, niot just as
peripheral parties whose Input can ultimately be ignored.

Reconhmendatlonz The DOIE should Include depleted uranium In Its analysis of
how to dispose of GTCC-lfke wastes. This eshould Include existig I•1U at DOE
sites and DIU anticpated frons the centrifuge enrichment plant In New Mexico
and the one planned for Idaho.

We believe that the depleted uranIum fits squarely within the DOB's definition of
GTCC. Aflow us to quote from severall settions of the draft B[IS:

"GTCC LLRW refers to LLRW that has radionucid•de concentrations that
exed the limits for Class C LLRW given In 10 CI'R 61,55. GTClk waste
ref'ers to radioactive waste that is owned or generated by DOE and he E61-2
characteristics sefflclentiy similar to those of GTCC LLRW such that a
'common disposal approach maybe appropriate."

• The concentrations of redlonuclides in Cisasses A, B, and C •lRImlt the
length of time that these wastes are generally considered to be hazardous to
about 500 to 1,000 years, 10 CPR 61.7(b)) notes that near-surface disposal
a;lt. characteritsics for these wastes should be considered in terms of the .
Indefinite future and under 10 CPR 61.T(a)(2j. evaluated for a time flame of
at least 500 years. Randioactive decay and the slow migration of radionucildes
from the disposal units should reduce the hazard from the radlonuclides to
safe ievels at that time."
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HEAL Utah. Commenter ID No. E61 (cont'd)

We believe the above analysais makes a strong case that depleted uranium should be 'considered as GTCC. We urge the Department to re-do its draft ELS. Incorporatdng
depleted uranium. We also believe that depleted uranium is appropriate oi4 fo E6l-2
deep geologi dispoal. Finally, we believe th,.a t the DO - whc $d •(Cont.)
much of this material - has a responsibility to ensure that depleted urnilum Is
disposed of safely, rather than standing by and allowing It to be dumped In
Inadequate near-surface facilities such as Bnergy~olurons" dlive site In Utah.

Again, we appreciate your attention to our comment&

Sincerely.

Mati Pacansa
Policy Director
HEAL Utah
nrs@healutah.org
(801) 864•-0264 (cel

824 South 400 Wes
Suite Bll1
Salt Lake Clty, Utah 84.101
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. T132

Capital Reportitng Company '3

•2 MR. aeOH1: Gerry is neat, and Ellen icathan

3 will follow Gerry.

4 1-I. gOtLtT: Ho will got a PowerPoint on rho

S projector. Ihtle he's doing that, Gerry mollet with

- 6 Heart of America Northwe~t, a citizeos watchdog grOUp

I for Hanford cleanuip.

• 8 I want ro thank you "al1 for being here tonight.

9 The only way wo're going to atop the Oepartmont of

10 Energy's repeated effects to try to use •nafotd as

II radioactive wasre dump again •-

12 (Power~oiht presentation projected on large screen.)

13 HA. PEGLET: -- the only way we stop Hanford

14 fron being used as a national radioactive waste dump

Co13 once again is by yeur being here, speaking up

16 tonight, And so even if you haven't signed up, at

17 the end, speak, say something from your heart, and

IS then rake 20 milnutes every month in the next couple

•19 of months -- until we've stopped this -- tO write a

20 Letter to the editor, thank your Senators, write your

21 Congressman, thank the mayor, write another letter to

22 the editor, and cone out to hearings next fall.

23 ,If the fnergy Department chooses Hanford, it

24 will send t2,O00 truckloads of highly radioactive

25 waste to Hantford. They will ha coming through our

866.488.DFPO
wvww.CapitalReportingCompany, com
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communities, and they are extremely radioactive.

This is on top of the Energy Department's other

proposal, which it insists it is sticking with, to

use Hanford as a national radioactive waste dump for

another three million cubic feet of radioactive waste

wikh i7,OaO truckloads of waste. we urge you tonight

to tall them, you cannot ha credible in your claims

that you want to clean up Hanford when you refuse to

withdraw your decision to use Hanford as a national

waste dump from 2004, and you keep trying to add more

waste on top •f the incredible levels of

contamination that exist today.

There are 40 nilen of unlined ditches at .Hanford

like this cinaicating), 40 miles into which

radioactive and chemical wastes were dumped. And

instead of. trying to remove those wastes, the tEergy

Department nays, let's just put dirt on top of them

and lot's add another massi.ve quantity of radioactive

waste to the soil. The amount of radioactive waste

they would propse to add tonight is nearly en much

as in'all the high-level waste tanks that we're

spending billions of dollars to empty. But the

Energy Department refuses to look at thin logical

siternativo of deep geologic disposal in the granite

shield of worth Ametrin. Snatead, it limits its

14

T132-1 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. DOE did not evaluate developing a
geologic repository, such as in the granite shield, exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not reasonable due to
the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small
volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified in the GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative are indicative
of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a geologic
repository. DOE has included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a
facility could become available in the future. tn that case, before making a decision to use a
commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

DOE recognizes that disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes in the WIPP geologic
repository would require modification to existing law. In addition, it may be necessary to
revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the
State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification
with the EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility Permit.

T13-

866.488.DEPO
wwvw.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com
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search to cheap surface disposal. And the one

repository it already owns, in Ntew Stesico, hot where

it is illegal to add this waste.

Three years ago the Energy Department did

another EIS, had hearings right here, and said, if we

usc H|anford for spent nuclear fuel, because the oasis

cannot step the radiation free going through, aver

$ 00 adults along the truck~routos will die of cancer,

even if there is no accident and no terrorist attack.

Those high-level waste trucks are no hotter than the

greater-than-ciasa C waste, same leves of radiation.

If they move .these wastes, people die. Don't

believe it when they say no one dies, because they've

refused to include in this impact statement anything

about the specific truck routes they'll use or how

they've calculated this or why they say no one dies

now, but three years ago, $00 people would die.

AUDIENCE MEMSERi: Adults.

MR. POLIEI': Eight hulndred adelis.. They said,

we can't study children, we can't model them. Sut

we're more concerned about the children because they

are core suseoptible to 9et cancer free a given dose

of radioactive. If there was en accident at the

•intersection of 205 and $4, over 300 square miles of

Portland would have to be evacuated. And the U.S.

is

T132-i
(Cent.)

T132-2

T132-2 The primary radiological transportation risk to the public for any altemnative is from the low
level of radiation emanating from the transport vehicle. As discussed in Section 5.3.9.1, the
collective population risk is a measure of the total risk posed to society as a whole. A
comparison of the collective population risk provides a meaningful evaluation of the relative
risks between disposal locations, as provided in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6. The magnitude of the
collective population risk is primarily determined by the number of routes, the length of each
route, the number of shipments along each route, the extemnal dose rate of each shipment, and
the population density along a given route. The primary differences between altemnatives from
the standpoint of transportation are the lengths of the routes as determined by the location of
the disposal sites (destination of the shipments). Thus, higher collective population risks are
associated with altemnatives that require transportation over longer distances. All altemnatives
involve routes that have similar characteristics, with no significant differences for comparison
among altemnatives, requiring transportation through a range of rural and urban areas. In
addition, the routes used in the analysis are considered representative routes (as discussed in
Appendix C, Section C.9.4.1.t, because the actual routes used would be determined in the
future. For each disposal site, the routes most affected would be the interstate highways that are
in closest proximity to the site.

A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC BIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy Partnership Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNE) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017).

The GNEP PEIS involved many more shipments than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and

GTCC-likce wastes. Because of this, the resulting estimated impacts for that program (now
terminated) were much greater than those given in this EIS (i.e., 1,730,000 vs. 12,600 truck
shipments). The same types of analyses were done in both the GNEP PEIS and this ETS, but no
LCFs are expected to result from transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like wastes to
the potential disposal sites considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment
numbers.

866.488.DEPO.
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com
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government would likely do the sane as the Japanese

government has just done: Raisa the radiation limits

instead of trying to clean up what cannot be cleaned

U1p.

•If that waste is added to Hanford, the

groundwater will be contaainatnd, the river will he

contaminated, and the three Native Snerican tribes

with treaty rights to live along and fish the

Columbia River and live in that area and use the

groundwater will suffer cancer rates, from using the

groundwater for their children, Of between two ndd

four percent.

SThe Department of Energy proposes tonight to us•

a landfill right next door to the other landfill that

they wann to use as a notional radioactive waste

dump, right next door to rho other landfill that's

leaking unlined trenches used for ccmzaericial

radioactive wastes. Those two trenches alone -

MR. BROl•N: .Just about a ninute left.

HR. PELLET: Those two landfills eloth add 78

millirems 0f radiation per year to a child drinking

the groundwater. le're trying to clean up Hanford to

meet a standard that no one gets any more than 15

nillirems of radioactive a year., That's the EPA

standard. At that level, eight adults out Of 30,000

T132-3 DOE's ROD 78 FR. 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS
is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves. The same methodology is used in the evaluation of all
alternatives; thus, any modification of this methodology would not affect the comparisons
among alternatives and the identification of the preferred alternative. All relevant potential
exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS. Site-specific NEPA
reviews would be conducted as needed. This information could include sensitive
subpopulations and specific pathways of exposure for American Indians.

T132-4 DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hantford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

T132-5 Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS
is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves (e.g., effects on children vs. adults). The same methodology is
used in the evaluation of alt alternatives; thus, any modification of this methodology would not
affect the comparisons among alternatives and the identification of the preferred alternative.

T132-3

T132-4

T1 32-5

866.488.DEPO
www.Capit alRepottingCompany.com



Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. T132 (cont'd) T132-6 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup efforts will continue.

Capital Reporting Company

I who drink the groundwater every day die of cancer.
T1 32-5

2 Children are believed to be ten tines ifote (Cont.)

S susceptible to die of cancer free the sane done.

4 fhey're saying if we use GTC -- Hanford as a

5 national radioactive waste dump for GTCC waste, we're

6 tripling above the allowable dose we're trying to

7 clean up Hanford. And then you add in the comn•eroial

5 leaking radioactive wante duop, and we're more than

9 . quadrupling it.

30 That's not cleaning up. you can't clean Up
T1 32-6

11 until you atop dumping core. And unless the Energy

12 Department says, 11e're co~unitted to cleaning up and.

IS we withdraw our 2004 decision to one Hlanford an a

14 national waste dungp and we withdraw this aehene,

I0 5 you'll have no credibility whatsoever in naying that

If you'rn coasitted to cleaning up Ha~nford.

17 Pleane apeab up, not just tonight. Hoep it

|f going. In the fall, there will be hearings --

19 probably in Vancouver. So 0CC• acrosa the river --

20 over the Hanford Hazardous Haste Permit. Thot'n how

21 we can atop thin, using the state of Hahington'n

22 authority to nay no more until you've ahown you can

21 dleem up. So be there, join us on feceboolt, come to

34 our Heb site, stay involved. Thenk you all for

2. getting here tonight.

866.488.DEP'O
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Heart of America Northwest, Commenter ID No. W554

Abplanalp. Jennifer Marie

Vrosn•

To:
SubJect:

gtcce~vbmaster@anl~gov
Monday. June 27, 2011 7:40 PM
g tcceiswebmast er~a nlgov
Receipt: Greatvr-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ENS Comment G'rCC10554

W554-l DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

W554-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC ELS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 1 0 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

Thanltyou for your comment, Kevin Cartson.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTrccloss4. Please refer to th~e comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Cosmmnen Date: June 27, 2011 OT:40:2IPM COT

Glreater-iThan-Class-C tow-tLevei Radioactive Waste EIS Oralt comment: iGTCC105S4

Pinst Nems: tievin
Middle InltatahJ
last Name: Carison
Address: 2233 NE 56th 5t, 105
tity: Seattle
State: WA
Zip: 99105
Countery USA
Emeail: levln~hoanw~or,.
Privacy Pr'e ereece.: Donetwithhvold nsme or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Hanford is not a suitable site for the storage of additional radioactve wastse. me site is cerrently not I'n compliance with

W554
environmental laws and should be taken off the table regarding any additional waste shipments. It In also snacceptable I I
that the DOE is considering baryleg tihe GT'CC waste in trenches and boreholts, Waste thin highly radioactive belongs in a
deep geological repository which In suitable for long term storage, not in shallow heies or trenches above the I W554-2
eroundwater near a major river.I

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contactucoat: egtcce!.owebmneterisalnl- gvorcall the Greater-
lhan-dass-C Low-.evet Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at 16301 252-5705.



Heart of America Northwest, Comm enter ID No. T14
T14-1 DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the

information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the
Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
various disposal sites evaluated in the EIS were conducted. Notices were placed in various
local newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings. In
that spirit, the existing list for a related EIS was also used to disseminate information to the
Hanford community with regard to the Final EIS.
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MR. BRO1N: Thanks very nuch.

Sean's brlat statement caught me by surprise. $o

I dldn't fret to our spoke~r after Ran, but il's Jerry

fallet,. who 2 think is always ready to rpeak. So Jerry is

neut, sad Any Liarwood will follow Jerry.

MR. IOCLtR: Thank you. 1•y nails is Jerry Pellet,

P-o-l--l-e-t, rrpressanting Ksart of Sa~rios northwest and

heart of A.•orlea Northwest Research canter. saith 16,000

irebers across Rashtngton end Oregon, and we have been

leading the itrisen efforts to advocate tot the cleanup~ of

Hanford since 1067.

I want to start Ocr ce.eentS by thenking

Mr. Arn~e Edeireen for taking the step that many of us in

the -- on the Hanford Advisory Soard and public orelnlty

9

[Tt4-t
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Heart of America Northwest, Commenter ID No. T14 (cont'd)
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3

5
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10

1l

12
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19

19
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22
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working for isproving public notices for fOOt hadqeerter'e

nvireneontal Inpact Staterents when he used the existing

site lists and the liste from the prier related

Environmental lepact Stoteuent to put OUt notice for this

hearing and the Portland hearing on Thursday night.

For several yeans, the advisory boeard and citiren

groups have urged that when WOE headquarters does a lIEPA

EIS instead of the aite, it should use the site's cleanup

liate because the public believes that, when they sign up

on one list with the Departmnt of Energy, they will get

all notices about all related lances and not be told that,

well, that ETS is in a different administrative drawer out

of a different offices and, therefore, you didn't• get

notice of it. So thant you very rauch for doing that.

That wee the good news.

Na. naOWNn Sorry. Tour time is op.

Nit. POlIEl': Great. Okay.. So lotus start where

the state left off on cemelativo impacts. We are very

disturbed at the lack of coordination between the Hanford

Tent Clolere/Naste Management tnvitonmentak Impact

Statement end the creator-Than-Class C £35.

A year ago at this tine, in providing the

Departaent of Energy comnents en the Tank Closure and

Waste Management E1S, hundreds of people noted that the

Pepaftmeet had a currently pending proposal to dinpese of

T14-2 DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and G3TCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13,2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hantford at least until WTP is operational.

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million
km (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-
like wastes would not result in any LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident
might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1I).

T14-l
(Cont)l

T14-2•

866.488.DEIPO
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. T14 (cont'd)
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0 3 million cabie feet of iou-level and mined radioactive

2 chemical wanton at Hanford and anothar proposal in a

3 different 022 that was naming OUt thin year to diapOne Of

4 highly radioactive drater-q'han-tlass C and
T14-2

& 5 reatnr-2han-Clnas C-b~ike Wantes, which we jest call, (Cont.)

6 really, radIoact~ive• wasta; and that the puhlic deserved to

7 nec all of the cumulative Iiapacta, ail of the rinks -- fct

0 Instance, all the tract route riske -- in one docacent and

9 connect en then at one time.

10 It w£il cOt ds ron the 0epartaent of manegy to

1I nay, Well., we'll cobi~ne than in a final' EIS, but you

12 won't eatr got to ace them to cooesnt on them. No?

13 Because you didn't listen, you'ne going to need to come

14 hack out to the puhlio end disclose oil the impacts at oan

15 time.

16 tat'S talk about the impacts at Hanford to the

17 grogndwater and the future ganamatians, Soth Nfativea

10 Amerioana who have treaty righta to live along and fish

19 the Colombia Rtiver and live on the aito and one the

20 groundwater and otheta who will be caing the gro•undwater

21 cent the nmoat 10,000 yeara.

22 In the ~Tant Cloaure/Wqaate tianag~ect tIS, the

23 Department of Snargy estimates that iodine will be --

24 radioactive iodine will be 50 tinns the drinking water

25 standard at the edgeof the Central plateau Core lone,

866.488.DEt'Owww.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com
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Heart of America Northwest, Commenter 1D No. T14 (cont'd) T14-3 Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS
is based on standard practices that arc subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves. The same methodology is used in the evaluation of all
alternatives; thus, any modification of this methodology (e.g., the use of BEIR-7) would not
affect the comparisons among alternatives and the identification of the preferred alternative.Capital Reporting Company

enssetially the sans location where teh

Greater-Than-Class C EZ5 nays, We hypothesize that sonnone

will be using the groundwater, and that's the place where

we're cessidccing what the radiosotven done will be.

So iodine, 50 tines the drinking water standard;

ptetoniaus-239, 175 times the drinking water standard:

chromium. 25 ti~es the drinking water standard.

ror these extrem~eiy'radioaotive wastes that the

oepsrt~net of Energy wants to bary at the esdge of the

200 East Ares, if they nsa |lasfocd, they estimate that the

dose far using landfill trenches will be 48 niltirem per

year, jest I ron the extremely radioactive 0TCC wastes in

tenight's icpeot statement. That worts eat to be, using

the "kBtelogicaJi Effects of Ionizing Padiation• BESR-7

report iroms2005, which the Departsent of tEergy should be

utilizing for done and 4sak estinetec, bet it refuses to

do so -- it's the National Acadeny of Sciences' consensus

report, end DOE Is supposed to to using it -- works out to

be a childhood fatal cancer rate of 2 percent.

That is genocidal. If the Department of Energy

says it's ekay to pet more Waste horn, and we view this

knowing -- we do this knowing that thore are treaty righte

te live aloeg end one the groundwater as recogniced by

court decisions and 2 percent of the children will die,

it's genocidal.

TI4-

866.488.DEPO
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. T14 (cont'd) T14-4 Refer to the response for T14-2 for a discussion on cumulative impacts.

Capital Reporting Company '

I Sat wait. That's only part of the picture

2 because the so-mailed reference location for the GT~C

3 waste happens to be ismedintely adjacent to the other

4 landfill that DOt hen alresdy built and is alse proposing

S to put an additional 3 million cubic feet of radioacltie

6 and radioactive cheetosl wastes, seme of which are <puite

7 xadloactiee and which will be highly mobile with the

8 chemicals co-diaposed.

9 But wait. Irceedistely to the west of that site

10 npgrad~ient is the commercial radiooattee waste deep in the

ii conter of •Snford, leaking unlined anti trenches; and the

12 State of Washington which operates that site estinates

13 that, under its proposed plan to just pet dirt ocer the

34 top of it instead of removing greater-'fhan-claas C and

15 renore-handle transuranios and uranium waslea and ohentoal
T14-4

16 wastes, all of which are there in large guantities. that

17 the Dapdrtment of tEology end Department of Wealth

18 estimate that the groundwater dose S ran that burial ground

19 alone is an additional 22 millirems.

20 50 if we add ep joat twa of the landfills, we get

21 a dose or essentially 10 nillirem to the child in the name

202 location.

23 And the Department Of Energy is totally

24• misleading and not providino an uaiyaiys based on

25 realistic science and disclosure when it eaya, eat there

866.488.DEl'O
•wwv.CapitalReportirngCompany.comn
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2
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S

9

1o

11

12

13

14

15

16

17/

19

20

21

2:2

22

24

20

are no latent canter fatalities. The nustser of latent

cancer fatalitie~s they present in their charts for the

landfill trench- at Sarnford is .0003. And yea have to read

the footnoto to see that that's par year. Over 11,000

years, actually, soysa people are going to die fron that.

But then you have to say, SOW did they get that?

Oh, they ignored the fact that there are treaty rights to

line along, and that the Departeant of Energy han done

studies and Battelle did a study and other people have

done studies naying., in fact, there nrc likely to be

thounanda of people using the groundwater; and, in fact,

any future residents will be using the groundwater because

withdrawing water froe the Coloe'la Ri~ver in not allowed

and will not be allwe~d, bet anyone can pet in a

groundwater wall in the State of Sashington, without n

porsat, for a horn and in litely to he able to do 55 a

hundred yearn free now.

And what's going to atop thoes peapln fron

patting in those groundwater wells, drinking that witer,

and having 2 to 4percent of their ehildree die? Se are.

That's what's going ho atop ii because we can't let you do

this, you need to say, S{anford's nission is cleanup.

And it was unaeceptable to hear tonight and in

rending the ett~ee of Inteet and the Pedaral Segister

Notite and the SIt that the Doparteent of Energy esys it

T14-5

T14-6.

T14-7

T14-8

T14-5 The column heading for the LCF risk (Table 6.2.4-3) clearly states that it is the "Peak Annual
LCF Risk from Entire Inventory." Since it is the peak annual LCF risk, it is inappropriate to
multiply the risk of 0.00003 by 10,000 to get the risk over 10,000 years since the peak value is
only valid for a much shorter period of time. See for example, the annual dose curves in
Figures E-3 and E-4 in Appendix E. Thus, the potential for 3 LCFs over a 10,000 year period is
not expected.

T14-6 All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS.
These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts
on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements. The assessment of impacts
from accidents occurring hundreds to thousands of years into the future was considered too
speculative to include because of the large uncertainty associated with estimating future land
use and population pattems. For the human health assessment, the focus was on the
groundwater pathway, since this is the most likely manner in which someone could be exposed
to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in the distant
future.Locations closer than the 100 m (330 ft.) evaluated would result in higher dose and
cancer risk estimates. The 100 m (30 ft.) distance was used to be consistent with the minimum
buffer zone distance surrounding a DOE LLRW disposal site identified in DOE Manual
435.1-1. As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2, the hypothetical resident farmer scenario was only
used to provide estimates for comparing the various sites evaluated; however, this scenario
may not be consistent with the reasonably foreseeable future scenario at some of the sites
evaluated. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed. This information could
include sensitive subpopulations and specific pathways of exposure for American Indians. In a
similar fashion, additional cumulative impacts analyses would be conducted by using
additional site-specific information when the location selected for a GTCC LLRW and GTCC-
like waste disposal facility was determined.

T14-7 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup efforts will continue.

T14-8 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, JNL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WJPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup efforts will continue.

8616.488.DEPO
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. T14 (cont'd)
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chose eafoad as eec of the sites to study because o00 of

its missions is disposal.

Every c•E official visits Elanford and says, Your

missionm is Jest Cleanup; but when it's coevenient for as.

we're adding is disposal.

Hantford cannot be viewed as a disposal site. The

mission needs to be cleanup. Nowhere in your GTCC EIS is

there a single mention of the fact that the cleanup

standard, which flOE says It is atriving to Coat at

Hfanford, set by EPA, is I5 milir~em dOSe free all sources

for any individual at any time in the future.

15 mil~lire from all sources. OkayS That egoals

eight fatal cancers in every 11,000 adults, und tOE says.

We're goleg to try tO meet that. That's acceptable.

accept then the Department of Energy comes along and says,

n(ew we're going to add highly radioactlve waste and put it

above the groundwater, and the dose wIll be more than

three times what we say we're allowing from all sources.

After we spend, as tha state jUSt meted, tens and tens. of

billions of dollars cleaning up Hanford, we'll be adding

something that increases the dose three times above what

we say we're cloaming up Hanford to do.

Cighly radioactive ewastes belong in a deep

endsrground geologic repository. They do not belong in

near-surface landfIlls. boreholes or trenches Or vaults.

15

TI4-8

T14-9

T14-9 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC ETS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS •evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

866A•88.DEPO
wwwCapitalReportingCompany.eom



Heart of America Northwest, Commenter ID No. T14 (cant'd) T14-10 The ETS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. DOE did not evaluate developing a
geologic repository, such as in the granite shield, exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not reasonable due to
the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small
volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative are indicative
of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a geologic
repository. DOE has included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a
facility could become available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to use a
commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

Capital Reporting Company

In 1970, the old Atotnic tnergy Co. le~sion, whdoh

uae broken up to be the nepartment of Energy and Nuclear

Pegulatory Co•tiasion, made a decision that all

transuranic wastes, long-lived Wastes like plutoniun,

would be disposed in a deep geologic repository. That's

whose they belong.

There is e lot of that woste baried before 1970

sitting in |Hanford soil. In faot, there is mare of it

sitt~ig in Hanfcrd soil then thu Department of tnergy

plans to dispcna in the NIPP repository. It noede a deep

geologic repository. And then we have no national deep

geologic repository for high-level nuclear wastes, spent

feel.

So the logical thing for the nepartnnnt of Inorgy

to be doing here, and what is raquired by the National

tavirensental Policy Act, which says you must eosneidno all

reasonable alternatives, is to say the cot reasonasle

alternative is that we are going to atadt ever a national

search for a deep geologic lepository; ox, two, we will

loot is the granite ehield of North America, which the

National ceadery end scientists have said is the preferred

location for teeping radioactive waste out of groundwater

for tend Of thoenands of yearn, and we witi include hoth

thh Spent feel, high-levot ncolesr waste, and these wastes

in that search for a repository.

16

T14-9
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T14-1,
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'rheat whero the wcaate baonol•s, sot neat- the

aurface, and that's what wa urge you to do ead to conovo

jlasfotd from further canlideratiss as a national

radioactive weast dump.

Thanlk you•.
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Heart of America Northwest, Commenter ID No. W552

Abplanalp, Jennifer Marle

Pronte gtcceisweb mlser@eanlgov
Sent: Monday. June 27. 2011 7:07 IPM
To: msiLgtcceiesrchives; gtcceiswebmaster@arntgov; gtcceie@aeltgov
Subject: Greater-Than-Clsss.C Low/-Level Rdioattive Wete tIS Conmrent GTCC1OSS2
Attachimentss GTCC.ES commenteof..eatoLAmerir.a NWsrndjHoANWRCjsubmtted 6-27-11

.GTCC1OSS2.pdt

Thank you for your comment, Gerty Poiler.

Ilhe comment tracking number that hasu been assigned to your comment Is I5TCCIOSS2. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to thitt comment.

Comment Date: June 27, 201:1 07:06:47PM CDT

Greater-Than.Class-C tow-Level IRadloactive Waste 313 Draft Comment: GTCC1O0S2l

First Name: Gerry
Last Name: Pellet
Organlsatlon: Heart of America Northwest; Ileart of America Northwest Research C;enter
Address:" 1314 Nt 5sth St. #110
Citys Seattle
State: WA
Zip: 93105
Country: USA,.
Email: gerryg1hoanw~org
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or addres from public record
Attachment: C:\fakepath\GTCC El$ comments of Heart of America NW and lHoANWRC submitted t-27-11,psdf

Comment Subsaitted:
Attached are the formal comments of Heart of America Northiwest and Heart of America Narthwest Research Center in
the form of a pdf version of a Powerpoint presentation to make It easier for USOOE officials to conrider our comments
and for the public (Or other agencies' officials} to viewand utilise our comments and supporting informeation. Thin
submission In intended to seppiement our oral comments provided at pubili hearings.
Please send responses to ofllcemhoassw~or or contact:
Gaerry Poilet. J.D.,
Eisecutive Direttor,
Heart of America Northwest,
Heart of Americ Northwest Research Center 'The Public's Voice for Hanford Cleenup"
'www~hoanweore
offiteerhoanwora
(206)382-1014

Questions baout suhmittlng comenetot over thre Web? Contact uses: etcceinwebmaslerstanlev or call tbre Greater.
Than-Ctess-C tow-Level Redloactive Waste LIS Wehmaster at (930) 252-570S.
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. W552 (¢ont'd)
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W552-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

If DOE decides to implement its preferred alternative for the TC&WM EIS, GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not be shipped through the Columbia River Gorge for disposal at the
Hanford Site until the waste treatment plant is operational. However, regardless of where the
GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes may be transported through the Columbia River Gorge on their way to
the disposal facility. The waste would be generated within the states of Oregon and
Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local
medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State
licensees.

The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These
regulations include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling,
placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation casks. The
robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous
material under the severest of accident conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to any of the alternative sites evaluated in the EIS would
cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either incident-free transportation or
postulated transportation accidents.

The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the various disposal sites. The EIS
addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected LCFs. One fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see
Section 6.2.9.1).

The EIS also evaluated the impact of intentional destructive acts that could occur during waste
handling, transportation, and disposal (see Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS). The potential for such
destructive acts is low. DOE sites considered in the EIS are secured, and the packaging for the
GTCC ILLRW and GTCC-like wastes would be robust. The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are not readily dispersible, and the impacts from any attempts to disperse these
materials during transportation (such as the impacts from an explosive blast) would be greater
than the impacts from any potential release of radioactivity. Impacts from severe natural
phenomena, such as earthquakes and tomnados, would not be expected to be significant, given
that the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes are largely not dispersible and given the robust
nature of the waste packages and containers.
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DOE's standard operating procedure for transportation of radioactive waste is developed and

continually revised to ensure that the utmost protection of public health and the environment is

achieved and that the risk of a traffic accident is minimized. For example, DOE has established

a comprehensive emergency management program (Transportation Emergency Preparedness

Program or TEPP) that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness measures

to minimize the health impacts from accidents involving loss of control over radioactive

material or toxic chemicals. DOE's TEPP was established to ensure that its contractors and

state, tribal, and local emergency responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and

effectively to accidents involving DOE shipments of radioactive materials.

I f an accident that involved a release of radioactive material to the environment occurred, it

would be remediated promptly in accordance with these procedures. These measures would

help DOE minimize and mitigate any impacts on the environment.
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. W552 (cont'd) W552-2 This comment is outside the scope of this EIS. The scope of this EIS is to evaluate disposalalternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. W552 (cont'd)
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. W552 (cont'd) W552-3 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WT'P is operational. DOE is performing environmental restoration
activities at the Hartford Site. The ongoing cleanup efforts will continue.
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Heart of America Northwest. Cornmenter ID No. W552 (cont'd} W552-4 As stated in the introduction to the EIS, GTCC-like waste has characteristics similar to those of
GTCC low-level radioactive waste (LLRW) such that a common disposal approach may be

appropriate.
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W552-5 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS

evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the

degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the

GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation

indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as

Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at

sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution

coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land

disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate

radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal

(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods

could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-

surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS

evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics

would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.
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W552-6 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC wasteinventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. DOE did not evaluate developing a
geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes, such as
in the granite shield, because DOE determined that such an alternative is not reasonable due to
the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small
volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC ETS. DOE believes
that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative are indicative
of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a geologic
repository. DOE has included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a
facility could become available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to use a
commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

The degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of
the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

W552-7 Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-5 79 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted
as needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify' the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and



Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. W552 (cont'd)
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation

doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. DOE

recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes

would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as

needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat

loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.S
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W552-8 The reference made to an estimate of 816 LCFs in the Draft Global Nuclear EnergyPartnership Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS, DOE/EIS 0396) is
not relevant to the proposed action in the GTCC ETS. This value represents the maximum
impacts associated with 50 years of transportation activities supporting the operations of all
existing domestic commercial light-water reactors if all of them were replaced with high
temperature, gas-cooled reactors. DOE cancelled the GNEP PEIS process on June 29, 2009
(74 FR 31017).

The GNEP PEIS involved many more shipments than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes. Because of this, the resulting estimated impacts for that program (now
terminated) were much greater than those given in this EIS (i.e., 1,730,000 vs. 12,600 truck
shipments). The same types of analyses were done in both the GNEP PEIS and this EIS, but no
LCFs are expected to result from transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like wastes to
the potential disposal sites considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment
numbers (see Section 6.2.9.1).

W552-9 Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS
is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves. The same methodology is used in the evaluation of all
altemnatives; thus, any modification of this methodology (e.g., with a basis from BEIR VII
and/or attempting to use risk factors for children) would not affect the comparisons among
alternatives and the identification of the preferred alternative.

W552-10 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.

The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste) at the
Hanford site.

W552-11I DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

t'j



Ifeart ofAmerica Northwest, CommenterID No. W552 (cont'd) W552-12 Calculation of the collective population risk (under routine and accident conditions) is
provided in the EIS. While these estimates are conservative, the calculations used expected

• " values where practical (e.g., extemnal shipment dose rates) and provide a reasonable measure

for comparison among alternatives, as summarized in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6.
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W552-13 The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These
regulations include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling,
placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation casks. The
robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous
material under the severest of accident conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to any of the alternative sites evaluated in the EIS would
cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either incident-free transportation or
postulated transportation accidents.

The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the various disposal sites. The EIS
addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected LCFs. One fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see
Section 6.2.9.1).



H~eart of America Northwest. Commenter lID No. W552 (cont'd) W552-14 The GTCC EIS provides a reasonable estimate of impacts to individuals potentially exposed to
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste shipments as directed by NEPA. The EIS provides, in
Section 5.3.9.2, potential impacts for those individuals that could be expected to receive the
highest exposures during transport of the waste. However, it is not claimed that these
exposures represent maximum values.
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Heart of America Northwest, Commenter ID No. W552 (cont'd) W5-SScrsos oW5-3W552-15 See response to W552-13.
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Heart of America Northwest, Commenter ID No. W552 (cont'd) W552-l6 As stated in the introduction to the ELS, GTCC-Iike waste has characteristics similar to those of
GTCC low-level radioactive waste (LLRW) such that a common disposal approach may be
appropriate.

~The primary radiological transportation risk to the public for any alternative is from the low
i. ''lt/) •level of radiation emanating from the transport vehicle. As discussed in Section 5.3.9.1, the

ON n "• t• m -t • • " G) -I "• 0 -I •collective population risk is a measure of the total risk posed to society as a whole. As)" if E O __. • • :"O•-I=r - E::" l comparison of the collective population risk provides a meaningful evaluation of the relative
o•• :" 6• • • o(A% a ~o'~m •• x =(D c Q risks between disposal locations, as provided in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6. Theth leghoecmagnitude of the

1 (" o • T "0: - _. • D. $ • , Z r= -. tC O 1 collective population risk is primarily determined by the number of routes, telnt fec
-- cIJ Q(Are In route, the number of shipments along each route, the external dose rate of each shipment, and

WQ" C oo c J• ,4 •• 1 5 O • the population density along a given route. The primary differences between alternatives from
0.=, 0 t .t e .J-- the standpointof transportation arethe lengthsof the routes as determined by the location of

•i .. n c v .m - •. •[ t l .• ••^,,• . •c . e m " _,.__ the disposal sites (destination ofthe shipments). Thus, higher collective population risks are

o t •o • '• '• C •-- "•-r - u • • • •• t -• r- associated with alternatives that require transportation over longer distances.All alternatives
•" := • .• -- I. • involve routes that have similar characteristics, with no significant differences for comparison

--- • v-* o o -- 0 1 • • - among alternatives, requiring transportation through arange ofrural and urban areas. In
.. _( ..: O • • h t+ t addition, the routes used in the analysis are considered representative routes (as discussed in

, - o- -~ •. r -- 'O-- •1 o _ Appendix C, Section C.9.4.1.1, because the actual routes used would be determined in the
Oo0 - omO -: • - • re 0 - 0" j future. For eachdipslstteruemotafcewolbeteiesaehgwyshtae

-- 01 01 -- -- 01 . 01 • -W• •- Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS for implementation, site-specific NPA

, ~ •, •. "< u" - 0 -0 , process will include planning that involves transportation stakeholders.
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W552-17 Information from the GTCC EIS on the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the
Hanford Site was reflected in the Final TC&WM EIS cumulative impacts analysis.

The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated. The EIS evaluates collective population risks during
routine conditions and accidents, radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials.
For the truck option, it is estimated that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million
kma (30 million mi) of travel would be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-
like wastes would not result in any LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident
might occur (see Section 6.2.9•1).
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. W552 (cont'd) W552-18 As stated in the ELS, Appendix C, Section C.9.4.4 - DOE used a complex-wide average of
radionuclide profile of similar waste in developing the dose rate used in the ELS. DOE
acknowledges that for specific shipments this dose rate may he lower than the actual. However,
DOE believes this estimate is more realistic than a hounding estimate.
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H/eart of America Northwest, Commenter ID No..W552 (cont'd) W552-l9 The GTCC EIS provides a reasonable estimate of impacts to individuals potentially exposed to
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste shipments as directed by NEPA. The ETS provides, in
Section 5.3.9.2, potential impacts for those individuals that could be expected to receive the
highest exposures during transport of the waste.
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Heart of America Northwest, Commenter ID No. W552 (cont'd)
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W552-20 The GTCC EIS provides a reasonable estimate of impacts to individuals potentially exposed to
GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-like waste shipments as directed by NEPA. The EIS provides, in

Section 5.3.9.2, potential impacts for those individuals that could be expected to receive the

highest exposures during transport of the waste. It is not expected that GTCC LLRW and

GTCC-like shipments would be subjected to the same types of inspections as spent nuclear
fuel.

Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS for implementation, site-specific NEPA
reviews would be conducted as needed, including a more detailed transportation risk
assessment. This process will include planning that involves transportation stakeholders.
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W552-21 DOE agrees that some cancer fatalities could occur as the result of an accident or terrorist act.
A generic accident consequence assessment was performed because there is no way to predict
the exact location and conditions of an accident, as discussed in C.9.3.3 of the EIS. For all
alternatives, potential accidents, even those at the same location, could have impacts that range
from negligible to significant depending on the waste involved, the accident severity, and
weather conditions. Such an analysis would not help distinguish between alternatives because
all alternatives involve routes through or near major population centers.

The analysis of intentional destructive acts is given in Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS. This analysis
provides a perspective on the risks that the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes could pose
should such an act occur. In general, the risk presented from an intentional destructive act is
similar to that from a high-severity transportation accident. The accident consequence
assessment (given in Section 5.3.9.3 of the Final EIS) presents the results for transportation
accidents that fall into the highest severity category. The severe environment that occurs under
such conditions can be considered to be similar to that which could be initially instigated by an
act of sabotage. In highly populated areas, where the highest exposures would be anticipated, a

rapid response would be expected, minimizing the amount of time available to fully breach a
Type B package. Should such shipments be diverted and the radioactive material removed for
dispersion, higher exposures could be achieved, and potential impacts could be significant. The
economic impact could reach several billions of dollars. The extent of the impacts would
depend on the exact location of the release, density of the surrounding population, local
meteorology, and emergency response capabilities in the affected area. In addition, the final

transportation routes will not be selected until a ROD for the EIS is issued and site-specific
NEPA review is conducted as needed.
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. W552 (eont'd) W5-2CmetntdW552-22 Comment noted.
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. W552 (cont'd) W552-23 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup efforts will continue.
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. W552 (cont'd)
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. W552 (cont'd) W5-4Cmetntd
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W552-24 Comment noted.
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Heart of America Northwest. Commnenter ID No. W552 (cont'd)
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. W552 (cont'd)W525SerspnetW5-I1W552-25 See response to W552-11.
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. W552 (cont'd)
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. W552 (cont'd)
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Heart of America Northwest. Commenter ID No. W552 (cont'd)
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W552-26 Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes will be handled in a manner that isprotective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable

requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent

practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS

is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of

radiation on humans evolves (e.g., effects on children vs. adults). The same methodology is

used in the evaluation of all altemnatives; thus, any modification of this methodology would not

affect the comparisons among altemnatives and the identification of the preferred altemnative.
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W552-28 The RESRAD-OFFSITE code, like all codes, has limitations. This code was selected for the
GTCC EIS analysis because of its manageable number of input parameters, its comprehensive

transport analysis for radionuclides in the unsaturated zones and saturated zone, and its

flexibility in accepting radionuclide release rates calculated outside the RESRAD-OFFSITE

framework. Furthermore, the RESRAD-OFFSITE code has been benchmarked with other

computer codes. The results obtained from the code are considered to be technically sound

estimates.

DOE believes that the analyses presented in the EIS are sufficient to compare the potential

cumulative impacts of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste disposal for the sites that were

evaluated. In particular, existing concentrations of various radionuclides in contaminated soil

and groundwater at the candidate sites were taken into consideration in the selection of the

preferred alternative. Additional cumulative impact analyses would be conducted in site-

specific NEPA reviews, if needed, for the alternative selected in a ROD. Such follow-on

analyses would be based on additional site-specific information.

W552-29 The summary tables presented in Section 2.7 tabulate the potential impacts for up to

10,000 years (potential impacts for peak years are given in Appendix E); the 660 mrem/year

value stated in the comment is not a value that is presented in the EIS. The primary objective of

the EtS is to compare the impacts between alternatives. Comparison of impacts against

appropriate standards would be considered during the actual design and implementation of a

disposal facility.
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W552-30 The modeling with the RESRAD-OFFSITE code utilized a specific feature of the code. That is,
the leach rates of radionuclides were calculated separately and entered as input values to the
code for subsequent transport modeling through the unsaturated zones and the groundwater
aquifer. In the process of calculating leach rates to input into the RESRAD-OFFSITE code, the
influence of the waste forms was considered. For activated metals, a constant release fraction
was assumed, reflecting that the imbedded radionuclides in the metal would not dissolve in
water until the metal was corroded. For Other Wastes, the release rates were calculated by
considering the retardation provided by grouting; therefore, measured Kd values of
radionuclides in cementitious materials as available in published literature were used for the
release calculations. For sealed sources, because the waste forms can vary greatly, the release
rates were calculated by assuming the waste forms would behave like soils and would not
provide extra protection against leaching. The consideration for releases from activated metals
was similar to a dissolution mechanism. The consideration for releases from sealed sources
was similar to a surface rinse mechanism. The consideration for releases from Other Waste was
similar to a surface rinse mechanism, but with non-zero Kds for the waste form.

The integrity of waste packages, waste containers, and barrier materials over time was not
specifically modeled in the RESRAD-OFFSITE code. Their performance over time depends on
the engineering designs of the disposal facility. Compared with the analysis time frame that
extends to 10,000 (or possibly up to 100,000) years into the future, the integrity periods of the
waste packages, waste containers, and barrier materials are relatively short. Therefore, in the
GTCC EIS, the integrity periods are evaluated as one single parameter, which is assumed to be
500 years in the analysis. To study the influence of this assumption, a sensitivity analysis was
conducted. This approach provides a perspective on performance for the long term.

The RESRAD-OFFSITE computer code was used to model the migration of radionuclides
from the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes placed into the conceptual disposal facility
designs for the three land disposal methods. Site-specific information provided by technical
staff from various sites that were evaluated was used in these modeling analyses to the extent it
was available, and conservative assumptions were used to fill any remaining data gaps. While
the computer model was largely developed to support environmental restoration activities, it
has a number of features that make it a good choice for use in this EIS. The analysis presented
in the ETS is adequate for the comparison of the disposal alternatives evaluated. Fate and
transport parameters utilized in the estimations were based on site-specific (e.g., specific to the
reference location to the extent available) information and, as such, are considered reasonable
for the purpose of the comparison made in the EIS. However, DOE recognizes that additional
project- and site-specific information, such as the actual depth to groundwater over the entire
disposal area, could be used to inform the implementation of a disposal facility at a given
location. This additional information is expected to reduce the uncertainty associated with
these types of evaluations to the extent possible. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be
conducted as needed based on a ROD for this EIS.

The RESRAD-OFFSITE code, like all codes, has limitations. This code was selected for the
GTCC EIS analysis because of its manageable number of input parameters, its comprehensive
transport analysis for radionuclides in the unsaturated zones and saturated zone, and its
flexibility in accepting radionuclide release rates calculated outside the RESRAD-OFFSITE
framework. Furthermore, the RESRAD-OFFSITE code has been benchmarked with other
computer codes. The results obtained from the code are considered to be technically sound
estimates.
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W552-31 DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts

that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste

streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision

on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at

Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes will be handled in a manner that is

protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable

requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent

practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS

is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of

radiation on humans evolves. The same methodology is used in the evaluation of all

alternatives; thus, any modification of this methodology (e.g., with a basis from BEIR VII

and/or attempting to use risk factors for children) would not affect the comparisons among

alternatives and the identification of the preferred alternative.
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W552-32 The modeling with the RESRAD-OFFSITE code utilized a specific feature of the code. That is,the leach rates of radionuclides were calculated separately and entered as input values to the
code for subsequent transport modeling through the unsaturated zones and the groundwater
aquifer. In the process of calculating leach rates to input into the RESRAD-OFFSITE code, the
influence of the waste forms was considered. For activated metals, a constant release fraction
was assumed, reflecting that the imbedded radionuclides in the metal would not dissolve in
water until the metal was corroded. For Other Wastes, the release rates were calculated by
considering the retardation provided by grouting; therefore, measured Kd values of
radionuclides in cementitious materials as available in published literature were used for the
release calculations. For sealed sources, because the waste forms can vary greatly, the release
rates were calculated by assuming the waste forms would behave like soils and would not
provide extra protection against leaching. The consideration for releases from activated metals
was similar to a dissolution mechanism. The consideration for releases from sealed sources
was similar to a surface rinse mechanism. The consideration for releases from Other Waste was
similar to a surface rinse mechanism, but with non-zero Kds for the waste form.

The integrity of waste packages, waste containers, and barrier materials over time was not
specifically modeled in the RESRAD-OFFSITE code. Their performance over time depends on
the engineering designs of the disposal facility. Compared with the analysis time frame that
extends to 10,000 (or possibly up to 100,000) years into the fiuture, the integrity periods of the
waste packages, waste containers, and barrier materials are relatively short. Therefore, in the
GTCC EIS, the integrity periods are evaluated as one single parameter, which is assumed to be
500 years in the analysis. To study the influence of this assumption, a sensitivity analysis was
conducted. This approach provides a perspective on performance for the long term.

The RESRAD-OFFSITE code, like all codes, has limitations. This code was selected for the
GTCC EIS analysis because of its manageable number of input parameters, its comprehensive
transport analysis for radionuclides in the unsaturated zones and saturated zone, and its
flexibility in accepting radionuclide release rates calculated outside the RESRAD-OFFSITE
framework. Furthermore, the RESRAD-OFFSITE code has been benchmarked with other
computer codes.

DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and G]TCC-Iike waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hantford at least until WTP is operational.
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W552-34 All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS.
These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts
on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements. For the human health
assessment, the focus was on the groundwater pathway, since this is the most likely manner in
which someone could be exposed to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes in the distant future. Locations closer than the 100 m (330 ft.) evaluated
would result in higher dose and cancer risk estimates. The 100 m (30 ft.) distance was used to
be consistent with the minimum buffer zone distance surrounding a DOE LLRW disposal site
identified in DOE Manual 435.1I-1. As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2, the hypothetical resident
farmer scenario was only used to provide estimates for comparing the various sites evaluated;
however, this scenario may not be consistent with the reasonably foreseeable future scenario at
some of the sites evaluated. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed. This
information could include sensitive subpopulations and specific pathways of exposure for
American Indians. In a similar fashion, additional cumulative impacts analyses would be
conducted by using additional site-specific information when the location selected for a GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like waste disposal facility was determined.

On the basis of the depth of waste disposal, DOE believes that the only reasonable potential for
intrusion is from a future drilling event, such as drilling for a well. The likelihood of
inadvertent intrusion from a drilling event would be very low for a GTCC waste trench
disposal facility because of(l) the narrow width of the trench, (2) the use of intruder barriers,
(3) the remoteness of the sites, (4) DOE's commitment to long-term institutional control,
(5) site conditions such as the general lack of easily accessible resources and the great depth to
groundwater, and (6) waste form stability. On the basis of these considerations, DOE did not
include a quantitative analysis of inadvertent human intruder in the EIS. Site-specific NEPA
reviews would be conducted as needed.
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W552-36 See response to W552-1 1.
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W552-37 The GTCC EIS is not a CERCLA document. As in other DOE EISs concerning radiological
impacts, collective population risks are presented as the number of potential latent cancer
fatalities for the population that is exposed. The potential risks are developed in order for DOE
to compare between alternatives in order to make an informed decision on disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste. Comparison of impacts against appropriate standards would be
considered during the actual design and implementation of a disposal facility.

W552-38 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup efforts at these sites will continue.
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